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1. INTRODUCTION 

The IDEM project contributes to the second cycle of the MSFD implementation. This Directive is 

the main European tool for the conservation of the marine environment by promoting the 

achievement and maintenance of Good Environmental Status (GES) (Directive 2008/56/EC). The 

current implementation of the MSFD failed in encompassing all marine systems since it mainly 

approaches coastal environments. Therefore, the IDEM project focused in the assessment of the 

deep Mediterranean Sea by defining suitable environmental targets. This objective includes 

multiple assignments organized in four actions: (1) Review of literature on MSFD 

implementation, (2) Analysis of the available datasets and mapping of the current knowledge, 

(3) Identification of the major gaps, the most feasible criteria/indicators together with its 

thresholds and the key areas to include in monitoring programs, and (4) Dissemination of the 

outputs.  

This deliverable is part of IDEM action 3, consisting of three assignments. Task 3.1 consists of 

the identification of major gaps (IDEM Project, 2019a). The outcomes of the first task contribute 

to the development of a comprehensive set of indicators/criteria targeting the main topics 

described by the MSFD Directive and also the gaps identified in 3.1, thus fulfilling Task 3.2. 

Finally, Task 3.3 focuses in the identification of feasible thresholds for the selected indicators, 

together with the description of deep-sea key areas for future monitoring programs. This 

deliverable reports the development and the outcomes of Task 3.2 on the identification of the 

most feasible criteria and indicators for describing the deep Mediterranean Sea environmental 

status. Deliverable 3.2 contents are tightly linked to the information provided in Deliverable 3.1 

since there was a need to complement the gaps identified with indicators and appropriate 

criteria. Accordingly, this document contains information from Deliverable 3.1, and also from 

other projects and RSC working plans related to GES assessments such as the HELCOM CORESET 

project (HELCOM, 2012a, 2012b), the OSPAR set of indicators (OSPAR, 2017) or the Integrated 

Monitoring and Assessment Programme (IMAP) of the Mediterranean Sea and Coast (UNEP-

MAP, 2012, 2017). As already mentioned, the main objective of this task and the associated 

deliverable is the identification, evaluation and description of the most promising 

criteria/indicators for the deep Mediterranean Sea. The finally selected indicators and criteria 

should help extend the GES concept to the deep sea. Finally, an accurate integrative analysis of 

all indicators should enable the revision of the available feasible thresholds, linking Task 3.2 with 

Task 3.3.   

Specific terminology is applied consistently in all the documents encompassed in Task 3.2. So 

far, terminology is often ambiguous thus enabling distinct interpretations. Additionally, different 

terms have been used for similar concepts in the revised frameworks (Schroeder, 2010; ICES, 

2015; Queirós et al., 2016; Otto et al., 2018). Therefore, the specific terminology applied to this 

one and to associated documents within the IDEM frame is defined in Box 1 below in order to 

avoid misunderstandings and inconsistencies. 
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2. THE IDEM APPROACH FOR SELECTING DEEP-SEA INDICATORS 

Chapter 2 explains the process of developing a suitable approach that enables a consistent 

selection of deep-sea indicators for each descriptor. It also specifies the documents generated 

for supporting the approach and the key steps that conform the process.  

2.1 STRUCTURE AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FRAMEWORK DEVELOPED 

Definition of a detailed structured process for the identification, evaluation and description of 

deep-sea criteria and indicators is needed to ensure consistency amongst project partners. 

Accordingly, a common structured framework was developed and implemented with the 

support of several documents. The framework is based on four steps, described below, founded 

on the general structure of the system defined by Otto et al. (2018) for selecting and validating 

food web indicators. 

The framework, outlined in Figure 1, consists of four steps ordered consecutively that guide the 

three goals of the process: identification, evaluation and description. Firstly, management 

objectives to be filled by the indicators need to be defined including both MSFD targets already 

present in the Directive and the gaps described within Deliverable 3.1 (IDEM Project, 2019a). 

BOX 1. TERMINOLOGY 
 
Indicator: tool proposed by the MSFD for implementing the monitoring of the topics addressed by 
the descriptors’ criteria.   
Evaluating parameter OR parameter (EP): refers to each of the indicators’ properties assessed. The 
IDEM approach contains 10 parameters formulated within IDEM Task 3.2 after the revision of three 
former evaluation frameworks (Schroeder, 2010; Queirós et al., 2016; Otto et al., 2018). Each 
parameter focuses in one property or indicator attribute, which needs to be evaluated.  
Evaluation step (ES): refers to each of the phases of the evaluation process that need to be followed 
when assessing every evaluating parameter. The IDEM evaluation system relies on 5 evaluation steps 
common to all evaluating parameters. Specifications for the actual implementation of each step differ 
between the 10 evaluating parameters. 
Feature, element: synonyms used for referring to indicators’ characteristics or attributes that need 
to be assessed or considered.  
Target (and ecosystem target): the monitoring objective of the indicator. It can be a component of 
the ecosystem, a pressure, an impact, an ecosystem function, an ecosystem response or any other 
property, behavior or process addressed by an indicator.  
Indicator type: defines the indicator class regarding its monitoring objective. Three main options are 
established: state, pressure and impact.  
Single indicator: only indicator for a given monitoring objective. Thus, single indicators are the only 
option for monitoring a particular target.  
Promising indicator: indicator that cannot be used at present but has high potential for future 
applications.  
Selected indicator (accepted): indicator that has succeeded in the evaluation process and that has 
been classified as accepted in the final decision tree. Thus, it belongs to the group of selected 
indicators forming the set of indicators for a given descriptor.  
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This step is crucial since it establishes the basis for the task and connects Task 3.1 with Task 3.2. 

The second step consists of an extensive screening of potential indicators in the available 

literature. The formulation of novel indicators, targeting topics currently omitted in the existing 

ones, is also considered within Step 2. The third step is the critical, decisive part of the approach 

since it involves the evaluation process of the compiled indicators by a common system 

developed within the IDEM project. The system is based on evaluating steps that guide the 

process and on evaluating parameters that determine what is actually assessed. The outcome is 

a ranked pool of indicators that leads to a final selection of a complete, appropriate set. Finally, 

Step 4 is basically the definition of each indicator by the generation of an individual data sheet. 

The compilation of the data sheets has to conform the final database that should be used in 

future assessments and monitoring programs of the deep Mediterranean Sea.  

Several documents have been developed in order to guide and complete all the assignments 

encompassed in Task 3.2. This document, Deliverable 3.2, is the main report providing a general 

view of the outcomes obtained for each descriptor. Details of the results of Steps 3 and 4 are 

provided in two supporting documents. Thus, the task results are reported within three different 

documents: (i) Task 3.2 Deliverable 3.2, (ii) Task 3.2 Evaluation process spreadsheets, 

encompassing Step 1, Step 2 and Step 3 outcomes (see attached documents in chapter 3.12: 

Evaluation process spreadsheets), and (iii) Task 3.2 Database of the IDEM criteria and indicators 

that gathers the data sheets generated for each selected indicator (IDEM Project, 2019c). Steps 

1 and 2 have been implemented with the methodology and format chosen by each partner. 

Nevertheless, the outcomes of both steps have been incorporated to the spreadsheet document 

thus guiding and standardizing Step 3. In order to ensure consistency between descriptors, the 

evaluation system was implemented in a common spreadsheet where each indicator was 

assessed by each evaluating parameter following all steps described in the system. The 

spreadsheet also contains the management objectives, the selected initial pool and the final 

selection of indicators with the specified scores. Additionally, since one of the parameters 

assessed was the availability of thresholds and/or reference conditions, the ones identified were 

compiled within one table in the spreadsheet. The guidelines composed for performing the 

evaluations are presented in Annex I, containing accurate description of the evaluated 

parameters and of the applied scoring system. Finally, the selected indicators were described 

through the generation of one page data sheet following a common format. The compilation of 

all data sheets and a general assessment of the indicators’ sets constitute the database 

document holding the outcomes of Step 4 and fulfilling the objective of Task 3.2 (IDEM Project, 

2019c).  
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2.2 THE KEY STEPS 
 
This section aims at providing relevant information for each of the key steps of the process in 

order to define their specific context and development process.  

No common framework was developed for the performance of Steps 1 and 2. Steps 3 and 4 are 

complex and more prone to lead to inconsistencies. Accordingly, specific processes, systems and 

documents were designed for the implementation of Steps 3 and 4. The approach developed for 

these two last steps is described in detail in the following paragraphs. A brief comment on Step 

1 is also included in this section in order to highlight the relevance of the novel criteria described 

as management objectives based on Task 3.1 disregarded issues (IDEM Project, 2019a).  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Summary chart of the approach suggested for IDEM Task 3.2. The left panels define the four 
main steps determined by the assignments demanded for each step, illustrated in the middle panels. The 
symbols at the right panels represent the actions and documents relevant for each of the steps. For each 
box, from left to right and from top to bottom: top box: Deliverable 3.1 (IDEM Project, 2019a), 
bibliographic search and Task 3.2 Evaluation process (chapter 3.12: Evaluation process spreadsheets); 
second box from top: description of new indicators, bibliographic search and Task 3.2 Evaluation process 
(chapter 3.12: Evaluation process spreadsheets); third box from top: Task 3.2 Evaluation process (chapter 
3.12: Evaluation process spreadsheets); bottom box: indicators’ datasheets and Task 3.2 Database of the 
IDEM criteria and indicators (IDEM Project, 2019c). 
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Step 1. Management objectives 
 
The only stated requirement for Step 1 was the establishment of a complete set of management 

objectives encompassing both the MSFD targets already present in the Directive and the gaps 

described within Deliverable 3.1 (IDEM Project, 2019a). Within the gaps identified in Task 3.1, 

additional criteria were suggested in order to compensate the neglected issues in the current 

MSFD. The six following topics, relevant for multiple descriptors, were identified and described 

in Deliverable 3.1 (IDEM Project, 2019a) within the disregarded issues chapter: 

(i) Microbial communities 
(ii) Climate change 
(iii) Ecosystem functioning and connectivity 
(iv) Biological blooms and other episodic events 
(v) Ecosystem response, resilience and remediation potential 
(vi) Pressures (human activities) 
 

Considering their relevance to each descriptor, these topics have been included as novel criteria 

within the management objectives and provided with feasible indicators.  

 
Step 3. Evaluation process and scoring system 
 
The third step aims at evaluating the initial pool of indicators following a structured, 

standardized system developed within the IDEM Task 3.2 and implemented through a common 

spreadsheet (chapter 3.12: Evaluation process spreadsheets). The IDEM evaluation system is 

adapted from the one applied for the selection of good indicators in the DEVOTES project 

(Queirós et al., 2016). This system was chosen as a basis due to a number of reasons. Firstly, the 

authors already revised a range of published alternatives proposing scoring systems and 

evaluating parameters. The final selection was based on the ICES quality criteria, an approach 

already resulting from synthesized published efforts. The DEVOTES system already screened and 

combined diverse approaches. Secondly, the framework consisted of several steps and indicator 

quality criteria (IQs) defined in detail within Queirós et al. (2016) and the DEVOTES Deliverable 

3.2 (DEVOTES Project, 2014, 2015). The scoring system considering weighting of IQs was 

objective and widely applicable. However, some weaknesses were identified. The framework 

focuses in state-indicators and is optimized for local applications, hindering standardized 

assessments across MSFD regions. In order to make up for these deficiencies, the IDEM 

evaluation system has been complemented with inputs from other existing systems (Schroeder, 

2010; Otto et al., 2018) and experts’ opinions.  

The IDEM system is based on two evaluating blocks: parameters and steps. Evaluating steps (ES) 

define the common process that need to be followed, whereas evaluation parameters (EP) 

specify the features to be assessed for each indicator. The approach contains in total 5 

evaluation steps and 10 evaluation parameters. A detailed description of the system and 

guidelines for the evaluation process are available in Annex I. The scoring system is adapted 

from the DEVOTES binary (0, 1) system (Queirós et al., 2016). The DEVOTES system states that 
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if the indicator meets the parameter tested, it scores 1. If it does not, it scores 0. The ICES 

approach (used for the development of the DEVOTES framework) also includes 0.5 as an 

additional score representing the partial fulfilment of the parameter (ICES, 2015). Following this 

approach, the possible individual scores could be 0, 0.5 or 1 for each evaluating parameter. The 

total quality score per indicator results from the sum of the individual ones (see formula stated 

in Figure 2), yielding a maximum of 10 if every parameter is fulfilled. Besides of the scores, the 

system here proposed includes additional weighting of two parameters, EP.1 and EP.2. The one-

out-all-out criterion, defined in Queirós et al. (2016), was stated for EP.1 determining the direct 

rejection of the indicator if it fails to meet this parameter. The EP.2 was defined as a basic 

fulfilment. Thus, if an indicator that is finally selected scores 0 in this parameter, the lack of data 

is highlighted within the indicator data sheet since its applicability is compromised. The 

approach also defines a minimum score below which the evaluated indicator should be 

discarded and not incorporated to the final pool. The minimum is set in the value where the 

indicator meets less than half of the parameters desired (<5 in the IDEM system here described). 

In order to obtain a complete, non-redundant set of indicators, two additional rules have been 

incorporated. First, if an indicator is identified as unique for the monitoring of an ecosystem 

item and scores at least 4 in total, it can be selected also for the final set. Secondly, if an indicator 

is identified as redundant because of major overlaps it can be discarded despite of scoring higher 

than 5 in the final step. The system and the rules defined are structured in a decision tree (see 

Figure 2) in order to facilitate its implementation.  

The simplified evaluation process. The approach just described is highly exhaustive, requiring a 

thorough study of the potential indicators for monitoring the deep Mediterranean Sea. It also 

requires the performance of a complex, time-consuming process. Due to time constrains within 

the IDEM project, the initial, exhaustive approach was reconsidered and adapted in order to 

deliver the expected results in time. Therefore, each of the working groups per descriptor chose 

one of the two approaches (exhaustive vs. simplified) taking into account the amount of work 

required and the time left. Although initially the first option described was the preferred one, 

the two approaches enable the delivery of consistent results in order to ensure equivalent sets 

of indicators for all descriptors. The second approach simplifies the evaluation process and eases 

the completion of the data sheets (see documents for descriptors 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9 and 10 in chapter 

3.12: Evaluation process spreadsheets). Approach 1 was applied for descriptors 4, 5 and 6 

(chapter 3.12: Evaluation process spreadsheets). The simplification of the evaluation system was 

accomplished by compiling the assessment of all ten evaluation parameters (EP) in only one 

table. The table had to be filled with a score (0, 0.5 or 1) for each EP considering the partner’s 

expert knowledge, relevant references and the composed guidelines (Annex I). Following the 

score, a brief justification was demanded and equalled to the data sheet sections in order to 

facilitate the generation of the indicators’ data sheets.  
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Figure 2. Decision tree establishing the process and the options that define the categorization process of 
an indicator and its final specifications. Blue rectangles identify the steps and the conditions that need to 
be done and verified. The outcome of the process is illustrated in colours: red represents the rejection of 
an indicator, orange differentiates the promising indicators and green the accepted ones. The 
assignments demanded for the selected and promising indicators are also listed and marked with the 
corresponding colour. 

 

The evaluation questionnaire for D11 criteria and indicators. D11, focuses on the introduction 

of energy including underwater noise. Given the lack of expertise within the IDEM consortium, 

the performance of an evaluation process equivalent to the other descriptors was compromised. 

Consequently, a contingency plan was applied to achieve at least some degree of evaluation. 

The plan consisted in preparing and delivering an ad hoc questionnaire to an external 

collaborator with proven expertise on the topic. The questionnaire (added to this Deliverable as 

Annex II) consists of ten questions, one per EP, which provided an assessment of D11 indicators 

and criteria established in the MSFD (European Commission, 2017).  
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Step 4. Definition of each indicator by an individual data sheet compiled in the final database 

Task 3.2 Database compiles all data sheets describing each of the selected indicators. Model 

documents for the database and for the data sheets were designed in order to provide the same 

structure to all partners, thus promoting consistency and clarity in the outcomes. The IDEM 

proposal for Step 4 consists of a single document named Task 3.2 Database of the IDEM criteria 

and indicators, encompassing a critical appraisal of the sets of indicators and the compilation of 

all data sheets characterizing those indicators (IDEM Project, 2019c). The proposed structure of 

the data sheets was designed taking into account different ideas and proposals already existing 

in the literature (HELCOM, 2012b; ICG-COBAM, 2013; DEVOTES Project, 2014; European 

Commission, 2017). 

As mentioned above, the IDEM 3.2 Database of indicators is organized in two main sections. Part 

A contains a summary and a general assessment of the indicators’ sets analysing the dimensions 

of each descriptor’s catalogue and highlighting the number of novel indicators and criteria and 

the number of indicators and criteria shared between descriptors. The general assessment 

provides an overview of the main deficiencies showing the evaluation parameters with the 

lowest scores. This analysis enabled the identification of the areas where indicators fail more, 

and guided the identification of indicators’ features that had to be improved. Individual 

parameters could also be revised separately in order to figure out which descriptors gathered 

the lowest scores. Part B of the database is filled with the complete sets of indicators organized 

per descriptor and per criterion. An overview introduces each descriptor. The initial summary 

contains a table with all indicators listed and linked to their individual data sheets and a graph 

illustrating the performance of the indicators’ set in the evaluation process. If novel criteria have 

been developed for a descriptor, a brief definition of them is also provided in the introductory 

overview. Subsequently, all data sheets related to the descriptor are added, duly organized per 

criteria. All data sheets have the same structure and sections, which are filled with the 

characteristics of each indicator. The data sheet encompasses firstly a spie chart to summarize 

evaluation scores. The rest of the content is divided in three main sections, namely (i) a general 

description of the indicator, (ii) technical considerations for its application, and (iii) suggestions 

for further work and additional considerations.  

 

3. DESCRIPTOR-SPECIFIC RESULTS 

The third chapter of the deliverable provides a brief description of the indicators’ evaluation 

outcomes and a summary of the final sets for each descriptor. The aim of this section is to 

provide an overview of Task 3.2 results. Details regarding the results of each step are provided 

in the two supporting documents. The evaluation of each set of indicators is available in the 

descriptor-specific spreadsheets attached to chapter 3.12: Evaluation process spreadsheets. 

Accurate definitions of each selected indicator are displayed as data sheets in Task 3.2 Database 

of the IDEM criteria and indicators (IDEM Project, 2019c).   
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An illustrated summary of the dimensions of the sets compiled for each descriptor is available 

in Figure 3. The graph presents the number of indicators selected for each descriptor 

differentiating between existing indicators and the novel ones described within the IDEM 

project. In order to depict the existing interrelations between descriptors, the stacked columns 

graphs use two different colours, blue for descriptor-specific indicators (D-specific) and grey for 

indicators shared and/or adopted between descriptors. Adopted indicators are the ones 

compiled and evaluated for a given descriptor, which were applied to another one without any 

further modification/evaluation required. The shared indicators are those equally proposed, 

evaluated and selected for several descriptors. Details and identification of shared/adopted 

indicators for each descriptor are available within the tables placed in each descriptor-specific 

subsection and in Task 3.2 Database document (IDEM Project, 2019c). 

 

Figure 3. Stacked columns graph displaying the number of indicators selected for each descriptor 

specifying the existing indicators, obtained from literature (in dark blue and grey colours) and the novel 

indicators formulated within the IDEM project (in light blue and grey colours). The stacked columns also 

allow differentiating between descriptor specific indicators (D-specific) in dark and light blue and 

indicators shared and adopted between descriptors in dark and light grey. The total number of indicators 

selected per descriptor is stated at the top of each column. D8 and D9 columns are displayed without 

filling since the evaluation process of the indicators was completed for only one indicator each. Thus, the 

set illustrated for D8 and D9 is partially evaluated. For details regarding each descriptor set of indicators 

see Task 3.2 Database document (IDEM Project, 2019c). 

 

As illustrated by Figure 3 the descriptor with the highest number of indicators is D1, followed by 

D6 and D7. It should be taken into account that D1 and D6 encompass multiple topics and are 

tightly interrelated with other descriptors, leading to an increased number of shared/adopted 

indicators. The connexions of D4 with D1, D5 and D6 foster a set of indicators composed by 

mostly shared indicators. Although D5 also shares a significant amount of indicators with D4, it 

also encompasses an important number of specific indicators. The same occurs with D7 where 
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almost half of the set is adopted from D6, even though the number of specific indicators is also 

substantial. Four specific indicators, obtained by merging existing indicators from two databases 

(ActionMed database 2017; DEVOTool database, 2017) compose the D2 set of indicators. One 

shared indicator from D6 was incorporated to the set to highlight the importance of pelagic-

benthic interrelations for D2. The sets for D3 and D11 contain only two indicators since the 

compiled initial pool consisted exclusively of the official MSFD criteria and indicators (European 

commission, 2011, 2017). D8 and D9 sets of indicators are filled also with official MSFD criteria 

and indicators only (European Commission, 2011; Borja et al., 2013). The evaluation process of 

the indicators was solely completed for one indicator in D8 and D9. Thus, in order to outline the 

partial evaluation of the sets, Figure 3 represents D8 and D9 stacked columns without filling. 

Finally, D10 set is also quite reduced, encompassing seven descriptor specific indicators with 

only one shared indicator with D6. Limited knowledge and data scarcity, together with the 

recent acknowledgment of this pressure, are the main reasons behind the low number of 

available indicators and the high proportion of novel ones for D10.  

In the following subsections a summary of the outcomes obtained for each descriptor is 

presented. The outline contains a brief descriptive text revising the main characteristics of the 

selected set. Firstly, the fulfilment of all management objectives and the strongest and weakest 

points of the set are reviewed. The outline also specifies for each set the novel criteria and/or 

indicators incorporated and whether the set contains indicators also applied for other 

descriptors. Finally, a paragraph regarding the identification of promising indicators and its 

relevance in future monitoring programs is presented at the end. After the brief summary, a 

table containing all the indicators selected for a given descriptor is provided. 

 

3.1 DESCRIPTOR 1  

The final outcome of Task 3.2 for D1 consists of eight indicators that are relevant for monitoring 

the objectives described in Step 1 themes “Species groups of birds, mammals, reptiles, fish and 

cephalopods” (criteria D1C1 to D1C5) and “Pelagic habitat” (criterion D1C6), which relate only 

to D1 (Table 1). In addition, seven indicators from D6 relevant for monitoring the objectives of 

the theme “Benthic habitats”, related to D1 and D6 and represented by D6C4 and D6C5 criteria 

were incorporated into the set. Ten indicators from D4 criteria (D4C1-D4C4) were also included 

in the set in order to target the monitoring objectives of the theme “Ecosystems, including food 

webs”, relating to both D1 and D4.  The addition of these adopted indicator to the set of D1 is 

illustrated in Table 1 in white. The adopted indicators are treated in more detail under D6 and 

D4 chapters of Task 3.2 Database (IDEM Project, 2019c).  

The selected set of D1-specific indicators covers all the D1-specific criteria (i.e. D1C1 to D1C6), 

with 1 or 2 indicators per criterion. The main weaknesses revealed by the evaluation of the 

selected indicators are the lack of data, the absence of monitoring programmes that could 

generate such data, and the high costs associated with obtaining such data. Consequently, there 

is a significant lack of thresholds and reference conditions for practically all indicators. On the 

other hand, the evaluation revealed a robust scientific basis and ecosystem relevance of the 
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selected indicators. They were also considered to have a wide spatio-temporal applicability, 

good responsiveness, and a potential implementation with the available monitoring 

methodologies. 

As already indicated, besides the eight D1-specific indicators, an additional set of 17 indicators 

relevant for D1 are shared with D4 or D6, highlighting the interconnections between these three 

descriptors in terms of benthic habitats and ecosystems. D1, being focused on the ecosystem 

elements, does not share any indicator with descriptors 2, 3, 5, 7-11, which are linked to specific 

anthropogenic pressures. 

Finally, it should be noted that the formulation of the D1-specific indicators is rather broad, 

referring to parameters that could be monitored “for selected species”. This resulted from the 

lack of indicators focused on the deep sea or deep-sea species; most existing indicators were 

either formulated in broad terms without reference to particular species, or else referred 

exclusively to shallow-water biota mainly impacted by a specific (and not directly applicable) 

anthropogenic pressure. The lack of data on deep-sea species and pelagic habitats precludes 

formulation of the indicators in more specific terms. The next step in terms of implementation 

of the selected descriptor 1 indicators is therefore further development of the selected 

indicators in order to select the species that could be targeted through monitoring programmes. 

CODE NAME TYPE MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 

IDEM_D1_I1 Species distributional range STATE 

D1C4, D1C4.G1, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-
4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, 

D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, 
D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2 

IDEM_D1_I2 
Species distributional pattern 

within the range 
STATE 

D1C4, D1C4.G1, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-
4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, 

D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, 
D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2 

IDEM_D1_I3 Species bathymetric range STATE 

D1C4, D1C4.G1, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-
4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, 

D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, 
D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2 

IDEM_D1_I4 
Population abundance and/or 

biomass, as appropriate 
STATE 

D1C1, D1C2, D1C1.G1, D1C1.G2, 
D1C1.G3, D1C1.G4, D1C2-4.G1, 

D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, 
D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, 

D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2 

IDEM_D1_I5 

Population demographic 
characteristics (e.g. body size or 

age class structure, sex ratio, 
fecundity rates, survival 

/mortality rates) 

STATE 

D1C1, D1C3, D1C1.G1, D1C1.G1, 
D1C1.G2, D1C1.G3, D1C1.G4, D1C2-
4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-
4.G4, D1C3.G1, D1C3.G2, D1C6.G1, 

D1C6.G2, D1C6.G3, D1MT.G1, 
D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, 

D1HS.G2 
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IDEM_D1_I6 
Habitat distributional range/area 

for selected species 
(fish/cephalopods) 

STATE 
D1C5, D1C5.G1, D1C5.G2, D1MT.G1, 

D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, 
D1HS.G2 

IDEM_D1_I8 
Habitat distributional pattern for 

selected species 
(fish/cephalopods) 

STATE 
D1C5, D1C5.G1, D1C5.G2, D1MT.G1, 

D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, 
D1HS.G2 

IDEM_D1_I13 

Pelagic habitats 
Relative proportions 

(abundance/biomass ratio) of 
selected species, taxa, and 

functional groups 

STATE-
IMPACT 

D1C6, D1C6.G1, D1C6.G2, D1C6.G3, 
D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, 

D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2 

IDEM_D4_I1 

Composition and relative 
proportions of ecosystem 
components (habitats and 

species) (MSFD 1.7.1). 

STATE 
D4C1; D4C2; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; 

D4C2.G3; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; 
D4C2.G3. 

IDEM_D4_I2 

Composition and relative 
proportions of higher, 

intermediate and lower trophic 
levels; (NEW) 

STATE 
D4C1, D4C2; D4C1.G1; D4C1.G2; 

D4C1.G3. 

IDEM_D4_I3 

Abundance and taxonomic 
composition of microbial 
communities in the water 

column (NEW) 

STATE 
D4C1; D4C2; D4C1.G1; D4C1.G2; 

D4C1.G3; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; 
D4C2.G3. 

IDEM_D4_I4 

Abundance and taxonomic 
composition of microbial 

communities in the sediments 
(NEW) 

STATE 
D4C1; D4C2; D4C1.G1; D4C1.G2; 

D4C1.G3; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; 
D4C2.G3. 

IDEM_D4_I6 
Abundance/distribution of key 
trophic groups/species (MSFD 

4.3.) 
STATE 

D4C2; D4C6; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G1; 
D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3; 

D4AG.G1; D4HS.G1 

IDEM_D4_I7 
Abundance trends of functionally 

important selected 
groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1). 

STATE 
D4C2; D4C6; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; 

D4C2.G3 

IDEM_D4_I8 
Proportion of selected species at 
the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.) 

STATE D4C3; D4C3.G1; D4C3.G2; D4C3.G3 

IDEM_D4_I9 
Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 

4.2.1) 
STATE D4C3; D4C3.G1; D4C3.G2; D4C3.G3 

IDEM_D4_I11 

Performance of key predator 
species using their production 
per unit biomass (productivity) 

(MSFD 4.1.1). 

STATE D4C4; D4C3.G1; D4C4.G2; D4C4.G3 

IDEM_D4_I12 

Performance of key trophic 
component at higher, 

intermediate and lower trophic 
levels; (NEW) 

STATE D4C4; D4C3.G1; D4C4.G2; D4C4.G3 

IDEM_D6_I1 
Type, abundance, biomass and 

areal extent of relevant biogenic 
substrate (MSFD 6.1.1) 

STATE 
D6C3-C5 

D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-5.G3, D6HS.G1, 
D6HS.G2, D6HS.G3 
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IDEM_D6_I19 

Multi-metric indexes assessing 
benthic community condition 

and functionality, such as species 
diversity and richness, 

proportion of opportunistic to 
sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2) 

STATE 
D6C3-C5, D6C6 

D6HS.G1, D6HS.G3, D6C3-C5.G1, 
D6C3-C5.G3, D6AG.G1, D6MT.G4 

IDEM_D6_I21 

Parameters describing the 
characteristics (shape, slope and 
intercept) of the size spectrum of 
the benthic community  (MSFD 

6.2.4) 

STATE 
D6C3-C5, 

D6HS.G1, D6HS.G3,  
D6C3-C5.G1 

IDEM_D6_I23 

Community change: spatial 
extent of the change and 
community parameters 

(abundance, biomass, diversity, 
composition) 

STATE-
IMPACT 

D6C3-C5, D6C8 
D6C3-C5.G3, D6HS.G1,  D6HS.G2,  

D6HS.G3 

IDEM_D6_I29 

Biological traits analysis for 
ecosystem functioning and 

anthropogenic impact responses. 
Changes in functional traits 

STATE-
IMPACT 

D6C3-5, D6C6, D6C8 
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G3, D6HS.G3 

IDEM_D6_I30 

Regional connectivity: changes in 
turnover of community 

composition (beta-diversity) and 
average species richness (alpha-

diversity) 

STATE 
D6C6, D6C7, D6C8 

D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G3, D6C3-
C5.G4, D6HS.G3, D6MT.G4 

IDEM_D6_I32 
Identification of the 

interrelations between benthic 
and pelagic habitats 

STATE 
D6C6, D6C7, D6C8 

D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G4, D6MT.G4 

 
Table 1. Set of indicators selected within IDEM Task 3.2 for D1. The set includes D1-specific indicators (in 

black) and D4 and D6 indicators that are also relevant for D1 (in white). Management objectives are 

defined in the spreadsheet used for the evaluation process (see chapter 3.12, document: Task 3.2 

Evaluation process_v2_D1). 

 

3.2 DESCRIPTOR 2 

The final outcome of Task 3.2 for D2 consists of a selection of 5 indicators, described in Table 2. 

The indicators enable targeting the three criteria defined in the last MSFD update (European 

Commission, 2017). The set is quite reduced and highly circumscribed by the lack of monitoring 

programs of NIS in the deep Mediterranean Sea. Indicator IDEM_D6_I32 was adopted from D1 

in order to highlight the importance of the connection between shelf and upper water column 

ecosystems with deep-sea habitats. Accordingly, most impacts and pressures occurring on the 

shelf and upper water systems affect deep-sea habitats and processes. Thus, this descriptor and 

its indicators refer to both the seabed and the deep-water column biota in acknowledgment of 

the strong connectivity between the pelagic and demersal part of the life history of many 

species. 
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The evaluation of the set of indicators exposes their stronger points and main weaknesses. The 

lack of thresholds is one of the most important deficiencies, together with the low specificity of 

the indicators’ targets. This is due to the scarcity of knowledge regarding NIS impacting the deep-

sea and the lack of monitoring programs focused in the deep Mediterranean Sea. The strongest 

point of the set was methodology, since methods and technologies are already available and 

implemented from shallow waters studies.  

Regarding interrelations with other descriptors, D2 is connected to nearly all MSFD descriptors. 

Its influence on biodiversity (D1) encompasses the possible incorporation of NIS to local 

assemblages where they might outcompete native species and other impacts on local habitats 

causing an alteration of the biodiversity (Goren and Galil, 2005; Sala et al., 2011). Regarding D3, 

NIS already constitute commercially important fish and shellfish resources in the Eastern 

Mediterranean Basin replacing native species in some cases. For instance, Erythrean penaeid 

prawns replaced the native Penaeus kerathurus and Erythrean mullids have partially replaced 

native mullids (Goren and Galil, 2005; Stern et al., 2014). As expected from the two last 

interrelations, NIS also impact the local food web influencing D4 GES (Goren et al., 2016; Gilaad 

et al., 2017). Some pressure-based descriptors like D5 and D7 are connected to D2 by fostering 

the establishment and/or the dispersion and delivery of NIS. Eutrophic zones are prone to 

establishment of NIS (van Tussenbroeak et al., 2016; Guarnieri et al., 2017). Alterations of the 

hydrographical conditions and processes such as oceanic currents affect the delivery of 

propagules, including NIS (Jaspers et al., 2018; Rech et al., 2018). Additionally, pressures and 

impacts encompassed within D6 such as maritime infrastructures or damaged and eroded 

seafloor also influence D2 by enabling the establishment of NIS (Bulleri and Airoldi, 2005; Airoldi 

and Bulleri, 2011; Innocenti et al., 2017). Finally, D8 and D10 impacts may foster NIS 

establishment. Highly polluted zones are prone to NIS invasions (Piola and Johnston, 2009; 

Crooks et al., 2011; Guarnieri et al., 2017) and litter has been proven as a significant vector of 

NIS introduction, both on chronic and catastrophic scales (Carlton et al., 2017, 2018; Rech et al., 

2018; Ivkić et al., 2019).  

 

CODE NAME TYPE 
MANAGEMENT 

OBJECTIVES 

IDEM_D2_I1 
Rate of arrival of new NIS [= Number of 

new NIS recorded per defined time-
period] 

PRESSURE D2C1, D2C1-3.G1 

IDEM_D2_I2 
Trends in the abundance of NIS 

(especially invasive ones) [i.e. Abundance 
changes with time] 

PRESSURE D2C2, D2C1-3.G1 

IDEM_D2_I3 
Trends in the spatial extent of NIS 

(especially invasive ones) [Change in 
spatial extent over time] 

PRESSURE D2C2, D2C1-3.G1 

IDEM_D2_I4 
Relative proportion (abundance/biomass 

ratio) of NIS and native species (in 
selected well-known taxonomic groups) 

PRESSURE- 
IMPACT 

D2C3, D2C1-3.G1 
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IDEM_D6_I32 
Identification of the interrelations 

between benthic and pelagic habitats 
STATE 

D6C6, D6C7, D6C8 
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G4, 

D6MT.G4 

 
Table 2. Set of indicators selected within IDEM Task 3.2 for D2. The set includes D2-specific indicators (in 

black) and one D6 indicator that is also relevant for D2 (in white). Management objectives are defined in 

the spreadsheet used for the evaluation process (see chapter 3.12, document: Task 3.2 Evaluation 

process_v2_D2). 

 

3.3 DESCRIPTOR 3 

The final outcome of Task 3.2 for D3 consists of a selection of three indicators enabling the 

monitoring of all the criteria listed in Table 3. Aside from assuring at least one indicator for each 

criterion, all the gaps identified were also supplemented for each of them. 

The main deficiency in the indicators’ set is that many deep-water fishery resources are shared 

with non-EU countries, which may lead to lack of quantitative data needed for sound stock 

assessments as well as for calculating specific indicators (e.g. biomass index trend). Lack of 

thresholds is also an important deficiency. The strong point of the indicators is that they can 

provide a direct idea of the distance between the status quo and the target foreseen by each 

MS. In any case, the scientific and management basis, as well as the ecosystem relevance of the 

indicators, are fully demonstrated. Additionally, the set could be defined as highly cost-effective, 

as the indicators corresponding to the first two criteria are already in use within the Common 

Fishery Policy (CFP) and the GFCM. The last criteria describing the demographic status of 

commercial species is more problematic, as there is no established methodology or agreed 

metrics to compute the indicator to this day, even though there are data available.  

After the evaluation process, two indicators were classified as fully operational, whereas the 

third one still requires methodological development and scientific consensus. Data availability 

and monitoring is certainly sufficient in most instances but the computation of the two first 

indicators required analytical stock evaluations and longer time series, both of which are not 

often available in the deep environment. In order to improve this situation for the next MFSD 

evaluation, more stock evaluations should be carried out on deep-sea species. Those often 

require to be backed by biological studies to better understand and describe the species life 

cycle and population dynamics. 

The indicators of D3 are very specific for exploited species monitoring and generally present few 

interconnections with other descriptors, although trophic cascade alterations and by-catch 

species mortality is expected. Accordingly, interrelations with D4 and D1, respectively, should 

be considered.  

D3 does not require novel criteria/indicators in the framework of MFSD deep-sea assessment in 

the Mediterranean Basin.  
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CODE NAME TYPE MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 

IDEM_D3_I1 Fishing mortality (MSFD 3.1.1). IMPACT D3C1, D3C1.G5, D3C1.G6 

IDEM_D3_I2 
Spawning Stock Biomass, SSB 

 (MSFD 3.2.1) 
STATE D3C2, D3C2.G7, D3C2.G8 

IDEM_D3_I3 Demographic characteristics STATE D3C3, D3C3.G9 

 
Table 3. Set of indicators compiled within IDEM Task 3.2 for D3. The two first indicators have been selected 

while the third one is classified as promising. Management objectives are defined in the spreadsheet used 

for the evaluation process (see chapter 3.12, document: Task 3.2 Evaluation process_v2_D3). 

 

3.4 DESCRIPTOR 4 

The outcome of Task 3.2 for D4 is expressed by 22 indicators, which may allow monitoring all 

the objectives described in Step 1 Table 4). The different criteria encompass a diverse number 

of indicators, from 1 to 6, depending on the number of targets that need to be addressed. Each 

criterion was filled out with at least one indicator and, in general, all the gaps identified as 

objectives have been supplemented with at least one indicator.  

During the evaluation process, the main strengths and weaknesses of the indicators stand out. 

As for the other descriptors, scarcity/absence of data and thresholds are the most important 

lacks. The scientific basis and ecosystem relevance of the indicators was completely confirmed. 

Further, the set of indicators proposed is considered cost-effective and widely applicable at all 

spatial and temporal scales.  

Regarding novel criteria and indicators, we propose two criteria to be added to the current D4 

frame (D4C5 and D4C6). Also, eight new indicators are formulated and described based on the 

existing ones or on relevant literature (IDEM_D4_I2, IDEM_D4_I3, IDEM_D4_I4, IDEM_D4_I12, 

IDEM_D4_I14, IDEM_D4_I20, IDEM_D4_I21 and IDEM_D4_I22). The targets of the new criteria 

and indicators respond to either overlooked indications of the state of the food web or to other 

issues identified as gaps in Deliverable 3.1 (IDEM Project, 2019a). Descriptions of the new criteria 

and indicators are available within the D4 chapter of the database (IDEM Project, 2019c).  

As for other descriptors, D4 involves indicators that are suitable for the monitoring of other 

descriptors, mirroring the strict relationship among some of them and, specifically, with the 

other two “state” descriptors, D1 and D6, and also with D5. Explicitly, D4 shares five indicators 

with D5 and one (IDEM_D4_I14) with D5 and D6 (see Table 4, indicators in italics). Additionally, 

ten D4 indicators are also relevant for D1 (see Table 1). Details regarding the shared individual 

indicators and the used equivalent codes are provided in the database (IDEM Project, 2019c). 
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After the evaluation process, two indicators were classified as promising instead of being 
rejected. Promising indicators are defined as indicators that cannot be used at present but have 
high potential for future application. Since most of these indicators cannot be currently applied 
due to data insufficiency or limited monitoring possibilities, they are quite common in deep-sea 
focused sets of indicators. Their application should be considered in future assessments and 
monitoring programs when more suitable methods, data and knowledge are available. Both of 
these two indicators are state-related and consider, respectively, the connectivity between 
higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels (IDEM_D4_21) and the relative weight of those 
three trophic levels (IDEM_D4_10). Specifically, IDEM_D4_10 reached a high score (9.5) as it is 
essentially related to ecosystem functioning, a strong reason to claim for its further 
development and implementation. 
 

CODE NAME TYPE 
MANAGEMENT 

OBJECTIVES 

IDEM_D4_I1 
Composition and relative proportions of 

ecosystem components (habitats and 
species) (MSFD 1.7.1). 

STATE 

D4C1; D4C2; D4C2.G1; 
D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3; 
D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; 

D4C2.G3. 

IDEM_D4_I2 
Composition and relative proportions of 
higher, intermediate and lower trophic 

levels; (NEW) 
STATE 

D4C1, D4C2; D4C1.G1; 
D4C1.G2; D4C1.G3. 

IDEM_D4_I3 
Abundance and taxonomic composition of 

microbial communities in the water 
column (NEW) 

STATE 

D4C1; D4C2; D4C1.G1; 
D4C1.G2; D4C1.G3; 
D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; 

D4C2.G3. 

IDEM_D4_I4 
Abundance and taxonomic composition of 

microbial communities in the sediments 
(NEW) 

STATE 

D4C1; D4C2; D4C1.G1; 
D4C1.G2; D4C1.G3; 
D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; 

D4C2.G3. 

IDEM_D4_I6 
Abundance/distribution of key trophic 

groups/species (MSFD 4.3.) 
STATE 

D4C2; D4C6; D4AG.G1; 
D4HS.G1; D4C2.G1; 
D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3; 
D4AG.G1; D4HS.G1 

IDEM_D4_I7 
Abundance trends of functionally 

important selected groups/species (MSFD 
4.3.1). 

STATE 
D4C2; D4C6; D4C2.G1; 

D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3 

IDEM_D4_I8 
Proportion of selected species at the top 

of food webs (MSFD 4.2.) 
STATE 

D4C3; D4C3.G1; D4C3.G2; 
D4C3.G3 

IDEM_D4_I9 Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1) STATE 
D4C3; D4C3.G1; D4C3.G2; 

D4C3.G3 

IDEM_D4_I11 
Performance of key predator species using 

their production per unit biomass 
(productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1). 

STATE 
D4C4; D4C3.G1; D4C4.G2; 

D4C4.G3 

IDEM_D4_I12 
Performance of key trophic component at 

higher, intermediate and lower trophic 
levels; (NEW) 

STATE 
D4C4; D4C3.G1; D4C4.G2; 

D4C4.G3 
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IDEM_D4_I13 
Presence of particularly sensitive and/or 

tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1) 
STATE D4C6; D4AG.G2 

IDEM_D4_I14 
Changes in functional traits. Ratio of 

functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ 
scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW) 

STATE 
/IMPACT 

D4C5, D4C6; D4AG.G1; 
D4AG.G2 

IDEM_D4_I20 
Quantity of sedimentary organic matter 

(NEW) 
STATE 

/IMPACT 
D4C6; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G3 

IDEM_D4_I21 
Biochemical composition of sedimentary 

organic matter (NEW) 
STATE D4C6; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G3 

IDEM_D4_I22 
Bioavailability of sedimentary organic 

matter (NEW) 
STATE D4C6; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G3 

 
Table 4. Set of indicators selected within IDEM Task 3.2 for D4. Management objectives are defined in the 

spreadsheet used for the evaluation process (see chapter 3.12, document: Task 3.2 Evaluation 

process_v1_D4). The codes written in italics represent the indicators shared with other descriptors.  

 

3.5 DESCRIPTOR 5 

The outcome of Task 3.2 for D5 consists of a selection of 18 indicators enabling the monitoring 

of all the objectives described in Step 1 (Table 5). The different criteria encompass a variable 

number of indicators, from 1 to 4, depending on the number of targets that need to be 

addressed. Each criterion was filled with at least one indicator and, in general, all gaps identified 

as objectives have been supplemented with at least one indicator.  

During the evaluation process, the stronger points and the main weaknesses of the indicators 

stood out. Precautionary capacity, thresholds and the scarcity/absence of data are the main 

lacks. Apart from these gaps, the scores of the remaining evaluation parameters are all quite 

high, thus pointing to a set of indicators characterized by high scientific basis, cost-effectiveness, 

ecosystem relevance and target suitability. The indicators are not redundant, and are sustained 

by a well-defined and scientifically performing methodology in term of sensitivity and 

robustness of the results. Additionally, the proposed set of indicators could be considered cost-

effective and widely applicable at different spatial and temporal scales.  

Among with the original criteria of the MSFD, some have been excluded because of their 

inapplicability to the deep sea as they have been defined. This has been balanced by the 

outcomes of IDEM Tasks 3.1 and 3.2, which led to the formulation of novel criteria and indicators 

encompassing important topics that are disregarded in the current MSFD frame. 

Concerning novel criteria and indicators, we propose five new criteria to be added to the current 

D5 frame, together with thirteen new indicators that have been formulated and described based 

on existing ones or on relevant literature. The five novel criteria focus in the following 

disregarded issues: microbial communities, quantity and quality of organic matter, ecosystem 
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functioning, blooms, and episodic events and ecosystem response (D5C9, D5C10, D5C11, D5C12 

and D5C13, respectively). The thirteen novel indicators are proposed for D5 in order to generate 

a set of indicators targeting the defined objectives. Seven of the novel indicators fill the gaps 

identified within the existing MSFD criteria (i.e. IDEM_D5_I3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 11). The remaining 

six novel indicators (i.e. IDEM_D5_I18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 28) directly related to the new 

criteria are postulated to cover targets that are unconsidered within the current MSFD frame 

for D5. Descriptions of the new criteria and indicators are available within D5 chapter of Task 

3.2 Database (IDEM Project, 2019c).  

There are indicators reported under D5 frame that are suitable for the monitoring of other 

descriptors, such as D1, D4 and D6, thus underlining once more the strict relationship among 

them. Specifically, D5 shares five indicators (IDEM_D5_I18, 19, 20, 21 and 22) with D4, one with 

D4 and D6 (IDEM_D5_I23) and one with D6 (IDEM_D5_I6). Two of the shared indicators with D4 

(IDEM_D5_I18 and 19) and one of the shared with D6 (IDEM_D5_I23) were adopted in the D1 

set (Table 1, under the codes set from D4 and D6). Table 5 presents shared indicators in italics. 

Details regarding shared individual indicators and the equivalent codes used are provided in the 

database (IDEM Project, 2019c). 

After the evaluation process, two indicators have been classified as promising instead of being 
rejected. Promising indicators are defined as those that cannot be used at present but have high 
potential for future application. These indicators cannot be currently applied due to data 
insufficiency or limited monitoring possibilities. Their application should be considered in future 
assessments and monitoring programs when more suitable methods, data and knowledge are 
available. The first promising indicator (IDEM_D5_6) is related to spatial and temporal 
distribution of blooms. The second one (IDEM_D6_7) focuses in the presence of cysts of harmful 
algae in sediments. Considering that water column processes are crucial for deep-sea 
ecosystems and that the deep-sea sediments can be repositories of cysts of harmful algae, their 
further development and implementation should be fostered. 
 
 

CODE NAME TYPE MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 

IDEM_D5_I1 
Nutrient concentration in 
the water column (MSFD 

5.1.1) 

STATE -
PRESSURE 

DC5C1, D5C1_G4, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 
8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 
D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 

D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 
D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I2 

Nutrient ratios (silica, 
nitrogen and phosphorus), 
where appropriate* (MSFD 

5.1.2) 

STATE -
PRESSURE 

DC5C1, D5C1_G4,[D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 
8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 
D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 

D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 
D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I3 
Nutrient concentration in 

the sediment 
STATE -

PRESSURE 

DC5C1, D5C1_G4,[D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 
8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 
D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 
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D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 
D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I4 
Nutrient ratios in the 

sediment, where 
appropriate 

STATE-
PRESSURE 

DC5C1, D5C1_G4, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 
8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 
D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 

D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 
D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I5 
Concentration of 

chlorophyll-a in the 
sediment 

STATE 

D5C2, D5C1 - 8.G3,[D5C1 -8.G1, D5C1 - 
8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 
D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 

D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 
D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I6 

Spatial and temporal 
distribution of blooms and 

other episodic events in the 
upper water column as 
sources of matter and 

energy to the deep seafloor 

STATE- 
IMPACT 

D5C3, D5C12, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, 
D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 

D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 
D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 

D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I7 
Presence of cyst of harmful 

algae in the sediments 
STATE 

D5C3, D5AG.G2, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 
8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 
D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 

D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 
D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I8 
Dissolved oxygen in the 

bottom of the water 
column (MSFD 5.3.2) 

STATE 

D5C5, D5AG.G3, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 
8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 
D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 

D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 
D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I9 
Oxygen concentration in 

the sediments 
STATE 

D5C5, D5AG.G3, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 
8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 
D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 

D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 
D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I10 

Abundance and taxonomic 
composition of 

macrofaunal communities 
of benthic habitats 

STATE 

D5C5, D5C8, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, 
D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 

D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 
D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 

D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I11 
Abundance and taxonomic 
composition of meiofaunal 

communities 
STATE 

D5C5, D5C8, D5AG.G4, [D5C1 - 8.G1, 
D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, 

D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, 
D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, 

D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I18 

Abundance and 
composition of microbial 
communities in the water 

column 

STATE 

D5C9, D5AG.G6, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 
8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 
D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 

D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 
D5MT.G4] 
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IDEM_D5_I19 

Abundance and 
composition of microbial 

communities in the 
sediments 

STATE 

D5C9, D5AG.G6, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 
8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 
D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 

D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 
D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I20 
Quantity of the 

sedimentary organic matter 
STATE-
IMPACT 

D5C10, D5AG.G5, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 
8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 
D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 

D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 
D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I21 
Biochemical composition of 

the sedimentary organic 
matter 

STATE 

D5C10, D5AG.G5, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 
8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 
D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 

D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 
D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I22 
Bioavailability of 

sedimentary organic matter 
STATE 

D5C10, D5AG.G5, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 
8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 
D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 

D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 
D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I23 

Changes in functional traits. 
Ratio of functional traits 
(e.g. filters/scavengers 

biomass ratio) 

STATE - 
IMPACT 

D5C11, D5C13, D5C5, D5C8, D5AG.G4, 
D5C9, D5AG.G6, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 

8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, 
D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, 

D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, 
D5MT.G4] 

IDEM_D5_I28 
Presence of particularly 

sensitive and/or tolerant 
species (MSFD 6.2.1) 

STATE-
IMPACT 

D5C13, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 
- 8.G3, D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, 

D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, 
D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4] 

 
Table 5. Set of indicators selected within IDEM Task 3.2 for D5. Management objectives are defined in the 

spreadsheet used for the evaluation process (see chapter 3.12, document: Task 3.2 Evaluation 

process_v1_D5). The codes written in italics represent the indicators shared with other descriptors. 

 

3.6 DESCRIPTOR 6 

The final outcome of Task 3.2 for D6 consists of a selection of 23 indicators enabling the 

monitoring of all objectives described in Step 1 (Table 6). The different criteria encompass a 

diverse number of indicators, from 4 to 12, depending on the number of targets that need to be 

addressed. Apart from assuring that each criteria is filled with enough indicators, all gaps 

identified as objectives have been supplemented with at least one indicator.  

During the evaluation process, the stronger points and the main weaknesses of the indicators 

stood out. As expected, lack of data and thresholds were the most important deficiencies. Apart 
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from these, the scientific basis and ecosystem relevance of the indicators is fully demonstrated. 

Additionally, the set could be defined as highly cost-effective and widely applicable in all spatial 

and temporal scales.  

Regarding novel criteria and indicators, three criteria are proposed to be added to the current 

D6 frame (D6C6, D6C7 and D6C8) together with eight new indicators that have been formulated 

and described based on existing ones or on relevant literature (IDEM_D6_I8, 9, 11, 14, 16, 17, 

31 and 32). The targets of the new criteria and indicators are either overlooked pressures or 

other issues formulated as gaps in Deliverable 3.1. The three novel criteria (D6C6, D6C7 and 

D6C8) focus, respectively, in the three following disregarded issues: ecosystem functioning; 

blooms, episodic events and ecosystem response; and resilience and remediation potential. 

Descriptions of the new criteria and indicators are available within the D6 chapter of Task 3.2 

Database document (IDEM Project, 2019c). 

The number of indicators of D6 that are also applied to the monitoring of other descriptors 

reflects existing interconnections and are worth highlighting. Specifically, D6 shares two 

indicators with D4 and D5 (IDEM_D6_I29 and 31) and one with D10 (IDEM_D6_I6). Additionally, 

seven D6 indicators have been adopted by D1 and eight by D7 (see Tables 1 and 7, respectively). 

Details regarding individual shared indicators and the equivalent codes used are provided in the 

database (IDEM Project, 2019c). 

Finally, after the evaluation process, four indicators have been classified as promising instead of 
being rejected. Promising indicators are defined as indicators that cannot be used at present but 
have high potential for future applications. These indicators cannot be currently applied due to 
data insufficiency or limited monitoring possibilities, as commonly occurs in deep-sea focused 
sets of indicators. Their application should be considered in future assessments and monitoring 
programs when more suitable methods, data and knowledge are available. Regarding D6, four 
promising indicators have been identified. Three (IDEM_D6_7, IDEM_D6_I12 and IDEM_26_I28) 
are related to pressures and impacts, including fishing gear, hydrocarbon-related activities and 
waste accumulation sites. The fourth one (IDEM_D6_I15) focuses in a general description of sea-
floor stability. Whereas all of these indicators could be useful for assessing deep sea systems, 
the one targeting the impacts of hydrocarbon exploration and production activities 
(IDEM_26_I28) and the one centred on monitoring the potential recovery after waste disposal 
events (IDEM_D6_I12) are much needed. Therefore, their further development and 
implementation should be fostered. 
 

CODE NAME TYPE 
MANAGEMENT 

OBJECTIVES 

IDEM_D6_I1 
Type, abundance, biomass and areal 
extent of relevant biogenic substrate 

(MSFD 6.1.1) 
STATE 

D6C3-C5 
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-5.G3, 

D6HS.G1, D6HS.G2, 
D6HS.G3 

IDEM_D6_I3 

Extent of the seabed significantly 
affected (permanent change) by 
human activities for the different 

substrate types (MSFD 6.1.2) 

IMPACT 

D6C1, D6C2 
D6C1.G1, D6C1.G2, 
D6C1.G3, D6C1.G4, 
D6C1.G5, D6AG.G1 
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IDEM_D6_I5 
Size of area exposed to pressures 

known to alter substrate 
PRESSURE 

D6C1, D6C2 
D6C1.G1, D6C1.G2, 
D6C1.G3, D6C1.G4, 
D6C1.G5, D6AG.G1 

IDEM_D6_I6 
Distribution and aggregation (intensity) 

of fishing activities. 
 Footprint per unit of landings 

PRESSURE 
D6C1, D6C2 

D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1 

IDEM_D6_I8 

Number and location of artificial hard 
structures installed in the deep 

Mediterranean Sea for hydrocarbon 
exploration and exploitation activities 

PRESSURE 
D6C1, D6C2 

D6C1.G2, D6AG.G1 

IDEM_D6_I9 

Distribution and aggregation of direct 
physical damage and disturbance 

during and after hydrocarbon 
exploration and exploitation activities 

IMPACT 
D6C1, D6C2 

D6C1.G2, D6AG.G1 

IDEM_D6_I10 
Number of artificial hard structures 
installed and ratio of area affected 

(cables and pipelines) 
PRESSURE 

D6C1, D6C2 
D6C1.G3, D6AG.G1 

IDEM_D6_I11 

Distribution and aggregation of 
physical damages and disturbances 

during and after the installation (cables 
and pipelines) 

IMPACT 
D6C1, D6C2 

D6C1.G3, D6AG.G1 

IDEM_D6_I13 
Ratio of area potentially affected by 

discharges of materials (waste 
disposal) 

PRESSURE 
D6C1, D6C2  

D6C1.G4, D6AG.G1 

IDEM_D6_I14 
Number and size of the areas 

potentially exposed to future mining 
activities 

PRESSURE 
D6C1, D6C2  

D6C1.G5, D6AG.G1 

IDEM_D6_I16 
Assessment of the interaction between 

natural factors and human-induced 
disturbances 

STATE 
D6C2, D6C6, D6C7 
D6C2.G1, D6MT.G4 

IDEM_D6_I17 
Distribution (size of the areas) and 
number of bioprospecting activities 

PRESSURE 
D6C2, D6C3-C5, 

D6C2.G3, D6AG.G1 

IDEM_D6_I19 

Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic 
community condition and functionality, 
such as species diversity and richness, 

proportion of opportunistic to sensitive 
species (MSFD 6.2.2) 

STATE 

D6C3-C5, D6C6 
D6HS.G1, D6HS.G3, 
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-

C5.G3, D6AG.G1, 
D6MT.G4 

IDEM_D6_I21 

Parameters describing the 
characteristics (shape, slope and 

intercept) of the size spectrum of the 
benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4) 

STATE 
D6C3-C5, 

D6HS.G1, D6HS.G3,  
D6C3-C5.G1 

IDEM_D6_I23 
Community change: spatial extent of 

the change and community parameters 
STATE-
IMPACT 

D6C3-C5, D6C8 
D6C3-C5.G3, D6HS.G1, 

D6HS.G2, D6HS.G3 
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(abundance, biomass, diversity, 
composition) 

IDEM_D6_I24 

Cumulative impacts on benthic 
biotopes 

Impact index value (anthropogenic 
cumulative impact) 

IMPACT 

D6C1, D6C2, D6C3-5 
D6C1.G1, D6C1.G2, 
D6C1.G3, D6C1.G4, 

D6C1.G5, D6C3-C5.G2, 
D6C3-C5.G3, D6AG.G1 

D6HS.G1, D6HS.G2, 
D6HS.G3, D6MT.G4 

IDEM_D6_I25 

Ecological impact of bottom trawling 
on the benthic community: seabed 

integrity, functionality and 
recoverability 

IMPACT 
D6C3-C5, D6C8 

D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1, 
D6HS.G2, D6C3-C5.G3 

IDEM_D6_I27 
Benthic communities sensitivity to 

trawling activities 
STATE 

D6C3-C5, D6C8 
D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1, 

D6HS.G2, D6C3-C5.G3 

IDEM_D6_I29 
Biological traits analysis for ecosystem 
functioning and anthropogenic impact 
responses. Changes in functional traits 

STATE-
IMPACT 

D6C3-5, D6C6, D6C8 
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-

C5.G3, D6HS.G3 

IDEM_D6_I30 

Regional connectivity: changes in 
turnover of community composition 
(beta-diversity) and average species 

richness (alpha-diversity) 

STATE 

D6C6, D6C7, D6C8 
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-
C5.G3, D6C3-C5.G4, 
D6HS.G3, D6MT.G4 

IDEM_D6_I31 

Spatial and temporal distribution of 
blooms and other episodic events in 

the upper water column as sources of 
matter and energy to the deep-sea 

STATE 
D6C7 

D6C2.G1, D6C3-C5.G4 

IDEM_D6_I32 
Identification of the interrelations 

between benthic and pelagic habitats 
STATE 

D6C6, D6C7, D6C8 
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-

C5.G4, D6MT.G4 

IDEM_D6_I33 
Ratio of area affected by changes in 

seafloor topography (natural 3D 
structure) 

IMPACT 
D6C1, D6C3-5.G1, 

D6AG.G1 

 
Table 6. Set of indicators selected within IDEM Task 3.2 for D6. Management objectives are defined in the 

spreadsheet used for the evaluation process (see chapter 3.12, document: Task 3.2 Evaluation 

process_v1_D6). The codes written in italics represent the indicators shared with other descriptors. 

 

3.7 DESCRIPTOR 7 

The final outcome of Task 3.2 for D7 consists of a selection of 13 indicators enabling the 

monitoring of all the objectives described in Step 1 (Table 7). The two criteria encompass a 

variable number of indicators, from 10 to 13, depending on the number of targets that need to 

be addressed.  
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The indicators’ scores for each parameter were summed up together to determine the main 

deficiencies of the entire set of indicators, mostly related to a significant lack of thresholds and 

reference conditions. The other two weak points refer to the precautionary capacity and to the 

availability of data and monitoring programs. Thus, data and threshold gaps are the main 

problems of indicators for D7. On the other hand, spatial-temporal applicability, specificity and 

acceptable levels of indicators’ responsiveness are the strongest points for the set of selected 

indicators.  

Regarding novel indicators, five of them are proposed for D7, based on existing ones or on 

relevant literature, in order to generate a set of indicators targeting all defined objectives. Two 

of these indicators focus in possible pressures and/or their impacts (e.g. hydrocarbon and 

mining exploration and production activities for IDEM_D7_I2, and thermal discharges for 

IDEM_D7_I7). The remaining three novel indicators (i.e. IDEM_D7_I12, 13 and 14) are suggested 

to cover issues neglected within the current MSFD frame, thus completing existing criteria. 

Descriptions of the new indicators are available within D7 chapter of the database (IDEM Project, 

2019c).  

As stated in the previous section referred to D6, eight D6 indicators are adopted by D7, thus 

reflecting the tight interconnections between both descriptors. Details regarding the adopted 

indicators are provided in the database (IDEM Project, 2019c). 

Finally, after the evaluation process, one indicator has been classified as promising instead of 
being rejected. The indicator (IDEM_D7_l11) is related to state and impacts focusing in the size 
distribution of long-lived benthic species. It cannot be currently applied due to data 
insufficiency, but could be considered in future assessments and monitoring programs when 
more suitable methods, data and knowledge will be available.  
 

CODE NAME TYPE 
MANAGEMENT 

OBJECTIVES 

IDEM_D7_I1 
Extent of area affected by permanent 

alterations (MSFD 7.1.1) /Extent of physical 
damage to predominant and special habitats 

IMPACT D7C1, D7C2 

IDEM_D7_I2 

Impact on hydrographical conditions caused by 
anthropogenic activities (including 

hydrocarbon and mining exploration and 
production activities and the installation of 

cables and pipelines) 

IMPACT 
D7C1, D7C2, 

D7C1.G1 

IDEM_D7_I3 

Extent of changes in hydrographical conditions 
like currents, waves, bottom shear stress, 

salinity, pH, turbidity, chlorophyll– a 
concentration, dissolved oxygen, inorganic 
nutrients, phytoplankton and zooplankton 

assessed by numerical modelling 

STATE 
D7C1, D7C2, 

D7C1.G1, D7C1.G2 
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IDEM_D7_I4 

Existence of national system of surveillance for 
hydrographical changes and ocean 

hydrodynamics, and a warning and recording 
system for massive and extreme events 

STATE 
D7C1, D7C2, 

D7C1.G2 

IDEM_D7_I5 

Percentage of environmental impact 
assessment studies of projects affecting 

marine environment contemplating 
hydrographical changes 

STATE 
D7C1, D7C2, 

D7C1.G1 

IDEM_D7_I6 
Temperature, salinity and oxygen trends in 
deep basins referring to long-term means 

STATE 
D7C1, D7C2, 

D7C1.G2 

IDEM_D7_I7 
Ratio of area potentially affected by thermal 

discharges 
PRESSURE 

D7C1, D7C2, 
D7C1.G1 

IDEM_D7_I8 Mixing Indicator STATE 
D7C1, D7C2, 

D7C1.G2 

IDEM_D7_I9 
Spatial extent of habitats affected by the 

permanent alteration (MSFD 7.2.1) 
IMPACT D7C2 

IDEM_D7_I10 

Changes in habitats, in particular the functions 
provided (e.g. spawning, breeding and feeding 
areas and migration routes of fish, birds and 

mammals), due to altered hydrographical 
conditions (MSFD 7.2.2) 

IMPACT D7C2 

IDEM_D7_I12 
Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for 
hydrographical features such as eddies, 

upwelling or currents) 
STATE 

D7C1, D7C2, 
D7C1.G2 

IDEM_D7_I13 
Early-warning signals of tipping 

points/indicators of tipping points 
IMPACT D7C2, D7C2.G1 

IDEM_D7_I14 
Frequency, intensity and location of deep 

water formation events: DSWC (Dense Shelf 
Water Cascading) and open sea convection 

PRESSURE 
D7C1, D7C2, 

D7C1.G1 

IDEM_D6_I2 
Natural range, area covered (and specific 

structure and necessary functions) of natural 
habitat types of community interest 

STATE D7C1, D7C2 

IDEM_D6_I5 
Size of area exposed to pressures known to 

alter substrate 
PRESSURE D7C1, D7C2 

IDEM_D6_I8 

Number and location of artificial hard 
structures installed in the deep Mediterranean 

Sea for hydrocarbon exploration and 
production activities 

PRESSURE 
D7C1, D7C2, 

D7C1.G1 

IDEM_D6_I10 
Number of artificial hard structures installed 

and ratio of area affected by cables and 
pipelines 

PRESSURE 
D7C1, D7C2, 

D7C1.G1 

IDEM_D6_I22 
Change in distribution and abundance of 

indicator species in priority habitats 
STATE-
IMPACT 

D7C2 

IDEM_D6_I23 
Community change: spatial extent of the 

change and community parameters 
(abundance, biomass, diversity, composition) 

STATE-
IMPACT 

D7C2 
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IDEM_26_I24 
Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes. 

Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative 
impact) 

IMPACT D7C2 

IDEM_D6_I29 
Biological traits analysis for ecosystem 
functioning and anthropogenic impact 
responses. Changes in functional traits 

STATE-
IMPACT 

D7C2, D7C2.G1 

 
Table 7. Set of indicators selected within IDEM Task 3.2 for D7. The set included D7-specific indicators (in 

black) and D6 indicators that are also relevant for D7 (in white). Management objectives are defined in 

the spreadsheet used for the evaluation process (see chapter 3.12, document: Task 3.2 Evaluation 

process_v2_D7). 

 

3.8 DESCRIPTOR 8  

Four indicators have been determined for D8  covering the following basic points: (i) 

concentration levels of pollutants in sediments and biota, which should allow setting new 

threshold directives, now only available for coastal and shallow sea regions closer to human 

population settlements; (ii) effects of contaminants in organisms, with few cases reported in the 

literature on enzyme activities; (iii) a broader scope encompassing effects on dwelling organisms 

from deep-sea ecosystems, and (iv) how to react when acute pollution events occur in the open 

sea and their effects on deep-sea benthic communities. 

Deficiencies or weaknesses of the indicators are related to the remoteness of deep-sea sites, 

which require expensive sampling logistics. On the other hand, the cost of reliable and sensitive 

analytical techniques to measure pollution levels of different chemicals in sediments and 

organisms is moderate. 

Novel criteria may soon emerge when enough data on deep-sea pollution is available and 

statistically significant. So far, little data has been published on the deep Mediterranean Sea, 

and is scattered in time, with non-existing or not significant time series as to sparse in time. 

D8 encompasses D9, which is specific for human consumption marine organisms, and maybe 

complementary to D10 on marine litter, which may be univocally associated with chemical 

pollution. As far as toxic effects of pollutants in organisms and their interaction with the 

sediment in deep-sea ecosystems are discovered, it may be of relevance for other IDEM 

descriptors too. For example, D4 (ecosystems, including food webs), D3 (populations of 

commercially exploited species) or even D1 (biodiversity) might be affected since pollutants 

might cause alterations of metabolism, reproduction and adaptability of species in the 

environmental conditions of the deep sea. 

Indicator D8_I1, is a reference level which may give surprises when compared to more 

commonly studied coastal Mediterranean regions, but the most promising are D8_I2-4, which 

may reflect the true effect of pollutants on life forms exposed to extreme environmental 

conditions, such as those of the deep sea, and may consequently lead to new and highly 

significant knowledge. The indicators have been designed to fill the gaps described in detail in 
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Deliverable 3.1 (IDEM Project, 2019a) and listed in Table 8. Fulfilment will require monitoring 

programs that must be accommodated to each specific region and its specific technical 

demands. 

 

CODE NAME TYPE MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 

IDEM_D8_I1 
Concentration of the contaminants 
measured in matrices such as biota, 

sediment and water (MSFD 8.1.1) 
STATE 

D8C1, D8C2, D8C3, D8C4 
D8C1.G1, D8C2.G1, D8GG.G1, 

D8MT.G1, D8MT.G2, D8MT.G3, 
D8MT.G4, D8MT.G5 

IDEM_D8_I2 Effects of contaminants (MSFD 8.2) IMPACT 

D8C1, D8C2, D8C3, D8C4 
D8C1.G1, D8C2.G1, D8GG.G1, 

D8MT.G1, D8MT.G2, D8MT.G3, 
D8MT.G4, D8MT.G5 

IDEM_D8_I3 

Levels of pollution effects on the 
ecosystem components concerned, 

having regard to the selected 
biological processes and taxonomic 

groups where a cause/effect 
relationship has been established 

(MSFD 8.2.1) 

PRESSURE 

D8C1, D8C2, D8C3, D8C4 
 D8C1.G1, D8C2.G1, D8GG.G1, 

D8MT.G1, D8MT.G2, D8MT.G3, 
D8MT.G4, D8MT.G5 

IDEM_D8_I4 

Occurrence, origin, extent of 
significant acute pollution events 

and their impact on biota physically 
affected by this pollution 

(MSFD 8.2.2) 

IMPACT 

D8C1, D8C2, D8C3, D8C4 
D8C1.G1, D8C2.G1, D8GG.G1, 

D8MT.G1, D8MT.G2, D8MT.G3, 
D8MT.G4, D8MT.G5 

 
Table 8. Set of indicators selected within IDEM Task 3.2 for D8. Management objectives are defined in the 

spreadsheet used for the evaluation process (see chapter 3.12, document: Task 3.2 Evaluation 

process_v2_D8). The set includes four indicators but the evaluation process was performed for the first 

one only (IDEM_D8_I1). 

 

3.9 DESCRIPTOR 9  

The three indicators listed in Table 9, two state-based and one pressure-based, have been 

chosen based on criterion D9C1 (contaminants listed in EC Regulation No 1881/2006) to be 

analysed in commercial fish and sea food species. All three indicators are suitable for its 

implementation in the deep Mediterranean Sea although scarcity of available data is still 

relevant.  

Measurement of actual contaminant levels can be achieved with state of the art analytical 

methodology. Mercury is the most widely and intensively studied pollutant in fish, including 

human consumption species, but data from deep-sea is rare, but promising as indicator, as EC 
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levels are commonly exceeded. However, the data is scarce in space and time and frequency 

values cannot be obtained with sufficient confidence levels as representative of the deep-sea. 

The main deficiency is of practical nature, i.e. the non-availability of statistically sound numbers 

of samples obtained using costly sampling equipment, while analysis cost is moderate and more 

affordable. The strongest points of analytically based indicators are the robustness and reliability 

of values obtained using state-of-the-art analytical techniques. 

The three indicators are designed to cover the main gap D9C1.G1 found after the literature 

survey performed within IDEM, which is the lack of data on contaminants on fish in the deep 

Mediterranean Sea regions. 

Since D9 is a subset of the broader in scope D8, focused in pollutants in deep-sea sediments and 

biota, its coverage does not represent a significant increase in cost or difficulties added to 

sampling campaigns.  

Although no promising indicators have been devised specifically for D9, it will not be difficult to 

transfer knowledge obtained from D8, such as for indicators D8_I2-4 dealing with toxic effects 

of pollutants on biota, pollution levels in deep-sea ecosystem communities, and mechanisms of 

pollution transport to the deep sea during acute polluting events  

 

CODE NAME TYPE 
MANAGEMENT 

OBJECTIVES 

IDEM_D9_I1 
Actual levels of contaminants that have been 

detected (MSFD 9.1.1a) 
STATE 

D9C1 
D9C1.G1 

IDEM_D9_I2 
Number of contaminants which have 
exceeded maximum regulatory levels  

(MSFD 9.1.1b) 
IMPACT 

D9C1 
D9C1.G1 

IDEM_D9_I3 
Frequency of regulatory levels being exceeded 

(MSFD 9.1.2) 
PRESSURE 

D9C1 
D9C1.G1 

 
Table 9. Set of indicators selected within IDEM Task 3.2 for D9. Management objectives are defined in the 

spreadsheet used for the evaluation process (see chapter 3.12, document: Task 3.2 Evaluation 

process_v2_D9). The set includes four indicators but the evaluation process was performed for the first 

one only (IDEM_D9_I1). 
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3.10 DESCRIPTOR 10 

An extensive literature review of existing and potential indicators for D10 followed by the 

proposal of novel ones defined within the IDEM project has been carried out in Task 3.2 as part 

of the above-described Steps 1 and 2. A total of 110 existing, operational, applied and/or 

conceptual indicators (including relevant bio-indicators) have been identified and either 

prioritized or rejected in function of the available knowledge, applicability and uniqueness. The 

final result of Task 3.2 consists of a selection of 8 indicators that meet most of the criteria and 

gaps identified as monitoring objectives described in Step 1. Exceptions were given to six of the 

gaps identified as management objectives (D10AG.G1, D10AG.G2, D10AG.G5, D10AG.G7, 

D10AG.G9 and D10AG.G12), which could not be satisfied by any of the selected indicators.  

Steps 2 and 3 of Task 3.2 exhibit the overall research needs that should be tackled in the coming 

years in order to comply with the weaknesses of the selected indicators. Most of the selected 

indicators lack of defined baselines and thresholds. Indeed, the only litter baselines have been 

suggested by the UNEP/MAP Barcelona Convention (COP19 IMAP Decision IG.22/7) for seafloor 

macro-litter although without discrimination by depth range, particular geographical areas (e.g. 

basins and sub-basins), hotspots or marine provinces. The main cause is a general lack of 

available spatiotemporal data covering the deep Mediterranean Sea, including areas where 

litter may potentially accumulate (e.g. submarine canyons). The latter also applies to data 

regarding interactions of litter with marine organisms. Standardized methods, protocols and 

reporting standards have been only recently developed or are under development, thus 

precluding current and historical data comparability. In many cases, sampling strategies are 

mostly bounded to an opportunistic approach, which may increase the cost-effectiveness but 

hinders the acquisition of standardized and reproducible spatiotemporal seafloor data.   

Within IDEM, a set of 3 novel indicators (IDEM_D10_I2, IDEM_D10_I3 and IDEM_D10_4) and 1 

criterion (D10C5) has been defined for D10. Novel indicators and criteria have been considered 

based on relevant literature (i.e. peer-reviewed articles and project reports) or adapted from 

existing ones, and target some of the main gaps identified and described in Deliverable 3.1. 

Nonetheless, novel criteria could not be fulfilled by any of the selected indicators and should 

serve to encourage progress towards future knowledge concerning these topics. Descriptions of 

the new criteria and indicators are available within D10 chapter of the database document 

(IDEM Project, 2019c). One indicator formulated initially for D6 was proposed, evaluated and 

finally selected too for D10 (IDEM_D10_I1). 

In addition to novel suggested indicators, the 4 indicators defined within the MSFD (Decision 

2017/848/EC) have been also evaluated. In the aggregate, 4 pressure indicators (IDEM_D10_I1, 

IDEM_D10_I2, IDEM_D10_I6, and IDEM_D10_I7) and 4 impact indicators (IDEM_D10_I3, 

IDEM_D10_I4, IDEM_D10_I8, and IDEM_D10_I9) complete the selected pool of indicators for 

D10.  

The selected indicators within D10 address quite specific targets but often share the same 

monitoring strategy and methodology with other descriptors. The main interconnections are 

found among descriptors 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9 and 11. For instance, trawling and ROVs that are used to 
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monitor D3 (commercial fish and shellfish) and D6 (sea-floor integrity) can be used 

simultaneously to monitor D10. This interconnections might foster the application of other 

descriptors’ indicators for the monitoring of D10. Accordingly, D10 shares one indictor with D6 

(IDEM_D10_I1) targeting the distribution and aggregation of fishing activities. Details regarding 

the shared individual indicators and the equivalent codes used are provided in the database 

(IDEM Project, 2019c).  

Finally, after the evaluation process, one indicator was classified as promising instead of being 

rejected (IDEM_D10_I5). Promising indicators are defined as indicators that cannot be used at 

present but have high potential for future application. This particular impact-related indicator is 

novel in many ways as it has only been applied by some authors in particular species groups (e.g. 

cetaceans) and environmental matrices (e.g. biota inhabiting the upper water column). 

However, their application should be considered in future assessments and monitoring 

programs when more suitable methods, data and knowledge are available for the deep-sea. 

 

CODE NAME TYPE 
MANAGEMENT 

OBJECTIVES 

IDEM_D10_I1 
Distribution, aggregation (intensity) of fishing 

activities. 
PRESSUR

E 

D10C1, D10C1.G3, 
D10AG.G6, 
D10AG.G10 

IDEM_D10_I2 

Identification and assessment of marine 
"litter hotspots" focusing on relevant deep-

sea habitats (e.g. coastal canyons, 
seamounts, banks and ridges) 

PRESSUR
E 

D10C1, D10C1.G1, 
D10C1.G2, D10C1.G3 

IDEM_D10_I3 
Habitat use of marine litter by marine 

animals and microbes and detection of 
change in ecosystem structure, if possible. 

IMPACT 
D10C3-4, D10AG.G3, 

D10AG.G8, 
D10HS.G1 

IDEM_D10_I4 
Entangled and smothered species in marine 
animal forests (considering different groups 

and ecosystem compartments) 
IMPACT 

D10C3-4, D10HS.G1, 
D10AG.G4, 
D10AG.G8 

IDEM_D10_I6 

D10C1 amount of litter per category in 
number of items on the coastline, for the 

surface layer of the water column and for the 
seabed, including information on the source 

and pathway, where feasible. 

PRESSUR
E 

D10C1, D10C1.G1, 
D10C1.G2, 
D10C1.G3, 
D10AG.G6 

IDEM_D10_I7 

D10C2 amount of micro-litter per category in 
number of items and weight in grams for the 

surface layer of the water column, and 
sediment for the coastline and seabed, 
including information on point sources, 

where feasible. 

PRESSUR
E 

D10C2, D10C2.G1, 
D10C2.G2 D10C2.G3 
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IDEM_D10_I8 

D10C3 amount of litter/micro-litter in grams 
and number of items per individual for each 
species in relation to size (weight, length, as 

appropriate) of the individual sampled. 

IMPACT 
D10C3-4, D10C3-
4.G1, D10AG.G8, 

D10HS.G1 

IDEM_D10_I9 
D10C4 number of individuals affected (lethal; 

sub-lethal) per species. 
IMPACT 

D10C3-4, D10AG.G4, 
D10AG.G10, 
D10AG.G8 

 
Table 10. Set of indicators selected within DEM Task 3.2 for D10. Management objectives are defined in 

the spreadsheet used for the evaluation process (see chapter 3.12, document: Task 3.2 Evaluation 

process_v2_D10). The codes written in italics represent the indicators shared with other descriptors. 

 

3.11 DESCRIPTOR 11 

D11 suffers from a significant scarcity of data but, more generally, of basic knowledge in the 

scientific community and also within the IDEM consortium. This fact could have considerably 

impacted the results of Task 3.2 for D11. Consequently, the approach applied followed the same 

framework than the rest of descriptors but in a simpler form. The approach consisted of a 

questionnaire to assess each evaluation parameter (EP) for the two indicators/criteria suggested 

in the last update of the MSFD (European Commission, 2017). The questionnaire included at the 

end two brief descriptions of the indicators’ performance. This contingency plans allowed as to 

obtain the results presented in Table 11, which are consistent with the rest of outcomes from 

the other descriptors. This approach permitted the evaluation of the two above-referred 

indicators and their description within a data sheet that is incorporated to Task 3.2 Database 

document (IDEM Project, 2019c).  

The strongest points of the two indicators are the vast spatial-temporal applicability to the deep 

Mediterranean Sea and a high specificity thanks to a concrete formulation. Additionally, D11 

already targets specifically and unambiguously one pressure, avoiding multiple and different 

interpretations. However, the lack of basic knowledge implies multiple deficiencies that might 

compromise the implementation of the indicators. The difficulties of establishing targets due to 

the data gap influence the development and standardization of potential methods. 

Consequently, the lack of a standard methodology hinders obtaining more data and a reliable 

evaluation of the impacts on ecosystems, ultimately leading to the absence of thresholds and/or 

reference conditions (TG Noise, 2018). 

 

CODE NAME TYPE 
MANAGEMENT 

OBJECTIVES 

IDEM_D11_I1 

Proportion of days and their distribution within a 
calendar year over areas of a determined surface, 

as well as their spatial distribution, in which 
anthropogenic sound sources exceed levels that 

PRESSURE D11C1 
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are likely to entail significant impact on marine 
animals measured as Sound Exposure Level (in dB 
re 1μPa2.s) or as peak sound pressure level (in dB 

re 1μPapeak) at one meter, measured over the 
frequency band 10 Hz to 10 kHz (MSFD 11.1.1) 

IDEM_D11_I2 

Trends in the ambient noise level within the 1/3 
octave bands 63 and 125 Hz (centre frequency) (re 

1μPa RMS: average noise level in these octave 
bands over a year) measured by observation 

stations and/or with the use of models if 
appropriate (MSFD 11.2.1) 

PRESSURE D11C2 

 
Table 11. Indicators defined in the MSFD for monitoring D11, which have been revised within IDEM Task 

3.2 (see chapter 3.12, document: Task 3.2 Questionnaire_D11). 

 

3.12 EVALUATION PROCESS SPREADSHEETS 

As explained in chapter 2.2, the evaluation process of the initial pool of indicators was designed 

as a structured, standardized system developed within IDEM Task 3.2 and implemented through 

a common spreadsheet applied to each descriptor. Although the ideal evaluation process should 

follow the first described approach, the practical application required the generation of a second 

simpler version of the approach. Accordingly, each of the working groups based on expert 

knowledge assembled for the considered particular descriptors the two versions and chose one 

of them taking into account the amount of work required and the time left.  

This chapter contains the spreadsheets generated for the evaluation process of each descriptor. 

Descriptors 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9 and 10 implemented the second version of the approach, whereas 

version 1 was applied to descriptors 4, 5 and 6. The performance of an equivalent evaluation 

process for D11 was dismissed due to the lack of expertise within IDEM and, more generally, 

data. The questionnaire filled in order to deliver at least an evaluation is also attached to this 

chapter.  

FILES: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


1. OBJECTIVES

		TASK 3.2   STEP 1 AND 2

		OBJECTIVES AND RELATED POTENTIAL INDICATORS



		Colour legend

		Revision of MSFD criteria and indicators

		Incorporation of the identified gaps within task 3.1 

		Definition of new indicators and new criteria

Queralt Güell: Queralt Güell:
See Chapter 3 of Deliverable 3.1: Disregarded issues







		CRITERIA - Species Groups						GAPS																		NEW CRITERIA

		D1C1 [Species]: The mortality rate per species from incidental by-catch is below levels which threaten the species, such that its long-term viability is ensured.						D1C1.G1 Limited data on fishing mortality for non-commercial species																		No new D1 criteria were proposed in Task 3.1

								D1C1.G2 Inconsistencies in fishing metiers that are monitored in different GSAs

		Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate						D1C1.G3 Lack of information on natural mortality rates

		Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/ mortality rates)						D1C1.G4 Knowledge gap regarding differences in mortality rates between age/size cohorts

		D1C2 [Species]: The population abundance of the species is not adversely affected due to anthropogenic pressures, such that its long-term viability is ensured.						Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate

								Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/ mortality rates)

		Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate		Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate (MSFD 1.2.1)		Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate (MSFD 1.2.1)		D1C2-4.G1 Inadequate data for species associated with hard substrata

		D1C3 [Species]: The population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity, and survival rates) of the species are indicative of a healthy population which is not adversely affected due to anthropogenic pressures.						D1C2-4.G2 Limited data for species in environments deeper than 1,000 m

								D1C2-4.G3 Poor knowledge on meso- and bathy-pelagic species

		Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/ mortality rates)						D1C2-4.G4 Insufficient information for establishment of threshold values

		D1C4 [Species]: The species distributional range and, where relevant, pattern is in line with prevailing physiographic, geographic and climatic conditions.						Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate

								Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/ mortality rates)

		Species distributional range		Species distributional range (MSFD 1.1.1)		Species distributional range (MSFD 1.1.1)		Species distributional range

		Species distributional pattern within the range		Species distributional pattern within the latter, where appropriate (MSFD 1.1.2)		Species distributional pattern within the latter, where appropriate (MSFD 1.1.2)		Species distributional pattern within the range

		Species bathymetric range		Species bathymetric range		Species bathymetric range		Species bathymetric range

		D1C5 [Species]: The habitat for the species has the necessary extent and condition to support the different stages in the life history of the species.						D1C3.G1 Knowledge gap regarding population demographics of non-commercial species

								D1C3.G2 Limited research on parameter selection for assessing the status of populations subjected to non-fishery anthropogenic pressures

		Habitat distributional range/area for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		Habitat distributional range (MSFD 1 .4.1) [Areal extent]		Habitat distributional range (MSFD 1 .4.1) [Areal extent]		Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate

		Habitat bathymetric range for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		Habitat bathymetric range 		Habitat bathymetric range 		Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/ mortality rates)

		Habitat distributional pattern for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		Habitat distributional pattern (MSFD 1.4.2)		Habitat distributional pattern (MSFD 1.4.2)		D1C4.G1 Spatial mismatch between surveyed areas and species distribution ranges/patterns

		Habitat volume for selected species (fish/cephalopods/deep-diving cetaceans)		Habitat volume, where relevant (MSFD 1.5.2)		Habitat volume, where relevant (MSFD 1.5.2)		Species distributional range

		D1C6 [Pelagic Habitats]: The condition of the habitat type, including its biotic and abiotic structure and its functions (e.g. its typical species composition and their relative abundance, absence of particularly sensitive or fragile species or species providing a key function, size structure of species), is not adversely affected due to anthropogenic pressures.						Species distributional pattern within the range

								Species bathymetric range

		Habitat bathymetric range - Pelagic habitats						D1C5.G1 Lack of knowledge on habitat conditions required by deep-sea species to complete their life cycle

		Habitat distributional pattern - Pelagic habitats						D1C5.G2 Absence of minimum thresholds for habitat extent required to support deep-sea species

		Habitat volume - Pelagic habitats		Conservation status / condition of selected species (Devotool)		Conservation status / condition of selected species (Devotool)		Habitat distributional range/area for selected species (fish/cephalopods)

		Relative proportions (Abundance/Biomass ratio) of selected species/taxa/functional groups - Pelagic habitats		Conservation status / condition of selected habitats (Devotool)		Conservation status / condition of selected habitats (Devotool)		Habitat bathymetric range for selected species (fish/cephalopods)

		Criteria for "Benthic Habitats" (D6C4 and D6C5) and "Ecosystems" (D4C1, D4C2, D4C3, D4C4) are not included here as they will be covered in Descriptors 6 and 4 respectively						Habitat distributional pattern for selected species (fish/cephalopods)

								Habitat volume for selected species (fish/cephalopods/deep-diving cetaceans)

								D1C6.G1 Inefficient sampling of functionally important deep-water pelagic species

								D1C6.G2 Utility of upper-trophic level predators as indicators not fully known

								D1C6.G3 Poor knowledge of biological component of deep-sea pelagic habitats

								Habitat bathymetric range - Pelagic habitats

								Habitat distributional pattern - Pelagic habitats

								Habitat volume - Pelagic habitats

								Relative proportions (Abundance/Biomass ratio) of selected species/taxa/functional groups - Pelagic habitats

								D1AG.G1 Need for deeper understanding of deep-sea ecological functioning 

								D4 and D6 indicators

								D1MT.G1 Lack of a standardized, Mediterranean-wide monitoring strategy that caters for pelagic, benthic hard-bottom, and deeper (>800 m depth) environments that are not surveyed via MEDITS 

								D1MT.G2 Limitations of sampling techniques in deep-sea environments

								D1MT.G3 Prohibitive costs associated with deep-sea sampling

								All D1 Indicators are applicable

								D1HS.G1 Inadequate data for soft bottom non-commercial species sampled through MEDITS

								D1HS.G2 Scarce data for non-commercial species that are not sampled through MEDITS

								All D1 Indicators relevant for species groups, listed under Criteria D1C1 to D1C5, are applicable

								D1HS.G3 Species data gaps for assessment of habitat condition and trophic guild diversity

								D1HS.G4 Uneven data availability across deep-sea habitats

								D4 and D6 indicators



















































































































































































2. SUMMARY. INITIAL POOL

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		  SUMMARY





		APPROACH 
The process starts with the identification and specification of management objectives as step 1. The second step consists of an extensive revision of potential indicators existing in the literature and the suggestion of novel ones. The pool of potential indicators will be then assessed against specific evaluation steps and parameters in step 3 within this spreadsheet. Finally, step 4 encompasses the description of each of the selected  indicators and their classification within a database. 						TABLE 1. EVALUATION STEPS						BOX 1. TERMINOLOGY

								ES.0		Request: indicator type (state, pressure, impact)				Indicator: tool proposed by the MSFD for implementing the monitoring of the topics addressed by the descriptors’ criteria.  
Evaluation parameter OR parameter (EP): refers to each of the indicators’ properties assessed. The IDEM approach contains 10 parameters formulated within IDEM Task 3.2 by reviewing three previous evaluation frameworks (Schroeder, 2010; Queirós et al., 2016; Otto et al., 2018). Each parameter focuses in one property, indicator or attribute, which needs to be evaluated. 
Evaluation step (ES): refers to each of the phases of the evaluation process that need to be followed when assessing each evaluation parameter. The IDEM evaluation system is based in 5 evaluation steps that are common to all evaluation parameters. Specifications for the actual implementation of each step differ between the 10 evaluation parameters.
Feature, element: synonym terms used for referring to indicators’ characteristics or attributes that need to be assessed or considered. 
Target (and ecosystem target): the monitoring objective of the indicator. It can be a component of the ecosystem, a pressure, an impact, an ecosystem function, an ecosystem response or any other property, behavior or process addressed by an indicator. 
Indicator type: defines the indicator class regarding its monitoring objective. Three main indicator types have been established as options: state, pressure and impact. 
Single indicator: only indicator for a given monitoring objective. Thus, single indicators are the only option for monitoring a particular target. 
Promising indicator: indicator that cannot be used at present but has high potential for future applications. 
Selected indicator (accepted): indicator that has succeeded in the evaluation process and that has been classified as accepted in the final decision tree. Thus, it belongs to the selected indicators group forming the set of indicators for a given descriptor. 

								ES.1		States the null hypothesis

								ES.2		Defines the approach

								ES.3		States the availability of references

								ES.4		Decision of the individual quality score

								ES.5		Total quality score calculated









		This document enables a consistent implementation of the evaluation system defined for Step 3 of Task 3.2.  Each step and evaluation parameter is described in the following tabs. Finally, the two last tabs compile the thresholds identified in EP.10 and the final selection of indicators specifying the total score of each indicator, the final indicator categorization and a global evaluation of the indicators' set.						TABLE 2. EVALUATION PARAMETERS

								EP.1		Scientific basis

								EP.2		Available data and/or monitoring programs

								EP.3		Cost-effective

								EP.4		Ecosystem relevance and target suitability

								EP.5		Specificity and redundancy

								EP.6		Spatial/temporal coverage and flexibility

								EP.7		Precautionary capacity

								EP.8		Responsiveness

								EP.9		Methodology

								EP.10		Thresholds and reference conditions



		TABLE 3. INITIAL POOL OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS



		CODE		NAME		AFFILIATION		MSFD CRITERIA		TYPE		MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

		PRIORITY (1st cateogry)

		IDEM_D1_I1		Species distributional range		MSFD. European Commission 2010		D1C4		STATE		D1C4, D1C4.G1, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

		IDEM_D1_I2		Species distributional pattern within the range		MSFD. European Commission 2010		D1C4		STATE		D1C4, D1C4.G1, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

		IDEM_D1_I3		Species bathymetric range		Devotool (DEVOTES Project)		D1C4		STATE		D1C4, D1C4.G1, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

		IDEM_D1_I4		Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate		MSFD. European Commission 2010		D1C1, D1C2		STATE		D1C1, D1C2, D1C1.G1, D1C1.G2, D1C1.G3, D1C1.G4, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

		IDEM_D1_I5		Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/mortality rates)		MSFD. European Commission 2010		D1C1, D1C3		STATE		D1C1, D1C3, D1C1.G1, D1C1.G1, D1C1.G2, D1C1.G3, D1C1.G4, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, D1C3.G1, D1C3.G2, D1C6.G1, D1C6.G2, D1C6.G3, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

		IDEM_D1_I6		Habitat distributional range/area for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		MSFD. European Commission 2010		D1C5
D6 Benthic Habitats Criteria		STATE		D1C5, D1C5.G1, D1C5.G2, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

		IDEM_D1_I7		Habitat bathymetric range for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		Devotool (DEVOTES Project)		D1C5
D6 Benthic Habitats Criteria		STATE		D1C5, D1C5.G1, D1C5.G2, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

		IDEM_D1_I8		Habitat distributional pattern for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		MSFD. European Commission 2010		D1C5
D6 Benthic Habitats Criteria		STATE		D1C5, D1C5.G1, D1C5.G2, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

		IDEM_D1_I9		Habitat volume for selected species (fish/cephalopods/deep-diving cetaceans)		MSFD. European Commission 2010		D1C5		STATE		D1C5, D1C5.G1, D1C5.G2, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

		IDEM_D1_I10		Habitat bathymetric range - Pelagic habitats		Devotool (DEVOTES Project)		D1C6		STATE		D1C6, D1C6.G1, D1C6.G2, D1C6.G3, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

		IDEM_D1_I11		Habitat distributional pattern - Pelagic habitats		MSFD. European Commission 2010		D1C6		STATE		D1C6, D1C6.G1, D1C6.G2, D1C6.G3, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

		IDEM_D1_I12		Habitat volume - Pelagic habitats		MSFD. European Commission 2010		D1C6		STATE		D1C6, D1C6.G1, D1C6.G2, D1C6.G3, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

		IDEM_D1_I13		Relative proportions (Abundance/Biomass ratio) of selected species/taxa/functional groups - Pelagic habitats		MSFD. European Commission 2010		D1C6
D6 Benthic Habitats and D4 Ecosystems Criteria		STATE-IMPACT		D1C6, D1C6.G1, D1C6.G2, D1C6.G3, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

































3. EVALUATION

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3



		INDICATOR 
Type

Queralt Güell: Queralt Güell:
MODEL (To be filled)		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES				EVALUATION PROCESS OUTCOME

		Indicator CODE and complete name		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		<Add a brief description of the score. The same text can be used for filling the indicator data sheet as specified in the next column>														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		<Add the reference regarding the original affiliation of the indicator. Extra references describing the indicator can be added if available>						1.00		0.50		0.00		TOTAL

				EP.2																										EP.1		9

Queralt Güell: Queralt Güell:
Number of indicators scoring 1 in the EP.1		3		1		10.5

				EP.3				EP.3 & EP.9																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.2		0		6		7		3

				EP.4				EP.4 & EP.5																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description						EP.3		0		7		6		3.5

				EP.5																										EP.4		8		5		0		10.5

				EP.6				EP.6																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability						EP.5		4		9		0		8.5

				EP.7				EP.7																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity						EP.6		13		0		0		13

		Type: STATE/PRESSURE/IMPACT		EP.8				EP.8																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence						EP.7		0		5		8		2.5

				EP.9				Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.8		10		2		1		11

				EP.10				EP.10																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions						EP.9		9		3		1		10.5

				TOTAL		0.5																								EP.10		0		1		12		0.5



																														ONLY SELECTED

		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES						1.00		0.50		0.00		TOTAL

		IDEM_D1_I1 Species distributional range		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator is an established ecological parameter for species monitoring and several publications survey species distributional ranges. Data on deep-sea species, including time-series data, are available through MEDITS surveys but only for upper slopes (i.e. soft-bottoms at depths of <800 m), and only for those areas where MEDITS surveys are carried out (e.g. not in the southern MED).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		MSFD. European Commission 2010; AZTI-JGR 2012; ICES (2012).Journal of Marine Science 69, 1789-1801; HM Government 2012				EP.1		8		0		0		8

				EP.2		0.5																								EP.2		0		6		2		3

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		Limited 'additional' cost for upper slope species since data are already collected through MEDITS; but moderate to high costs for obtaining data on species in other habitats. Data obtained are highly relevant for MSFD assessment, updating former data for upper slopes and providing novel data for species in habitats not surveyed through MEDITS. Indicator measurable with current methodology, which is applicable to all MED basins.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.3		0		6		2		3

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		Indicator is directly relevant for assessment of its ecosystem target (status of species); there is some overlap with other indicators that look at spatial distribution (i.e. IDEM_D1_I2), but not with other indicators.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description						EP.4		8		0		0		8

				EP.5		0.5																								EP.5		3		5		0		5.5

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Good spatial and temporal coverage: indicator applicable to all MED basins including in the deep sea, and punctuate monitoring at specified time-intervals is sufficient for monitoring of this indicator. Flexibile applicability: indicator can be used in heterogeneous systems and/or across different management frameworks.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability						EP.6		8		0		0		8

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7		Acute impacts on species distribution ranges will be detectable with only short lag times, and it would be possible to identify the source if impact. For chronic sources of impact, the lag time can be long and difficult to measure, it would be difficult to attribute changes in species distribution range to specific pressures, and mitigation may not be possible at that stage.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity						EP.7		0		5		3		2.5

		Type: STATE		EP.8		1		EP.8		Indicator is highly correlated with the target change (i.e. changes in species distribution range); high accuracy but natural variation in species distribution ranges will also influence indicator value.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence						EP.8		8		0		0		8

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.9		8		0		1		8

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No thresholds exist and reference conditions are not known. For some species, a baseline distribution range can be identified through MEDITS data (limited to upper slopes).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions						EP.10		0		1		7		0.5

				TOTAL		7



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D1_I2 Species distributional pattern within the range		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator is an established ecological parameter for species monitoring. Data on deep-sea species, including time-series data, are available through MEDITS surveys but only for upper slopes (i.e. soft-bottoms at depths of <800 m), and only for those areas where MEDITS surveys are carried out (e.g. not in the southern MED).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		MSFD. European Commission 2010; AZTI-JGR 2012; HM Government 2012

				EP.2		0.5

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		Limited 'additional' cost for upper slope species since data are already collected through MEDITS; but moderate high costs for obtaining data on species in other habitats. Data obtained are highly relevant for MSFD assessment, updating former data for upper slopes and providing novel data for species in habitats not surveyed through MEDITS. Indicator measurable with current methodology, which is applicable to all MED basins.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		Indicator is directly relevant for assessment of its ecosystem target (status of species); there is some overlap with other indicators that look at spatial distribution (i.e. IDEM_D1_I1), but not with other indicators.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Good spatial and temporal coverage: indicator applicable to all MED basins including in the deep sea, and punctuate monitoring at specified time-intervals is sufficient for monitoring of this indicator. Flexibile applicability: indicator can be used in heterogeneous systems and/or across different management frameworks.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7		Acute impacts on species distribution patterns will be detectable with only short lag times, and it would be possible to identify the source if impact. For chronic sources of impact, the lag time can be longer and more difficult to measure, it could be difficult to attribute changes in species distribution pattern to specific pressures, and mitigation may not be possible at that stage.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		1		EP.8		Indicator is highly correlated with the target change (i.e. changes in species distribution pattern); high accuracy but natural variation in species distribution ranges will also influence indicator value.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No thresholds exist and reference conditions are not known. For some species, a baseline distribution range can be identified through MEDITS data (limited to upper slopes).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		7



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D1_I3 Species bathymetric range		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator is an established ecological parameter for species monitoring. Data on the upper bathymetric limit for species on open slopes are available through MEDITS surveys, but data for lower bathymetric limits for most species are not available.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Devotool (DEVOTES Project); AZTI-JGR 2012

				EP.2		0.5

				EP.3		0		EP.3 & EP.9		High costs associated with collecting data for this indicator, which is necessary since MEDITS does not provide data on the lower depth limit of most species. Data obtained are relevant for MSFD assessment in general, but less so for deep-sea species (see EP.4); most data would be novel or updating those available through MEDITS. Indicator measurable with current methodology, which is applicable to all MED basins.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		Indicator is only partially relevant for assessment of its ecosystem target (status of species) in the deep sea: since deep-sea conditions are stable, changes in bathymetric range of deep-sea species will likely occur over long time-scales making this indicator less useful for monitoring of environmental status. There is no overlap with other indicators.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		1

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Good spatial and temporal coverage: indicator applicable to all MED basins, and punctuate monitoring at specified time-intervals is sufficient for monitoring of this indicator. Flexibile applicability: indicator can be used in heterogeneous systems and/or across different management frameworks.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		For chronic sources of impact, the lag time can be very long and difficult to measure, it would be difficult to attribute changes in species bathymetric range to specific pressures, and mitigation may not be possible at that stage. (For acute impacts, the lag time would be much shorter and it would be easier to identify the source of impact, but such effects will tend to be more localised and will not alter the overall bathymetric range at regional/sub-regional scales).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		1		EP.8		Indicator is highly correlated with the target change (i.e. changes in species bathymetric range); high accuracy but natural variation in species bathymetric ranges will also influence indicator value.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No thresholds exist and reference conditions are not known.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		6.5



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D1_I4 Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator is an established ecological parameter for species monitoring and several publications survey species abundance/biomass. Data on deep-sea species, including time-series data, are available through MEDITS surveys but only for upper slopes (i.e. soft-bottoms at depths of <800 m), and only for those areas where MEDITS surveys are carried out (e.g. not in the southern MED).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		MSFD. European Commission 2010;  ICES (2012).Journal of Marine Science 69, 1789-1801

				EP.2		0.5

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		Limited 'additional' cost for upper slope species since data are already collected through MEDITS; but moderate to high costs for obtaining data on species in other habitats. Data obtained are highly relevant for MSFD assessment, updating former data for upper slopes and providing novel data for species in habitats not surveyed through MEDITS. Indicator measurable with current methodology, which is applicable to all MED basins.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		Indicator is directly relevant for assessment of its ecosystem target (status of species); there is some overlap with other indicators that look at population demographics (i.e. IDEM_D1_I5), but not with other indicators.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Good spatial and temporal coverage: indicator applicable to all MED basins including in the deep sea, and punctuate monitoring at specified time-intervals is sufficient for monitoring of this indicator. Flexibile applicability: indicator can be used in heterogeneous systems and/or across different management frameworks.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7		Acute impacts on species abundance/biomass will be detectable with short lag times, and it would be possible to identify and manage the source if impact. For chronic sources of impact, the lag time can be longer and it may not always be possible to attribute changes in abundance/biomass to specific pressures; mitigation could be possible in some instances.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		1		EP.8		Indicator is highly correlated with the target change (i.e. changes in species abundance/biomass); very high accuracy but natural variation in population size will also influence indicator value.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0.5		EP.10		No thresholds exist and reference conditions are not known. For some species, baseline abundance/biomass can be identified through MEDITS data (limited to upper slopes). Based on the time-series data, assessment of population fluctuations over time can facilitate identification of threshold values but there is no standard methodology for identification of such thresholds.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		7.5



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D1_I5 Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/ mortality rates)		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator is an established ecological parameter for species monitoring and several publications consider population demographics. Data on several deep-sea species, including time-series data, are available through MEDITS surveys but only for upper slopes (i.e. soft-bottoms at depths of <800 m), and only for those areas where MEDITS surveys are carried out (e.g. not in the southern MED).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		MSFD. European Commission 2010; JRC Scientific and Policy Reports. European Commission;  AZTI-JGR, 2012; Report, 11-18 April 2012, Copenhagen, Denmark; ICES CM 2012/ACOM:26. 192pp; Wiley, ISBN 9-780470973-55-4, 2013; Aarhus Universitet DCE, 2012

				EP.2		0.5

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		Limited 'additional' cost for upper slope species for which data are already collected through MEDITS; but moderate to high costs for obtaining data on species found in other habitats. Data obtained are highly relevant for MSFD assessment, updating former data for upper slopes and providing novel data for species in habitats not surveyed through MEDITS. Indicator measurable with current methodology, which is applicable to all MED basins.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		Indicator is directly relevant for assessment of its ecosystem target (status of species); there is some overlap with other indicators that look at population abundance (i.e. IDEM_D1_I4), but not with other indicators.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Good spatial and temporal coverage: indicator applicable to all MED basins including in the deep sea, and punctuate monitoring at specified time-intervals is sufficient for monitoring of this indicator. Flexibile applicability: indicator can be used in heterogeneous systems and/or across different management frameworks.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7		Acute impacts on species demographics will be detectable with short lag times, and it would be possible to identify and manage the source if impact. For chronic sources of impact, the lag time can be longer and it may not always be possible to attribute changes in demographic characteristics to specific pressures; mitigation could be possible in some instances.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		1		EP.8		Indicator is highly correlated with the target change (i.e. changes in species demographics); very high accuracy but natural variation in population demographic characteristics will also influence indicator value.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No thresholds or reference conditions are available. For some species, current demographic characteristics can be identified through MEDITS data (limited to upper slopes).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		7



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D1_I6 Habitat distributional range/area for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator is a relevant ecological parameter for species monitoring. Some data on the distributional range/area for deep-sea habitats are available but only at a general level (except for a few localised areas studied through one-time surveys), and no time series data exist.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Devotool (DEVOTES Project);  AZTI-JGR 2012

				EP.2		0.5

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		High costs associated with collecting data for this indicator, since it requires dedicated surveys using acoustic (e.g. multibeam) methods to detect different substrata and ground-truthing through ROVs, including in very deep waters. Data obtained are highly relevant for MSFD assessment, providing novel data for most MED areas. Indicator measurable with current methodology, which is applicable to all MED basins.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		Indicator is relevant for assessment of its ecosystem target (status of species) in the deep sea. There is no overlap with other indicators used for species monitoring (but some overlap with those for pelagic/benthic habitats).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Good spatial and temporal coverage: indicator applicable to all MED basins, and punctuate monitoring at specified time-intervals is sufficient for monitoring of this indicator. Flexibile applicability: indicator can be used in heterogeneous systems and/or across different management frameworks.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		For chronic sources of impact, the lag time can be very long and difficult to measure, it would be difficult to attribute changes in habitat bathymetric range to specific pressures, and mitigation may not be possible at that stage. For acute impacts, the lag time would be much shorter and it would be easier to identify the source of impact, but such effects will tend to be more localised and will not alter the overall bathymetric range at regional/sub-regional scales.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		1		EP.8		Indicator is highly correlated with the target change (i.e. changes in habitat extent/condition).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No thresholds exist and reference conditions are not known.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		6.5



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D1_I7 Habitat bathymetric range for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator is a relevant ecological parameter for species monitoring. Data on the bathymetric limits for deep-sea habitats are not available except in a few localised areas studied through one-time surveys, and no time series data exist.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Devotool (DEVOTES Project);  AZTI-JGR 2012

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		High costs associated with collecting data for this indicator, since it requires dedicated surveys using acoustic (e.g. multibeam) methods to detect different substrata and ground-truthing through ROVs, including in very deep waters. Data obtained are relevant for MSFD assessment in general, but less so for deep-sea species (see EP.4); most data would be novel. Indicator measurable with current methodology, which is applicable to all MED basins.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		Indicator is relevant for assessment of its ecosystem target (status of species) in the deep sea, but since deep-sea conditions are stable, changes in bathymetric range of deep-sea habitats will likely occur over long time-scales making this indicator less useful for monitoring of environmental status. This indicator may be suitable for monitoring status at selected sites where acute impacts that could affect habitats over short-time scales may occur. There is partial overlap with indicator for species bathymetric range, and also with indicators for pelagic/benthic habitats.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Good spatial and temporal coverage: indicator applicable to all MED basins, and punctuate monitoring at specified time-intervals is sufficient for monitoring of this indicator. Flexibile applicability: indicator can be used in heterogeneous systems and/or across different management frameworks.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		For chronic sources of impact, the lag time can be very long and difficult to measure, it would be difficult to attribute changes in habitat bathymetric range to specific pressures, and mitigation may not be possible at that stage. For acute impacts, the lag time would be much shorter and it would be easier to identify the source of impact, but such effects will tend to be more localised and will not alter the overall bathymetric range at regional/sub-regional scales.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		1		EP.8		Indicator is highly correlated with the target change (i.e. changes in habitat extent).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No thresholds exist and reference conditions are not known.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		5.5



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D1_I8 Habitat distributional pattern for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator is a relevant ecological parameter for species monitoring. Data on deep-sea habitat distribution patterns are not available except in a few localised areas studied through one-time surveys, and no time series data exist.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Devotool (DEVOTES Project);  AZTI-JGR 2012

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		High costs associated with collecting data for this indicator, since it requires dedicated surveys using acoustic (e.g. multibeam) methods to detect different substrata and ground-truthing through ROVs, including in very deep waters. Data obtained are highly relevant for MSFD assessment, providing novel data for most MED areas. Indicator measurable with current methodology, which is applicable to all MED basins.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		Indicator is relevant for assessment of its ecosystem target (status of species) in the deep sea. There is no overlap with other indicators used for species monitoring (but some potential overlap with those for pelagic/benthic habitats).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		1

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Good spatial and temporal coverage: indicator applicable to all MED basins, and punctuate monitoring at specified time-intervals is sufficient for monitoring of this indicator. Flexibile applicability: indicator can be used in heterogeneous systems and/or across different management frameworks.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		For chronic sources of impact, the lag time can be very long and difficult to measure, it would be difficult to attribute changes in habitat bathymetric range to specific pressures, and mitigation may not be possible at that stage. For acute impacts, the lag time would be much shorter and it would be easier to identify the source of impact, but such effects will tend to be more localised and will not alter the overall bathymetric range at regional/sub-regional scales.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		1		EP.8		Indicator is highly correlated with the target change (i.e. changes in habitat extent/condition).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No thresholds exist and reference conditions are not known.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		6.5



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D1_I9 Habitat volume for selected species (fish/cephalopods/deep-diving cetaceans)		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator may be a relevant ecological parameter for monitoring of deep-diving cetaceans or some pelagic species, but there are few or no scientific publications that utilise habitat volume. There is no established approach for defining habitats for bathypelagic species: this could be based on the spatial and bathymetric distribution of species throughout their life cycle, and/or on the physical, hydrological and chemical conditions of different water masses. No data on habitat volume are available.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Devotool (DEVOTES Project);  AZTI-JGR 2012

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		0		EP.3 & EP.9		Very high costs associated with collecting data for this indicator, since it would require extensive dedicated surveys in the deep sea. Data obtained may be relevant for MSFD assessment in general, but less so for deep-sea species (see EP.4); most data would be novel. Indicator is complex to measure and approach will depend on parameters used to define the habitat for pelagic species (see EP.1).														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		Indicator could be relevant for assessment of its ecosystem target (status of species) in the deep sea, but since deep-sea conditions are stable, changes in habitat volumes will likely occur over long time-scales making this indicator less useful for monitoring of environmental status. There is partial overlap with indicators for bathymetric range of pelagic species/habitats.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Good spatial and temporal coverage: indicator applicable to all MED basins, and punctuate monitoring at specified time-intervals would be sufficient for monitoring of this indicator. Flexibile applicability: indicator can be used in heterogeneous systems and/or across different management frameworks.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		For chronic sources of impact, the lag time can be very long and difficult to measure, it would be difficult to attribute changes in habitat volume to specific pressures, and mitigation may not be possible at that stage.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		1		EP.8		Indicator is highly correlated with the target change (i.e. changes in habitat extent).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No thresholds exist and reference conditions are not known.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		3.5



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D1_I10 Habitat bathymetric range - Pelagic habitats		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator may be a relevant ecological parameter for monitoring of pelagic habitats but there are few or no scientific publications that utilise bathymetric range in the context of pelagic habitats. There is no established approach for defining pelagic habitats in the deep sea: this could be based on the spatial and bathymetric distribution of particular species throughout their life cycle, and/or on the physical, hydrological and chemical conditions of different water masses. Data on deep-sea pelagic habitat bathymetric ranges are not available.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		MSFD. European Commission 2010; AZTI-JGR 2012

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		0		EP.3 & EP.9		Very high costs associated with collecting data for this indicator, since it would require extensive dedicated surveys in the deep sea. Data obtained may be relevant for MSFD assessment in general, but less so for deep-sea species (see EP.4); most data would be novel. Approach will depend on parameters used to define the pelagic habitats (see EP.1); methods for identification of water masses and pelagic species ranges exist but will need to be adapted within the context of measuring pelagic habitat bathymetric range.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		Indicator only partly relevant for assessment of its ecosystem target (condition of pelagic habitat) in the deep sea; since deep-sea conditions are stable, changes in bathymetric range of pelagic habitats will likely occur over long time-scales making this indicator less useful for monitoring of environmental status. There is partial overlap with indicators for bathymetric range of pelagic species.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Good spatial and temporal coverage: indicator applicable to all MED basins, and punctuate monitoring at specified time-intervals would be sufficient for monitoring of this indicator. Flexibile applicability: indicator can be used in heterogeneous systems and/or across different management frameworks.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		For chronic sources of impact, the lag time can be very long and difficult to measure, it would be difficult to attribute changes in bathymetric range of pelagic habitats to specific pressures, and mitigation may not be possible at that stage.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		Indicator is only partly correlated with the target change (i.e. changes in pelagic habitat condition) since it only considers the extent of the habitat.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No thresholds exist and reference conditions are not known.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		3.5



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D1_I11 Habitat distributional pattern - Pelagic habitats		EP.1		0		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator could be relevant as an ecological parameter for monitoring of pelagic habitats and there are practically no scientific publications that utilise distribution pattern in the context of pelagic habitats. There is no established approach for defining pelagic habitats in the deep sea: this could be based on the spatial and bathymetric distribution of particular species throughout their life cycle, and/or on the physical, hydrological and chemical conditions of different water masses. Data on deep-sea pelagic habitat distributional patterns are not available.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		MSFD. European Commission 2010; AZTI-JGR 2012

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		0		EP.3 & EP.9		Very high costs associated with collecting data for this indicator, since it would require dedicated surveys in the deep sea. Data obtained potentially relevant for MSFD assessment; if collected the data would be novel. Approach will depend on parameters used to define the pelagic habitats (see EP.1); methods for identification of water masses and pelagic species ranges exist but will need to be adapted within the context of measuring pelagic habitat distribution pattern.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		Indicator potentially relevant for assessment of its ecosystem target (condition of pelagic habitat) in the deep sea but this has not been verified through scientific studies. There is no overlap with other indicators.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		1

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Good spatial and temporal coverage: indicator applicable to all MED basins, and punctuate monitoring at specified time-intervals would be sufficient for monitoring of this indicator. Flexibile applicability: indicator can be used in heterogeneous systems and/or across different management frameworks.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		No information on which to base assessment of lag times exist, but for chronic sources of impact, the lag time is probably difficult to measure, it would be difficult to attribute changes in pelagic habitat distribution pattern to specific pressures, and mitigation may not be possible at that stage.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		0		EP.8		No data is available to allow assessment of the link between pelagic habitat distributional pattern and condition of the pelagic habitats.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No thresholds exist and reference conditions are not known.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		3



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D1_I12 Habitat volume - Pelagic habitats		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator may be a relevant ecological parameter for monitoring of pelagic habitats but there are few or no scientific publications that utilise habitat volume. There is no established approach for defining pelagic habitats in the deep sea: this could be based on the spatial and bathymetric distribution of particular species throughout their life cycle, and/or on the physical, hydrological and chemical conditions of different water masses. Data on deep-sea pelagic habitat volumes are not available.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		MSFD. European Commission 2010; AZTI-JGR 2012

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		0		EP.3 & EP.9		Very high costs associated with collecting data for this indicator, since it would require extensive dedicated surveys in the deep sea. Data obtained may be relevant for MSFD assessment in general, but less so for deep-sea species (see EP.4); most data would be novel. Approach will depend on parameters used to define the pelagic habitats (see EP.1); methods for identification of water masses and pelagic species ranges exist but will need to be adapted within the context of measuring pelagic habitat volume.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		Indicator only partly relevant for assessment of its ecosystem target (condition of pelagic habitat) in the deep sea; since deep-sea conditions are stable, changes in volumes of pelagic habitats will likely occur over long time-scales making this indicator less useful for monitoring of environmental status. There is partial overlap with indicators for distribution and bathymetric ranges.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Good spatial and temporal coverage: indicator applicable to all MED basins, and punctuate monitoring at specified time-intervals would be sufficient for monitoring of this indicator. Flexibile applicability: indicator can be used in heterogeneous systems and/or across different management frameworks.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		For chronic sources of impact, the lag time can be very long and difficult to measure, it would be difficult to attribute changes in volume of pelagic habitats to specific pressures, and mitigation may not be possible at that stage.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		Indicator is only partly correlated with the target change (i.e. changes in pelagic habitat condition) since it only considers the extent of the habitat.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No thresholds exist and reference conditions are not known.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		3.5



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D1_I13 Relative proportions (Abundance/Biomass ratio) of selected species/taxa/functional groups - Pelagic habitats		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator is an established ecological parameter for monitoring of species assemblages and several publications use species relative proportions. Data on abundance/biomass of pelagic species are mostly lacking and there are no time-series data for pelagic habitats.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Devotool (DEVOTES Project); AZTI-JGR 2012, Development of a OSPAR common set biodiversity indicators 2013;  Proc. R. Soc. B 278, 1617-1625, 2011; http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-2200, 2008; Aarhus Universitet DCE, 2012; Report, 11-18 April 2012, Copenhagen, Denmark. ICES CM 2012/ACOM:26. 192pp; BSC 2008; Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences 60 86-99,2003; Fishery Investigations Series II, 19. Her Majesty's Stationery Office, London 533 pp, 1957; www.indiseas.org, 2005; HM Government 2012; ICES Journal of Marine Science 69, 1789-1801, 2012

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		0		EP.3 & EP.9		High to very high costs for obtaining abundance/biomass data needed to assess relative proportions of species in pelagic habitats, since these data are not collected through any existing monitoring programmes and will require dedicated surveys. Data obtained are novel and highly relevant for MSFD assessment. Indicator measurable with current methodology, which is applicable to all MED basins.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		Indicator is highly relevant for assessment of its ecosystem target (condition of pelagic habitat) in the deep sea. There is no overlap with other indicators.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		1

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Good spatial and temporal coverage: indicator applicable to all MED basins including in the deep sea, and punctuate monitoring at specified time-intervals is sufficient for monitoring of this indicator. Flexibile applicability: indicator can be used in heterogeneous systems and/or across different management frameworks.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7		Acute impacts causing changes in species relative proportions will be detectable with short lag times, while for chronic sources of impact the lag time can be longer. It may be difficult to attribute changes in abundance/biomass ratios to specific pressures; mitigation might not be possible.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE-IMPACT		EP.8		1		EP.8		Indicator is highly correlated with the target change (i.e. changes in ratio of abundance/biomass of pelagic species); very high accuracy but natural variation in population size will also influence indicator value.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No thresholds exist and reference conditions are not known.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		6.5







4. FINAL SELECTION

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		FINAL SELECTION



				TABLE 4. RANKING OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS 																TABLE 5. SELECTED INDICATORS 

				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N) 
With what		Management objectives				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N)
With what		Management objectives

				IDEM_D1_I4		Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate		7.5		NO		STATE		Yes (partial) with IDEM_D1_I5		D1C1, D1C2, D1C1.G1, D1C1.G2, D1C1.G3, D1C1.G4, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2				IDEM_D1_I4		Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate		7.5		NO		STATE		Yes (partial) with IDEM_D1_I5		D1C1, D1C2, D1C1.G1, D1C1.G2, D1C1.G3, D1C1.G4, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

				IDEM_D1_I1		Species distributional range		7		NO		STATE		Yes (partial) with IDEM_D1_I2		D1C4, D1C4.G1, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2				IDEM_D1_I1		Species distributional range		7		NO		STATE		Yes (partial) with IDEM_D1_I2		D1C4, D1C4.G1, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

				IDEM_D1_I2		Species distributional pattern within the range		7		NO		STATE		Yes (partial) with IDEM_D1_I1		D1C4, D1C4.G1, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2				IDEM_D1_I2		Species distributional pattern within the range		7		NO		STATE		Yes (partial) with IDEM_D1_I1		D1C4, D1C4.G1, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

				IDEM_D1_I5		Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/mortality rates)		7		NO		STATE		Yes (partial) with IDEM_D1_I4		D1C1, D1C3, D1C1.G1, D1C1.G1, D1C1.G2, D1C1.G3, D1C1.G4, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, D1C3.G1, D1C3.G2, D1C6.G1, D1C6.G2, D1C6.G3, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2				IDEM_D1_I5		Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/mortality rates)		7		NO		STATE		Yes (partial) with IDEM_D1_I4		D1C1, D1C3, D1C1.G1, D1C1.G1, D1C1.G2, D1C1.G3, D1C1.G4, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, D1C3.G1, D1C3.G2, D1C6.G1, D1C6.G2, D1C6.G3, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

				IDEM_D1_I3		Species bathymetric range		6.5		NO		STATE		No		D1C4, D1C4.G1, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2				IDEM_D1_I3		Species bathymetric range		6.5		NO		STATE		No		D1C4, D1C4.G1, D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

				IDEM_D1_I6		Habitat distributional range/area for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		6.5		NO		STATE		Yes with D6 Indicators		D1C5, D1C5.G1, D1C5.G2, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2				IDEM_D1_I6		Habitat distributional range/area for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		6.5		NO		STATE		Yes with D6 Indicators		D1C5, D1C5.G1, D1C5.G2, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

				IDEM_D1_I8		Habitat distributional pattern for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		6.5		NO		STATE		Yes with IDEM_D1_I11 and D6 Indicators		D1C5, D1C5.G1, D1C5.G2, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2				IDEM_D1_I8		Habitat distributional pattern for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		6.5		NO		STATE		Yes with IDEM_D1_I11 and D6 Indicators		D1C5, D1C5.G1, D1C5.G2, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

				IDEM_D1_I13		Relative proportions (Abundance/Biomass ratio) of selected species/taxa/functional groups - Pelagic habitats		6.5		NO		STATE-IMPACT		No		D1C6, D1C6.G1, D1C6.G2, D1C6.G3, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2				IDEM_D1_I13		Relative proportions (Abundance/Biomass ratio) of selected species/taxa/functional groups - Pelagic habitats		6.5		NO		STATE-IMPACT		No		D1C6, D1C6.G1, D1C6.G2, D1C6.G3, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

				IDEM_D1_I7		Habitat bathymetric range for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		5.5		NO		STATE		Yes with IDEM_D1_I10 and D6 Indicators		D1C5, D1C5.G1, D1C5.G2, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

				IDEM_D1_I9		Habitat volume for selected species (fish/cephalopods/deep-diving cetaceans)		3.5		NO		STATE		Yes (partial) with IDEM_D1_I3 and IDEM_D1_I10		D1C5, D1C5.G1, D1C5.G2, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

				IDEM_D1_I10		Habitat bathymetric range - Pelagic habitats		3.5		NO		STATE		Yes with IDEM_D1_I7 for pelagic species		D1C6, D1C6.G1, D1C6.G2, D1C6.G3, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

				IDEM_D1_I11		Habitat distributional pattern - Pelagic habitats		3		NO		STATE		Yes with IDEM_D1_I8 for pelagic species		D1C6, D1C6.G1, D1C6.G2, D1C6.G3, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

				IDEM_D1_I12		Habitat volume - Pelagic habitats		3.5		NO		STATE		Yes with IDEM_D1_I9 for pelagic species		D1C6, D1C6.G1, D1C6.G2, D1C6.G3, D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3, D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2

				Note: this should be the same table presented in the initial pool, ranked by final score (from highest to lowest)

				LEGEND																TABLE 7. PROMISING INDICATORS (CONCEPTUAL)

				Selected (see Table 15)																Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds available?		Type		Overlapping? 
With who?		Management objectives

				Only indicators for a given target

				Promising indicators 
(not applicable at present)





				TABLE 6. SELECTED INDICATORS CLASSIFICATION										OBJECTIVES LEGEND						Note: this should contain the indicator rejected because a low score but promising for the future when improved (not applicable at present)

				OBJECTIVE		NAME		CODE		NUMBER OF INDICATORS				Revision of MSFD criteria and indicators

				D1C1		Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate		IDEM_D1_I4		2				Incorporation of the identified gaps within task 3.1 

						Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/ mortality rates)		IDEM_D1_I5						New criteria suggested

				D1C2		Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate		IDEM_D1_I4		1

				D1C3		Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/ mortality rates)		IDEM_D1_I5		1

				D1C4		Species distributional range		IDEM_D1_I1		3

						Species distributional pattern within the range		IDEM_D1_I2

						Species bathymetric range		IDEM_D1_I3

				D6C5		Habitat distributional range/area for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		IDEM_D1_I6		2

						Habitat distributional pattern for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		IDEM_D1_I8

				D6C6		Relative proportions (Abundance/Biomass ratio) of selected species/taxa/functional groups - Pelagic habitats		IDEM_D1_I13		1

				D1C1.G1, D1C1.G2, D1C1.G3, D1C1.G4		Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate		IDEM_D1_I4		2

						Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/ mortality rates)		IDEM_D1_I5

				D1C2-4.G1, D1C2-4.G2, D1C2-4.G3, D1C2-4.G4		Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate		IDEM_D1_I4		5

						Species distributional range		IDEM_D1_I1

						Species distributional pattern within the range		IDEM_D1_I2

						Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/ mortality rates)		IDEM_D1_I5

						Species bathymetric range		IDEM_D1_I3

				D1C3.G1, D1C3.G2		Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate		IDEM_D1_I4		2

						Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/ mortality rates)		IDEM_D1_I5

				D1C4.G1		Species distributional range		IDEM_D1_I1		3

						Species distributional pattern within the range		IDEM_D1_I2

						Species bathymetric range		IDEM_D1_I3

				D1C5.G1, D1C5.G2		Habitat distributional range/area for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		IDEM_D1_I6		2

						Habitat distributional pattern for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		IDEM_D1_I8

				D1C6.G1, D1C6.G2, D1C6.G3		Relative proportions (Abundance/Biomass ratio) of selected species/taxa/functional groups - Pelagic habitats		IDEM_D1_I13		1

				D1AG.G1		D4 and D6 Indicators

				D1MT.G1, D1MT.G2, D1MT.G3		Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate		IDEM_D1_I4		8

						Species distributional range		IDEM_D1_I1

						Species distributional pattern within the range		IDEM_D1_I2

						Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/mortality rates)		IDEM_D1_I5

						Relative proportions (Abundance/Biomass ratio) of selected species/taxa/functional groups - Pelagic habitats		IDEM_D1_I13

						Species bathymetric range		IDEM_D1_I3

						Habitat distributional range/area for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		IDEM_D1_I6

						Habitat distributional pattern for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		IDEM_D1_I8

				D1HS.G1, D1HS.G2		Population abundance and/or biomass, as appropriate		IDEM_D1_I4		8

						Species distributional range		IDEM_D1_I1

						Species distributional pattern within the range		IDEM_D1_I2

						Population demographic characteristics (e.g. body size or age class structure, sex ratio, fecundity rates, survival/mortality rates)		IDEM_D1_I5

						Relative proportions (Abundance/Biomass ratio) of selected species/taxa/functional groups - Pelagic habitats		IDEM_D1_I13

						Species bathymetric range		IDEM_D1_I3

						Habitat distributional range/area for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		IDEM_D1_I6

						Habitat distributional pattern for selected species (fish/cephalopods)		IDEM_D1_I8

				D1HS.G3, D1HS.G4		D4 and D6 Indicators







Thresholds

		TASK 3.3   STEP 3

		SELECTED INDICATOR THRESHOLDS (3.3)

		TABLE 8. AVAILABLE THRESHOLDS AND REFERENCE CONDITIONS

		INDICATOR CODE		REFERENCE		THRESHOLDS						COMMENTS				ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

		No thresholds exist for D1 indicators in the deep sea; reference conditions are practically unknown
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Spie charts

		Evaluation parameter

Queralt Güell: Queralt Güell:
Example: Indicator X
Enter in the table the individual scores (ES.4) for each EP for each indicator. The graph will be updated automatically.		ES.4 (scores)

		EP1		0.5

		EP2		0.5

		EP3		0.5

		EP4		0.5

		EP5		0.5																														Scale		EP1		EP1		EP2		EP2		EP3		EP3		EP4		EP4		EP5		EP5		EP6		EP6		EP7		EP7		EP8		EP8		EP9		EP9		EP10		EP10

		EP6		0.5																														0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0

		EP7		1																														0.5		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		EP8		0.5																														1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		1

		EP9		0.5

		EP10		0

		TOTAL		5

		MAXIMUM		10

		

Queralt Güell: Queralt Güell:
Graph: its is required to manually change the content of the following text boxes: the total score (middle box) and the individual ones (for each EP)

		Reference:		http://excelcharts.com/the-consultants-chart-revisited/

				https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U1RzHzCDWE

		FINAL SCORES		IDEM_D6_I1		IDEM_D6_I2		IDEM_D6_I3		IDEM_D6_I4		IDEM_D6_I5		IDEM_D6_I6		IDEM_D6_I7		IDEM_D6_I8		IDEM_D6_I9		IDEM_D6_I10		IDEM_D6_I11		IDEM_D6_I12		IDEM_D6_I13		IDEM_D6_I14		IDEM_D6_I15		IDEM_D6_I16		IDEM_D6_I17		IDEM_D6_I18		IDEM_D6_I19		IDEM_D6_I20		IDEM_D6_I21		IDEM_D6_I22		IDEM_D6_I23		IDEM_D6_I24		IDEM_D6_I25		IDEM_D6_I26		IDEM_D6_I27		IDEM_D6_I28		IDEM_D6_I29		IDEM_D6_I30		IDEM_D6_I31		IDEM_D6_I32		IDEM_D6_I33

		EP1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0.5		1		0.5		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		1		1		1		1		1		0.5		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		1

		EP2		0.5		0.5		0.5		0		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0		0.5		0		0		0.5		0.5		0		0		0		0.5		0.5		0		0		0		0.5		0.5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0.5		0.5		0.5

		EP3		1		0.5		1		1		1		1		0.5		1		1		1		0.5		1		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		1		1		0.5		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0.5		1		0.5

		EP4		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		1		1		1		0.5		1		0.5		0		0.5		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		1

		EP5		0		0		0.5		0		0.5		0.5		0.5		1		1		1		1		0.5		0.5		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0		0.5		0.5		0.5		0		0		0.5		1		0.5		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5

		EP6		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0.5		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0.5		1		1

		EP7		0		0		0		0		0.5		0.5		0		0		0		0		0		0.5		0.5		1		1		1		1		0.5		1		1		1		0.5		0.5		0		0.5		0		1		0.5		0.5		1		1		1		0

		EP8		1		1		1		1		0.5		1		0.5		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0		0.5		1		0		0		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5

		EP9		0.5		0.5		0.5		0		0.5		1		0		1		0		1		0		0		0.5		0.5		0		0		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5

		EP10		0		0		0		0		0		0.5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0		0.5		0.5		0.5		0		0		0.5		0		0		0		0



EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	0	1	EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	1	0	0	1	0	1	0	1	
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1. OBJECTIVES

		TASK 3.2   STEP 1 AND 2

		OBJECTIVES AND RELATED POTENTIAL INDICATORS





		Colour legend

		Revision of MSFD criteria and indicators

		Incorporation of the identified gaps within task 3.1 







		CRITERIA						GAPS

		D2C1 - The number of NIS newly introduced via human activity into the wild is minimised 						D2C1-3.G1 Lack of data concerning NIS at depths greater than 200m

		 Rate of arrival of new NIS [= Num of new NIS recorded per defined time-period] 						 Rate of arrival of new NIS [= Num of new NIS recorded per defined time-period] 

		D2C2-  "Abundance and spatial distribution of established non-indigenous species, especially invasive ones"						Trends in the abundance of NIS (especially invasive ones) [i.e. Abundance changes with time]

		Trends in the abundance of NIS (especially invasive ones) [i.e. Abundance changes with time]						Trends in the spatial extent of  NIS (especially invasive ones) [Change in spatial extent over time]

		Trends in the spatial extent of  NIS (especially invasive ones) [Change in spatial extent over time]						Relative proportion (abundance/biomass ratio) of NIS and native species (in selected well-known taxonomic groups)

		D2C3-   "Proportion of the species group or spatial extent of the broad habitat type which is adversely altered due to non-indigenous species, especially invasive ones"

		Relative proportion (abundance/biomass ratio) of NIS and native species (in selected well-known taxonomic groups)





































































































































































2. SUMMARY. INITIAL POOL

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		  SUMMARY





		APPROACH 
The process starts with the identification and specification of management objectives as step 1. The second step consists of an extensive revision of potential indicators existing in the literature and the suggestion of novel ones. The pool of potential indicators will be then assessed against specific evaluation steps and parameters in step 3 within this spreadsheet. Finally, step 4 encompasses the description of each of the selected indicators and their classification within a database. 						TABLE 1. EVALUATION STEPS						BOX 1. TERMINOLOGY

								ES.0		Request: indicator type (state, pressure, impact)				Indicator: tool proposed by the MSFD for implementing the monitoring of the topics addressed by the descriptors’ criteria.  
Evaluation parameter OR parameter (EP): refers to each of the indicators’ properties assessed. The IDEM approach contains 10 parameters formulated within IDEM Task 3.2 by reviewing three previous evaluation frameworks (Schroeder, 2010; Queirós et al., 2016; Otto et al., 2018). Each parameter focuses in one property, indicator or attribute, which needs to be evaluated. 
Evaluation step (ES): refers to each of the phases of the evaluation process that need to be followed when assessing each evaluation parameter. The IDEM evaluation system is based in 5 evaluation steps that are common to all evaluation parameters. Specifications for the actual implementation of each step differ between the 10 evaluation parameters.
Feature, element: synonym terms used for referring to indicators’ characteristics or attributes that need to be assessed or considered. 
Target (and ecosystem target): the monitoring objective of the indicator. It can be a component of the ecosystem, a pressure, an impact, an ecosystem function, an ecosystem response or any other property, behavior or process addressed by an indicator. 
Indicator type: defines the indicator class regarding its monitoring objective. Three main indicator types have been established as options: state, pressure and impact. 
Single indicator: only indicator for a given monitoring objective. Thus, single indicators are the only option for monitoring a particular target. 
Promising indicator: indicator that cannot be used at present but has high potential for future applications. 
Selected indicator (accepted): indicator that has succeeded in the evaluation process and that has been classified as accepted in the final decision tree. Thus, it belongs to the selected indicators group forming the set of indicators for a given descriptor. 

								ES.1		States the null hypothesis

								ES.2		Defines the approach

								ES.3		States the availability of references

								ES.4		Decision of the individual quality score

								ES.5		Total quality score calculated









		This document enables a consistent implementation of the evaluation system defined for Step 3 of Task 3.2.  Each step and evaluation parameter is described in the following tabs. Finally, the two last tabs compile the thresholds identified in EP.10 and the final selection of indicators specifying the total score of each indicator, the final indicator categorization and a global evaluation of the indicators' set.						TABLE 2. EVALUATION PARAMETERS

								EP.1		Scientific basis

								EP.2		Available data and/or monitoring programs

								EP.3		Cost-effective

								EP.4		Ecosystem relevance and target suitability

								EP.5		Specificity and redundancy

								EP.6		Spatial/temporal coverage and flexibility

								EP.7		Precautionary capacity

		Novel indicators						EP.8		Responsiveness

		Indicators established for novel criteria						EP.9		Methodology

								EP.10		Thresholds and reference conditions



		TABLE 3. INITIAL POOL OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS



		CODE		NAME		AFFILIATION		MSFD CRITERIA		TYPE		MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

		PRIORITY (1st cateogry)

		IDEM_D2_I1		Rate of arrival of new NIS [= Num of new NIS recorded per defined time-period] 		Novel from existing ones (DEVOTool)		D2C1		PRESSURE		D2C1, D2C1-3.G1

		IDEM_D2_I2		Trends in the abundance of NIS (especially invasive ones) [i.e. Abundance changes with time]		Novel from existing ones (ActionMED and DEVOTool)		D2C2		PRESSURE		D2C2, D2C1-3.G1

		IDEM_D2_I3		Trends in the spatial extent of  NIS (especially invasive ones) [Change in spatial extent over time]		Novel from existing ones (ActionMED and DEVOTool)		D2C2		PRESSURE		D2C2, D2C1-3.G1

		IDEM_D2_I4		Relative proportion (abundance/biomass ratio) of NIS and native species (in selected well-known taxonomic groups)		Novel from existing ones (ActionMED and DEVOTool)		D2C3		PRESSURE--IMPACT		D2C3, D2C1-3.G1





































































3. EVALUATION

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES				EVALUATION PROCESS OUTCOME

		IDEM_D2_I1.		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		 Not from monitoring but from other activities														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge								1.00		0.50		0.00		TOTAL

				EP.2		0.5																								EP.1		0		4		0		2		4

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.2		0		4		0		2

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description						EP.3		0		4		0		2

				EP.5		0																								EP.4		0		4		0		2

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		Most impacts to shelf and upper water ecosystem impact the deep sea biota (hydrodynamics, life history connectivity). Is not disconnected from what happens on top, upper waters. Connected really relevant. Our indicator refers to both sea bed and water column biota. Partly on the seabottom but also in the deep sea water column. Strong connectivity between the pelagic and the demersal part of the life history of the species. 
														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability						EP.5		0		0		4		0

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity						EP.6		0		4		0		2

		Type: PRESSURE		EP.8		0.5		EP.8																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence						EP.7		0		4		0		2

				EP.9		1																		TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.8		0		4		0		2

				EP.10		0		EP.10																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions						EP.9		4		0		0		4

				TOTAL		4.5																								EP.10		0		0		4		0





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D2_I2.		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		 Not from monitoring but from other activities														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge

				EP.2		0.5

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		Most impacts to shelf and upper water ecosystem impact the deep sea biota (hydrodynamics, life history connectivity). Is not disconnected from what happens on top, upper waters. Connected really relevant. Our indicator refers to both sea bed and water column biota. Partly on the seabottom but also in the deep sea water column. Strong connectivity between the pelagic and the demersal part of the life history of the species. 
														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: PRESSURE		EP.8		0.5		EP.8																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1																		TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		4.5





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D2_I3		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		 Not from monitoring but from other activities														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge

				EP.2		0.5

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		Most impacts to shelf and upper water ecosystem impact the deep sea biota (hydrodynamics, life history connectivity). Is not disconnected from what happens on top, upper waters. Connected really relevant. Our indicator refers to both sea bed and water column biota. Partly on the seabottom but also in the deep sea water column. Strong connectivity between the pelagic and the demersal part of the life history of the species. 
														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: PRESSURE		EP.8		0.5		EP.8																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1																		TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		4.5





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D2_I4		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		 Not from monitoring but from other activities														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge

				EP.2		0.5

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		Most impacts to shelf and upper water ecosystem impact the deep sea biota (hydrodynamics, life history connectivity). Is not disconnected from what happens on top, upper waters. Connected really relevant. Our indicator refers to both sea bed and water column biota. Partly on the seabottom but also in the deep sea water column. Strong connectivity between the pelagic and the demersal part of the life history of the species. 
														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: PRESSURE-IMPACT		EP.8		0.5		EP.8																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1																		TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		4.5







4. FINAL SELECTION

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		FINAL SELECTION



				TABLE 4. RANKING OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS 																TABLE 5. SELECTED INDICATORS 

				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N) 
With what		Management objectives				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N)
With what		Management objectives

				IDEM_D2_I1		Rate of arrival of new NIS [= Num of new NIS recorded per defined time-period] 		4.5		N		PRESSURE		-		D2C1, D2C1-3.G1				IDEM_D2_I1		Rate of arrival of new NIS [= Num of new NIS recorded per defined time-period] 		4.5		N		PRESSURE		-		D2C1, D2C1-3.G1

				IDEM_D2_I2		Trends in the abundance of NIS (especially invasive ones) [i.e. Abundance changes with time]		4.5		N		PRESSURE		-		D2C2, D2C1-3.G1				IDEM_D2_I2		Trends in the abundance of NIS (especially invasive ones) [i.e. Abundance changes with time]		4.5		N		PRESSURE		-		D2C2, D2C1-3.G1

				IDEM_D2_I3		Trends in the spatial extent of  NIS (especially invasive ones) [Change in spatial extent over time]		4.5		N		PRESSURE		-		D2C2, D2C1-3.G1				IDEM_D2_I3		Trends in the spatial extent of  NIS (especially invasive ones) [Change in spatial extent over time]		4.5		N		PRESSURE		-		D2C2, D2C1-3.G1

				IDEM_D2_I4		Relative proportion (abundance/biomass ratio) of NIS and native species (in selected well-known taxonomic groups)		4.5		N		PRESSURE--IMPACT		-		D2C3, D2C1-3.G1				IDEM_D2_I4		Relative proportion (abundance/biomass ratio) of NIS and native species (in selected well-known taxonomic groups)		4.5		N		PRESSURE--IMPACT		-		D2C3, D2C1-3.G1

				Note: this should be the same table presented in the initial pool, ranked by final score (from highest to lowest)																TABLE 7. PROMISING INDICATORS (CONCEPTUAL)

				LEGEND																Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds available?		Type		Overlapping? 
With who?		Management objectives

				Selected (see Table 15)

				Only indicators for a given target																Note: this should contain the indicator rejected because a low score but promising for the future when improved (not applicable at present)

				Promising indicators 
(not applicable at present)











Thresholds

		TASK 3.3   STEP 3

		SELECTED INDICATOR THRESHOLDS (3.3)



		TABLE 8. AVAILABLE THRESHOLDS AND REFERENCE CONDITIONS

		INDICATOR CODE		REFERENCE		THRESHOLDS						COMMENTS				ADDITIONAL REFERENCES
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Spie charts

		Evaluation parameter

Queralt Güell: Queralt Güell:
Example: Indicator X
Enter in the table the individual scores (ES.4) for each EP for each indicator. The graph will be updated automatically.		ES.4 (scores)

		EP1		0.5

		EP2		0.5

		EP3		0.5

		EP4		0.5

		EP5		0																														Scale		EP1		EP1		EP2		EP2		EP3		EP3		EP4		EP4		EP5		EP5		EP6		EP6		EP7		EP7		EP8		EP8		EP9		EP9		EP10		EP10

		EP6		0.5																														0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0

		EP7		0.5																														0.5		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		0		1

		EP8		0.5																														1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		1		0		0		1

		EP9		1

		EP10		0

		TOTAL		4.5

		MAXIMUM		10

		

Queralt Güell: Queralt Güell:
Graph: its is required to manually change the content of the following text boxes: the total score (middle box) and the individual ones (for each EP)

		Reference:		http://excelcharts.com/the-consultants-chart-revisited/

				https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U1RzHzCDWE

		FINAL SCORES		IDEM_D2_I1		IDEM_D2_I2		IDEM_D2_I3		IDEM_D2_I4

		EP1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5																						2

		EP2		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5																						2

		EP3		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5																						2

		EP4		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5																						2

		EP5		0		0		0		0																						0

		EP6		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5																						2

		EP7		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5																						2

		EP8		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5																						2

		EP9		1		1		1		1																						4

		EP10		0		0		0		0																						0





EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	0	1	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	0	1	EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	1	0	0	1	



Indicators' scores



EP1	EP2	EP3	EP4	EP5	EP6	EP7	EP8	EP9	EP10	2	2	2	2	0	2	2	2	4	0	





EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	0	1	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	0	1	EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	1	0	0	1	
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1. OBJECTIVES

		TASK 3.2   STEP 1 AND 2

		OBJECTIVES AND RELATED POTENTIAL INDICATORS



		Colour legend

		Revision of MSFD criteria and indicators

		Incorporation of the identified gaps within task 3.1 

		Definition of new indicators and new criteria





		CRITERIA						GAPS

		D3C1: Fishing Mortality						D3C1.G5		 Using approximate reference point for fishery mortality

								D3C1.G6		Unknown fishery mortality in many cases

		Fishing mortality (F) gives an estimate of the pressure that fishing has on a stock. The fishing mortality rate (F) of commercially exploited species is at or below the level of the reference point of the fishing mortality at maximum sustainable yield (MSY)
						D3C2.G7		Unknown objective for SSB 

		D3C2: Spawning stock biomass						D3C2.G8		Unknown SSB

								D3C3.G9		Unknown demographic characteristics. No aggreed metric definition for this criteria

		The amount of spawners (Spawning Stock Biomass, SSB) measures the ability of a stock to reproduce


		D3C3:Demographic Characteristics




		The distribution by age and size of individuals in populations of commercially exploited species demonstrates the good health of the stock. This is characterized by a high proportion of old / large individuals and limited adverse effects of exploitation on genetic diversity.




























































































































































































2. SUMMARY. INITIAL POOL

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		  SUMMARY





		APPROACH 
The process starts with the identification and specification of management objectives as step 1, described within the EU 2017/848A and the IDEM deliverable 3.1. The second step consists of an extensive revision of potential indicators existing in the literature and the suggestion of novel ones. The pool of potential indicators will be then assessed against specific evaluation steps and parameter in step 3 within this spreadsheet. Finally, step 4 encompasses the description of each of the selected top indicators and their classification within a database. Characteristics, thresholds and monitoring networks should be specified if available.						TABLE 1. EVALUATION STEPS						BOX 1. TERMINOLOGY

								ES.0		Request: indicator type (state, pressure, impact)				Indicator: tool proposed by the MSFD for implementing the monitoring of the topics addressed by the descriptors’ criteria.  
Evaluating parameter OR parameter (EP): refers to the each of the indicators properties assessed. The IDEM approach contains 10 parameters formulated within the IDEM Task 3.2 by reviewing three other evaluating frameworks (Otto et al., 2018; Queirós et al., 2016; Schroeder, 2010). Each parameter is focused on one property, indicator attribute, which needs to be evaluated. 
Evaluation step (ES): refers to each of the phases of the evaluation process that need to be followed when assessing each evaluating parameter. The IDEM evaluation system is based in 5 evaluation steps common for all evaluating parameters. Specifications for the actual implementation of each step differ between the 10 evaluating parameters.
Feature, element: synonyms used for referring to indicators’ characteristics or attributes that need to be assessed or considered. 
Target (and ecosystem target): the monitoring objective of the indicator. It can be a component of the ecosystem, a pressure, an impact, an ecosystem function, an ecosystem response or any other property, behavior or process addressed by an indicator. 
Indicator type: defines the indicator class regarding its monitoring objective. Three main ones were established as options: state, pressure and impact. 
Single indicator: only indicator for a given monitoring objective. Thus, single indicators are the only option for monitoring a particular target. 
Promising indicator: indicator that cannot be used at present but has high potential for future applications. 
Selected indicator (accepted): indicator that has succeed in the evaluation process and that has been classified as accepted in the final decision tree. Thus, it belongs to the selected indicators group forming the set of indicators for a given descriptor. 

								ES.1		States the null hypothesis

								ES.2		Defines the approach

								ES.3		States the availability of references

								ES.4		Decision of the individual quality score

								ES.5		Total quality score calculated









		This document enables a consistent implementation of the evaluation system defined for Step 3 of Task 3.2.  Each step and evaluation parameter is described in the following tabs. Finally, the two last tabs compile the thresholds identified in EP.10 and the final selection of indicators specifying the total score of each indicator, the final indicator categorization and a global evaluation of the indicators' set.						TABLE 2. EVALUATION PARAMETERS

								EP.1		Scientific basis

								EP.2		Available data and/or monitoring programs

								EP.3		Cost-effective

								EP.4		Ecosystem relevance and target suitability

								EP.5		Specificity and redundancy

								EP.6		Spatial/temporal coverage and flexibility

								EP.7		Precautionary capacity

		Novel indicators						EP.8		Responsiveness

		Indicators established for novel criteria						EP.9		Methodology

								EP.10		Thresholds and reference conditions



		TABLE 3. INITIAL POOL OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS



		CODE		NAME		AFFILIATION		MSFD CRITERIA		TYPE		MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

		PRIORITY (1st cateogry)

		IDEM_D3_I1		Fishing Mortality		MSFD. European Commission 2010		D3C1		IMPACT		D3C1, D3C1.G5,D3C1.G6,

		IDEM_D3_I2		Spawning Stock Biomass, SSB		MSFD. European Commission 2010		D3C2		STATE		D3C2, D3C2.G7,D3C2.G8,

		IDEM_D3_I3		Demographic characteristics		MSFD. European Commission 2010		D3C3		STATE		D3C3, D3C3.G9































































































3. EVALUATION

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES				EVALUATION PROCESS OUTCOME

		IDEM_D3_I1 Fishing mortality		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Well established scientific background and accepted methodology for commercial fishery management. Data collection framework implemented at EU and mediterranean level (GFCM) with mandatory data reporting for all member states														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		REGULATION (EU) No 1380/2013, Directive 2008/56/EC, Resolution GFCM/40/2016/2, 						1.00		0.50		0.00		TOTAL

				EP.2		1																								EP.1		2				0		2		EP.1

				EP.3		1		EP.3 & EP.9		Management objective is common between MFSD and CFP: Uses data and expert advice already available throught ICCAT, GFCM and EU STECF. Well established methodology keeping up with most robust updates														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.2		2						2		EP.2

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		Very specific to exploited species with relevance to ecosystem functioning and well defined target (fishery mortality should not exceed maximum sustainable yield)														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description						EP.3		2						2		EP.3

				EP.5		1																								EP.4		2		0				2		EP.4

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		evaluated yearly at stock level or management unit level only. Require at least 5 years time series.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability						EP.5		2						2		EP.5

				EP.7		1		EP.7		Maximum sustainable yield is considered precautionary														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity						EP.6				2				1		EP.6

		IMPACT		EP.8		1		EP.8		Fishing mortality indicates clearly the impact of commercial exploitation on fish populations														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence						EP.7		2				0		2		EP.7

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.8		2				0		2		EP.8

				EP.10		1		EP.10		Management objective is common between MFSD and CFP: exploitation level at or below maximum sustainable yield. Threshold not always identified and proxy may be used														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions						EP.9		2				0		2		EP.9

				TOTAL		9.5																								EP.10		1		1		0		1.5		EP.10





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D3_I2 Spawning Stock Biomass		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Well established scientific background and accepted methodology for commercial fishery management. Data collection framework implemented at EU and mediterranean level (GFCM) with mandatory data reporting for all member states														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		REGULATION (EU) No 1380/2013, Directive 2008/56/EC, Resolution GFCM/40/2016/2, 

				EP.2		1

				EP.3		1		EP.3 & EP.9		Management objective is common between MFSD and CFP: Uses data and expert advice already available throught ICCAT, GFCM and EU STECF. Well established methodology keeping up with most robust updates														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		Very specific to exploited species with relevance to ecosystem functioning and well defined target (spawning stock biomass should be sufficient for exploitation at maximum sustainable yield)														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		1

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		evaluated yearly at stock level or management unit level only. Require at least 5 years time series.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		1		EP.7		Maximum sustainable yield is considered precautionary														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		1		EP.8		Spawning stock biomass indicates clearly the capacity of an exploited population to renew itself														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0.5		EP.10		Population renewal capacity at or abobe that insuring maximum sustainable yield. Threshold not always identified for most stocks														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		9





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D3_I3 Demographic characteristic		EP.1		0		EP.1 & EP.2		No established scientific background or methodology for commercial fishery management. Data collection framework implemented at EU and mediterranean level (GFCM) with mandatory data reporting for all member states														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge

				EP.2		1

				EP.3		1		EP.3 & EP.9		Management objective is only in MFSD: Data is available by age or length classes through landings or scientific fishing surveys. No established methodology or agreed metric to compute the indicatormost robust updates														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		Very specific to exploited or by-catch species with relevance to ecosystem functionning. No defined target.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		1

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		may be computed at stock or management unit level with landing data or at any other relevant scale with scientific fishery survey data														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		No reference state for precautionary approach														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		0		EP.8		Demographic characteristics reflects both fishery selectivity and demographic events (high recruitment). May respond to both human pressure or other ecological triggers														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No metric nor threshold														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		4





Indicators' scores

TOTAL	EP.1	EP.2	EP.3	EP.4	EP.5	EP.6	EP.7	EP.8	EP.9	EP.10	2	2	2	2	2	1	2	2	2	1.5	D6 Evaluation process (23 indicators)



EP.1	EP.2	EP.3	EP.4	EP.5	EP.6	EP.7	EP.8	EP.9	EP.10	2	2	2	2	2	1	2	2	2	1.5	







4. FINAL SELECTION

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		FINAL SELECTION



				TABLE 4. RANKING OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS 																TABLE 5. SELECTED INDICATORS 

				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N) 
With what		Management objectives				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N)
With what		Management objectives

				IDEM_D3_I1		Fishing Mortality		9.5		YES		IMPACT		NO		D3C1				IDEM_D3_I1		Fishing Mortality		9.5		YES		IMPACT		NO		D3C1		1

				IDEM_D3_I2		Spawning Stock Biomass, SSB		9		YES		STATE		NO		D3C2				IDEM_D3_I2		Spawning Stock Biomass, SSB		9		YES		STATE		NO		D3C2		3

				IDEM_D3_I3		Demographic characteristics		4		NO		STATE		NO		D3C3																		5

				Note: this should be the same table presented in the initial pool, ranked by final score (from highest to lowest)																TABLE 7. PROMISING INDICATORS (CONCEPTUAL)														6

				LEGEND																Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds available?		Type		Overlapping? 
With who?		Management objectives		8

				Selected (see Table 15)																IDEM_D3_I3		Demographic characteristics		4		NO		STATE		NO		D3C3		9

				Only indicators for a given target																														10

				Promising indicators 
(not applicable at present)																														11

																																		13

																				Note: this should contain the indicator rejected because a low score but promising for the future when improved (not applicable at present)														14

				TABLE 6. SELECTED INDICATORS CLASSIFICATION										OBJECTIVES LEGEND																				16

				OBJECTIVE		NAME		CODE		NUMBER OF INDICATORS				Revision of MSFD criteria and indicators																				17

				D3C1		Fishing Mortality		IDEM_D3_I1		1				Incorporation of the identified gaps within task 3.1 																				19

				D3C2		Spawning Stock Biomass, SSB		IDEM_D3_I2		1

				D6C3-C3		Demographic characteristics		IDEM_D3_I3		1

























Thresholds

		TASK 3.3   STEP 3

		SELECTED INDICATOR THRESHOLDS (3.3)

		TABLE 8. AVAILABLE THRESHOLDS AND REFERENCE CONDITIONS

		INDICATOR CODE		REFERENCE		THRESHOLDS						COMMENTS		ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

		IDEM_D3_I1		Hillborn and Walters, 1992		Fmsy or F0.1 as proxy						requires analytical stock evaluation over long time series		Gulland and Boerema, 1973

		IDEM_D3_I2		Hillborn and Walters, 1992		Bmsy						requires analytical stock evaluation over long time series		 Trenken, 2006, ICES, 2015

		IDEM_D3_I3		Shin et al., 2005		none						not operational		ICES 2016, ICES 2017
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		TASK 3.2   STEP 3
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Spie charts

		Evaluation parameter

Queralt Güell: Queralt Güell:
Example: Indicator X
Enter in the table the individual scores (ES.4) for each EP for each indicator. The graph will be updated automatically.		ES.4 (scores)

		EP1		0

		EP2		1

		EP3		1

		EP4		0.5

		EP5		1																														Scale		EP1		EP1		EP2		EP2		EP3		EP3		EP4		EP4		EP5		EP5		EP6		EP6		EP7		EP7		EP8		EP8		EP9		EP9		EP10		EP10

		EP6		0.5																														0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0

		EP7		0																														0.5		0		1		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1

		EP8		0																														1		0		1		1		0		1		0		0		1		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1

		EP9		0

		EP10		0

		TOTAL		4

		MAXIMUM		10

		

Queralt Güell: Queralt Güell:
Graph: its is required to manually change the content of the following text boxes: the total score (middle box) and the individual ones (for each EP)

		Reference:		http://excelcharts.com/the-consultants-chart-revisited/

				https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U1RzHzCDWE

		FINAL SCORES		IDEM_D3_I1		IDEM_D3_I2		IDEM_D3_I3

		EP1		1		1		0

		EP2		1		1		1

		EP3		1		1		1

		EP4		1		1		0.5

		EP5		1		1		1

		EP6		0.5		0.5		0.5

		EP7		1		1		0

		EP8		1		1		0

		EP9		1		1		0

		EP10		1		0.5		0



EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	0	1	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	0	1	1	0	1	0	0	1	1	0	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	
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OBJECTIVES

		TASK 3.2   STEP 1 AND 2

		OBJECTIVES AND RELATED POTENTIAL INDICATORS OF DESCRIPTOR 4: ECOSYSTEMS, INCLUDING FOOD WEBS



				Colour legend

				Revision of MSFD criteria and indicators

				Incorporation of the identified gaps within task 3.1 

				Definition of new indicators and new criteria

				AG Addictional Gaps; GG Geogreaphical Gaps; BG Bathimetric Gaps; HS Habitat and Species Gaps; MT Method and Technological gaps







				CRITERIA								GAPS																				NEW CRITERIA

				D4C1 (primary): The diversity (species composition and their relative abundance) of the trophic guild is not adversely affected due to anthropogenic pressure.								D4C1.G1.		 Lack of data on pressures (i.e. estimation of the impact of trawling, pollution and NIS) on the diversity of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels;																		D4C5. Ecosystem functioning

		1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).								D4C1.G2.		 Lack of spatial coverage of data and long-term data series to assess the diversity of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels;																24		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)

		2		Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)								D4C1.G3.		Absence of knowledge regarding threshold and reference values on the diversity of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels;																25		Connectivities between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)

		3		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)																												D4C6. Ecosystem response: resilience and remediation potential

		4		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)								D4C2.G1. 		Lack of data on pressures on the balance of total abundance of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels																26		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )

				D4C2 (primary): The balance of total abundance between the trophic guilds is not adversely affected due to anthropogenic pressures.								D4C2.G2.		 Lack of spatial coverage of data and long-term data series to assess the balance of total abundance of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels;																27		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1)

												D4C2.G3. 		Absence of knowledge regarding threshold and reference values on the balance of total abundance of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels;																28		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)

		5		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).																										29		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)

		6		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)								 D4C3.G1. 		 Lack of data on pressures on the size distribution of individuals of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels																30		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)

		7		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).								 D4C3.G2. 		Lack of spatial coverage of data and long-term data series on the size distribution of individuals of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels																31		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)

				D4C3 (secondary): The size distribution of individuals across the trophic guild is not adversely affected due to anthropogenic pressure.								D4C3.G3. 		Absence of knowledge regarding threshold and reference values on the size distribution of individuals of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels.

		8		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)

		9		Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)								D4C4.G1.		 Lack of data on pressures on the productivity of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels


		10		Proportion of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)								D4C4.G1.		Lack of spatial coverage of data and long-term data series on the productivity of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels


				D4C4 (secondary) (to be used in support of criterion D4C2, where necessary): Productivity of the trophic guild is not adversely affected due to anthropogenic pressures. 								D4C4.G1.		 Absence of knowledge regarding threshold and reference values on the productivity of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels.

		11		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).

		12		Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)								D4AG.G2 		Omission of changes in oceanographic variables, i.e. temperature and salinity increase/oxygen depletion as drivers of changes in food web structure and functioning.

										13				Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )

										14				Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspention feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)

										15				Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)

												D4GG.G1		 Heterogeneous geographical data coverage 



												D4BG.G1 		Uninspected depth-ranges 

										16				Connectivities between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)

												D4HS.G1		 Conservation of unique habitats of the deep Mediterranean Sea

										17				Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).

										18				Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)

										19				Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1) 

												D4HS.G2 		Lack of accurate assessments and pressure identification analyses of deep-sea habitats in Mediterranean Sea EBSAs

												D4HS.G3		Effects of dense-shelf water cascading (DSWC) on deep-sea food webs (extended to all 4 criteria). 

										20				Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)

										21				Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)

										22				Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)

												D4MT.G1 		Lack of standardized methods and detailed guidelines for assessments 

												D4MT.G2		 Lack of monitoring networks and online platforms/database for data sharing regarding eutrophication/organic enrichment in the deep sea

												D4MT.G3 		Inadequacy of integrative models for food webs in the deep sea 

										23				Connectivities between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)

												D4MT.G4  		Uncertainties on assessment methods for some additional criteria 

























































































































































































SUMMARY. INITIAL POOL

				TASK 3.2   STEP 3

				  SUMMARY



				APPROACH 
The process starts with the identification and specification of management objectives as step 1. The second step consists of an extensive revision of potential indicators existing in the literature and the suggestion of novel ones. The pool of potential indicators will be then assessed against specific evaluation steps and parameters in step 3 within this spreadsheet. Finally, step 4 encompasses the description of each of the selected  indicators and their classification within a database. 						TABLE 1. EVALUATION STEPS								BOX 1. TERMINOLOGY

										ES.0		Request: indicator type (state, pressure, impact)						Indicator: tool proposed by the MSFD for implementing the monitoring of the topics addressed by the descriptors’ criteria.  
Evaluation parameter OR parameter (EP): refers to each of the indicators’ properties assessed. The IDEM approach contains 10 parameters formulated within IDEM Task 3.2 by reviewing three previous evaluation frameworks (Schroeder, 2010; Queirós et al., 2016; Otto et al., 2018). Each parameter focuses in one property, indicator or attribute, which needs to be evaluated. 
Evaluation step (ES): refers to each of the phases of the evaluation process that need to be followed when assessing each evaluation parameter. The IDEM evaluation system is based in 5 evaluation steps that are common to all evaluation parameters. Specifications for the actual implementation of each step differ between the 10 evaluation parameters.
Feature, element: synonym terms used for referring to indicators’ characteristics or attributes that need to be assessed or considered. 
Target (and ecosystem target): the monitoring objective of the indicator. It can be a component of the ecosystem, a pressure, an impact, an ecosystem function, an ecosystem response or any other property, behavior or process addressed by an indicator. 
Indicator type: defines the indicator class regarding its monitoring objective. Three main indicator types have been established as options: state, pressure and impact. 
Single indicator: only indicator for a given monitoring objective. Thus, single indicators are the only option for monitoring a particular target. 
Promising indicator: indicator that cannot be used at present but has high potential for future applications. 
Selected indicator (accepted): indicator that has succeeded in the evaluation process and that has been classified as accepted in the final decision tree. Thus, it belongs to the selected indicators group forming the set of indicators for a given descriptor. 

										ES.1		States the null hypothesis

										ES.2		Defines the approach

										ES.3		States the availability of references

										ES.4		Decision of the individual quality score

										ES.5		Total quality score calculated







				This document enables a consistent implementation of the evaluation system defined for Step 3 of Task 3.2.  Each step and evaluation parameter is described in the following tabs. Finally, the two last tabs compile the thresholds identified in EP.10 and the final selection of indicators specifying the total score of each indicator, the final indicator categorization and a global evaluation of the indicators' set.						TABLE 2. EVALUATION PARAMETERS

										EP.1		Scientific basis

										EP.2		Available data and/or monitoring programs

										EP.3		Cost-effective

										EP.4		Ecosystem relevance and target suitability

										EP.5		Specificity and redundancy

										EP.6		Spatial/temporal coverage and flexibility

										EP.7		Precautionary capacity

				Novel indicators						EP.8		Responsiveness

				Indicators established for novel criteria						EP.9		Methodology

										EP.10		Thresholds and reference conditions

				TABLE 3. INITIAL POOL OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS



				CODE		NAME		AFFILIATION		MSFD CRITERIA				TYPE		MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

				PRIORITY (1st cateogry)

		1		IDEM_D4_I1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).		European Commission, 2010		D4C1; D4C2; 				STATE		D4C1; D4C2; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3. 

		2		IDEM_D4_I2		Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		IDEM suggested		D4C1; D4C2; 				STATE		D4C1; D4C1.G1; D4C1.G2; D4C1.G3.

		3		IDEM_D4_I3		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)		IDEM suggested		D4C1; D4C2; 				STATE		D4C1; D4C2; D4C1.G1; D4C1.G2; D4C1.G3; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3. 

		4		IDEM_D4_I4		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)		IDEM suggested		D4C1; D4C2; 				STATE		D4C1; D4C2; D4C1.G1; D4C1.G2; D4C1.G3; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3. 

		5		IDEM_D4_I6		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)		European Commission, 2010		D4C2; 		D4C6		STATE		D4C2; D4C7;  D4AG.G1; D4HS.G1; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G1 

		6		IDEM_D4_I7		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).		European Commission, 2010		D4C2; 		D4C6		STATE		D4C2; D4C7; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3

		7		IDEM_D4_I8		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)		European Commission, 2010		D4C3				STATE		D4C3; D4C3.G1; D4C3.G2; D4C3.G3

		8		IDEM_D4_I9		Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)		European Commission, 2010		D4C3				STATE		D4C3; D4C3.G1; D4C3.G2; D4C3.G3

		9		IDEM_D4_I10		Proportion of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		IDEM suggested		D4C3				STATE		D4C3; D4C3.G1; D4C3.G2; D4C3.G3

		10		IDEM_D4_I11		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).		European Commission, 2010		D4C4				STATE		D4C4; D4C3.G1; D4C4.G2; D4C4.G3

		11		IDEM_D4_I12		Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		IDEM suggested		D4C4				STATE		D4C4; D4C3.G1; D4C4.G2; D4C4.G3

		12		IDEM_D4_I13		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )		European Commission, 2010		D4C6				STATE		D4C7; D4AG.G2

		13		IDEM_D4_I14		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)		IDEM suggested		D4C5; 				STATE		D4C6; D4AG.G1; D4AG.G2

		14		IDEM_D4_16		Connectivities between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		IDEM suggested		D4C5; 				STATE		D4C7; D4BG.G1; D4MT.G3; 

		15		IDEM_D4_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)		IDEM suggested		D4C6				STATE		D4C5; D4C7; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G3

		16		IDEM_D4_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)		IDEM suggested		D4C6				STATE		D4C5; D4C7; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G3

		17		IDEM_D4_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)		IDEM suggested		D4C6				STATE		D4C5; D4C7; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G3



























































EP.1

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.1). Scientific basis



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				There is no scientific basis for the indicators



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Expert judgment/qualitative approach

																				TABLE 4. Number of indicators for each score 

Queralt Güell: Queralt Güell:
This table will be used in the selected indicators overall evaluation performed in the tab "Final selection", Table 16. 
It specifies the number of indicators scoring 1, 0.5 and 0 for a given evaluation paramete (here, EP.1)

The column "General assessment" takes into account all the indicators evaluated.
The column "Corrected" only consideres the indicators that have been finally selected (specified in the "FINAL SELECTION" tab). 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				One-out-all-out criteria														General assessment (19)		Corrected ()

		1		Scientific basis verified (multiple publications including peer-reviewed articlescientific papers, directives, RSC and official European Commission reports)														1		16

		0.5		Endorsed indicator (few publications, not included in any directive or RSC framework)														0.5		1

		0		Not endorsed/no relevant references available														0		0

																		Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details



		IDEM_D4_I1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC				Indicator proposed within the MSFD for D1. Present  in Decision (EU) 2010/477/EU, it overlap with D4C1 and C2. The same is suggested in similar versions also in RSC  in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D4). Several scientifc studies on the topic proove its scientifc basis.

						European Commission, 2010

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Zeppilli et al., 2016

						 Gambi et al 2019

						Fanelli et al., 2018







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D4_I2		Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010				New Indicator proposed to fill a gap identified during IDEM Task 3.1. The food web include different throphic level that in the Directive are not specified. This gap was also undelined during the JRC Task Group 4.  Species composition shall be understood to refer to the lowest taxonomic level appropriate for the assessment.  

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						IDEM Task 3.1, 2019

						Fanelli et al., 2018

						 Gambi et al 2019

						Celussi et al., 2018



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I3		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Piroddi et al., 2015				New indicator  suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the gaps concerning relevant topics poorly or not addressed within the MSFD-defined criteria described  in Deliverable 3.1. Within D4 it has been inserted as indicator within the D4C2 since many model for understanding food webs dynamics fail in representing major links, nodes or sink that include lower trophic levels and/or very small-size species, (i.e. from meiofauna to microbes) are not considered in the study. Ecological models may be very helpful in depicting future scenario of food web structure and functioning, under increasing human footprint, such as fishery or increased temperature/decreased oxygen in deep waters. The development and extended use of integrative models encompassing physical drivers, biodiversity and ecosystem processes, would  be useful for the monitoring of deep-water ecosystems and numerosu scientific studies prove the validity of this new indicator.

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Azam and Meletti, 2007

						Rastelli et al., 2018

						Corinaldesi et al., 2018

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I4		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Piroddi et al., 2015				New indicator  suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the gaps concerning relevant topics poorly or not addressed within the MSFD-defined criteria described  in Deliverable 3.1. Within D4 it has been inserted as indicator within the D4C2 since many model for understanding food webs dynamics fail in representing major links, nodes or sink that include lower trophic levels and/or very small-size species, (i.e. from meiofauna to microbes) are not considered in the study. Ecological models may be very helpful in depicting future scenario of food web structure and functioning, under increasing human footprint, such as fishery or increased temperature/decreased oxygen in deep waters. The development and extended use of integrative models encompassing physical drivers, biodiversity and ecosystem processes, would  be useful for the monitoring of deep-water benthic ecosystems and numerosu scientific studies prove the validity of this new indicator.

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Azam and Meletti, 2007

						Rastelli et al., 2018

						Corinaldesi et al., 2018

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I6		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC				This is indicator (IDEM_D4_I6) is inserted in the Comm Dec 2010/477 as a Criteria. The indicator associated was the 4.3.1. However there is discrepancy in the concepts. The indicator 4.3.1 does not cover the distribution of the key trophic groups and species, which is an information necessary as a base layer to understand the relationship and the connection within the marine food web. Therefore the reintroduction of the criteria 4.3. as indicator for D4 should be considered. 

						European Commission, 2010

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Pierdomenico et al., 2019

						Celussi et al., 2018

						Cartes et al., 2004

						Jones et al., 2003

						Maiorano et al., 2004

						Cossa et al., 1997

						Fredj et al., 1985



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D4_I7		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC				Indicator proposed within the MSFD for D4. Present  in Decision (EU) 2010/477/EU, as well as in Comm Decision 2017/848. The same is suggested in similar versions also in RSC  in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D4). Several scientifc studies on the topic prove its scientifc basis. In the context of deep sea this indicator needs to be applied to the benthic environment, therefore taking under consideration groups with fast turnover rates such as meiobenthos.

						 Gambi et al 2019

						Carrassón et al., 1992

						Carrassón et al., 2002

						Celussi et al., 2018

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2010

						Fanelli et al., 2018

						Miller et al., 2018





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I8		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								Indicator proposed within the MSFD for D4. Present  in Decision (EU) 2010/477/EU. The same is suggested in similar versions also in RSC  in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D4). By directly removing top predators and in general large size fish and thus producing the well-known “fishing down food webs” described by Pauly et al. (1998) and already highlighted for the deep sea (Morato et al., 2006). 

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2010

						Morato et al., 2006

						Pauly et al., 1998

						Watson & Morato, 2013







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1







		IDEM_D4_I9		Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						This indicator present within the MSFD is here confirmed. Proportion of large fish maintained within an acceptable range. This criterion describes the changes in the proportion of large fish, and hence the average weight and average maximum length of the fish community in a Region or Sub-Region (JRC Task Group D4). Large Fish Indicator (LFI) acts as an indicator of the “health” of the demersal fish community in response to variation in fishing pressure and might therefore not appear to be particularly suited as a food web indicator. To better fulfill its food web role, the suite of species to which it is applied could be expanded to include some of the pelagic fish species which constitute such a high proportion of the diet of demersal piscivorous (IDEM_D4_I10).

						European Commission, 2010

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Morato et al., 2006

						Watson & Morato, 2013

						Pauly et al., 1998

						Laroche et al., 2013

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D4_I10		Proportion of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010						This indicator is necessary to introduce the concept of Bottom-up control of the food web within the Criteria D4C3: The size distribution of individuals across the trophic guild is not adversely affected due to anthropogenic pressure. The rest of the indicators for the D4C3 criteria are more dedicated to the top-down control. But several scientific studies demostrated that in the open ocean and in the deep sea the intermediate and lower level can play a key role across multiple trophic levels. 

						Frederiksen et al., 2006

						Dufour et al., 1996

						Danovaro et al., 1998

						Laroche et al., 2013





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D4_I11		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						Indicator proposed within the MSFD for D4. Present  in Decision (EU) 2010/477/EU. The same is suggested in similar versions also in RSC  in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D4). Predator performance reflects long-term viability of components. Some species, or groups of species, may act as guides to change in the ecosystem. The performance of these species, as measured by their productivity, effectively summarises the main predator-prey processes in the neighbourhood of the food web that they inhabit.

						European Commission, 2010

						Randall et al., 2000

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I12		Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010						New Indicator. Similar versions in RSC  in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D4): Production or biomass ratios that secure the long term viability of all components. Ratios of production or biomass between different trophic levels in the food web provide measures of the pattern of energy flow, and the efficiency of energy transfer through the web. It is proposed that a ratio indicator is developed, specific to each marine Regions or Sub-Regions, and based on either ratios of pelagic to demersal fish biomass and/or produc-tion, or benthos to fish production, or the proportions of plankton and benthos production required to support fisheries.

						Randall et al., 2000

						Boudreau et al., 1991

						Piroddi et al., 2010









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_13		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						Indicator proposed within the MSFD. Different versions also suggested in RSC (OSPAR), and in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D6). The JRC report on monitoring for the MSFD (Zampoukas et al., 2012) identified also a version of this indicator already applied for the WFD (2000/60/EC). Additionally, the presence or sensitive/tolerant species has been used for the formulation of distinct indexes applied for the assessment of benthic ecological quality. 

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Rice et al., 2012

						OSPAR, 2017

						Zampoukas et al., 2012

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D4_14		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				OSPAR 2012						New Indicator, proposed in a similar version by OSPAR in 2012 for the pelagic environment, here adapted to the deep sea. Other RSC (EC-JRC and ICES) underlined the necessity to monitor the the trophic structure and size structure of the ecosystem component taxa to understand the functioning and the dynamics of the ecosystem. It should be included measure the Dietary functional group biomass (Biomass of pelagic planktivores, pelagic piscivores, demersal benthivores, demersal piscivores and omnivores) (OSPAR, 2012). The link between biodiversity, changes in functional traits and ratio of the latter is proved in numeros scientific studies.

						Danovaro et al., 2008

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Coll and Libraralto, 2012

						de Juan et al., 2007

						Kalogeropoulou et al., 2015

						Doxa et al., 2016



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D4_16		Connectivity between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				European Commission, 2010						New indicator suggested to cover a gap regarding connectivity between ecosystems identified during Task 3.1. This is a concept that is mentioned only once in the MSFD main frame (cf. document 2010/477/EU. Identification and mapping of the main connected areas in each basin and amongst basins would be highly beneficial in the MSFD framework. Implication on the food web in the deep sea can be related with vertical migration of zooplancton and microbial aboundances.

						Doxa et al., 2016

						Ohman, 1990

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Levin et al., 2018











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D4_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014						New indicator  suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the gaps concerning relevant topics poorly or not addressed within the MSFD-defined criteria, described in Deliverable 3.1. Within D5 it has been inserted within the Objectives as D5C10: quantity and quality of sedimentary organic matter and its bioavailable fraction. 

						Canals et al., 2006

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014						New indicator  suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the gaps concerning relevant topics poorly or not addressed within the MSFD-defined criteria, described in Deliverable 3.1. Within D5 it has been inserted within the Objectives as D5C10: quantity and quality of sedimentary organic matter and its bioavailable fraction. 

						Canals et al., 2006

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D4_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014						New indicator  suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the gaps concerning relevant topics poorly or not addressed within the MSFD-defined criteria, described in Deliverable 3.1. Within D5 it has been inserted within the Objectives as D5C10: quantity and quality of sedimentary organic matter and its bioavailable fraction. 

						Canals et al., 2006

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1







EP.2

				TASK 3.2   STEP 3

				EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.2). Available data and monitoring programs



				ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				There is no data or monitoring program supporting the indicator



				ES.2 APPROACH 				Quantitative

																						TABLE 5. Number of indicators for each score 

				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				Basic fulfillment														General assessment		Corrected (23)

				1		24-16														1		7

				0.5		15-8														0.5		1

				0		7-0														0		9

																				Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		1		IDEM_D4_I1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).

																				Da Eliminare dopo revisione: LEGENDA DELLA GUIDA PER CAPIRE COME HO DATO I PUNTEGGI

				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



				ES.2  APPROACH				Literature Review



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution		4		5		2		2

				Temporal distribution		1		1		1		1

						5		6		3		3		17



				ES.3 REFERENCES				EMODnet Biology						At European level, this indicator is in use. Information are recorded especially for the north sea. Within the Mediterrenean sea most observation are present in the majority of the basin thanks to the MEDITS survey and the Data Collection Framework. 

								EMODnet Seabed Habitat

								MEDITS survey

								Zeppilli et al., 2016

								 Gambi et al 2019

								Fanelli et al., 2018

								Danovaro et al., 2010

								UNEP-MAP RAC/SPA 2010



				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		2		IDEM_D4_I2		Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution		4		5		2		2

				Temporal distribution		1		1		1		1

						5		6		3		3		17



				ES.3 REFERENCES				EMODNET biology						At European level, this indicator is in use. Information are recorded especially for the north sea. Within the Mediterrenean sea most observation are present in the northern part of the basin. However, the majority of the Mediterrenan Sea lack of information within datasets such as EMODNET Biology and Seabed Habitat. Only punctual information are available trough scientific publication. Reports are also available.

								EMODnet Seabed Habitat

								MEDITS

								Fanelli et al., 2018

								 Gambi et al 2019

								Celussi et al., 2018

								Danovaro et al., 2010

								UNEP-MAP RAC/SPA 2010



				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		3		IDEM_D4_I3		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)



				ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution				3

				Temporal distribution				1

						-2		4		0		0		2



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Piroddi et al., 2015						This indicator is insertes to fill a gap defined in the IDEM Task 3.1. Microbial taxa are essential for all biogeochemical cycles, as primary producers or as recyclers of organic matter. Therefore their role is essential to re-insert available organic matter  in the food web. Nevertheless, no monitoring program is currently using this proxy.

								Corinaldesi et al., 2015

								Caruso et al., 2015

								Azam and Meletti, 2007

								Rastelli et al., 2018

								Corinaldesi et al., 2018





				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		4		IDEM_D4_I4		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)



				ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution				3

				Temporal distribution				1

						0		4		0		0		4



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Piroddi et al., 2015						This indicator is insertes to fill a gap defined in the IDEM Task 3.1. Microbial taxa are essential for all biogeochemical cycles, as primary producers or as recyclers of organic matter. Therefore their role is essential to re-insert available organic matter  in the food web. Nevertheless, no monitoring program is currently using this proxy.

								Corinaldesi et al., 2015

								Caruso et al., 2015

								Azam and Meletti, 2007

								IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019





				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





		5		IDEM_D4_I6		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)



				ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution		4		5		2		2

				Temporal distribution		1		1		1		1

						5		6		3		3		17



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Pierdomenico et al., 2019						This indicator is in used in most of the mediterranean sea. some information about the distribution of key throphic groups and species can be extrapolated from the EMODnet Dataset and the MEDITS survey database. even if the information are on the environment abouve 800 m. Nevertheless,  there are scientific studies that are dedicated to deep-sea key trophic groups and other information can be found in Report on the biodiversity of the Mediterranean Sea such the one of Perseus Project.

								Celussi et al., 2018

								Cartes et al., 2004

								Jones et al., 2003

								Maiorano et al., 2004

								Cossa et al., 1997

								Fredj et al., 1985

								EMODNET biology

								EMODnet Seabed Habitat

								MEDITS

								Data Collection Framework

								Laroche et al., 2013



				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		6		IDEM_D4_I7		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).



				ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution		4		5		2		2

				Temporal distribution		1		1		1		1

						5		6		3		3		17



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Carrassón et al., 2002						This indicator is in use in some part of the mediterranean sea. some information about the distribution of key throphic groups and species can be extrapolated from the EMODnet Dataset even if most of the information are about shallow environment. Nevertheless,  there are scientific studies that are dedicated to deep-sea key trophic groups and other information can be found in Report on the biodiversity of the Mediterranean Sea such the one of Perseus Project.

								Carrassón et al., 1992

								Fanelli et al., 2018

								 Gambi et al 2019

								Celussi et al., 2018

								Miller et al., 2018

								Data Collection Framework

								EMODNET biology

								EMODnet Seabed Habitat

								Laroche et al., 2013

								MEDITS



				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		7		IDEM_D4_I8		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)



				ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution		4		4		4		2

				Temporal distribution		1		1		1		1

						3		5		5		3		16



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013								Monitoring programs implemented under different EU and convention commitments (MEDITS, PELMED, ICCAT, WFD quality components, Natura 2000 species). Most of the information are on shallow ecosystem and they are mainly present for the northern part of the Mediterranean Sea. The applicability of this indicator is proved by scientific publication.

								Cartes et al., 2013

								Data Collection Framework

								MEDITS

								Morato et al., 2006

								Pauly et al., 1998

								Watson & Morato, 2013







				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		8		IDEM_D4_I9		Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)



				ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution		4		3		3		4

				Temporal distribution		1		1		1		1

						5		4		4		5		18



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								Large Fish Indicator was developed in the framework of fisheries for the northern seas and its application in Descriptor 4 has different limitations. Within the Mediterranean contex it  there is a general lack of data also reflected in data repository. Further studies are needed to apply this indicator in the Mediterranean sea and need to be could be expanded to including fish species which constitute an high proportion of the diet of demersal piscivorous.

								Laroche et al., 2013

								European Commission, 2010

								EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

								Morato et al., 2006

								Watson & Morato, 2013

								Pauly et al., 1998

								Shephard et al., 2011

								MEDITS

								Data Collection Framework



				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		9		IDEM_D4_I10		Proportion of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



				ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution		4		3		3		3

				Temporal distribution		1		1		1		1

						5		4		4		4		17



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013								Novel indicator suggested. It does not appear in any directive but is similarly  suggested within the Perceus Project Report  to fill a gap related to the application of Indicator 4.2.1 in the Mediterranean Sea. 

								EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

								Frederiksen et al., 2006

								Dufour et al., 1996

								Danovaro et al., 1998

								Laroche et al., 2013

								MEDITS

								Data Collection Framework





				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1







		10		IDEM_D4_I11		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).



				ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution				2				3

				Temporal distribution				1				-1

						0		3		0		2		5



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013						This indicator present in the Directive is not applied by most of the Mediterranean Countriie.Its application in Descriptor 4 has different limitations. There is a general lack of data also reflected in data repository. Further studies are needed to apply this indicator in the Mediterranean sea especially in the methodology used. The metrics considered  are the reproductive success and productivity as well as the population size. This indicator is often linked with eenvironmental condition rather than with trophic chain internal variability. In order to certify that variation in predator performance provides a measure of food web functioning, the predator–prey relationships involved need to be adequately understood.

								EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

								Frederiksen et al., 2006

								Dufour et al., 1996

								Danovaro et al., 1998

								Laroche et al., 2013





				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





		11		IDEM_D4_I12		Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



				ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution				4				2

				Temporal distribution				1				-1

						-2		5		0		1		4



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013						This novel indicator is needed to connect better understand the productivity in the different trophic level. Prey availability and individual predator’s body condition (e.g measured from biopsies and stranded marine mammals and seabirds) and growth would help to understand the connection between the higher, the intermediate and the lower level of the trophic chain. the ratios of production or biomass between different trophic levels in the food web provide measures of the pattern of energy flow, and the efficiency of energy transfer through the web. this indicator need to be adapted to the conditions characterissing each marine Regions or Sub-Regions.

								EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

								Frederiksen et al., 2006

								Dufour et al., 1996

								Danovaro et al., 1998



















				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		16		IDEM_D4_13		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )



				ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution		2		4		2		4

				Temporal distribution		1		-1		1		1

						3		3		3		5		14



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013						This indicator has been applied in some Mediterranean basins as part of the indexes formulated for assessing benthic ecological quality. However, its application is restricted mostly to coastal areas and to specific regions where data are available and previous assessments for the WFD had been performed. Relevant articles provide accurate descriptions of indexes encompassing this indicator. Some of these indexes have been applied in case studies providing data for specific locations and time-points. However, no datasets compiling the data needed currently existing for the Mediterranean Sea as a whole. Finally, reports and specific project publication target this topic, thereby promoting the indicator's usage. 

								OSPAR, 2017

								Estrategia Marina, 2012

								Zampoukas et al., 2012

								Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

								Borja et al., 2000

								Labrune et al., 2006

								Rosenberg et al., 2004



				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		15		IDEM_D4_14		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)



				ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution				3		3

				Temporal distribution				-1		-1

						0		2		2		0		4



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Borja et al., 2000						This indicator has been applied in some Mediterranean basins as part of the indexes formulated for assessing benthic ecological quality. However, its application is restricted mostly to coastal areas and to specific regions where data are available and previous assessments for the WFD had been performed. Relevant articles provide accurate descriptions of indexes encompassing this indicator. Some of these indexes have been applied in case studies providing data for specific locations and time-points. However, no datasets compiling the data needed currently existing for the Mediterranean Sea as a whole. Finally, reports and specific project publication target this topic, thereby promoting the indicator's usage. 

								Estrategia Marina, 2012

								Fanelli et al., 2011

								Labrune et al., 2006

								Laroche et al., 2013

								OSPAR, 2017

								Rosenberg et al., 2004

								Sciberras et al., 2009

								Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

								Zampoukas et al., 2012



				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





		17		IDEM_D4_16		Connectivity between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



				ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution				2				1

				Temporal distribution				1				-1

						0		3		0		0		3



				ES.3 REFERENCES				European Commission, 2010						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in Task 3.1 for a new descriptor that should be included to correctly implement the MSFD transposition to the deep sea . No data are available since is still under development also at scientific level.

								Doxa et al., 2016

								Ohman, 1990

















				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		12		IDEM_D4_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



				ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution				3

				Temporal distribution				-1

						-2		2		0		0		0



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in Task 3.1 for a new descriptor that should be included to correctly implement the MSFD transposition to the deep sea . It does not appear in any directive or RSC framework, and is not operational in any basin. However organic matter s deriving from any source, comprising primary production, and exported to the deep-sea floor, might determine detrimental effects when the excess of  loads causes a reduction in oxygen availability. This is widely explained in literature

								Canals et al., 2006

								Kemp and Boynton, 1992

								Heip  , 1995

								Ritter et al., 1999

								Brown et al., 2004

								Dell'Anno et al., 2002

								Pusceddu et al., 2010

				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		13		IDEM_D4_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



				ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution				3

				Temporal distribution				-1

						0		2		0		0		2



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in Task 3.1 for a new descriptor that should be included to correctly implement the MSFD transposition to the deep sea . It does not appear in any directive or RSC framework, and is not operational in any basin. However organic matter deriving from any source, comprising primary production, and exported to the deep-sea floor, might determine detrimental effects when the excess of  loads causes a reduction in oxygen availability. This is widely explained in literature

								Canals et al., 2006

								Kemp and Boynton, 1992

								Heip  , 1995

								Ritter et al., 1999

								Brown et al., 2004

								Dell'Anno et al., 2002

								Pusceddu et al., 2010

				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		14		IDEM_D4_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



				ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



				ES.2  APPROACH



						Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

				Spatial distribution				3

				Temporal distribution				-1

						-2		2		0		0		0



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in Task 3.1 for a new descriptor that should be included to correctly implement the MSFD transposition to the deep sea . It does not appear in any directive or RSC framework, and is not operational in any basin. However the excess of organic matter deriving from any source, comprising primary production, and exported to the deep-sea floor, might determine detrimental effects when the excess of  loads causes a reduction in oxygen availability. This is widely explained in literature

								Canals et al., 2006

								Kemp and Boynton, 1992

								Heip  , 1995

								Ritter et al., 1999

								Brown et al., 2004

								Dell'Anno et al., 2002

								Pusceddu et al., 2010



				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





EP.3

				TASK 3.2   STEP 3

				EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.3). Cost-effective



				ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				The indicator is not cost effective



				ES.2 APPROACH 				Quantitative

																										TABLE 6. Number of indicators for each score 

				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																						General assessment		Corrected ()

				1		24-16																		1		12

				0.5		15-8																		0.5		5

				0		7-0																		0		0

																								Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		1		IDEM_D4_I1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



				ES.2  APPROACH																		Da Eliminare dopo revisione: LEGENDA PUNTEGGI



						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		1		1

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		4		2		4

						5		3		5				13







				ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). The personel required to undertake this analysis will be formed by expert in the field and will require a time consuming analysis, therefore is classified as high cost.The indicator provides information for baseline characterization,which is essential for identifying and analyzing impacts and GES

								MEDITS survey









				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		2		IDEM_D4_I2		Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		1		1

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		4		2		4

						5		3		5				13



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel requiredto analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization,which is essential for identifying and analyzing impacts and GES

								MEDITS survey









				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		3		IDEM_D4_I3		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		2		1

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		4		4		4

						5		6		5				16



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel requiredto analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization,which is essential for identifying and analyzing impacts and GES

								see reference in EP.2











				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		4		IDEM_D4_I4		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		2		1

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		4		4		4

						5		6		5				16



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel requiredto analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization,which is essential for identifying and analyzing impacts and GES

								see reference in EP.2











				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		5		IDEM_D4_I6		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		2		1

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		3		2		3

						4		4		4				12



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015						Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel requiredto analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization,which is essential for identifying and analyzing impacts and GES

								MEDITS survey

















				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		6		IDEM_D4_I7		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		2		1

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		3		2		4

						4		4		5				13



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015						Studying processes involving both the upper water column and the deep-sea ecosystems requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Also, it requires multiple data regarding different components, functions and habitats, which increases costs both for the acquisition of primary data and for their processing. The data provided would be novel for some episodic events and for some basins. 

								MEDITS survey











				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		7		IDEM_D4_I8		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		3		2

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		3		3		4

						4		6		6				16



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015								Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization,which is essential for identifying and analyzing impacts and GES

								MEDITS survey







				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		8		IDEM_D4_I9		Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		3		2

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		3		3		4

						4		6		6				16



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015								Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization,which is essential for identifying and analyzing impacts and GES

								MEDITS survey







				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		9		IDEM_D4_I10		Proportion of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		3		1

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		4		3		4

						5		6		5				16



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015								Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization,which is essential for identifying and analyzing impacts and GES

								MEDITS survey





				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		10		IDEM_D4_I11		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		3		2

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		4		2		4

						5		5		6				16

														Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required can be classified as moderate-high costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization,which is essential for identifying and analyzing impacts and GES

				ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015

								MEDITS survey







				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		11		IDEM_D4_I12		Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		3		2

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		4		2		4

						5		5		6				16



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015						Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required can be classified as moderate-high costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization,which is essential for identifying and analyzing impacts and GES

								MEDITS survey

								Laroche et al., 2013

								EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

								Frederiksen et al., 2006

								Dufour et al., 1996

								Danovaro et al., 1998



				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		16		IDEM_D4_13		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		2		2

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		4		4		4

						5		6		6				17



												Studying the deep-sea communities requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Thus, it would involve an important number of scientists with associated costs. However, the target reported is not difficult to analyze and report. The data provided would be novel for most of the basins, since this topic is usually not monitored in the deep-sea. Although the data provided is relevant and interesting for the assessment of benthic communities, it is not considered to be of the highest relevance for obtaining GES.

				ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013

								EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

								Rademaekers et al., 2015

								Rice et al., 2012





				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		15		IDEM_D4_14		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		2		1

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		3		4		4

						4		6		5				15





				ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010						Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required can be classified as moderate-high costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization,which is essential for identifying and analyzing impacts and GES

								Rice et al., 2012

								ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

								Bremner et al., 2006

								Fleddum et al., 2013

								de Juan et al., 2007



				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5









		17		IDEM_D4_16		Vertical connectivities between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		2		2

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		4		4		4

						5		6		6				17



												Studying the deep-sea communities requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Thus, it would involve an important number of scientists with associated costs. However, the target reported is not difficult to analyze and report. The data provided would be novel for most of the basins, since this topic is usually not monitored in the deep-sea. Although the data provided is relevant and interesting for the assessment of benthic communities, it is not considered to be of the highest relevance for obtaining GES.

				ES.3 REFERENCES











				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		12		IDEM_D4_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		2		2

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		4		3		4

						5		5		6				16



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015						Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization,which is essential for identifying and analyzing impacts and GES

								Piroddi et al., 2015

								Corinaldesi et al., 2015

								Caruso et al., 2015











				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		13		IDEM_D4_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		2		2

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		4		3		4

						5		5		6				16



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015						Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization,which is essential for identifying and analyzing impacts and GES



								Brown et al., 2004

								Dell'Anno et al., 2002

								Pusceddu et al., 2010



				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		14		IDEM_D4_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



				ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



				ES.2  APPROACH

						Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

				Costs		1		2		2

						Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

				Relevance		4		3		4

						5		5		6				16



				ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015						Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization,which is essential for identifying and analyzing impacts and GES

								Brown et al., 2004

								Dell'Anno et al., 2002

								Pusceddu et al., 2010





				ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





EP.4

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.4). Ecosystem relevance and target suitability



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				There is no evidence linking the indicator to their target
Relevant, unambiguous targets cannot be defined







		ES.2 APPROACH 				Expert judgment/qualitative approach

																						TABLE 7. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																				General assessment		Corrected (18)

		1		Evidence demonstrated (peer-reviewed publications). 
Unambiguous targets can be defined																1		11

		0.5		Evidence suggested (different kinds of publications).  
Complex targets defined																0.5		6

		0		No clear evidence identified. 
Only unambiguous targets with low relevance could be defined																0		0

																				Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D4_I1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EMODnet Biology								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The application of the EUNIS classification system enables a standard identification of targets. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance.

						EMODnet Seabed Habitat

						MEDITS survey

						Zeppilli et al., 2016

						 Gambi et al 2019

						Fanelli et al., 2018

						Danovaro et al., 2010

						UNEP-MAP RAC/SPA 2010







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I2		Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EMODnet Biology								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The application of the EUNIS classification system enables a standard identification of targets. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance since it is essential to collect information on the compostition and relaive proportion of different level of trophic guilds.

						EMODnet Seabed Habitat

						MEDITS survey

						Zeppilli et al., 2016

						 Gambi et al 2019

						Fanelli et al., 2018

						Danovaro et al., 2010

						UNEP-MAP RAC/SPA 2010

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I3		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Piroddi et al., 2015								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. This new indicator is an essential and of high ecosystem relevance in the deep sea, since the benthic environment can be characterised by nutrient and organic enrichment and oxigen depletion that can influence the aboudance and taxonomic composition of microbial assemblages. Nevertheless this Indicator imply the definition of a new Criteria.

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Azam and Meletti, 2007







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I4		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Piroddi et al., 2015								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. This new indicator is an essential and of high ecosystem relevance in the deep sea, since the benthic environment can be characterised by nutrient and organic enrichment and oxigen depletion that can influence the aboudance and taxonomic composition of microfaunal assemblages. Nevertheless this Indicator imply the definition of a new Criterium.

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Azam and Meletti, 2007





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1







		IDEM_D4_I6		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Pierdomenico et al., 2019								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The application of the EUNIS classification system enables a standard identification of targets. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance since it is essential to collect information on the compostition and relaive proportion of different level of trophic guilds.

						Celussi et al., 2018

						Cartes et al., 2004

						Jones et al., 2003

						Maiorano et al., 2004

						Cossa et al., 1997

						Fredj et al., 1985

						EMODNET biology

						EMODnet Seabed Habitat

						MEDITS

						Data Collection Framework

						Laroche et al., 2013



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I7		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Carrassón et al., 2002								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The application of the EUNIS classification system enables a standard identification of targets. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance since it is essential to collect information on the compostition and relaive proportion of different level of trophic guilds.

						Carrassón et al., 1992

						Fanelli et al., 2018

						 Gambi et al 2019

						Celussi et al., 2018

						Miller et al., 2018

						EMODNET biology

						EMODnet Seabed Habitat

						MEDITS

						Data Collection Framework

						Laroche et al., 2013



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I8		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The application of the EUNIS classification system enables a standard identification of targets. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance since it is essential to collect information on the compostition and relaive proportion of different level of trophic guilds.

						Morato et al., 2006

						Watson & Morato, 2013

						Pauly et al., 1998

						Cartes et al., 2013

						MEDITS

						Data Collection Framework



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I9		Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The application of the EUNIS classification system enables a standard identification of targets. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance since it is essential to collect information on the compostition and relaive proportion of different level of trophic guilds.

						Laroche et al., 2013

						European Commission, 2010

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Morato et al., 2006

						Watson & Morato, 2013

						Pauly et al., 1998

						Shephard et al., 2011

						MEDITS

						Data Collection Framework



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I10		Proportion of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. This new indicator is an essential and of high ecosystem relevance in the deep sea, since in the benthic environment the intermediate and lower trophic levels have an high importance, especially in the benthic environment.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Frederiksen et al., 2006

						Dufour et al., 1996

						Danovaro et al., 1998

						Laroche et al., 2013

						MEDITS

						Data Collection Framework







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I11		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The application of the EUNIS classification system enables a standard identification of targets. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance since it is essential to collect information on the compostition and relaive proportion of different level of trophic guilds.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Frederiksen et al., 2006

						Dufour et al., 1996

						Danovaro et al., 1998

						Laroche et al., 2013













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I12		Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. This new indicator is an essential and of high ecosystem relevance in the deep sea, since in the benthic environment the intermediate and lower trophic levels have an high importance, especially in the benthic environment.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Frederiksen et al., 2006

						Dufour et al., 1996

						Danovaro et al., 1998















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I13		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The link between the indicator and the actual environmental targets has been described in peer-reviewed publications where indexes including sensitive/tolerant species had been developed. Targets have been defined and the indicator ecosystem relevance is described for case studies focused on coastal zones. Thus, targets for deep-sea applications still need to be identified. Due to the lack of knowledge and data scarcity regarding deep-sea systems, the identification of targets would be rather complex.

						Rice et al., 2012

						Zampoukas et al., 2012

						Danovaro et al., 2017

						Portner and Knust, 2007

						Langlet et al, 2014

						Rosemberg et al, 2004







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I14		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The ecosystem relevance has been endorsed in several publications where targets have been identifed and described for the application of the indicator. However, the application of the indicator in all relevant deep-sea habitats throughout the Mediterranean Sea would require the definition of new targets. Since the indicator compiles multiple ecosystems components, target identification would not be straigthforward.

						Rice et al., 2012

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						Bremner et al., 2006

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						Kalogeropoulou et al., 2015

						de Juan et al., 2007







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_16		Connectivities between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				European Commission, 2010								The importance of connectivity in the deep sea is underlined by numeros publication. However the formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The application of the EUNIS classification system enables a standard identification of targets. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance.

						Doxa et al., 2016

						Ohman, 1990

						CBD 2010

						Levin et al., 2018







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The relation between the indicator and the target is clear.

						Canals et al., 2006

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The relation between the indicator and the target is clear. 

						Canals et al., 2006

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014								 The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The relation between the indicator and the target is clear. 

						Canals et al., 2006

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





EP.5

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.5). Specificity and redundancy



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				The indicator is unspecific and redundant



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative approach



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE

		1		The indicator is specific and unique (no major overlap is observed)																				TABLE 8. Number of indicators for each score 

		0.5		The indicator reflects complementary ecosystem properties/pressures																				General assessment		Corrected ()

				Few overlapping indicators are identified in other descriptors of the pool (minor redundancy)																		1		5

		0		The indicator is influenced by multiple properties and pressures																		0.5		12

				Major overlapping is identified between indicators of the same descriptor (major redundancy)																		0		0

																						Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D4_I1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets it is specific. Because of the relevance and common application in other frameworks, overlapping occurs with similar indicators suggested for Descriptor 1 and with Criteria 2 of Descriptor 4 as indicated in the IDEM 3.2 initial pool. 











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D4_I2		Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets it is specific. Because of the relevance and common application in other frameworks, overlapping occurs with similar indicators suggested for Descriptor 1 and with Criteria 2 of Descriptor 4 as indicated in the IDEM 3.2 initial pool. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D4_I3		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets it is specific. Because of the relevance and common application in other frameworks, overlapping occurs with similar indicators suggested for Descriptor 1 and with Criteria 2 of Descriptor 4 as indicated in the IDEM 3.2 initial pool. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D4_I4		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets it is specific. Because of the relevance and common application in other frameworks, overlapping occurs with similar indicators suggested for Descriptor 1 and with Criteria 2 of Descriptor 4 as indicated in the IDEM 3.2 initial pool. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D4_I6		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets it is specific. Because of the relevance and common application in other frameworks, overlapping occurs with Criteria 2, 3 (in particular IDEM_D4_I10 and Criteria 7 of Descriptor 4, as indicated in the IDEM 3.2 initial pool. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I7		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets it is specific. Because of the relevance and common application in other frameworks, overlapping occurs with Criteria 2, 3 (in particular IDEM_D4_I10 and Criteria 7 of Descriptor 4, as indicated in the IDEM 3.2 initial pool. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I8		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets it is specific and no overlapping occur within the D4













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I9		Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets it is specific and no overlapping occur within the D4 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I10		Proportion of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets it is specific and no overlapping occur within the D4









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I11		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets it is specific and no overlapping occur within the D4









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I12		Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets it is specific and no overlapping occur within the D4





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I13		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								The indicator should reflect different but complementary targets responding to the entire range of pressures occurring in the assessed area. Thus, specificity is reduced since it encompasses multiple components and pressures. Nevertheless no majour overlap has been identified within the D4.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D4_I14		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The ecosystem relevance has been endorsed in several publications where targets have been identifed and described for the application of the indicator. However, the application of the indicator in all relevant deep-sea habitats throughout the Mediterranean Sea would require the definition of new targets. Since the indicator compiles multiple ecosystems components, target identification would not be straigthforward.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I16		Connectivities between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The ecosystem relevance has been endorsed in several publications where targets have been identifed and described for the application of the indicator. However, the application of the indicator in all relevant deep-sea habitats throughout the Mediterranean Sea would require the definition of new targets. Since the indicator compiles multiple ecosystems components, target identification would not be straigthforward.











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets it is specific. Because of the relevance and common application in other frameworks, overlapping occurs with Criteria 5 and Criteria 7 of Descriptor 4 as indicated in the IDEM 3.2 initial pool. 







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets it is specific. Because of the relevance and common application in other frameworks, overlapping occurs with Criteria 5 and Criteria 7 of Descriptor 4 as indicated in the IDEM 3.2 initial pool. 











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D4_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets it is specific. Because of the relevance and common application in other frameworks, overlapping occurs with Criteria 5 and Criteria 7 of Descriptor 4 as indicated in the IDEM 3.2 initial pool. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





EP.6

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.6). Spatial/temporal coverage and flexibility



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				The indicator is spatially and temporally restricted without adaptability to heterogeneous systems



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Quantitative

																						TABLE 9. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																				General assessment		Corrected (23)

		1		10-8																1		17

		0.5		7-4																0.5		0

		0		3-0																0		0

																				Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D4_I1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES										The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I2		Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES										The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I3		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Piroddi et al., 2015						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to several scientific studies.

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Azam and Meletti, 2007

						Rastelli et al., 2018

						Corinaldesi et al., 2018

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I4		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact		Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Piroddi et al., 2015						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to several scientific studies.

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Azam and Meletti, 2007

						Rastelli et al., 2018

						Corinaldesi et al., 2018

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I6		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9



		ES.3 REFERENCES				see reference in EP2						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I7		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES				see reference in EP2						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I8		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES				see reference in EP2						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I9		Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES				see reference in EP2						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I10		Proportion of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES				see reference in EP2						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I11		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				see reference in EP2						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 

















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I12		Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				see reference in EP2						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I13		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES				see reference in EP2						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I14		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				see reference in EP2						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1







		IDEM_D4_I16		Connectivities between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				see reference in EP2						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1







		IDEM_D4_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				see reference in EP2						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				see reference in EP2						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				see reference in EP2						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





EP.7

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.7). Precautionary capacity



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				There is no immediate and measurable change in the indicator associated with a change in the target that anticipates ecosystem-level change in the system





		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative approach

																								TABLE 10. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																						General assessment		Corrected (23)

		1		Lag time is small and easily measurable, suitable to enable mitigation action 																		1		5

		0.5		Lag time is important and complex to measure, and only partial mitigation could be accomplished 																		0.5		6

		0		Lag time cannot be measured; therefore, actions to prevent deterioration are not possible																		0		6

																						Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D4_I1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. However,  knowledge regarding ecosystems the state of ecosystem component could be useful for the development of actions to prevent further and bigger impacts.













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D4_I2		Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. However,  knowledge regarding the composition of the throphic level could be useful for the development of actions to prevent further and bigger impacts.













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I3		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in abundance, biomass and/or areal extent happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D4_I4		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in abundance, biomass and/or areal extent happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D4_I6		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Knowing the trends of functional important selected groups or species can help to predict changing in the environment as well as influence in the distribution and aboundances  of other groups or species.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I7		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Knowing the trends of functional important selected groups or species can help to predict changing in the environment as well as influence in the distribution and aboundances  of other groups or species.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I8		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Knowing the trends of top predator can help to predict changing in the environment as well as the influence in the distribution and aboundances of the prays.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I9		Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Size and lenght of large fishes, therefore including alive sample of sharks, gives an indication of the reproductive capacity of the fish and therefore allow to predict implication to the ecosystem and to the top-down control of the other species. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I10		Proportion of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Knowing the proportion of different trofic level can allow to predict implication to the ecosystem and to the bottom-up control of the other species. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I11		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. However,  knowledge regarding the perforance of key predator can be useful to prevent concequences to the ecosystems.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I12		Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. However,  knowledge regarding the perforance of key trophic gilds at intermediate and lower level can be useful to prevent concequences to the ecosystems.





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I13		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative												The presence of sensitive/tolerant species normally is a response to pressures/impacts occurring in the system. Thus, the impact has already occurred and prevention is not possible. However, if baseline studies are available and accurate characterization of the responses is performed, the presence of these species can be an early indicator of the occurrence of pressures/impacts, thus enabling the application of regulations and mitigation actions to prevent further and bigger impacts. 





		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Zampoukas et al., 2012

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D4_I14		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative

																		The indicator provides information regarding the ecosystem functioning, subsequently allowing more precise predictions about their behavior and dynamics. However, if it is used to analyze the impacts of anthropogenic pressures, the change monitored should be understood as a response to a pressure/impact occurring in the system. Thus, the pressure has already impacted the habitat and prevention is not possible. However, knowledge regarding ecosystems response and resilience could be useful for the development of actions to prevent further and bigger impacts.



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bremner et al., 2006

						Oug et al., 2012

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						de Juan et al., 2007

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						Kalogeropoulou et al., 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D4_I16		Connectivities between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D4_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative



																		The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 

		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014

						Canals et al., 2006

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Pusceddu et al., 2010

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D4_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative



																The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 

		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014

						Canals et al., 2006

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Pusceddu et al., 2010





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





		IDEM_D4_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative

																




		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014								The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 

						Canals et al., 2006

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Pusceddu et al., 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





EP.8

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.8). Responsiveness



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				The indicator is not sensitive neither robust, and shows low accuracy and major error rates



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Quantitative/Qualitative

																						TABLE 11. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																				General assessment		Corrected (23)

		1		9-7																1		12

		0.5		6-4																0.5		4

		0		3-0																0		1

																				Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D4_I1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches. 



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				3				2		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC				The statistical analysis defined for EP.8 cannot be applied to this indicator. Therefore, literature review and expert judgment were used to quantify the three key properties. Because of the unambiguous targets defined by the indicator, sensitivity and robustness are expected to be high, scoring the maximum values. However, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep-sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred. Therefore, accuracy is evaluated with 2, meaning acceptable accuracy.

						European Commission, 2010

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Zeppilli et al., 2016

						 Gambi et al 2019

						Fanelli et al., 2018









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I2		Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches. 



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				3				2		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010				The statistical analysis defined for EP.8 cannot be applied to this indicator. Therefore, literature review and expert judgment were used to quantify the three key properties. Because of the unambiguous targets defined by the indicator, sensitivity and robustness are expected to be high, scoring the maximum values. However, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep-sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred. Therefore, accuracy is evaluated with 2, meaning acceptable accuracy.

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						IDEM Task 3.1, 2019

						Fanelli et al., 2018

						 Gambi et al 2019

						Celussi et al., 2018



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I3		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches. 



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				2				2		7



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Piroddi et al., 2015				Since the relation between the indicator and the target is quite clear, sensitivity is expected to be quite high. The literature provide many example of the use of this indicator, and the positive outcome of the response of this analysis, therefore robustness is also score high. However, as above, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred.

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Azam and Meletti, 2007

						Rastelli et al., 2018

						Corinaldesi et al., 2018



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I4		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches. 



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				2				2		7



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Piroddi et al., 2015				Since the relation between the indicator and the target is quite clear, sensitivity is expected to be quite high. The literature provide many example of the use of this indicator, and the positive outcome of the response of this analysis, therefore robustness is also score high. However, as above, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred.

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Azam and Meletti, 2007

						Rastelli et al., 2018

						Corinaldesi et al., 2018



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I6		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches. 



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				1				1		4



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura & Reizopoulou, 2007						Since the relation between the indicator and the target is quite broad sensitivity is expected to have a medium value. The literature provide many example of the use of this indicator, and the positive outcome of the response of this analysis, therefore robustness is also score high. However, as above, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred.

						Simboura & Argyrou, 2010

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						European Commission, 2010

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Pierdomenico et al., 2019

						Celussi et al., 2018

						Cartes et al., 2004

						Jones et al., 2003

						Maiorano et al., 2004

						Cossa et al., 1997

						Fredj et al., 1985

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I7		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches. 



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				1				2		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010						Since the relation between the indicator and the target is quite broad sensitivity is expected to have a medium value. The literature provide many example of the use of this indicator, and the positive outcome of the response of this analysis, therefore robustness is also score high. However, as above, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred.

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						IDEM Task 3.1, 2019

						Fanelli et al., 2018

						 Gambi et al 2019

						Celussi et al., 2018

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I8		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				2				2		7



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								Since the relation between the indicator and the target is quite clear, sensitivity is expected to be quite high. The literature provide many example of the use of this indicator, and the positive outcome of the response of this analysis, therefore robustness is also score high. However, as above, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred.

						European Commission, 2010

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Morato et al., 2006

						Watson & Morato, 2013

						Pauly et al., 1998



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I9		Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				3				2		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC				Since the relation between the indicator and the target is quite clear, sensitivity is expected to be quite high. The literature provide many example of the use of this indicator, and the positive outcome of the response of this analysis, therefore robustness is also score high. However, as above, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred.

						European Commission, 2010

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Morato et al., 2006

						Watson & Morato, 2013

						Pauly et al., 1998

						Laroche et al., 2013



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I10		Proportion of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				2				2		7



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010										Previous applications of the indicator for specific pressures in particular habitats have demonstrated high sensitivity as a result of significant relations between the targets analyzed. However, the indicator responsiveness has been tested in specific cases and regions only. Therefore, robustness has only been confirmed in specific cases. The indicator needs to be applied in Mediterranean deep-sea systems in order to test its robustness, sensitivity and accuracy.

						Frederiksen et al., 2006

						Dufour et al., 1996

						Danovaro et al., 1998

						Laroche et al., 2013

						Casini et al., 2009

						Link, 2005

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I11		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				2				2		7



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						Previous applications of the indicator for specific pressures in particular habitats have demonstrated high sensitivity as a result of significant relations between the targets analyzed. However, the indicator responsiveness has been tested in specific cases and regions only. Therefore, robustness has only been confirmed in specific cases. The indicator needs to be applied in Mediterranean deep-sea systems in order to test its robustness, sensitivity and accuracy.

						European Commission, 2010

						Randall et al., 2000

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I12		Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				2				2		7



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010						Previous applications of the indicator for specific pressures in particular habitats have demonstrated high sensitivity as a result of significant relations between the targets analyzed. However, the indicator responsiveness has been tested in specific cases and regions only. Therefore, robustness has only been confirmed in specific cases. The indicator needs to be applied in Mediterranean deep-sea systems in order to test its robustness, sensitivity and accuracy.

						Randall et al., 2000

						Boudreau et al., 1991

						Piroddi et al., 2010













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I13		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				1				2		6



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura and Zenetos, 2002								For the evaluation of this parameter, the indexes described in the four references were revised. Although differences between index performances are observed, significant relations between the indexes and several components of the ecosystems assessed have been demonstrated. However, not all the indexes respond as expected in all cases. Their performance is highly variable, depending on each case and on the system where they are applied.

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I14		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				1				2		6



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bremner et al., 2006								Previous applications of the indicator for specific pressures in particular habitats have demonstrated high sensitivity as a result of significant relations between the targets analyzed. However, the indicator responsiveness has been tested in specific cases and regions only. Therefore, robustness has only been confirmed in specific cases. The indicator needs to be applied in Mediterranean deep-sea systems in order to test its robustness, sensitivity and accuracy.

						Oug et al., 2012

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						de Juan et al., 2007













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I16		Connectivities between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches.





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		1				1				1		3



		ES.3 REFERENCES				European Commission, 2010								No possibility to evaluate this indicator with as statistical approach. Morover, few publication are still analysing the applicable indexes.

						Doxa et al., 2016

						Ohman, 1990

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Levin et al., 2018



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





		IDEM_D4_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				3				2		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. Therefore, sensitivity, robustness and accuracy are expected to be high since there is low error potential. Only accuracy might suffer from minor biases if the data provided is not accurate.  

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						Canals et al., 2006

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Pusceddu et al., 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D4_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				3				2		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. Therefore, sensitivity, robustness and accuracy are expected to be high since there is low error potential. Only accuracy might suffer from minor biases if the data provided is not accurate.  

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						Canals et al., 2006

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Pusceddu et al., 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				3				2		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. Therefore, sensitivity, robustness and accuracy are expected to be high since there is low error potential. Only accuracy might suffer from minor biases if the data provided is not accurate.  

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						Canals et al., 2006

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Pusceddu et al., 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





EP.9

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.9). Methodology



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				The indicator is not measurable and requires a complex interpretation



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative approach



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE

		1		The indicator is measurable with the current methodology

				Methods are standardized and ready to use across all MED basins

				Easily to understand and consistent interpretations

		0.5		The indicator is measurable but the methodology needs minor adaptations

				Methods cannot be applied to all MED basins 																		TABLE 12. Number of indicators for each score 

				Some degree of complexity, different interpretations though with minor differences																		General assessment		Corrected ()

		0		Complex to measure																1		14

				Methodology not available nor standardized																0.5		2

				Inconsistent interpretations 																0		1

																				Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D4_I1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Zeppilli et al., 2016								The methodology is available and standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results even in the deeep sea environment.

						 Gambi et al 2019

						Fanelli et al., 2018

						Danovaro et al., 2010







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I2		Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Fanelli et al., 2018								The methodology is available and standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						 Gambi et al 2019

						Celussi et al., 2018

						Danovaro et al., 2010







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I3		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Piroddi et al., 2015								The methodology is available and standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Azam and Meletti, 2007

						Rastelli et al., 2018

						Corinaldesi et al., 2018



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I4		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case-studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Piroddi et al., 2015								The methodology is available and standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Azam and Meletti, 2007







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I6		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Pierdomenico et al., 2019								The methodology is available and standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						Celussi et al., 2018

						Cartes et al., 2004

						Jones et al., 2003

						Maiorano et al., 2004

						Cossa et al., 1997

						Fredj et al., 1985

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I7		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Carrassón et al., 2002								Some particular  events have been previously monitored, and methodology is available and described in different publications. However, methods and technologies for measuring most of the events need further development. Standardization across basins of the available methods is also required.

						Carrassón et al., 1992

						Fanelli et al., 2018

						 Gambi et al 2019

						Celussi et al., 2018

						Miller et al., 2018



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I8		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013								The methodology is available and standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						Morato et al., 2006

						Watson & Morato, 2013

						Pauly et al., 1998

						Cartes et al., 2013





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I9		Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				European Commission, 2010								The methodology is available and standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Morato et al., 2006

						Watson & Morato, 2013

						Pauly et al., 1998

						Shephard et al., 2011

						MEDITS

						Data Collection Framework



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I10		Proportion of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013								The methodology is available and standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Frederiksen et al., 2006

						Dufour et al., 1996

						Danovaro et al., 1998

						Laroche et al., 2013





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I11		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013								The methodology is available and standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Frederiksen et al., 2006

						Dufour et al., 1996

						Danovaro et al., 1998

						Laroche et al., 2013







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I12		Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013								The methodology is available and standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Frederiksen et al., 2006

						Dufour et al., 1996

						Danovaro et al., 1998



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I13		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura and Zenetos, 2002								The references describing the indicator's application to specific cases provide accurate definition of the methods used. However, methods for monitoring biological traits analysis in deep-sea systems affected by different pressures need further development and standardization.

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I14		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case-studies and  reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bremner et al., 2006								The references describing the indicator's application to specific cases provide accurate definition of the methods used. However, methods for monitoring biological traits analysis in deep-sea systems affected by different pressures need further development and standardization.

						Oug et al., 2012

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						Kalogeropoulou et al., 2015

						de Juan et al., 2007









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D4_I16		Connectivities between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				European Commission, 2010								Methodology is under development both for shallow and for deep environment. Therefore there is no standardization and there are different formulations, specific for particular regions, systems and assessments, hinder a consistent application throughout all the basins. Thus, the indicator might need a better formulation to be measurable and standardization is needed.

						Doxa et al., 2016

						Ohman, 1990

						CBD 2010

						Levin et al., 2018



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D4_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014								The methodology is available and standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						Canals et al., 2006

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Pusceddu et al., 2010

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D4_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014								The methodology is available and standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						Canals et al., 2006

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Pusceddu et al., 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D4_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014								The methodology is available and standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						Canals et al., 2006

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Pusceddu et al., 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





EP.10

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.10). Thresholds and reference conditions



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				No threshold or reference conditions have been reported for this parameter



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative approach



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																						TABLE 13. Number of indicators for each score 

		1		Threshold are available, appropriate and applicable to all Mediterranean basins 																				General assessment		Corrected ()

		0.5		Thresholds are available and appropriate for some MED basins only OR they are not available but can be obtained by adapting existing ones from other areas or indicators																		1		0

																						0.5		10

		0		Not existing, even in other areas or related topics																		0		7

																						Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D4_I1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES										No threshold can be applied to this indicator because it describe the state of the environment itself.















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D4_I2		Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES										No threshold can be applied to this indicator because it describe the state of the environment itself.













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D4_I3		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES										No threshold could be identified. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occuuring habitats and  the regions where they are present.













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D4_I4		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES										No threshold could be identified. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occuuring habitats and  the regions where they are present.













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D4_I6		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura & Reizopoulou, 2007						No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, contrary to other indicators, reference values and equivalent Ecological Quality Status values are suggested in different articles for the macrofauna. Two example are BENTIX and AMBI indexes. It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to coastal regions. Therefore, the values suggested should be adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems. 

						Simboura & Argyrou, 2010









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I7		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura & Reizopoulou, 2007						No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, contrary to other indicators, reference values and equivalent Ecological Quality Status values are suggested in different articles for the macrofauna. Two example are BENTIX and AMBI indexes. It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to coastal regions. Therefore, the values suggested should be adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems. Nevertheless, thresholds are not possible to be identified for some taxa in lower trophic level (Gambi et al., 2010).

						Simboura & Argyrou, 2010

						Gambi et al., 2010









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I8		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State

														No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, contrary to other indicators, reference values and equivalent Ecological Quality Status values are suggested in different articles for the planktivore abundance in the Baltic sea.  It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to coastal regions. Therefore, the values suggested should be adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems. 

		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Link 2005

						Simboura & Reizopoulou, 2007

						Simboura & Argyrou, 2010

						Casini et al., 2009

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I9		Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Link, 2005						No threshold could be identified for the Mediterranean sea. However reference values of Link (2005) might be applicable to this indicator as well. The values suggested in the Thresholds sheet from Link (2005) needs to be adapted to the Mediterranean Region since are developed in the context of Georges Bank and Gulf of Maine.



						 Greenstreet et al., 2011



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I10		Proportion of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Link 2005						No threshold could be identified for the Mediterranean sea. However reference values of Link (2005) might be applicable to this indicator as well. The values suggested in the Thresholds sheet from Link (2005) needs to be adapted to the Mediterranean Region since are developed in the context of Georges Bank and Gulf of Maine.

						Casini et al., 2009







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I11		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Link, 2005						No threshold could be identified. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occuuring habitats and  the regions where they are present.

						 Greenstreet et al., 2011





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D4_I12		Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES														No threshold could be identified. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occuuring habitats and  the regions where they are present.







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D4_I13		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura and Zenetos, 2002								No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, contrary to other indicators, reference values and equivalent Ecological Quality Status values are suggested in different articles. two example are BENTIX, AMBI AND MEDOCC indexes. It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to coastal regions. Therefore, the values suggested should be adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems. 

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004

						Simboura & Reizopoulou, 2007

						WFD, 2003



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I14		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Oug et al., 2012						Only some equivalent Ecological Quallity Status values are mentioned in one article assessing pollution impacts in the fjord of Oslo (Norway), at depths shallower than 200 m. 



						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D4_I16		Connectivities between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D4_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES														No threshold could be identified. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occuuring habitats and  the regions where they are present.







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES														No threshold could be identified. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occuuring habitats and  the regions where they are present.















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D4_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies

												No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean sub-basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, contrary to other indicators, reference values and equivalent Ecological Quality Status values are suggested in different articles. It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to coastal regions. Therefore, the values suggested should be adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems. 

		ES.3 REFERENCES















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





FINAL SELECTION

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		FINAL SELECTION

				TABLE 14. RANKING OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS 																TABLE 15. SELECTED INDICATORS 																		TABLE 16. SELECED INIDICATORS OVERALL EVALUATION

				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N)
With what		Management objectives				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N)
With what		Management objectives						CONFIGURATION 1 (17 indicators from the initial pool)

		1		IDEM_D4_I8		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)		9.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C3; D4C3.G1; D4C3.G2; D4C3.G3		1		IDEM_D4_I1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).		7.5		N		STATE		Y (D4C1 and C2)		D4C1; D4C2; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3. 								EP.1		EP.2		EP.3		EP.4		EP.5		EP.6		EP.7		EP.8		EP.9		EP.10

		2		IDEM_D4_I9		Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)		9.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C3; D4C3.G1; D4C3.G2; D4C3.G3		2		IDEM_D4_I2		Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		7.5		N		STATE		Y (D4C1 and C2)		D4C1; D4C1.G1; D4C1.G2; D4C1.G3.						1.00		16		7		12		11		5		17		5		12		14		0

		3		IDEM_D4_I10		Proportion of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		9.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C3; D4C3.G1; D4C3.G2; D4C3.G3		3		IDEM_D4_I3		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)		6.5		N		STATE		Y (D4C1 and C2)		D4C1; D4C2; D4C1.G1; D4C1.G2; D4C1.G3; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3. 						0.50		1		1		5		6		12		0		6		4		2		10

		4		IDEM_D4_I6		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)		8		SUGGESTED		STATE		Y (D4C2 and C6)		D4C2; D4C6;  D4AG.G1; D4HS.G1; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G1 		4		IDEM_D4_I4		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)		6.5		N		STATE		Y (D4C1 and C2)		D4C1; D4C2; D4C1.G1; D4C1.G2; D4C1.G3; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3. 						0.00		0		9		0		0		0		0		6		1		1		7

		5		IDEM_D4_I7		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).		8		SUGGESTED		STATE		Y (D4C2 and C6)		D4C2; D4C6; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3		5		IDEM_D4_I6		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)		8		SUGGESTED		STATE		Y (D4C2 and C6)		D4C2; D4C6;  D4AG.G1; D4HS.G1; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G1 						D4		16.5		7.5		14.5		14		11		17		8		14		15		ERROR:#VALUE!

		6		IDEM_D4_I1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).		7.5		N		STATE		Y (D4C1 and C2)		D4C1; D4C2; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3. 		6		IDEM_D4_I7		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).		8		SUGGESTED		STATE		Y (D4C2 and C6)		D4C2; D4C6; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3

		7		IDEM_D4_I2		Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		7.5		N		STATE		Y (D4C1 and C2)		D4C1; D4C1.G1; D4C1.G2; D4C1.G3.		7		IDEM_D4_I8		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)		9.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C3; D4C3.G1; D4C3.G2; D4C3.G3						CONFIGURATION 2 (15 indicators selected)

		8		IDEM_D4_I12		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).		7.5		N		STATE		N		D4C4; D4C3.G1; D4C4.G2; D4C4.G3		8		IDEM_D4_I9		Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)		9.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C3; D4C3.G1; D4C3.G2; D4C3.G3								EP.1		EP.2		EP.3		EP.4		EP.5		EP.6		EP.7		EP.8		EP.9		EP.10

		9		IDEM_D4_I13		Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		7.5		N		STATE		N		D4C4; D4C3.G1; D4C4.G2; D4C4.G3		9		IDEM_D4_I11		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).		7.5		N		STATE		N		D4C4; D4C3.G1; D4C4.G2; D4C4.G3						1.00		15		6		10		10		4		15		4		11		13		0

		10		IDEM_D4_I3		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)		6.5		N		STATE		Y (D4C1 and C2)		D4C1; D4C2; D4C1.G1; D4C1.G2; D4C1.G3; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3. 		10		IDEM_D4_I12		Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		7.5		N		STATE		N		D4C4; D4C3.G1; D4C4.G2; D4C4.G3						0.50		0		1		5		5		11		0		6		4		2		9

		11		IDEM_D4_I4		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)		6.5		N		STATE		Y (D4C1 and C2)		D4C1; D4C2; D4C1.G1; D4C1.G2; D4C1.G3; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3. 		11		IDEM_D4_I13		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )		6.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C6; D4AG.G2						0.00		0		8		0		0		0		0		5		0		0		6

		12		IDEM_D4_I15		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)		6.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C6; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G3		12		IDEM_D4_I14		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)		5.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C6; D4AG.G1; D4AG.G2						D4		15		6.5		12.5		12.5		9.5		15		7		13		14		4.5

		13		IDEM_D4_I16		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)		6.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		 D4C6; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G3		13		IDEM_D4_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)		6.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C6; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G3

		14		IDEM_D4_I17		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)		6.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C6; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G3		14		IDEM_D4_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)		6.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C6; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G3

		15		IDEM_D4_I19		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )		6.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C6; D4AG.G2		15		IDEM_D4_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)		6.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C6; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G3

		16		IDEM_D4_I18		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)		5.5		N		STATE		N		D4C6; D4AG.G1; D4AG.G2

		17		IDEM_D4_21		Vertical connectivities between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		4		N		STATE		N		D4C6; D4BG.G1; D4MT.G3; 



				Note: this should be the same table presented in the initial pool, ranked by final score (from highest to lowest)

				LEGEND

				Selected (see Table 15)

				Only indicators for a given target

				Promising indicators 
(not applicable at present)																TABLE 17. PROMISING INDICATORS (CONCEPTUAL)

																				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds available		Type		Overlapping? 
With what?		Management objectives

																				IDEM_D4_16		Connectivities between higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		4		N 		STATE		N		D4C6; D4BG.G1; D4MT.G3; 

				TABLE 18. SELECTED INDICATORS CLASSIFICATION										OBJECTIVES LEGEND						IDEM_D4_I10		Proportion of higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		9.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		This indicator can be included within the framework of IDEM_D4_I6		D4C3; D4C3.G1; D4C3.G2; D4C3.G3

				OBJECTIVE		NAME		CODE		NUMBER OF INDICATORS				Revision of MSFD criteria and indicators

				D4C1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).		IDEM_D4_I1		4				Incorporation of the identified gaps within task 3.1 

						Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		IDEM_D4_I2						New criteria suggested						Note: this should contain the indicator rejected because a low score but promising for the future when improved (not applicable at present)

						Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)		IDEM_D4_I3						INDICATORS CODE LEGEND

						Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)		IDEM_D4_I4						Novel indicators

				D4C2		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).		IDEM_D4_I1		3

						Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)		IDEM_D4_I6

						Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).		IDEM_D4_I7

				D4C3		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)		IDEM_D4_I8		2

						Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)		IDEM_D4_I9

				D4C4		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).		IDEM_D4_I11		2

						Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		IDEM_D4_I12

				D4C5		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. filters/scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)		IDEM_D4_I14		1

				D4C6		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )		IDEM_D4_I13		6

						Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1)		IDEM_D4_I7

						Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)		IDEM_D4_I20

						Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)		IDEM_D4_I21

						Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)		IDEM_D4_I22

						Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)		IDEM_D4_I6

				D4AG.G2 		Omission of changes in oceanographic variables, i.e. temperature and salinity increase/oxygen depletion as drivers of changes in food web structure and functioning.		IDEM_D4_I9;
IDEM_D4_I18;
IDEM_D4_I13;
		3

				D4HS.G1		 Conservation of unique habitats of the deep Mediterranean Sea		IDEM_D4_I12; IDEM_D4_I6; IDEM_D4_I19		3

				D4HS.G3		Effects of dense-shelf water cascading (DSWC) on deep-sea food webs (extended to all 4 criteria). 		IDEM_D4_I20; IDEM_D4_I21; IDEM_D4_I22		3































D4 Evaluation process (16 indicators)



EP.1	EP.2	EP.3	EP.4	EP.5	EP.6	EP.7	EP.8	EP.9	EP.10	15	6.5	12.5	12.5	9.5	15	7	13	14	4.5	







Spie charts

		Evaluation parameter		ES.4 (scores)

		EP1		1

		EP2		0

		EP3		1

		EP4		0.5

		EP5		0.5																														Scale		EP1		EP1		EP2		EP2		EP3		EP3		EP4		EP4		EP5		EP5		EP6		EP6		EP7		EP7		EP8		EP8		EP9		EP9		EP10		EP10

		EP6		1																														0		1		ERROR:#NAME?		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0

		EP7		0																														0.5		1		0		0		1		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		1		0		1		0		1		0

		EP8		1																														1		1		0		0		1		1		0		0		1		0		1		1		0		0		1		1		0		1		0		0		1

		EP9		1

		EP10		0.5

		TOTAL		6.5

		MAXIMUM		10

		Reference:		http://excelcharts.com/the-consultants-chart-revisited/

				https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U1RzHzCDWE

		FINAL SCORES		IDEM_D4_I1		IDEM_D4_I2		IDEM_D4_I3		IDEM_D4_I4		IDEM_D4_I6		IDEM_D4_I7		IDEM_D4_I8		IDEM_D4_I9		IDEM_D4_I10		IDEM_D4_I11		IDEM_D4_I12		IDEM_D4_I13		IDEM_D4_I14		IDEM_D4_I16		IDEM_D4_I20		IDEM_D4_I21		IDEM_D4_I22

		EP1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0.5		1		1		1

		EP2		1		1		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0.5		0		0		0		0

		EP3		0.5		0.5		1		1		0.5		0.5		1		1		1		1		1		0.5		1		1		1		1		1

		EP4		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5

		EP5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		1		1		1		1		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5

		EP6		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

		EP7		0.5		0.5		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0		0		0		0

		EP8		1		1		1		1		0.5		0.5		1		1		1		1		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		1		1		1

		EP9		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0.5		0.5		0		1		1		1

		EP10		0		0		0		0		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0		0		0.5		0.5		0		0.5		0.5		0.5

				7.5		7.5		6.5		6.5		8		8		9.5		9.5		9.5		7.5		7.5		5.5		6.5		4		6.5		6.5		6.5

				7.5		7.5		6.5		6.5		8		8		9.5		9.5		9.5		7.5		7.5		6.5		6.5		6.5		5.5		6.5		4

				7.5
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EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	0	1	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	0	1	1	0	1	0	1	0	EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	0	1	1	0	0	1	0	1	1	0	0	1	1	0	1	0	0	1	
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http://excelcharts.com/the-consultants-chart-revisited/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U1RzHzCDWE

Foglio1

		Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N)
With what		Management objectives

		IDEM_D4_I8		Proportion of selected species at the top of food webs (MSFD 4.2.)		9.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C3; D4C3.G1; D4C3.G2; D4C3.G3

		IDEM_D4_I9		Large fish (by weight) (MSFD 4.2.1)		9.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C3; D4C3.G1; D4C3.G2; D4C3.G3

		IDEM_D4_I6		Abundance/distribution of key trophic groups/species (MSFD 4.3.)		8		SUGGESTED		STATE		Y (D4C2 and C6)		D4C2; D4C7;  D4AG.G1; D4HS.G1; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G1 

		IDEM_D4_I7		Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species (MSFD 4.3.1).		8		SUGGESTED		STATE		Y (D4C2 and C6)		D4C2; D4C7; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3

		IDEM_D4_I1		Composition and relative proportions of ecosystem components (habitats and species) (MSFD 1.7.1).		7.5		N		STATE		Y (D4C1 and C2)		D4C1; D4C2; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3. 

		IDEM_D4_I2		Composition and relative proportions of  higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		7.5		N		STATE		Y (D4C1 and C2)		D4C1; D4C1.G1; D4C1.G2; D4C1.G3.

		IDEM_D4_I11		Performance of key predator species using their production per unit biomass (productivity) (MSFD 4.1.1).		7.5		N		STATE		N		D4C4; D4C3.G1; D4C4.G2; D4C4.G3

		IDEM_D4_I12		Performance of key throphic component at higher, intermediate and lower trophic levels; (NEW)		7.5		N		STATE		N		D4C4; D4C3.G1; D4C4.G2; D4C4.G3

		IDEM_D4_I3		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the water column (NEW)		6.5		N		STATE		Y (D4C1 and C2)		D4C1; D4C2; D4C1.G1; D4C1.G2; D4C1.G3; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3. 

		IDEM_D4_I4		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of microbial communities in the sediments (NEW)		6.5		N		STATE		Y (D4C1 and C2)		D4C1; D4C2; D4C1.G1; D4C1.G2; D4C1.G3; D4C2.G1; D4C2.G2; D4C2.G3. 

		IDEM_D4_I14		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1 )		6.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C7; D4AG.G2

		IDEM_D4_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)		6.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C5; D4C7; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G3

		IDEM_D4_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter (NEW)		6.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C5; D4C7; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G3

		IDEM_D4_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter (NEW)		6.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C5; D4C7; D4AG.G1; D4HS.G3

		IDEM_D4_I13		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. suspension feeders/ scavengers biomass ratio) (NEW)		5.5		SUGGESTED		STATE		N		D4C6; D4AG.G1; D4AG.G2





Thresholds

		TASK 3.3   STEP 3

		SELECTED INDICATOR THRESHOLDS (3.3)

								THERE ARE NO AVAILABLE THRESHOLDS FOR DESCRIPTOR 5 THAT ARE APPLICABLE TO THE DEEP SEA

		TABLE 19. AVAILABLE THRESHOLDS AND REFERENCE CONDITIONS

		INDICATOR CODE		REFERENCE		THRESHOLDS						COMMENTS				ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

		IDEM_D4_I6/ I7		Simboura & Argyrou, 2010		EQS (Ecological Quality Status)		AMBI VALUES		AMBI EQR		BENTIX VALUES 		BENTIX EQR		M-AMBI EQR		BENTIX evaluates the cumulative contribution of tolerant and
opportunistic species and their combined occurrence in the fauna more stringently than MEDOCC. The M-AMBI index is an integrative multi-metric index better suited than the AMBI to the Mediterranean. However, the combination of diversity measures such as the Shannon diversity index and species richness, which are dependent on habitat type, sample size, seasonal variations and natural dominance of characteristic species, sometimes leads to misinterpretations

						high		0<AMBI  ≤  1.2		0.83		4.5 ≤ BENTIX < 6		0.75		0.83

						good		1.2 <AMBI  ≤  3.3		0.53		3.5 ≤ BENTIX < 4.5		0.58		0.62

						moderate		3.3 <AMBI  ≤  4.3		0.39		2.5 ≤ BENTIX < 3.5		0.42		0.41

						poor		5.5 <AMBI  ≤ 6		0.21		2.0 ≤ BENTIX < 2.5		0.33		0.20

						Bad		0<AMBI  ≤  6		0		0		0		0

		IDEM_D4_21				EQS (Ecological Quality Status)		MEDOCC VALUES		MEDOCC EQR

						high		0< MEDOCC<1.6		0.73

						good		1.6< MEDOCC< 3.2		0.47

						moderate		3.2< MEDOCC <4.77		0.20

						poor		4.77< MEDOCC<5.5		0.08

						Bad		5.5< MEDOCC<6		0

		IDEM_D4_I7		Casini et al., 2009		planktivore abundance of ≈17 × 1010 individuals, that separates 2 ecosystem configurations in which zooplankton dynamics are driven by either hydroclimatic forces or predation pressure												threshold applied within the Baltic sea for the study of sprat abundances that allows identifying one
cod-dominated configuration characterized by low sprat abundance and a marked independence between zooplankton and sprat variations, and one sprat-dominated configuration in which cod biomass is low and zooplankton become strongly controlled by sprat predation

		IDEM_D4_I8/ I9		 Greenstreet et al., 2011		Proportion of species larger than 40 cm (North Sea)												Indicator applied in the North Sea 



				Link, 2005
														indicators empirically derived from the Georges Bank, Gulf of Maine ecosystem. Further development in the translation of ecosystem indicators into decision criteria is one of the major areas for progress in fisheries science and management.



		IDEM_D4_I11		Link, 2005		Pelagic fish exceeds 75% or drops 25% below of total fish biomass										Example that need adaptation to the Mediterranean Deep sea Ecosystem

		IDEM_D4_I20
IDEM_D4_I21
		Dell'Anno et al., 2002		EQS (Ecological Quality Status)		Proteins		carbohydrate												Pusceddu et al., 2011; Bianchelli et al., 2016.

						Hypertrophyc		> 4mg/g		>7 mg/g

						euthophyc		1.5 - 4 mg/g		5 -7 mg/g

						meso-oligotrophic		< 1.5 mg/g		<5 mg/g

		IDEM_D4_I22		Pusceddu et al., 2009		when BPC concentrations in the sediment exceed 2.5 mg C g–1, its bioavailable fraction is always less than 10%.												 These 2 values, when verified contemporarily in the same area, can, thus, be proposed as threshold levels out of which accumulation of BPC leads to altered organic matter bioavailability to benthic consumers.
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SUMMARY. INITIAL POOL

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		  SUMMARY



		APPROACH 
The process starts with the identification and specification of management objectives as step 1. The second step consists of an extensive revision of potential indicators existing in the literature and the suggestion of novel ones. The pool of potential indicators will be then assessed against specific evaluation steps and parameters in step 3 within this spreadsheet. Finally, step 4 encompasses the description of each of the selected  indicators and their classification within a database. 						TABLE 1. EVALUATION STEPS						BOX 1. TERMINOLOGY

								ES.0		Request: indicator type (state, pressure, impact)				Indicator: tool proposed by the MSFD for implementing the monitoring of the topics addressed by the descriptors’ criteria.  
Evaluation parameter OR parameter (EP): refers to each of the indicators’ properties assessed. The IDEM approach contains 10 parameters formulated within IDEM Task 3.2 by reviewing three previous evaluation frameworks (Schroeder, 2010; Queirós et al., 2016; Otto et al., 2018). Each parameter focuses in one property, indicator or attribute, which needs to be evaluated. 
Evaluation step (ES): refers to each of the phases of the evaluation process that need to be followed when assessing each evaluation parameter. The IDEM evaluation system is based in 5 evaluation steps that are common to all evaluation parameters. Specifications for the actual implementation of each step differ between the 10 evaluation parameters.
Feature, element: synonym terms used for referring to indicators’ characteristics or attributes that need to be assessed or considered. 
Target (and ecosystem target): the monitoring objective of the indicator. It can be a component of the ecosystem, a pressure, an impact, an ecosystem function, an ecosystem response or any other property, behavior or process addressed by an indicator. 
Indicator type: defines the indicator class regarding its monitoring objective. Three main indicator types have been established as options: state, pressure and impact. 
Single indicator: only indicator for a given monitoring objective. Thus, single indicators are the only option for monitoring a particular target. 
Promising indicator: indicator that cannot be used at present but has high potential for future applications. 
Selected indicator (accepted): indicator that has succeeded in the evaluation process and that has been classified as accepted in the final decision tree. Thus, it belongs to the selected indicators group forming the set of indicators for a given descriptor. 

								ES.1		States the null hypothesis

								ES.2		Defines the approach

								ES.3		States the availability of references

								ES.4		Decision of the individual quality score

								ES.5		Total quality score calculated





		This document enables a consistent implementation of the evaluation system defined for Step 3 of Task 3.2.  Each step and evaluation parameter is described in the following tabs. Finally, the two last tabs compile the thresholds identified in EP.10 and the final selection of indicators specifying the total score of each indicator, the final indicator categorization and a global evaluation of the indicators' set.						TABLE 2. EVALUATION PARAMETERS

								EP.1		Scientific basis

								EP.2		Available data and/or monitoring programs

								EP.3		Cost-effective

								EP.4		Ecosystem relevance and target suitability

								EP.5		Specificity and redundancy

								EP.6		Spatial/temporal coverage and flexibility

								EP.7		Precautionary capacity

		Novel indicators						EP.8		Responsiveness

		Indicators established for novel criteria						EP.9		Methodology

								EP.10		Thresholds and reference conditions

		TABLE 3. INITIAL POOL OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS



		CODE		NAME		AFFILIATION		MSFD CRITERIA		TYPE		MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

		PRIORITY (1st cateogry)

		IDEM_D5_I1		5.1.1 Nutrient Concentration in the water column		European Commission, 2017		D5C1		STATE/PRESSURE		DC5C1, D5C1_G4, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I2		5.1.2 Nutrient ratios (silica, nitrogen and phosphorus), where appropriate*		European Commission, 2010		D5C1		STATE/PRESSURE		DC5C1, D5C1_G4,[D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I3		Nutrient Concentration in the sediments		IDEM suggested		D5C1		STATE/PRESSURE		DC5C1, D5C1_G4,[D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I4		Nutrient ratios in the sediments, where appropriate		IDEM suggested		D5C1		STATE/PRESSURE		DC5C1, D5C1_G4, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I5		Concentration of Chlorophyll-a in the sediments		IDEM Project., 2018		D5C2		STATE		D5C2, D5C1 - 8.G3,[D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I6		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor		IDEM suggested		D5C3, D5C12		STATE/IMPACT		D5C3, D5C12, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I7		Presence of cyst of harmful algae in the sediments		Ferreira et al., 2007		D5C3		STATE		D5C3, D5AG.G2, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I8		5.3.2. Dissolved oxygen in the bottom of the water column		European Commission, 2017		D5C5		STATE		D5C5, D5AG.G3, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I9		Oxygen concentration in the sediments		IDEM suggested		D5C5		STATE		D5C5, D5AG.G3, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I10		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of macrofaunal communities of benthic habitats		European Commission, 2017		D5C5, D5C8		STATE		D5C5, D5C8, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I11		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of meiofaunal communities 		IDEM Project, 2017		D5C5, D5C8		STATE		D5C5, D5C8, D5AG.G4, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I18		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the water column		Caruso et al., 2015		D5C9		STATE		D5C9, D5AG.G6, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I19		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the sediments 		Caruso et al., 2015		D5C9		STATE		D5C9, D5AG.G6, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter		IDEM suggested		D5C10		STATE/IMPACT		D5C10, D5AG.G5, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter		IDEM suggested		D5C10		STATE		D5C10, D5AG.G5, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter		IDEM suggested		D5C10		STATE		D5C10, D5AG.G5, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I23		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. filters/scavengers biomass ratio)		ICES WKGMSFDD6 Report 2014, EC-JRC and ICES, 2010		D5C11		IMPACT/STATE		D5C11, D5C13, D5C5, D5C8, D5AG.G4, D5C9, D5AG.G6, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		IDEM_D5_I28		6.2.1 Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species		MSFD. European Commission 2011		D5C13		STATE-IMPACT		D5C13, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]



























































EP.1

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.1). Scientific basis



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				There is no scientific basis for the indicators



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Expert judgment/qualitative approach

																				TABLE 4. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				One-out-all-out criteria														General assessment		Corrected (23)

		1		Scientific basis verified (multiple publications including peer-reviewed articlescientific papers, directives, RSC and official European Commission reports)														1		7		7

		0.5		Endorsed indicator (few publications, not included in any directive or RSC framework)														0.5		11		11

		0		Not endorsed/no relevant references available														0		0		0

																		Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D5_I1		 Nutrient Concentration in the water column (MSFD 5.1.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bethoux et al., 1992				Indicator proposed within the MSFD. Different versions also suggested in RSC (HELCOM core indicators, UNEP-MAP), in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D5) and in other directives (WFD). Dissolved inorganic nutrients alone may be poor indicators of eutrophication as they do not represent the entire pool of bioavailable nutrients and are often taken up so quickly that it can be difficult to detect increases in DIN and DIP, and cannot increase primary production at concentrations in excess of nutrient limitation.

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2010

						European Commission, 2017

						European Commission. 2018

						HELCOM, 2012

						UNEP-MAP, 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D5_I2		 Nutrient ratios (silica, nitrogen and phosphorus), where appropriate (MSFD 5.1.2)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bethoux et al., 1992				Indicator proposed within the MSFD. Present in the Decision 2010/477/EU but not in the Decision (EU) 2017/848, yet still inherent to  the D5. Different versions also suggested in RSC (HELCOM core indicators, UNEP-MAP), in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D5). 

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2010

						HELCOM, 2012

						UNEP-MAP, 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D5_I3		Nutrient Concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014				The Commission Decision (EU) 2017/848 specifies that information on the pathways (atmospheric, land- or sea-based) for nutrients entering the marine environment shall be collected, where feasible. Historical scientific evidence on the flux of organic and inorganic matter in the deep benthic environment are present in literature. The excess of nutrients stored in bottom sediments can enter the water column
and enhance primary production. Elevated DIP concentrations for instance could be due to release of nutrients from sediments due to oxygen depletion.

						European Commission, 2017











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I4		Nutrient ratios in the sediments, where appropriate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Canals et al, 2006				The Commission Decision (EU) 2017/848 specifies that information on the pathways (atmospheric, land- or sea-based) for nutrients entering the marine environment shall be collected, where feasible. Historical scientific evidence on the flux of organic and inhorganic matter in the deep benthic environment are present in literature.

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						European Commission, 2017









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I5		Concentration of Chlorophyll-a in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2010				Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the gap described as D5C2 criteria in Deliverable 3.1. Total phytopigment concentrations (sum of chlorophyll-a and pheopigments) and their contribution to biopolymeric carbon can be utilized as a proxy for the organic material of algal origin.

						Pinckney et al., 1994

						Pusceddu et al., 2010

						Witte et al., 2003



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I6		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Condon et al., 2012				Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the gap described as D6C7 criteria in Deliverable 3.1. Relevant also for D5C3. It addresses the relevance of biological blooms and other episodic events for multiple descriptors. The scientific basis is demonstrated in different publications exposing the importance of water column processes for deep-sea ecosystems together with their potential to act as indicators of the environmental state. Despite its high relevance, this indicator has not been incorporated in any directive, RSC framework or monitoring program.

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016

						Tamburini et al., 2013



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D5_I7		Presence of cyst of harmful algae in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2010				Original Criterion D5C3 is not applicable as it is to the deep sea. This novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project fill the gap described as D5C3 criteria in Deliverable 3.1: D5AG.G2 Lack of knowledge on cysts of harmful algae in the deep sea. Deep-sea sediments can be repositories of cysts of harmful algae.

						Ferreira et al., 2007







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I8		 Dissolved oxygen in the bottom of the water column (MSFD 5.3.2.)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC				Indicator proposed within the MSFD. Different versions also suggested in RSC (HELCOM core indicators, UNEP-MAP), in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D5). 

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2017

						European Commission. 2018

						UNEP-MAP, 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1







		IDEM_D5_I9		Oxygen concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Dell'Anno et al., 2002								This novel indicator has been suggested in the IDEM Project to fill the gap described as D5C5.  An excess of organic matter deriving from any source might determine detrimental effects when the excess  loads cause a reduction in oxygen availability within the sediment. The measurement of oxygen concentration across the top 20 cm of the sediments is also recommended.

						Fenchel, 1969

						Pusceddu et al., 2010

						Rhoads and Germano, 1986



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5







		IDEM_D5_I10		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of macrofaunal communities of benthic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						This is a modification suggested for the indicator relative to D5C8: Macrofaunal communities of benthic habitat. This can be related also to D5C5. Indicator proposed within the MSFD. Present in the Decision 2010/477/EU and in the Decision (EU) 2017/848 as well as in RSC (HELCOM core indicators, UNEP-MAP), in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D5). 

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2010

						European Commission, 2017

						European Commission. 2018

						HELCOM, 2012

						UNEP-MAP, 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D5_I11		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of meiofaunal communities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bianchelli et al., 2016						Previous studies have demonstrated the presence of tight relationships between changes in the trophic status of marine sediments and the biodiversity of meiofauna under different environmental conditions and ecological alteration. This is a novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the D5C8 gap described in Deliverable 3.1 (D5AG.G4), addressing the omission of the meiofauna as important benthic components that can be used as a tool for detecting anthropogenic impacts both in coastal and deep-sea ecosystems

						Danovaro et al., 1995

						Fraschetti et al., 2006

						Gambi et al., 2009

						Mazzola et al., 2000

						Mirto et al., 2010

						Mirto et al., 2014

						Pusceddu et al., 2007

						Pusceddu et al., 2011

						Pusceddu et al., 2014;

						Pusceddu et al., 2016





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D5_I18		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Azam and Meletti, 2007						This is a new indicator  suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the gaps concerning relevant topics poorly or not addressed within the MSFD-defined criteria described  in Deliverable 3.1. Within D5 it has been inserted within the Objectives as D5C9: species composition and relative abundance of microbial communities, achieve values that indicate that there is no adverse effect due to nutrient and organic enrichment and oxigen depletion. 

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Piroddi et al., 2015





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D5_I19		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the sediments 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Azam and Meletti, 2007						New indicator  suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the gaps concerning relevant topics poorly or not addressed within the MSFD-defined criteria described in Deliverable 3.1. Within D5 it has been inserted within the Objectives as D5C9: species composition and relative abundance of microbial communities, achieve values that indicate that there is no adverse effect due to nutrient and organic enrichment and oxigen depletion. 

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Piroddi et al., 2015







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D5_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro, 2010						Total organic carbon (TOC) in marine sediments is recognized as one of the major factor affecting benthic fauna dynamics and metabolism. This is a new indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the gaps concerning relevant topics poorly or not addressed within the MSFD-defined criteria, described in Deliverable 3.1. Within D5 it has been inserted within the Objectives as D5C10: quantity and quality of sedimentary organic matter and its bioavailable fraction. 

						Magni, 2003

						Hyland et al. 2005











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D5_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Brown et al., 2004						The gross measure of total organic matter content in sediment furnishes only scant information on its actual availability to consumers. Thus, it is recommendable to also analyze its biochemical composition (in terms of proteins, charboydrates and lipids) and their sum (i.e., biopolymeric carbon). The sedimentary contents of the main biochemical organic matter compounds and the concentrations of biopolymeric C constitute a new indicator  suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the gaps concerning relevant topics poorly or not addressed within the MSFD-defined criteria, described in Deliverable 3.1. Within D5 it has been inserted within the Objectives as D5C10: quantity and quality of sedimentary organic matter and its bioavailable fraction. 

						Canals et al., 2006

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Heip  , 1995

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Pusceddu et al., 2010

						Ritter et al., 1999



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D5_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Brown et al., 2004						Only a fraction (5 to 30%) of biopolymeric carbon is enzymatically digestible by consumers. Organic matter in marine sediments is made by compounds exhibiting different levels of bioavailability for consumers, ranging from labile (i.e. immediately digestible) to refractory (recalcitrant to decomposition).  The bioavailable fraction of organic matter is a new indicator  suggested by the IDEM Project in order to fill the gaps concerning relevant topics poorly or not addressed within the MSFD-defined criteria, described in Deliverable 3.1. Within D5 it has been inserted within the Objectives as D5C10: quantity and quality of sedimentary organic matter and its bioavailable fraction. 

						Canals et al., 2006

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						Dell'Anno et al., 2000

						Heip  , 1995

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Pusceddu et al., 2009

						Ritter et al., 1999



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D5_I23		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bremner et al., 2006						This indicator is not included in any monitoring program, directive or RSC framework. However, its scientific basis is fully demonstrated in peer-reviewed publication using this tool for assessing the functioning of an ecosystem and the impacts of different pressures on benthic communities. Similar versions of this suggested indicator were proposed as conceptual indicator in the ICES WKGMSFDD6 Report (2014) and in the MSFD Task Group 6 (Rice et al., 2010).

						de Juan et al., 2007

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						Kalogeropoulou et al., 2015

						Oug et al., 2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D5_I28		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						Indicator proposed within the MSFD. Different versions also suggested in RSC (OSPAR), and in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D6). The JRC report on monitoring for the MSFD (Zampoukas et al., 2012) identified also a version of this indicator already applied for the WFD (2000/60/EC). Additionally, the presence or sensitive/tolerant species has been used for the formulation of distinct indexes applied for the assessment of benthic ecological quality. 

						Borja et al., 2000

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Labrune et al., 2006

						OSPAR, 2017

						Rice et al., 2012

						Rosenberg et al., 2004

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Zampoukas et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1









EP.2

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.2). Available data and monitoring programs



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				There is no data or monitoring program supporting the indicator



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Quantitative

																				TABLE 5. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				Basic fulfillment														General assessment		Corrected (18)

		1		24-16														1		1		1

		0.5		15-8														0.5		4		4

		0		7-0														0		13		13

																		Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D5_I1		Nutrient Concentration in the water column (MSFD 5.1.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH				Literature Review



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				4		4

		Temporal distribution		1		1		1

				1		5		5		0		11



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Benavides et al., 2016						The indicator has been widely applied in most  Mediterranean basins, allowing to develop model on variability of phosphate and nitrate  presented in online repositories (such as EMODnet and NODC). However,  in some regions the application of the indicator is restricted to coastal areas, leaving deep-sea Mediterranean basins poorly characterized. 

						Bethoux et al., 1992

						Djaoudi et al., 2018

						EMODnet Central Portal

						Lazzari et al., 2016

						NODC - National Oceanographic Data Center



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D5_I2		Nutrient ratios (silica, nitrogen and phosphorus), where appropriate (MSFD 5.1.2)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				4		4

		Temporal distribution		1		1		1

				1		5		5		0		11



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Benavides et al., 2016						The indicator has been widely applied in most  Mediterranean basins, allowing to develop model on variability of phosphate and nitrate presented in online repositories (such as EMODnet and NODC). However,  in some regions the application of the indicator is restricted to coastal areas, leaving deep-sea Mediterranean basins poorly characterized. Nevertheless evidences demonstrate a net difference between the western and eastern basins.

						Djaoudi et al., 2018

						EMODnet Central Portal

						Krasakopoulou and Souvermezoglou, 2016

						Lazzari et al., 2016

						NODC - National Oceanographic Data Center



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D5_I3		Nutrient Concentration in the sediments



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		2		2

		Temporal distribution		1		1

				1		3		0		0		4



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Cortina et al., 2018						This is a novel indicator suggested to fill the gaps described in task 3.1. Current information on the deep-sea benthic environment are mainly related to the north west Med. Whereas several articles have used this indicator for monitoring effects of wastewater treatment or fish farms, no online repositories have information on the concentration of nutrients in deep-sea benthic environment.

						de-la-Ossa-Carretero et al., 2016

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Kessouri et al., 2017

						Kraal et al., 2017

						Tornasetti et al., 2016





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D5_I4		Nutrient ratios in the sediments, where appropriate



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		2		2

		Temporal distribution		1		1

				1		3		0		0		4



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Cortina et al., 2018						This is a novel indicator suggested to fill the gaps described in task 3.1. Current information on the deep-sea benthic environment are mainly related to the north west Med. Whereas several articles have used this indicator for monitoring effects of wastewater treatment or fish farm location, no online repositories have information on the concentration of nutrients in the benthic environment.

						de-la-Ossa-Carretero et al., 2016

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Kessouri et al., 2017

						Kraal et al., 2017

						Tornasetti et al., 2016



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





		IDEM_D5_I5		Concentration of Chlorophyll-a in the sediments



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				3

		Temporal distribution				1

				-2		4		0		0		2



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Corinaldesi et al.,2019						Novel indicator that covers a gap identified within the Task 3.1. Absence of monitoring program including this indicator. Nevertheless, it has been used as an analytical parameter and suggested in multiple studies as suitable indicator for trophic state in coastal and deep-sea areas. 

						Danovaro et al., 2010

						Piano et al., 2017

						Pinckney et al., 1994

						Pusceddu et al., 2010

						Rastelli et al., 2018



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D5_I6		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				3		3		3

		Temporal distribution				1		1

				0		4		4		3		11



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Boero, 2004						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project. Since it does not appear in any directive or RSC framework, it is not operational in any basin. However, different articles, other publications and online repositories provide data regarding blooms and different kinds of episodic events in the Mediterranean Sea. Although some data is available, a systematic caracterization of all episodic events is still needed for most of the Mediterranean basins.

						EMODnet online repository. Chemistry Portal

						Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016 (and references therein)

						SeaDataNet online repository

						Tamburini et al., 2013 







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D5_I7		Presence of cyst of harmful algae in the sediments



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				1

		Temporal distribution				-1

				-2		0		0		0		-2



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Ferreira et al., 2007						These cysts (either in quiescence or diapauses) can suddenly determine bloom reaching the coastal areas through upwellings. Thus, their presence should be monitored through standard international approaches and methodologies. No database currently exist with these data.

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





		IDEM_D5_I8		Dissolved oxygen in the bottom of the water column



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		4		4		5		4

		Temporal distribution		1		1		1		1

				5		5		6		5		21



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						The indicator has been widely applied in most  Mediterranean basins, allowing to develop model on variability of water body oxygen concentration in online repositories (such as EMODnet and NODC). 

						European Commission, 2017

						UNEP-MAP, 2015

						European Commission. 2018

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						EMODnet Central Database







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D5_I9		Oxygen concentration in the sediments



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				1

		Temporal distribution				1

				0		2		0		0		2



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014						This indicator is insertes to fill a gap defined in the IDEM Task 3.1. The measurement of the concentration of oxygen in the sediment has been used in different scientific studies and it has been suggested as an important monitoring parameter since oxygen depletion in the sediments is one of the first cause of mortality also in the deep sea. 

						Fenchel and Riedl, 1970

						Fenchel, 1969

						Pusceddu et al., 2009

						Rhoads and Germano, 1986



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0







		IDEM_D5_I10		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of macrofaunal communities of benthic habitats



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				2				1

		Temporal distribution				1				-1

				-2		3		0		0		1



		ES.3 REFERENCES				MSFD Directive						Indicator present within the MSFD Directive. The benthic assemblages can be utilized to investigate and characterize the habitat where the community lives. Indeed, benthic fauna plays a pivotal role in sedimentary organic matter diagenesis and nutrient cycling and, at the same time, is a very sensitive component to environmental changes, including oxygen depletion. Nevertheless there are no online reporistories with monitoring data on macrofauna.

						Brown et al., 2004

						Danovaro et al., 2018

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Tomasetti et al., 2016





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





		IDEM_D5_I11		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of meiofaunal communities 



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				4

		Temporal distribution				1

				-2		5		0		0		3



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bianchelli et al., 2016						This indicator is inserted to fill a gap defined in the IDEM Task 3.1. Extensive scientific literature proved the utility of meiofauna to evaluate the trophic state of an ecosystem. Therefore it is highly recommended to include the monitoring of meiofauna in MSFD as it is also sensitive to organic matter enrichment and oxygen depletion. No monitoring program is currently using this proxy.

						Danovaro et al., 1995

						Danovaro, 2018

						Fraschetti et al., 2006

						Gambi et al., 2009

						Mazzola et al., 2000

						Mirto et al., 2010

						Mirto et al., 2014

						Pusceddu et al., 2007

						Pusceddu et al., 2011

						Pusceddu et al., 2014;

						Pusceddu et al., 2016







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D5_I18		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the water column



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				3

		Temporal distribution				1

				-2		4		0		0		2



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Azam and Meletti, 2007						This indicator is insertes to fill a gap defined in the IDEM Task 3.1. Microbial taxa are essential for all biogeochemical cycles, as primary producers or as recyclers of organic matter. Microbial abundance and diversity are used in current scientfic studies to understand the response of the environment to inorganic and organic flux of matter and oxygen depletion, also in the deep sea. Nevertheless, no monitoring program is currently using this proxy.

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Corinaldesi et al., 2018

						Piroddi et al., 2015

						Rastelli et al., 2018





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D5_I19		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the sediments 



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution

		Temporal distribution

				0		0		0		0		0



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Azam and Meletti, 2007						This indicator is insertes to fill a gap defined in the IDEM Task 3.1. Microbial taxa are essential for all biogeochemical cycles, as primary producers or as recyclers of organic matter. Microbial abundance and diversity are used in current scientfic studies to understand the response of the environment to inorganic and organic flux of matter and oxygen depletion, also in the deep sea. Nevertheless, no monitoring program is currently using this proxy.

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Piroddi et al., 2015







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D5_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				3

		Temporal distribution				-1

				-2		2		0		0		0



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro, 2010						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in Task 3.1 for a new descriptor that should be included to correctly implement the MSFD transposition to the deep sea. It does not appear in any directive or RSC framework, and is not operational yet in any basin. However organic matter  deriving from any source, comprising primary production, and exported to the deep-sea floor, might determine detrimental effects when the excess of  loads causes a reduction in oxygen availability. This is widely explained in literature.

						Magni, 2003

						Hyland et al. 2005













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				3

		Temporal distribution				-1

				-2		2		0		0		0



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Brown et al., 2004						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in Task 3.1 for a new descriptor that should be included to correctly implement the MSFD transposition to the deep sea. It does not appear in any directive or RSC framework, and is not operational yet in any basin. However organic matter  deriving from any source, comprising primary production, and exported to the deep-sea floor, might determine detrimental effects when the excess of  loads causes a reduction in oxygen availability. This is widely explained in literature.

						Canals et al., 2006

						Danovaro, 2010

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Heip  , 1995

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Pusceddu et al., 2010

						Ritter et al., 1999



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D5_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				3

		Temporal distribution				-1

				-2		2		0		0		0



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Brown et al., 2004						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in Task 3.1 for a new descriptor that should be included to correctly implement the MSFD transposition to the deep sea. It does not appear in any directive or RSC framework, and is not operational yet in any basin. However organic matter  deriving from any source, comprising primary production, and exported to the deep-sea floor, might determine detrimental effects when the excess of  loads causes a reduction in oxygen availability. This is widely explained in literature.

						Canals et al., 2006

						Danovaro, 2010

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						Dell'Anno et al., 2000

						Heip  , 1995

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Pusceddu et al., 2009

						Ritter et al., 1999



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D5_I23		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				3		3

		Temporal distribution				-1		-1

				0		2		2		0		4



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Borja et al., 2000						This indicator has been applied in some Mediterranean basins as part of the indexes formulated for assessing benthic ecological quality. However, its application is restricted mostly to coastal areas and to specific regions where data are available and previous assessments for the WFD had been performed. Relevant articles provide accurate descriptions of indexes encompassing this indicator. Some of these indexes have been applied in case studies reporting  data for specific locations and time-points. However, no datasets compiling the data needed currently exist for the Mediterranean Sea as a whole. Finally, reports and specific project publications target this topic, thereby promoting the indicator's usage. 

						Estrategia Marina, 2012

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Laroche et al., 2013

						OSPAR, 2017

						Rosenberg et al., 2004

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Zampoukas et al., 2012







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I28		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		2		4		2		4

		Temporal distribution		1		-1		1		1

				1		1		3		5		10



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Borja et al., 2000						This indicator has been applied in some Mediterranean basins as part of the indexes formulated for assessing benthic ecological quality. However, its application is restricted mostly to coastal areas and to specific regions where data are available and previous assessments for the WFD had been performed. Relevant articles provide accurate descriptions of indexes encompassing this indicator. Some of these indexes have been applied in case studies reporting  data for specific locations and time-points. However, no datasets compiling the data needed currently exist for the Mediterranean Sea as a whole. Finally, reports and specific project publications target this topic, thereby promoting the indicator's usage. 

						Estrategia Marina, 2012

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Laroche et al., 2013

						OSPAR, 2017

						Rosenberg et al., 2004

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Zampoukas et al., 2012







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





EP.3

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.3). Cost-effective



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				The indicator is not cost effective



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Quantitative

																								TABLE 6. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																						General assessment		Corrected ()

		1		24-16																		1		14

		0.5		15-8																		0.5		4

		0		7-0																		0		0

																						Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D5_I1		Nutrient Concentration in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		1		2

				4		4		4				12



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I2		 Nutrient ratios (silica, nitrogen and phosphorus), where appropriate*



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		2		1		2

				3		4		4				11



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I3		Nutrient Concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		3		4

				4		6		6				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.

						see reference in EP.2











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I4		Nutrient ratios in the sediments, where appropriate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		3		4

				4		6		6				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.

						see reference in EP.2











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I5		Concentration of Chlorophyll-a in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		4		3

				4		7		5				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2010						Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.

						Pinckney et al., 1994

						Pusceddu et al.,  2010

						Rademaekers et al., 2015







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I6		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		2		3		2

				3		5		4				12



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015						Studying processes involving both the upper water column and the deep-sea ecosystems require expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Also, this indicator requires multiple data regarding different components, functions and habitats, which increases costs both for the acquisition of primary data and for their processing. The data provided would be novel for some episodic events and for some basins. Although the information provided of marine dynamics and ecosystem functioning are highly informative, the indicator does not target directly any pressure or impact and its contribution to GES is somehow vague.  

						Tamburini et al., 2013
 (see references therein)











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I7		Presence of cyst of harmful algae in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		4		3

				4		7		5				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Ferreira et al., 2007						Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.

						Rademaekers et al., 2015









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I8		Dissolved oxygen in the bottom of the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		3		4

				4		6		6				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015								Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I9		Oxygen concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		3		4

				4		6		6				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014								Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.

						Pusceddu et al., 2009

						Rademaekers et al., 2015





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I10		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of macrofaunal communities of benthic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		1

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		3		4

				5		6		5				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2018								Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Tomasetti et al., 2016



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I11		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of meiofaunal communities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		1

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		3		4

				5		6		5				16

												Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.

		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 1995

						Danovaro, 2018

						Fraschetti et al., 2006

						Mazzola et al., 2000

						Rademaekers et al., 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I18		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		1

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		4		4

				5		7		5				17

												Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate-high costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.

		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I19		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the sediments 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		1

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		4		4

				5		7		5				17



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Azam and Meletti, 2007						Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate-high costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.

						Rastelli et al., 2018

						Corinaldesi et al., 2018

						Rademaekers et al., 2015









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D5_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		3		4

				5		5		6				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro, 2010						Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.

						Magni, 2003

						Hyland et al. 2005













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D5_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		3		4

				5		5		6				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Brown et al., 2004						Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Pusceddu et al., 2010

						Rademaekers et al., 2015





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D5_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		3		4

				5		5		6				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Brown et al., 2004						Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.

						Dell'Anno et al., 2000

						Pusceddu et al., 2009

						Rademaekers et al., 2015





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I23		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		1

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		4		4

				4		6		5				15



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bremner et al., 2006						Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the personnel required to analyse this indicator can be classified as moderate-high costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for the GES assessment and for identifying and analyzing impacts.

						de Juan et al., 2007

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						Rice et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I28		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		4		4

				5		6		6				17





										Studying the deep-sea communities requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Thus, it would involve an important number of scientists with associated costs. However, the target reported is not difficult to analyze and report. The data provided would be novel for most of the basins, since this topic is usually not monitored in the deep-sea. Although the data provided is relevant and interesting for the assessment of benthic communities, it is not considered to be of the highest relevance for obtaining GES.

		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Laroche et al., 2013

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Rice et al., 2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1









EP.4

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.4). Ecosystem relevance and target suitability



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				There is no evidence linking the indicator to their target
Relevant, unambiguous targets cannot be defined







		ES.2 APPROACH 				Expert judgment/qualitative approach

																						TABLE 7. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																				General assessment		Corrected (18)

		1		Evidence demonstrated (peer-reviewed publications). 
Unambiguous targets can be defined																1		14		14

		0.5		Evidence suggested (different kinds of publications).  
Complex targets defined																0.5		4		4

		0		No clear evidence identified. 
Only unambiguous targets with low relevance could be defined																0		0		0

																				Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D5_I1		Nutrient Concentration in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bethoux et al., 1992								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance.

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2010

						European Commission, 2017

						European Commission. 2018

						HELCOM, 2012

						UNEP-MAP, 2015







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D5_I2		Nutrient ratios (silica, nitrogen and phosphorus), where appropriate*



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bethoux et al., 1992								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance.

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2010

						European Commission, 2017

						European Commission. 2018

						HELCOM, 2012

						UNEP-MAP, 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I3		Nutrient Concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance in the deep sea, since the benthic environment can be characterised by nutrient and organic enrichment and oxigen depletion.

						European Commission, 2017











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I4		Nutrient ratios in the sediments, where appropriate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Canals et al, 2006								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance in the deep sea, since the benthic environment can be characterised by nutrient and organic enrichment and oxigen depletion.

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						European Commission, 2017







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1







		IDEM_D5_I5		Concentration of Chlorophyll-a in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2010								The ecosystem relevance of the indicator is highly demonstrated as it addresses one of the causes of nutrient and organic matter enrichment and oxygen depletion. The indicator considers all pressures together without specifying which ones should be monitored. Therefore, identification of the targets is not straightforward and increases the complexity of the indicator.

						IDEM Action 3.1 deliverables,  2019

						Pinckney et al., 1994

						Pusceddu et al., 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D5_I6		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								Ecosystem relevance and evidence of the link between upper water column events and deep-sea ecosystem processes has been demonstrated in several peer-reviewed publications addressing different types of events (Tamburini et al., 2013; Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016).  However, the topic addressed is difficult to measure and monitor. Therefore, the definition of unambiguous targets for all Mediterranean basins will not be an easy task. 

						Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016 

						Tamburini et al., 2013



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D5_I7		Presence of cyst of harmful algae in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2010								Ecosystem relevance and evidence of the link between upper water column events and deep-sea ecosystem processes has been demonstrated in peer-reviewed publications addressing different types of events (Ferreira et al., 2007, 2013).  However, the topic addressed is difficult to measure and monitor. Therefore, the definition of unambiguous targets for all Mediterranean basins will not be an easy task.

						Ferreira et al., 2007







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I8		Dissolved oxygen in the bottom of the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance in the deep sea, since the benthic environment can be characterised by nutrient and organic enrichment and oxigen depletion.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2017

						European Commission. 2018

						UNEP-MAP, 2015





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I9		Oxygen concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Dell'Anno et al., 2002								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance in the deep sea, since the benthic environment can be characterised by nutrient and organic enrichment and oxigen depletion.

						Fenchel, 1969

						Pusceddu et al., 2010

						Rhoads and Germano, 1986



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D5_I10		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of macrofaunal communities of benthic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance in the deep sea, since the benthic environment can be characterised by nutrient and organic enrichment and oxigen depletion that can influence the aboudance and taxonomic composition of macrofaunal assemblages.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2010

						European Commission, 2017

						European Commission. 2018

						HELCOM, 2012

						UNEP-MAP, 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D5_I11		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of meiofaunal communities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bianchelli et al., 2016								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. This new indicator is an essential and of high ecosystem relevance in the deep sea, since the benthic environment can be characterised by nutrient and organic enrichment and oxigen depletion that can influence the aboudance and taxonomic composition of meiofaunal assemblages.

						Danovaro et al., 1995

						Fraschetti et al., 2006

						Gambi et al., 2009

						Mazzola et al., 2000

						Mirto et al., 2010

						Mirto et al., 2014

						Pusceddu et al., 2007

						Pusceddu et al., 2011

						Pusceddu et al., 2014;

						Pusceddu et al., 2016



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I18		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Azam and Meletti, 2007								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. This new indicator is an essential and of high ecosystem relevance in the deep sea, since the benthic environment can be characterised by nutrient and organic enrichment and oxigen depletion that can influence the aboudance and taxonomic composition of microbial assemblages. Nevertheless this Indicator implies the definition of a new Criterium.

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Piroddi et al., 2015











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I19		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the sediments 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Azam and Meletti, 2007								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. This new indicator is an essential and of high ecosystem relevance in the deep sea, since the benthic environment can be characterised by nutrient and organic enrichment and oxigen depletion that can influence the aboudance and taxonomic composition of microfaunal assemblages. Nevertheless this Indicator imply the definition of a new Criterium.

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Piroddi et al., 2015







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro, 2010								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The relation between the indicator and the target is clear. However, it should be considered that this Indicator imply the definition of a new criterium. 

						Magni, 2003

						Hyland et al. 2005









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Brown et al., 2004								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The relation between the indicator and the target is clear. However, it should be considered that this Indicator imply the definition of a new criterium. 

						Canals et al., 2006

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						Heip  , 1995

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Pusceddu et al., 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Brown et al., 2004								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The relation between the indicator and the target is clear. However, it should be considered that this Indicator imply the definition of a new criterium. 

						Canals et al., 2006

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						Dell'Anno et al., 202

						Heip  , 1995

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Pusceddu et al., 2009







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I23		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bremner et al., 2006								The ecosystem relevance has been endorsed in several publications where targets have been identifed and described for the application of this indicator. However, the application of the indicator in all relevant deep-sea habitats throughout the Mediterranean Sea would require the definition of new targets. Since the indicator compiles multiple ecosystems components, target identification would not be straigthforward.

						de Juan et al., 2007

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						Kalogeropoulou et al., 2015

						Rice et al., 2012







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I28		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2017								The link between the indicator and the actual environmental targets has been described in peer-reviewed publications where indexes including sensitive/tolerant species had been developed. Targets have been defined and the indicator ecosystem relevance is described for case studies focused on coastal zones. Thus, targets for deep-sea applications still need to be identified. Due to the lack of knowledge and data scarcity regarding deep-sea systems, the identification of targets would be rather complex.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Langlet et al, 2014

						Portner and Knust, 2007

						Rice et al., 2012

						Rosemberg et al, 2004

						Zampoukas et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





EP.5

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.5). Specificity and redundancy



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				The indicator is unspecific and redundant



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative approach



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE

		1		The indicator is specific and unique (no major overlap is observed)																				TABLE 8. Number of indicators for each score 

		0.5		The indicator reflects complementary ecosystem properties/pressures																				General assessment		Corrected (18)

				Few overlapping indicators are identified in other descriptors of the pool (minor redundancy)																		1		10		10

		0		The indicator is influenced by multiple properties and pressures																		0.5		8		8

				Major overlapping is identified between indicators of the same descriptor (major redundancy)																		0		0		0

																						Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D5_I1		Nutrient Concentration in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets complementary ecosystem proprieties and pressures.  Because of the relevance and common application in other frameworks, overlapping occurs with similar indicators suggested for Descriptor 5 as part of the IDEM 3.2 initial pool. 











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D5_I2		Nutrient ratios (silica, nitrogen and phosphorus), where appropriate*



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets complementary ecosystem proprieties and pressures.  Because of the relevance and common application in other frameworks, overlapping occurs with similar indicators suggested for Descriptor 5 as part of the IDEM 3.2 initial pool. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D5_I3		Nutrient Concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator was defined to fill a gap of D5C1. Nevertheress it encompasses  complementary ecosystem proprieties and pressures. Also, it is characterised by a minor redundancy since it overlaps with indicators defined for the same pool. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D5_I4		Nutrient ratios in the sediments, where appropriate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator was defined to fill a gap of D5C1. Nevertheress it encompasses  complementary ecosystem proprieties and pressures.. Also, it is characterised by a minor redundancy since it overlaps with indicators defined for the same pool. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D5_I5		Concentration of Chlorophyll-a in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator was defined to fill a gap of D5C2. Therefore, it is described as unique, complementing IDEM_D5_I5.  Overall, it is defined as specific and unique.













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I6		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								Despite the indicator is specific for Criterium 3 of Descriptor 5, its definition targets complementary ecosystem proprieties and pressures.  













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I7		Presence of cyst of harmful algae in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator was defined to fill a gap of D5C3. Therefore, it is described as unique, complementing IDEM_D5_I7.  Overall, it is defined as specific and unique.













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I8		5.3.2. Dissolved oxygen in the bottom of the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets a specific ecosystem propriety.  No overlapping occur with different indicators suggested for Descriptor 5 as part of the IDEM 3.2 initial pool. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I9		Oxygen concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator was defined to fill a gap of D5C5. Therefore, it is described as unique, complementing IDEM_D5_I8.  Overall, it is defined as specific and unique.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I10		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of macrofaunal communities of benthic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition targets a specific ecosystem propriety.  Minor overlapping occurs with different indicators suggested for Descriptor 5 as part of the IDEM 3.2 initial pool. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I11		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of meiofaunal communities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator specifically targets one ecosystem propriety. Its formulation identifies unambiguously  the target that should be monitored. The indicator was defined to fill a gap since this topic was not considered in previous GES assessments. Therefore, it is described as unique without any overlap identified within the pool of indicators.





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I18		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator specifically targets one ecosystem propriety. Its formulation identifies unambiguously  the targets that should be monitored. The indicator was defined to fill a gap since this topic was not considered in previous GES assessments. Therefore, it is described as unique without any overlap identified within the pool of indicators.







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I19		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the sediments 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator specifically targets one ecosystem propriety. Its formulation identifies unambiguously  the targets that should be monitored. The indicator was defined to fill a gap since this topic was not considered in previous GES assessments. Therefore, it is described as unique without any overlap identified within the pool of indicators.











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator specifically targets one ecosystem propriety. Its formulation identifies unambiguously  the targets that should be monitored. The indicator was defined to fill a gap since this topic was not considered in previous GES assessments. Therefore, it is described as unique without any overlap identified within the pool of indicators.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator specifically targets one ecosystem propriety. Its formulation identifies unambiguously  the targets that should be monitored. The indicator was defined to fill a gap since this topic was not considered in previous GES assessments. Therefore, it is described as unique without any overlap identified within the pool of indicators.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator specifically targets one ecosystem propriety. Its formulation identifies unambiguously  the targets that should be monitored. The indicator was defined to fill a gap since this topic was not considered in previous GES assessments. Therefore, it is described as unique without any overlap identified within the pool of indicators.











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I23		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact		State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator reflects different targets since it should encompass multiple components and pressures. Thus, it cannot be stated as specific. However, since no other indicator targets this topic, no overlaps can be identified.











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I28		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Borja et al., 2000								The indicator should reflect different but complementary targets responding to the entire range of pressures occurring in the assessed area. Thus, specificity is reduced since it encompasses multiple components and pressures. Nevertheless no majour overlap has been identified within the D5.

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





EP.6

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.6). Spatial/temporal coverage and flexibility



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				The indicator is spatially and temporally restricted without adaptability to heterogeneous systems



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Quantitative

																						TABLE 9. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																				General assessment		Corrected (18)

		1		10-8																1		17		17

		0.5		7-4																0.5		1		1

		0		3-0																0		0		0

																				Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D5_I1		 Nutrient Concentration in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bethoux et al., 1992						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. 

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						HELCOM, 2012

						UNEP-MAP, 2015

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I2		 Nutrient ratios (silica, nitrogen and phosphorus), where appropriate*



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		7





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bethoux et al., 1992						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. However, two points were subtracted because this indicator has been mostly applied to coastal  regions without targeting deep sea habitats.

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						HELCOM, 2012

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						UNEP-MAP, 2015







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I3		Nutrient Concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different RSC and scientific studies.

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						European Commission, 2017











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I4		Nutrient ratios in the sediments, where appropriate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact		Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Canals et al, 2006						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different RSC and scientific studies.

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						European Commission, 2017











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I5		Concentration of Chlorophyll-a in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2010						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different RSC and scientific studies.

						IDEM Action 3.1 deliverables,  2019

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Pinckney et al., 1994

						Pusceddu et al., 2010







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I6		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		2		1		1		8





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The indicator is applicable to all basins and suitable fo punctual monitoring. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different RSC and scientific studies.

						Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016 

						Tamburini et al., 2013











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I7		Presence of cyst of harmful algae in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different RSC and scientific studies.

						Danovaro et al., 2010

						Ferreira et al., 2007











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I8		 Dissolved oxygen in the bottom of the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different RSC and scientific studies.

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2017

						European Commission. 2018

						UNEP-MAP, 2015





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I9		Oxygen concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different RSC and scientific studies.

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Fenchel, 1969

						Pusceddu et al., 2010

						Rhoads and Germano, 1986







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I10		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of macrofaunal communities of benthic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		0		1		8





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It is not applicable to all the systems and but it is in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different RSC and scientific studies.

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2010

						European Commission, 2017

						European Commission. 2018

						HELCOM, 2012

						UNEP-MAP, 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I11		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of meiofaunal communities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to several scientific studies.















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I18		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to several scientific studies.















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I19		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the sediments 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to several scientific studies.















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to several scientific studies. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D5, scoring 1 in flexibility within management frameworks.















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to several scientific studies. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D5, scoring 1 in flexibility within management frameworks.













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to several scientific studies. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D5, scoring 1 in flexibility within management frameworks.













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I23		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Arico and Salpin, 2005						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It should be applied in long-term monitoring programs in order to detect significant changes. The indicator targets will be different in each habitat, which could require its adaptation. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D5.

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I28		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Borja et al., 2000						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times for monitoring a response to a specific impact/pressure. Sustained monitored is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. The indicator targets will vary depending on the habitat assessed, which could require its adaptation. The indicator was included within the MSFD D5C13.  Since it is an index already proposed (Borja et al., 2000; Simboura and Zenetos, 2002; Rosenberg et al., 2004; Labrune et al., 2006) and it has been applied in other directives (e.g. WFD) and RSC frameworks (OSPAR candidate indicator), flexibility regarding management frameworks scores also 1.

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						Labrune et al., 2006

						OSPAR, 2017

						Rosenberg et al., 2004

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Zampoukas et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





EP.7

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.7). Precautionary capacity



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				There is no immediate and measurable change in the indicator associated with a change in the target that anticipates ecosystem-level change in the system





		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative approach

																								TABLE 10. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																						General assessment		Corrected (18)

		1		Lag time is small and easily measurable, suitable to enable mitigation action 																		1		0		0

		0.5		Lag time is important and complex to measure, and only partial mitigation could be accomplished 																		0.5		3		3

		0		Lag time cannot be measured; therefore, actions to prevent deterioration are not possible																		0		15		15

																						Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D5_I1		 Nutrient Concentration in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in abundance, biomass and/or areal extent happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D5_I2		Nutrient ratios (silica, nitrogen and phosphorus), where appropriate*



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I3		Nutrient Concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I4		Nutrient ratios in the sediments, where appropriate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I5		Concentration of Chlorophyll-a in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I6		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I7		Presence of cyst of harmful algae in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation enables to detect a change in the  deep-sea component before the alteration has already occurred in the surface. Since the cysts can be transported in the surface with upwelling and than germinate, this could trigger an event of bloom. Therefore, the score is 0.5 since this indicator has a precautionary value that might be determinated more accurately with future studies. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I8		Dissolved oxygen in the bottom of the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I9		Oxygen concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I10		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of macrofaunal communities of benthic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I11		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of meiofaunal communities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I18		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I19		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the sediments 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative

																




		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I23		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bremner et al., 2006								The indicator provides information regarding the ecosystem functioning. However, if it is used to analyze the impacts of anthropogenic pressures, the change monitored should be understood as a response to a pressure/impact occurring in the system. Thus, the pressure has already impacted the habitat and prevention is not  possible. However, knowledge regarding ecosystems response and resilience could be useful for the development of actions to prevent further and bigger impacts.

						Oug et al., 2012

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						de Juan et al., 2007

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						Kalogeropoulou et al., 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D5_I28		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The presence of sensitive/tolerant species normally is a response to pressures/impacts occurring in the system. Thus, the impact has already occurred and prevention is not possible. However, if baseline studies are available and accurate characterization of the responses is performed, the presence of these species can be an early indicator of the occurrence of pressures/impacts, thus enabling the application of regulations and mitigation actions to prevent further and bigger impacts. 

						Zampoukas et al., 2012

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





EP.8

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.8). Responsiveness



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				The indicator is not sensitive neither robust, and shows low accuracy and major error rates



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Quantitative/Qualitative

																						TABLE 11. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																				General assessment		Corrected (18)

		1		9-7																1		9		9

		0.5		6-4																0.5		9		9

		0		3-0																0		0		0

																				Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D5_I1		Nutrient Concentration in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Each pressure relation will have a distinct behavior in correlation and regression analyses. Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				2				1		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bethoux et al., 1992				Because of the unambiguous targets defined by the indicator, sensitivity and robustness are expected to be quite high, scoring medium values. However, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred. Therefore, accuracy is evaluated with 1.

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2010

						European Commission, 2017

						European Commission. 2018

						HELCOM, 2012

						UNEP-MAP, 2015





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I2		 Nutrient ratios (silica, nitrogen and phosphorus), where appropriate*



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Each pressure relation will have a distinct behavior in correlation and regression analyses. Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				2				1		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				 Bethoux et al., 1992				Because of the unambiguous targets defined by the indicator, sensitivity and robustness are expected to be quite high, scoring the medium values. However, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred. Therefore, accuracy is evaluated with 1.

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2010

						HELCOM, 2012

						UNEP-MAP, 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I3		Nutrient Concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Each pressure relation will have a distinct behavior in correlation and regression analyses. Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				2				1		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014				Literature review and expert judgment were used to quantify the three key properties. Because of the unambiguous targets defined by the indicator, sensitivity and robustness are expected to be quite high, scoring the medium values. However, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred. Therefore, accuracy is evaluated with 1.

						European Commission, 2017











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I4		Nutrient ratios in the sediments, where appropriate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Each pressure relation will have a distinct behavior in correlation and regression analyses. Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				2				1		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Canals et al, 2006				Literature review and expert judgment were used to quantify the three key properties. Because of the unambiguous targets defined by the indicator, sensitivity and robustness are expected to be quite high, scoring the medium values. However, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred. Therefore, accuracy is evaluated with 1.

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						European Commission, 2017





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I5		Concentration of Chlorophyll-a in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				1				1		4



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2010						Literature review and expert judgment were used to quantify the three key properties. The target is clear  nevertheless the responsiveness of the indicator cannot be predicted and there are not suffiscient data to give a high score to its robustness. Moreover, as above, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred. Therefore, accuracy is evaluated with 1.

						Piano et al., 2017

						Pinckney et al., 1994

						Pusceddu et al., 2010







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I6		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				1				2		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016 						Previous applications of the indicator in particular regions/habitats targeting specific events have demonstrated links between the upper water column and deep-sea ecosystems, which allows considering the indicator sensitive. However,  responsiveness has been tested in specific cases only. Its performance needs to be evaluated for different types of events to assess robustness and overall consistency.

						Tamburini et al., 2013









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I7		Presence of cyst of harmful algae in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				1				1		4



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2010						Since the relation between the indicator and the target is quite clear, sensitivity is expected to be quite high. However, the application of this indicator is still limited. Therefore, accuracy levels are expected to be low.

						Ferreira et al., 2007











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I8		Dissolved oxygen in the bottom of the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				2				2		7



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. Therefore sensitivity is expected to be high since there is low potential  error. Robustness and accuracy might suffer from minor errors if the data provided are not accurate enough.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2017

						European Commission. 2018

						UNEP-MAP, 2015





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I9		Oxygen concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				2				2		7



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014				The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. Therefore sensitivity is expected to be high since there is low potential error. Robustness and accuracy might suffer from minor errors if the data provided are not accurate enough.  

						Fenchel and Riedl, 1970

						Fenchel, 1969

						Pusceddu et al., 2009

						Rhoads and Germano, 1986



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I10		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of macrofaunal communities of benthic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				3				2		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Brown et al., 2004										The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. Therefore sensitivity is expected to be high since there is low potential error. Robustness and accuracy might suffer from minor errors if the data provided are not accurate enough.  

						Danovaro et al., 2018

						Heip  , 1995

						MSFD Directive

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Tomasetti et al., 2016



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I11		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of meiofaunal communities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				3				2		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bianchelli et al., 2016						Since the relation between the indicator and the target is quite clear, sensitivity is expected to be quite high. The literature provide many example of the use of this indicator, and the positive outcome of the response of this analysis. Therefore robustness is also score high. However, as above, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred.

						Danovaro et al., 1995

						Danovaro, 2018

						Fraschetti et al., 2006

						Gambi et al., 2009

						Mazzola et al., 2000

						Mirto et al., 2010

						Mirto et al., 2014

						Pusceddu et al., 2007

						Pusceddu et al., 2011

						Pusceddu et al., 2014

						Pusceddu et al., 2016



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I18		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				2				2		7



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Azam and Meletti, 2007						Since the relation between the indicator and the target is quite clear, sensitivity is expected to be quite high. The literature provide many example of the use of this indicator, and the positive outcome of the response of this analysis. Therefore robustness is also score high. However, as above, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred.

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Corinaldesi et al., 2018

						Piroddi et al., 2015

						Rastelli et al., 2018









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I19		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the sediments 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case-studies revision. Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				2				2		7



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Azam and Meletti, 2007						Since the relation between the indicator and the target is quite clear, sensitivity is expected to be quite high. The literature provide many example of the use of this indicator, and the positive outcome of the response of this analysis. Therefore robustness is also score high. However, as above, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred.

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Piroddi et al., 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case-studies revision.  Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				2				2		7



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro, 2010						The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. Therefore, sensitivity, robustness and accuracy are expected to be high since there is low error potential. Only accuracy might suffer from minor biases if the data provided are not accurate.  

						Magni, 2003

						Hyland et al. 2005















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I21		biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case-studies revision.  Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				3				2		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Brown et al., 2004								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. Therefore, sensitivity, robustness and accuracy are expected to be high since there is low potential error. Only accuracy might suffer from minor biases if the data provided are not accurate. 

						Canals et al., 2006

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Heip  , 1995

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Pusceddu et al., 2010

						Ritter et al., 1999





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision.  Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				3				2		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Brown et al., 2004								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. Therefore, sensitivity, robustness and accuracy are expected to be high since there is low error potential. Only accuracy might suffer from minor biases if the data provided are not accurate. 

						Canals et al., 2006

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						Dell'Anno et al., 2000

						Heip  , 1995

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Kemp and Boynton, 1992

						Pusceddu et al., 2009

						Ritter et al., 1999



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I23		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision.  Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				1				2		6



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bremner et al., 2006								Previous applications of the indicator for specific pressures in particular habitats have demonstrated high sensitivity as a result of significant relations between the targets analyzed. However, the indicator responsiveness has been tested in specific cases and regions only. Therefore, robustness has only been confirmed in specific cases. The indicator needs to be applied in Mediterranean deep-sea systems in order to test its robustness, sensitivity and accuracy.

						de Juan et al., 2007

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						Oug et al., 2012









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I28		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision.  Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				1				2		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Borja et al., 2000								For the evaluation of this parameter, the indexes described in the four references were revised. Although differences between index performances are observed, significant relations between the indexes and several components of the ecosystems assessed have been demonstrated. However, not all the indexes respond as expected in all cases. Their performance is highly variable, depending on each case and on the system where they are applied.

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5







EP.9

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.9). Methodology



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				The indicator is not measurable and requires a complex interpretation



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative approach



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE

		1		The indicator is measurable with the current methodology

				Methods are standardized and ready to use across all MED basins

				Easily to understand and consistent interpretations

		0.5		The indicator is measurable but the methodology needs minor adaptations

				Methods cannot be applied to all MED basins 																		TABLE 12. Number of indicators for each score 

				Some degree of complexity, different interpretations though with minor differences																		General assessment		Corrected (18)

		0		Complex to measure																1		14		14

				Methodology not available nor standardized																0.5		4		4

				Inconsistent interpretations 																0		0		0

																				Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D5_I1		Nutrient Concentration in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				 Bethoux et al., 1992								The methodology is available, standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2010

						European Commission, 2017

						European Commission. 2018

						HELCOM, 2012

						UNEP-MAP, 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D5_I2		Nutrient ratios (silica, nitrogen and phosphorus), where appropriate*



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bethoux et al., 1992								The methodology is available, standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2010

						HELCOM, 2012

						UNEP-MAP, 2015







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D5_I3		Nutrient Concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2014								The methodology is available, standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						European Commission, 2017















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D5_I4		Nutrient ratios in the sediments, where appropriate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case-studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Canals et al, 2006								The methodology is available, standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						Danovaro et al., 2014

						European Commission, 2017













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I5		Concentration of Chlorophyll-a in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro, 2010								The methodology is available, standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						Danovaro et al., 2010

						Pinckney et al., 1994

						Pusceddu et al.,  2010











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I6		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								Some particular  events have been previously monitored, and methodology is available and described in different publications. However, methods and technologies for measuring most of the events need further development. Standardization across basins of the available methods is also required.

						Condon et al., 2012

						Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016

						Tamburini et al., 2013









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I7		Presence of cyst of harmful algae in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro et al., 2010								Some particular  events have been previously monitored, and methodology is available and described in different publications. However, methods and technologies for measuring most of the events need further development. Standardization across basins of the available methods is also required.

						Ferreira et al., 2007

















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I8		Dissolved oxygen in the bottom of the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								The methodology is available, standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						European Commission, 2017

						European Commission. 2018

						UNEP-MAP, 2015









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I9		Oxygen concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Fenchel and Riedl, 1970								The methodology is available, standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						Fenchel, 1969

						Pusceddu et al., 2009

						Rhoads and Germano, 1986













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I10		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of macrofaunal communities of benthic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				MSFD Directive								The methodology is available, standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						Tomasetti et al., 2016

						Danovaro et al., 2018

						Heip  , 1995

						Ritter et al., 1999

						Brown et al., 2004

						Danovaro 2010







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D5_I11		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of meiofaunal communities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Pusceddu et al., 2011								The methodology is available, standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						Bianchelli et al., 2016

						Danovaro 2010











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I18		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Piroddi et al., 2015								The methodology is available, standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.  A variety of molecular techniques, such as microarrays and quantitative PCR, to measure microbial diversity and productivity in coastal waters have made the use of microbes as early warning indicators of eutrophication more
promising.

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Azam and Meletti, 2007

						Danovaro 2010

						Paerl et al. 2003

						Glaubitz et al. 2013







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I19		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the sediments 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Piroddi et al., 2015								The methodology is available, standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results. A variety of molecular techniques, such as microarrays and quantitative PCR, to measure microbial diversity and productivity in coastal waters have made the use of microbes as early warning indicators of eutrophication more promising.

						Corinaldesi et al., 2015

						Caruso et al., 2015

						Azam and Meletti, 2007

						Danovaro 2010

						Meyer-Reil and Köster, 2000







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro 2010								The methodology is available, standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.





















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Danovaro 2010								The methodology is available, standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Pusceddu et al., 2010

















		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D5_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case-studies and  reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The methodology is available, standardised and applicable to all MED sub-Basins. Scientific studies proved the consistency and the easy interpretation of the results.

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Dell'Anno et al., 2000

						Danovaro 2010

						Pusceddu et al., 2003

						Pusceddu et al., 2009











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D5_I23		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The references describing the indicator's application to specific cases provide accurate definition of the methods used. However, methods for monitoring biological traits analysis in deep-sea systems affected by different pressures need further development and standardization.

						Bremner et al., 2006

						Oug et al., 2012

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						Kalogeropoulou et al., 2015

						de Juan et al., 2007









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D5_I28		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura and Zenetos, 2002								Methodology has been described for each of the indexes reported in the references. Different formulations, specific for particular regions, systems and assessments, hinder a consistent application throughout all the basins. Thus, the indicator is measurable but standardization is needed.

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





EP.10

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.10). Thresholds and reference conditions



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				No threshold or reference conditions have been reported for this parameter



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative approach



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																						TABLE 13. Number of indicators for each score 

		1		Threshold are available, appropriate and applicable to all Mediterranean basins 																				General assessment		Corrected (23)

		0.5		Thresholds are available and appropriate for some MED basins only OR they are not available but can be obtained by adapting existing ones from other areas or indicators																		1		0

																						0.5		14

		0		Not existing, even in other areas or related topics																		0		4

																						Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D5_I1		Nutrient Concentration in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				UNEP/MAP, 2015						In the Mediterranean region, common threshold values for eutrophication related parameters are lacking and have to be developed. Each MS indicated an own reference point for coastal waters. To date UNEP/MAP-MED POL work on monitoring of nutrients  in marine environment has resulted in background information and on the methodology to be followed for the definition of thresholds for the Mediterranean. Nutrient  thresholds and reference values may not be identical for all areas, since it is recognized that area-specific environmental conditions must define threshold values. GES could be defined on a sub-regional level, or on a sub-division of the sub-region due to local specificities in relation to the trophic level and the morphology of the area. 

						Laroche et al., 2013













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D5_I2		 Nutrient ratios (silica, nitrogen and phosphorus), where appropriate*



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				UNEP/MAP, 2015						 In the Mediterranean region, common threshold values for eutrophication related parameters are lacking and have to be developed. Each MS indicated an own reference point. To date UNEP/MAP-MED POL work on monitoring of nutrients  in marine environment has resulted in background information and on the methodology to be followed for the definition of thresholds for the Mediterranean. Nutrient  thresholds and reference values may not be identical for all areas, since it is recognized that area-specific environmental conditions must define threshold values. GES could be defined on a sub-regional level, or on a sub-division of the sub-region due to local specificities in relation to the trophic level and the morphology of the area. 

						Laroche et al., 2013











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I3		Nutrient Concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Jessen etal., 2015						No thresholds could be identified. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occuuring habitats and  the regions where they are present.













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I4		Nutrient ratios in the sediments, where appropriate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Jessen et al., 2015						No thresholds could be identified. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occuuring habitats and  the regions where they are present.













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I5		Concentration of Chlorophyll-a in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bianchelli et al., 2016						This is a novel indicator proposed by IDEM. No common thresholds have been established for all Mediterranean basins. The analysis takes into account phytopigments (the sum of chlorophyll-a and pheopigments) and their C contribution to biopolimeric carbon (algal fraction). Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occuring habitats and  the regions where they are present.

						Pusceddu et al., 2010

						Pusceddu et al., 2009









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I6		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES										Thresholds and reference conditions do not make sense for this indicator. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I7		Presence of cyst of harmful algae in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES										No thresholds have been identified yet for the Med basins. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occuuring habitats and  the regions where they are present.







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D5_I8		Dissolved oxygen in the bottom of the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				UNEP/MAP, 2015						No common thresholds have been established for all Mediterranean basins.  Each MS indicated its own reference point. Oxygen thresholds and reference values may not be identical for all areas, since it is recognized that area-specific environmental conditions must define threshold values. GES could be defined on a sub-regional level, or on a sub-division of the sub-region due to local specificities in relation to the trophic level and the morphology of the area. 

						Laroche et al., 2013

						Vaquer-Sunyer and Duarte, 2008



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I9		Oxygen concentration in the sediments



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Conley et al 2009						This is a novel indicator proposed by IDEM. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occurring habitats and  the regions where they are present.

						Vaquer-Sunyer and Duarte, 2008







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I10		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of macrofaunal communities of benthic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura and Reizopoulou, 2007										No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, contrary to other indicators, reference values and equivalent Ecological Quality Status values are suggested in different articles. Two examples are BENTIX and AMBI indexes. It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to coastal regions. Therefore, the values suggested should be adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems. 

						Simboura and Argyrou, 2010





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D5_I11		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of meiofaunal communities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State										This is a novel indicator proposed by IDEM. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occurring habitats and  the regions where they are present. Nematode assemblage composition (e.g., presence/disappearance of certain nematode species,  the relative abundance of highly tolerant nematode species) and functional diversity (e.g., the life traits of the dominant species) could represent a reliable tool for monitoring the quality state of marine sediments exposed to events causing a reduciton in oxygen availability. The overall assessment of EQS is consistent using either nematode H′ or MI or c-p, and the richness of meiofaunal taxa.



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bianchelli et al., 2016

						Gambi et al., 2009

						Moreno et al., 2014

						Pusceddu et al., 2011





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D5_I18		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the water column



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Wright et al. 2012										No thresholds have been established yet for the Mediterranean Sea. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occurring habitats and  the regions where they are present. However, it has been demonstrated that with increasing eutrophication, the ratio of autotrophic to heterotrophic microbial processes becomes greatly reduced. 

						Jessen et al. 2015







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D5_I19		Aboundance and diversity of microbial communities in the sediments 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Meyer-Reil and Köster, 2000										No thresholds have been established yet for the Mediterranean Sea. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occurring habitats and  the regions where they are present. However, it has been demonstrated that with increasing eutrophication, the ratio of autotrophic to heterotrophic microbial processes becomes greatly reduced. Drifting filamentous macroalgae, mats of sulphur oxidizing and anaerobic phototrophic bacteria, represent visible signs of eutrophication. 

						Jessen et al., 2015













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies

												No common thresholds have been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to coastal regions. Therefore, the values suggested should be adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems. 

		ES.3 REFERENCES				Hyland et al., 2005

						Jessen et al., 2015













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D5_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bianchelli et al., 2016						No common thresholds have been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, reference values and equivalent Ecological Quality Status values are suggested in different articles. It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to coastal regions. Therefore, the values suggested should be adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems. 

						Dell'Anno et al., 2002

						Pusceddu et al., 2009

						Pusceddu et al., 2010







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D5_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Dell'Anno et al., 2000								No common thresholds have been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, reference values and equivalent Ecological Quality Status values are suggested in different articles. It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to coastal regions. Therefore, the values suggested should be adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems. 

						Pusceddu et al., 2003









						0.5

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE



		IDEM_D5_I23		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies

														Few equivalent Ecological Quallity Status values are mentioned in one article assessing pollution impacts in the fjord of Oslo (Norway), at depths shallower than 200 m. The ICES report describes criteria to be considered when establishing reference levels for seafloor integrity in GES frameworks. 

		ES.3 REFERENCES				Oug et al., 2012

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014





						0.5

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE





		IDEM_D5_I28		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)

						State		Impact

		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE

						Literature review and case studies

		ES.2 APPROACH 

						Borja et al., 2000

		ES.3 REFERENCES				Labrune et al., 2006								No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, reference values and equivalent Ecological Quality Status values are suggested in different articles.  Two examples are BENTIX, AMBI and MEDOCC indexes. It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to coastal regions. Therefore, the values suggested should be adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems.

						Rosenberg et al., 2004

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2007



						0.5

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE
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FINAL SELECTION

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		FINAL SELECTION

				TABLE 14. RANKING OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS 																TABLE 15. SELECTED INDICATORS 																		TABLE 16. SELECED INIDICATORS OVERALL EVALUATION

				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N) 
With what		Management objectives				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N)
With what		Management objectives						CONFIGURATION 1 (18 indicators from the initial pool)

		1		IDEM_D5_I8		5.3.2. Dissolved oxygen in the bottom of the water column		8		No		STATE		N		D5C5, D5AG.G3, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I1		5.1.1 Nutrient Concentration in the water column		6		No		STATE/PRESSURE		N		DC5C1, D5C1_G4, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]								EP.1		EP.2		EP.3		EP.4		EP.5		EP.6		EP.7		EP.8		EP.9		EP.10

		2		IDEM_D5_I21		Biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter		7		No		STATE		N 		D5C10, D5AG.G5, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I2		5.1.2 Nutrient ratios (silica, nitrogen and phosphorus), where appropriate*		5.5		No		STATE/PRESSURE		N		DC5C1, D5C1_G4,[D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]						1.00		7		1		14		14		10		17		0		9		14		0

		3		IDEM_D5_I22		Bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter		7		No		STATE		N 		D5C10, D5AG.G5, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I3		Nutrient Concentration in the sediment		6		No		STATE/PRESSURE		N		DC5C1, D5C1_G4,[D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]						0.50		11		4		4		4		8		1		3		9		4		14

		4		IDEM_D5_I20		Quantity of the sedimentary organic matter		7		No		STATE/IMPACT		N 		D5C10, D5AG.G5, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I4		Nutrient ratios in the sediment, where appropriate		6		No		STATE/PRESSURE		N		DC5C1, D5C1_G4, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]						0.00		0		13		0		0		0		0		15		0		0		4

		5		IDEM_D5_I10		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of macrofaunal communities of benthic habitats 		7		No		STATE		Y (D5C5, D5C8)		D5C5, D5C8, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I5		Concentration of Chlorophil-a in the sediment		6.5		No		STATE		N		D5C2, D5C1 - 8.G3,[D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]						D5		12.5		3		16		16		14		17.5		1.5		13.5		16		7

		6		IDEM_D5_I18		Aboundance and composition of microbial communities in the water column		6.5		No		STATE		N 		D5C9, D5AG.G6, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I6		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor		4.5		No		STATE/IMPACT		Y (D5C3, D5C12)		D5C3, D5C12, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]								18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18

		7		IDEM_D5_I19		Aboundance and composition of microbial communities in the sediments 		6.5		No		STATE		N 		D5C9, D5AG.G6, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I7		Presence of cyst of harmful algae in the sediments		5.5		No		STATE		N		D5C3, D5AG.G2, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]						CONFIGURATION 2 (18 indicators selected)

		8		IDEM_D5_I9		Oxygen concentration in the sediments		6.5		No		STATE		N		D5C5, D5AG.G3, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I8		5.3.2. Dissolved oxygen in the bottom of the water column		8		No		STATE		N		D5C5, D5AG.G3, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]								EP.1		EP.2		EP.3		EP.4		EP.5		EP.6		EP.7		EP.8		EP.9		EP.10

		9		IDEM_D5_I11		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of meiofaunal communities 		6.5		No		STATE		Y (D5C5, D5C8)		D5C5, D5C8, D5AG.G4, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I9		Oxygen concentration in the sediments		6.5		No		STATE		N		D5C5, D5AG.G3, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]						1.00		7		1		14		14		10		17		0		9		14		0

		10		IDEM_D5_I28		6.2.1 Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species		6.5		No		STATE-IMPACT		N 		D5C13, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I10		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of macrofaunal communities of benthic habitats		7		No		STATE		Y (D5C5, D5C8)		D5C5, D5C8, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]						0.50		11		4		4		4		8		1		3		9		4		14

		11		IDEM_D5_I5		Concentration of Chlorophil-a in the sediment		6.5		No		STATE		N		D5C2, D5C1 - 8.G3,[D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I11		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of meiofaunal communities 		6.5		No		STATE		Y (D5C5, D5C8)		D5C5, D5C8, D5AG.G4, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]						0.00		0		13		0		0		0		0		15		0		0		4

		12		IDEM_D5_I1		5.1.1 Nutrient Concentration in the water column		6		No		STATE/PRESSURE		N		DC5C1, D5C1_G4, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I18		Aboundance and composition of microbial communities in the water column		6.5		No		STATE		N 		D5C9, D5AG.G6, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]						D5		12.5		3		16		16		14		17.5		1.5		13.5		16		7

		13		IDEM_D5_I3		Nutrient Concentration in the sediment		6		No		STATE/PRESSURE		N		DC5C1, D5C1_G4,[D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I19		Aboundance and composition of microbial communities in the sediments 		6.5		No		STATE		N 		D5C9, D5AG.G6, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]								18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18		18

		14		IDEM_D5_I4		Nutrient ratios in the sediment, where appropriate		6		No		STATE/PRESSURE		N		DC5C1, D5C1_G4, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I20		quantity of the sedimentary organic matter		7		No		STATE/IMPACT		N 		D5C10, D5AG.G5, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]								18

		15		IDEM_D5_I2		5.1.2 Nutrient ratios (silica, nitrogen and phosphorus), where appropriate*		5.5		No		STATE/PRESSURE		N		DC5C1, D5C1_G4,[D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I21		biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter		7		No		STATE		N 		D5C10, D5AG.G5, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		16		IDEM_D5_I7		Presence of cyst of harmful algae in the sediments		5.5		No		STATE		N		D5C3, D5AG.G2, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I22		bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter		7		No		STATE		N 		D5C10, D5AG.G5, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		17		IDEM_D5_I23		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. filters/scavengers biomass ratio)		5		No		IMPACT/STATE		N 		D5C11, D5C13, D5C5, D5C8, D5AG.G4, D5C9, D5AG.G6, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I23		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. filters/scavengers biomass ratio)		5		No		IMPACT/STATE		N 		D5C11, D5C13, D5C5, D5C8, D5AG.G4, D5C9, D5AG.G6, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]

		18		IDEM_D5_I6		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor		4.5		No		STATE/IMPACT		Y (D5C3, D5C12)		D5C3, D5C12, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]				IDEM_D5_I28		6.2.1 Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species		6.5		No		STATE-IMPACT		N 		D5C13, [D5C1 - 8.G1, D5C1 - 8.G2, D5C1 - 8.G3 , D5AG.G1, D5GG.G1, D5BG.G1, D5HS.G1, D5HS.G2, D5HS.G3, D5MT.G1, D5MT.G2, D5MT.G3, D5MT.G4 ]



				Note: this should be the same table presented in the initial pool, ranked by final score (from highest to lowest)

				LEGEND

				Selected (see Table 15)

				Only indicators for a given target

				Promising indicators 
(not applicable at present)

																				TABLE 17. PROMISING INDICATORS (CONCEPTUAL)

																				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds available?		Type		Overlapping? 
With what?		Management objectives

				TABLE 18. SELECTED INDICATORS CLASSIFICATION										OBJECTIVES LEGEND

				OBJECTIVE		NAME		CODE		NUMBER OF INDICATORS				Revision of MSFD criteria and indicators

				D5C1		Nutrient Concentration in the water column (MSFD 5.1.1) 		IDEM_D5_I1		4				Incorporation of the identified gaps within task 3.1 

						Nutrient ratios (silica, nitrogen and phosphorus), where appropriate (MSFD 5.1.2)		IDEM_D5_I2						New criteria suggested

						Nutrient Concentration in the sediment		IDEM_D5_I3						INDICATORS CODE LEGEND						Note: this should contain the indicator rejected because a low score but promising for the future when improved (not applicable at present)

						Nutrient ratios in the sediment, where appropriate		IDEM_D5_I4						Novel indicators

				D5C2		Concentration of Chlorophil-a in the sediment		IDEM_D5_I5		1

				D5C3		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor		IDEM_D5_I6		2

						Presence of cyst of harmful algae in the sediments		IDEM_D5_I7

				D5C5		Dissolved oxygen in the bottom of the water column (MSFD 5.3.2)		IDEM_D5_I8		2

						Oxygen concentration in the sediments		IDEM_D5_I9

				D5C8		Aboundance and taxonomic composition of macrofaunal communities of benthic habitats		IDEM_D5_I10		2

						Aboundance and taxonomic composition of meiofaunal communities 		IDEM_D5_I11

				D5C9		Aboundance and composition of microbial communities in the water column		IDEM_D5_I18		2

						Aboundance and composition of microbial communities in the sediments 		IDEM_D5_I19

				D5C10		quantity of the sedimentary organic matter		IDEM_D5_I20		3

						biochemical composition of the sedimentary organic matter		IDEM_D5_I21

						bioavailability of sedimentary organic matter		IDEM_D5_I22

				D5C11		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. filters/scavengers biomass ratio)		IDEM_D5_I23		1

				D5C13		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)		IDEM_D5_I28		1

				D5AG.G3		 Omission of oxygen concentrations in deep-sea sediments 		IDEM_D5_I9		1

				D5AG.G4		 Omission of meiofauna 		IDEM_D5_I11		1

				D5AG.G5		Omission of a criterium regarding  quantity and quality of sedimentary organic matter and its bioavailable fraction (see New Criteria C13)		IDEM_D5_I20; 
IDEM_D5_I21; 
IDEM_D5_I22		3

				D5AG.G6		Omission of a criterium related to species composition and relative abundance of microbial communities 
(see New Criteria C12)		IDEM_D5_I21; 
IDEM_D5_I22		2







D6 Evaluation process (18 indicators)



EP.1	EP.2	EP.3	EP.4	EP.5	EP.6	EP.7	EP.8	EP.9	EP.10	12.5	3	16	16	14	17.5	1.5	13.5	16	7	





D5 Evaluation process (18 indicators)



EP.1	EP.2	EP.3	EP.4	EP.5	EP.6	EP.7	EP.8	EP.9	EP.10	12.5	3	16	16	14	17.5	1.5	13.5	16	3.5	







Thresholds

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		SELECTED INDICATOR THRESHOLDS (3.3)

		TABLE 19. AVAILABLE THRESHOLDS AND REFERENCE CONDITIONS

		INDICATOR CODE		REFERENCE		THRESHOLDS												COMMENTS				ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

		IDEM_D5_I1 IDEM_D5_I2 IDEM_D5_I8		Laroche et al., 2013		In the Mediterranean region, common threshold values for eutrophication related parameters (nutrients and oxygen concentrations)  are lacking and have to be developed. Each MS indicated an own reference point for coastal waters.																UNEP/MAP, 2015

		IDEM_D5_I10		Simboura and Argyrou, 2010		EQS (Ecological Quality Status)		AMBI VALUES		AMBI EQR		BENTIX VALUES 		BENTIX EQR		M-AMBI EQR		BENTIX evaluates the cumulative contribution of tolerant and
opportunistic species and their combined occurrence in the fauna more stringently than MEDOCC. The M-AMBI index is an integrative multi-metric index better suited than the AMBI to the Mediterranean. 

						high		0<AMBI  ≤  1.2		0.83		4.5 ≤ BENTIX < 6		0.75		0.83

						good		1.2 <AMBI  ≤  3.3		0.53		3.5 ≤ BENTIX < 4.5		0.58		0.62

						moderate		3.3 <AMBI  ≤  4.3		0.39		2.5 ≤ BENTIX < 3.5		0.42		0.41

						poor		5.5 <AMBI  ≤ 6		0.21		2.0 ≤ BENTIX < 2.5		0.33		0.20

						Bad		0<AMBI  ≤  6		0		0		0		0

		IDEM_D5_28				EQS (Ecological Quality Status)		MEDOCC VALUES		MEDOCC EQR

						high		0< MEDOCC<1.6		0.73

						good		1.6< MEDOCC< 3.2		0.47

						moderate		3.2< MEDOCC <4.77		0.20

						poor		4.77< MEDOCC<5.5		0.08

						Bad		5.5< MEDOCC<6		0

		IDEM_D5_I11		Bianchelli et al., 2016		It has been shown that the impact of aquaculture biodeposition and  consequent eutrophication due to the accumulation of fish feces and uneaten food  can be easily detected and have a clear impact on meiofauna, especially in the initial conditions stages, when the system shifted from oligo- to mesotrophic conditions (Mirto et al., 2010; 2014; Pusceddu et al., 2011). Nevertheless, it has been repeatedly demonstrated that a strong accumulation of biopolymeric organic C, mostly accounted for by material of detrital/heterotrophic origin, may anyway lead to profound modifications of sediment distinctive features (e.g., oxygen availability; Pusceddu et al., 2009), which could in turn affect negatively the meiofaunal assemblages (Gambi et al., 2009). 												Effects can be region- and habitat-specific. In coastal habitats, it has been reported that nematode assemblage composition (e.g., presence/disappearance of certain nematode species,  the relative abundance of highly tolerant nematode species) and functional diversity (e.g., the life traits of the dominant species) could represent a reliable tool for monitoring the quality state of marine sediments exposed to events causing a reduciton in oxygen availability. The overall assessment of EQS is consistent using either nematode H′ or MI or c-p, and the richness of meiofaunal taxa.				Bianchelli et al., 2018; Gambi et al., 2009; Mirto et al., 2010; 2014; Moreno et al., 2011; Pusceddu et al., 2009, 2011; 









		IDEM_D5_I19		Meyer-Reil and Köster, 2000		With increasing eutrophication, the ratio of autotrophic to heterotrophic microbial processes becomes greatly reduced. Drifting filamentous macroalgae, mats of sulphur oxidizing and anaerobic phototrophic bacteria, represent visible signs of eutrophication. The development of thiotrophic communities is the most evident response of microbial communities to eutrophication and hypoxia																Jessen et al., 2015

		IDEM_D5_I20		Hyland et al. 2005		Total organic carbon (TOC) concentrations in sediments in a range of temperate coastal ecosystems were a good indicator for benthic healthin terms of benthic species richness. The authors found that sediment TOC concentrations of less than 10 mg g�1 corresponded to a low risk of decreased species richness, while concentrations greater than 35 mg g�1 corresponded to a high risk of decreased species richness, suggesting that TOC may be a good preliminary nutrient indicator of benthic health																Jessen et al., 2015

		IDEM_D5_I5 IDEM_D5_I21		Pusceddu et al., 2011		EQS (Ecological Quality Status)		Biopolimeric Carbon (BPC)		Algal Fraction 								This thresholds are from an output of the cluster analysis discriminating sampling stations on the basis of biopolymeric C concentration in the sediment and the percentage contribution of phytopigments to BPC				Bianchelli et al., 2016.

						Eutrophic		> 3 mgC /gDW		< 12% of BPC

						Mesotrophic		1-3 mgC/ gDW		12-25% of BPC

						Oligotrophic		< 1.0 mgC/gDW		>25% of BPC

		IDEM_D5_I21
		Dell'Anno et al., 2002		EQS (Ecological Quality Status)		Proteins		carbohydrate												 Bianchelli et al., 2016; Pusceddu et al., 2011

						Hypertrophyc		> 4mg/g		>7 mg/g

						euthophyc		1.5 - 4 mg/g		5 -7 mg/g

						meso-oligotrophic		< 1.5 mg/g		<5 mg/g

		IDEM_D5_I22		Pusceddu et al., 2009		When BPC concentrations in the sediment exceed 2.5 mg C g–1, its bioavailable fraction is always less than 10%.												 These 2 values, when verified contemporarily in the same area, can, thus, be proposed as threshold levels out of which accumulation of BPC leads to altered organic matter bioavailability to benthic consumers.





Add.List

		INDICATOR TYPE		INDIVIDUAL SCORE		SPATIAL DATA DISTRIBUTION		TEMPORAL DATA DISTRIBUTION		COST-EFFECTIVE		FLEXIBILITY		RESPONSIVENESS

		State		0		5		1		4		1		0

		Pressure		0.5		4		-1		3		0		1

		Impact		1		3				2				2

						2				1				3

						1				0
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		CRITERIA						GAPS																		NEW CRITERIA

		D6C1: Spatial extent and distribution of physical loss (permanent change) of the natural seabed						D6C1.G1 		Precise quantification of seabed damage by deep-water fisheries																D6C6. Ecosystem functioning

								Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
Footprint per unit of landings 

		6.1.1 Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate 						Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear																		Changes in functional traits. Ratio of functional traits (e.g. filters/scavengers biomass ratio)

		6.1.2 Extent of the seabed significantly affected by human activities (physical loss)						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes / Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)																		Connectivity

		Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest						Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability 																		Changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)

		Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats						Trawling sensitiviy of the benthic community / Ecosystem vulnerabilty to trawling activities																		Changes in ecological functions provided by substrate features

		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate						D6C1.G2		Reach of seabed damage by hydrocarbon exploration and production																Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances

		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
Footprint per unit of landings 						Number of artificial hard structures installed (oil and gas industry)																		D6C7. Blooms and other episodic events

		Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear						Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon  exploration and production activities																		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor

		Number of artificial hard structures installed for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities						 Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes / Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)																		Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats

		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after exploration and production activities						Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities																		Connectivity

		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines						D6C1.G3		Seabed occupation by the placement of submarine communication cables and pipelines, and associated impacts																D6C8. Ecosystem response: resilience and remediation potential

		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines						Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines																		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites

		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites						Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines																		6.2.1 Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species

		Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes / Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)																		Habitat/environmental heterogeneity

		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities						D6C1.G4		Poor and incomplete quantification of seabed alteration by waste accumulation 																Regional connectivity

		Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)						Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites																		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses

		D6C2: Spatial extent and distribution of physical disturbance pressures on the seabed. Ability to recover						Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)																		D6MT.G3		Absence of technologies and guidelines for restoration

								Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes / Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)

		6.1.1 Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate 						D6C1.G5		Reach of seabed damage because of deep-sea exploration and production for unconventional mineral and energy resources 

		Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest						Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities

		6.1.2 Extent of the seabed significantly affected (physical disturbance) by human activities for the different substrate types						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes / Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)

		Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats						D6C2.G1		Absence of knowledge on interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances affecting seafloor integrity 

		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate						Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances

		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
Footprint per unit of landings 

		Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear						D6C2.G2		Lack of information on the effects of naturally occurring hazardous substances in deep seabed sediments  (D8)

		Number of artificial hard structures installed (oil and gas industry)						D8 indicators

		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities						D6C2.G3		Lack of knowledge on the implications of bioprospecting 

		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines						Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities

		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines						D6C3-5.G1		Insufficient benthic habitat characterization

		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites						6.1.1 Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate 

		Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)						Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest

		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities						6.2.2  Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species

		Index for sea-floor stability (physical integrity)						6.2.4 Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community

		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances						Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses

		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities						Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)

		D6C3: Spatial extent of each habitat type which is adversely affected (change in biotic and abiotic structure and functions) due to physical disturbance						D6C3-5.G2		Lack of standardized, systematic mapping of current threats and impacts on deep Mediterranean benthic habitats and seafloor integrity 

								 Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes / Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)

		D6C4: The extent of loss of the habitat type resulting from anthropogenic pressures						D6C3-5.G3		Absence of in-depth local impact assessments of biodiversity hotspots and extreme environments of the deep Mediterranean Sea 

								6.1.1 Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate 

		D6C5: The extent of adverse effects from anthropogenic pressures on the condition of the habitat type (abiotic and biotic structure and functions)						Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest

								6.2.2  Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species

		6.1.1 Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate 						Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats

		6.1.2 Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats						Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats

		Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest						Community change, spatial extent of change, community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition …)

		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes / Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)

		6.2.1 Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species						Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses

		6.2.2  Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species						D6C3-5.G4		Ignorance of the interrelations between benthic and pelagic habitats 

		6.2.3 Proportion of biomass or numbers of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified length/size						Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats

		6.2.4 Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community						D6C3-5.G5		Omission of fisheries discards as artificial nutrient input to the benthic compartment

		Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats						D4 indicators

		Community change, spatial extent of change, community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition …)						D6AG.G1		Unavailability of quantitative state and pressure indicators of the deep Mediterranean seafloor 

		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)						6.1.2 Extent of the seabed significantly affected by human activities (physical loss)

		Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability 						Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats

		Trawling sensitiviy of the benthic community / Ecosystem vulnerabilty to trawling activities 						Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate

		Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after exploration and production activities						Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
Footprint per unit of landings 

		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses						Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear

								Number of artificial hard structures installed (oil and gas industry)

								Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities

								Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines

								Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines

								Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)

								Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities

								Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities

								6.2.3 Proportion of biomass or numbers of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified length/size

								 Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes / Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)

								Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability 

								Trawling sensitiviy of the benthic community / Ecosystem vulnerabilty to trawling activities 

								Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest

								6.2.2  Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species

								Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)

								D6AG.G2		Omission of the microbiological component of deep-sea habitats and its integrity* 

								D6AG.G1		Heterogeneous geographical data coverage*

								D6BG.G1		Uninspected depth-ranges*

								D6HS.G1		Conservation of unique habitats of the deep Mediterranean Sea 

								D6HS.G2		Lack of accurate assessments and pressure identification analyses of deep-sea habitats in Mediterranean Sea EBSAs 

								D6HS.G3		Absence of a full assessment on the state of deep VME of the Mediterranean Sea 

								6.1.1 Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate 

								6.1.2 Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats

								Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest

								Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities

								6.2.1 Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species

								6.2.2  Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species

								6.2.3 Proportion of biomass or numbers of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified length/size

								6.2.4 Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community

								Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats

								Community change, spatial extent of change, community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition …)

								Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)

								Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability

								Trawling sensitiviy of the benthic community / Ecosystem vulnerabilty to trawling activities

								Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities

								Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses

								D6MT.G4		Inadequacy of integrative models for seafloor integrity assessment

								Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances

								Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)

								Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)

								Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)

								Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats

								D6MT.G5		Uncertainties on sampling targets and technologies*

								*Gaps not suited  to be fulfilled by specific indicators
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		  SUMMARY





		APPROACH 
The process starts with the identification and specification of management objectives as step 1, described within the EU 2017/848A and the IDEM deliverable 3.1. The second step consists of an extensive revision of potential indicators existing in the literature and the suggestion of novel ones. The pool of potential indicators will be then assessed against specific evaluation steps and parameter in step 3 within this spreadsheet. Finally, step 4 encompasses the description of each of the selected top indicators and their classification within a database. Characteristics, thresholds and monitoring networks should be specified if available.						TABLE 1. EVALUATION STEPS						BOX 1. TERMINOLOGY

								ES.0		Request: indicator type (state, pressure, impact)				Indicator: tool proposed by the MSFD for implementing the monitoring of the topics addressed by the descriptors’ criteria.  
Evaluating parameter OR parameter (EP): refers to the each of the indicators properties assessed. The IDEM approach contains 10 parameters formulated within the IDEM Task 3.2 by reviewing three other evaluating frameworks (Otto et al., 2018; Queirós et al., 2016; Schroeder, 2010). Each parameter is focused on one property, indicator attribute, which needs to be evaluated. 
Evaluation step (ES): refers to each of the phases of the evaluation process that need to be followed when assessing each evaluating parameter. The IDEM evaluation system is based in 5 evaluation steps common for all evaluating parameters. Specifications for the actual implementation of each step differ between the 10 evaluating parameters.
Feature, element: synonyms used for referring to indicators’ characteristics or attributes that need to be assessed or considered. 
Target (and ecosystem target): the monitoring objective of the indicator. It can be a component of the ecosystem, a pressure, an impact, an ecosystem function, an ecosystem response or any other property, behavior or process addressed by an indicator. 
Indicator type: defines the indicator class regarding its monitoring objective. Three main ones were established as options: state, pressure and impact. 
Single indicator: only indicator for a given monitoring objective. Thus, single indicators are the only option for monitoring a particular target. 
Promising indicator: indicator that cannot be used at present but has high potential for future applications. 
Selected indicator (accepted): indicator that has succeed in the evaluation process and that has been classified as accepted in the final decision tree. Thus, it belongs to the selected indicators group forming the set of indicators for a given descriptor. 

								ES.1		States the null hypothesis

								ES.2		Defines the approach

								ES.3		States the availability of references

								ES.4		Decision of the individual quality score

								ES.5		Total quality score calculated









		This document enables a consistent implementation of the evaluation system defined for Step 3 of Task 3.2.  Each step and evaluation parameter is described in the following tabs. Finally, the two last tabs compile the thresholds identified in EP.10 and the final selection of indicators specifying the total score of each indicator, the final indicator categorization and a global evaluation of the indicators' set.						TABLE 2. EVALUATION PARAMETERS

								EP.1		Scientific basis

								EP.2		Available data and/or monitoring programs

								EP.3		Cost-effective

								EP.4		Ecosystem relevance and target suitability

								EP.5		Specificity and redundancy

								EP.6		Spatial/temporal coverage and flexibility

								EP.7		Precautionary capacity

		Novel indicators						EP.8		Responsiveness

		Indicators established for novel criteria						EP.9		Methodology

								EP.10		Thresholds and reference conditions



		TABLE 3. INITIAL POOL OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS



		CODE		NAME		AFFILIATION		MSFD CRITERIA		TYPE		MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

		PRIORITY (1st cateogry)

		IDEM_D6_I1		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate (MSFD 6.1.1)		MSFD. European Commission 2011		D6C1, D6C2, D6C3-5		STATE		D6C1, D6C2,  D6C3-5
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-5.G3, D6HS.G1, D6HS.G2, D6HS.G3

		IDEM_D6_I2		Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest		HD monitoring parameter		D6C1, D6C2, D6C3-5		STATE		D6C1, D6C2,  D6C3-5
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-5.G3, D6HS.G1, D6HS.G2, D6HS.G3

		IDEM_D6_I3		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types (MSFD 6.1.2)		MSFD. European Commission 2011		D6C1, D6C2		IMPACT		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G1, D6C1.G2, D6C1.G3, D6C1.G4, D6C1.G5

		IDEM_D6_I4		Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats		OSPAR. Intermediate Assessment 2017		D6C1, D6C2, D6C3-5		IMPACT		D6C1, D6C2, D6C3-5

		IDEM_D6_I5		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate		EC-JRC, ICES. 
MSFD Task group 6. 2010		D6C1, D6C2		PRESSURE		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G1, D6C1.G2, D6C1.G3, D6C1.G4, D6C1.G5, D6AG.G1

		IDEM_D6_I6		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
Footprint per unit of landings 		IDEM suggested (adapted from existing ones)		D6C1, D6C2		PRESSURE		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1

		IDEM_D6_I7		Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear		MSFD Spanish implementation
 "Estrategias Marinas"		D6C1, D6C2		IMPACT		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1

		IDEM_D6_I8		Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea  for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		IDEM suggested		D6C1, D6C2		PRESSURE		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G2, D6AG.G1

		IDEM_D6_I9		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		IDEM suggested		D6C1, D6C2		IMPACT		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G2, D6AG.G1

		IDEM_D6_I10		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines		MSFD Spanish implementation
 "Estrategias Marinas"		D6C1, D6C2		PRESSURE		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G3, D6AG.G1

		IDEM_D6_I11		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines		IDEM suggested		D6C1, D6C2		IMPACT		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G3, D6AG.G1

		IDEM_D6_I12		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites		HELCOM 
CORESET II Project		D6C1, D6C2, D6C8		IMPACT		D6C1, D6C2, D6C8
D6C1.G4

		IDEM_D6_I13		Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation) 		MSFD Spanish implementation
 "Estrategias Marinas"		D6C1, D6C2		PRESSURE		D6C1, D6C2 
D6C1.G4, D6AG.G1

		IDEM_D6_I14		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities		IDEM suggested		D6C1, D6C2		PRESSURE		D6C1, D6C2 
D6C1.G5, D6AG.G1

		IDEM_D6_I15		Index for sea-floor stability (physical integrity)		HELCOM 
CORESET II Project		D6C2		STATE		D6C2

		IDEM_D6_I16		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances 		IDEM suggested		D6C2		STATE		D6C2, D6C6, D6C7, D6C2.G1, D6MT.G4

		IDEM_D6_I17		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities		IDEM suggested		D6C2, D6C3-5		PRESSURE		D6C2, D6C3-C5, D6C2.G3, D6AG.G1

		IDEM_D6_I18		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)		MSFD. European Commission 2011		D6C3-5, D6C8		STATE-IMPACT		D6C3-C5, D6HS.G1, D6HS.G3, D6C8, D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G3

		IDEM_D6_I19		Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)		MSFD. European Commission 2011
OSPAR core indicator		D6C3-5, D6C6		STATE		D6C3-C5, D6C6
D6HS.G1, D6HS.G3,  D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G3, D6AG.G1, D6MT.G4

		IDEM_D6_I20		Proportion of biomass or numbers of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified length/size (MSFD 6.2.3)		MSFD. European Commission 2011		D6C3-5		STATE		D6C3-C5,
D6HS.G1, D6HS.G3,  
D6C3-C5.G1,  D6AG.G1

		IDEM_D6_I21		Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community (MSFD 6.2.4)		MSFD. European Commission 2011		D6C3-5		STATE		D6C3-C5,
D6HS.G1, D6HS.G3,  
D6C3-C5.G1

		IDEM_D6_I22		Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats		UNEP_MAP		D6C3-5		STATE-IMPACT		D6C3-C5,
D6HS.G3,  D6C3-C5.G3

		IDEM_D6_I23		Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)		The Joint Nature Conservation Committee (UK). 2008		D6C3-5, D6C8		STATE-IMPACT		D6C3-C5, D6C8
D6C3-C5.G3, D6HS.G1,  D6HS.G2,  D6HS.G3

		IDEM_D6_I24		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes		HELCOM CORESET Project		D6C3-5		IMPACT		D6C1, D6C2, D6C3-5
D6C1.G1, D6C1.G2, D6C1.G3, D6C1.G4, D6C1.G5
D6C3-C5.G2, D6C3-C5.G3, D6AG.G1
D6HS.G1, D6HS.G2, D6HS.G3, D6MT.G4

				Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		Halpern et al., 2008; 
Korpinen et al., 2012		D6C3-5		IMPACT

		IDEM_D6_I25		Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability (IMPACT)		Eigaard et al., 2017
Hiddink et al., 2006
Rijnsdorp et al., 2016
Pitcher et al., 2017		D6C3-5, D6C8		IMPACT		 D6C3-C5, D6C8
D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1, D6HS.G2, D6C3-C5.G3

		IDEM_D6_I26		Bottom trawling disturbance indicator 		De Juan et al., 2009, 2012		D6C3-5		IMPACT		 D6C3-C5,
D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1, D6HS.G2, D6C3-C5.G3

		IDEM_D6_I27		 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 		Bolam et al., 2014		D6C3-5, D6C8		STATE		 D6C3-C5, D6C8
D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1, D6HS.G2, D6C3-C5.G3

		IDEM_D6_I28		Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		IDEM suggested		D6C3-5		IMPACT		D6C3-5
D6C1.G3, D6C1.G5, D6AG.G1, D6HS.G2, D6C3-C5.G3

		IDEM_D6_I29		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses		Bremner et al., 2006
		D6C3-5, D6C6, D6C8		STATE-IMPACT		D6C3-5, D6C6, D6C8
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G3, D6HS.G3

				Changes in functional traits		ICES WKGMSFDD6 Report 2014
EC-JRC, ICES. 
MSFD Task group 6. 2010				STATE-IMPACT

		IDEM_D6_I30		Regional connectivity (attribute)		ICES WKGMSFDD6 Report 2014		D6C6, D6C8		STATE		D6C6, D6C8
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G3, D6C3-C5.G4, D6HS.G3, D6MT.G4

				Indicator: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)

		IDEM_D6_I31		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor		IDEM suggested		D6C7		STATE		D6C7
D6C3-C5.G4

		IDEM_D6_I32		Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats		IDEM suggested		D6C6, D6C7, D6C8		STATE		D6C6, D6C7, D6C8
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G4, D6MT.G4

		IDEM_D6_I33		Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)		EC-JRC, ICES. 
MSFD Task group 6. 2010		D6C1		IMPACT		D6C1, D6C3-5.G1, D6AG.G1

						MSFD Spanish implementation  "Estrategias Marinas"



























EP.1

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.1). Scientific basis



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				There is no scientific basis for the indicator



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Expert judgment/qualitative approach

																				TABLE 4. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				One-out-all-out criteria														General assessment		Corrected (23)

		1		Scientific basis verified (multiple publications including peer-reviewed articlescientific papers, directives, RSC and official European Commission reports)														1		14		10

		0.5		Endorsed indicator (few publications, not included in any directive or RSC framework)														0.5		18		13

		0		Not endorsed/no relevant references available														0		0		0

																		Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D6_I1  		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate (MSFD 6.1.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC				Indicator proposed within the MSFD. Different versions also suggested in RSC (HELCOM core indicators, UNEP-MAP), in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D6) and in other directives (WFD). 

						European Commission, 2011

						HELCOM, 2012

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						UNEP-MAP, 2017

						Directive 2000/60/EC

						Estrategia Marina, 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D6_I2		Natural range, area covered (and specific structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of community interest



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/elicitation exercise



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 92/43/EEC				Indicator suggested within the Habitats Directive. Similar versions suggested in  RSC (HELCOM core indicators, UNEP-MAP) and in other directives (WFD and MSFD implementation)

						HELCOM, 2012

						UNEP-MAP, 2017

						Directive 2000/60/EC

						Estrategia Marina, 2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D6_I3		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types (MSFD 6.1.2)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC				Indicator proposed within the MSFD. Different versions also suggested in RSC (OSPAR, UNEP-MAP), in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D6) and in MSFD implementations (Lithuanian Baltic Sea)

						OSPAR, 2017

						UNEP-MAP, 2017

						Klaipeda University Coastal Research and Planning Institute (DEVOTool database)

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I4		Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				OSPAR, 2017				Indicator proposed by the OSPAR Commission. Different versions also suggested in RSC  (UNEP-MAP), in European Commission reports and directives (MSFD, JRC Task Group D6) and in MSFD implementations (Lithuanian Baltic Sea)

						UNEP-MAP, 2017

						Klaipeda University Coastal Research and Planning Institute (DEVOTtool database)

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Directive 2008/56/EC





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I5		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010				Indicator proposed by MSFD Task Group of D6. Different versions also suggested in RSC  (OSPAR, UNEP-MAP)and in MSFD implementations (Lithuanian Baltic Sea)

						OSPAR, 2017

						UNEP-MAP, 2017

						Klaipeda University Coastal Research and Planning Institute (DEVOTtool database)



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I6		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
 Footprint per unit of landings 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017 				Indicator suggested by the European Commission supporting the Common Fisheries Policy. Also applied by ICES and proposed in scientific publications (Eigaard et al., 2017; Amoroso et al., 2018), where it was complemented with additional measurements also targeting fishing intensity.

						ICES Advice, 2015

						Commission Decision 2010/93/EU 

						Amoroso et al., 2018



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I7		Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Estrategia Marina, 2012				Indicator listed and classified within the DEVOTool database. Originally described by the AZTI-Tecnalia research center for the implementation of the MSFD in Spain (“Estrategias Marinas”). Complemented by Eigaard et al. (2016), where the seabed pressured caused by each fishing gear was quantitatively estimated. 

						Eigaard et al., 2016







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I8		Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2013/30/EU				Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the D6C1.G2 gap described in Deliverable 3.1 addressing seabed damage by hydrocarbon exploration and production activities. The indicator scientific basis is supported by documents exposing the impacts of hydrocarbon exploration and production infrastructures installed on the seafloor (Galil and Herut, 2011; Piante and Ody, 2015). Additionally, the indicator is also endorsed in the European Commission Annual Reports on the Safety of Offshore Oil and Gas Operations in the European Union as a reponse to  Directive 2013/EU. However, this indicator has not been previously applied in any GES assessment.

						European Commission, 2018

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Galil and Herut, 2011

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D6_I9		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Piante and Ody, 2015						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the D6C1.G2 gap described in Deliverable 3.1 addressing seabed damage by hydrocarbon hydrocarbon exploration and production activities. The indicator scientific basis is supported by documents exposing the impacts of hydrocarbon exploration and production infrastructures installed in seafloor (Galil and Herut, 2011; Piante and Ody, 2015). However, this topic has not been included in any directive, RSC framework or GES assessment.

						Galil and Herut, 2011

						Cordes et al., 2016

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D6_I10		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Estrategia Marina, 2012						Indicator listed and classified within the DEVOTool database. Originally described by the AZTI-Tecnalia research center for the implementation of the MSFD in Spain (“Estrategias Marinas”). Impact recognized in other publications and online repositories.

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						EMODnet online repository. 
Human activities portal



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I11		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Carter et al., 2009						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the D6C1.G3 gap described in Deliverable 3.1 addressing seabed occupation by the placement of submarine communication cables and pipelines, and associated impacts.  UNEP and ICPC (International Cable Protection Committee) published a report regarding the impacts caused by this pressure. The implementation of the MSFD in Spain also considered this pressure (establishing the IDEM_D6_I10 indicator) but the impacts caused were omitted and thus not monitored.

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Estrategia Marina, 2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D6_I12		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012						Conceptual indicator described within the Coreset II project (HELCOM) as part of the Finish National Indicators. However, documents describing its application are not available. The official Finnish report regarding assessing of the current state of the marine environment, determination of good status and setting of environmental objectives and indicators is only available in Finnish.

						DEVOTool database 

						ICES WKGMSFDD6-II, 2015





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I13		Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Estrategia Marina, 2012						Indicator listed and classified within the DEVOTool database. Originally described by the AZTI-Tecnalia research center for the implementation of the MSFD in Spain (“Estrategias Marinas”). It was assessed together with other indicator within the IDEM_D6_I3 (MSFD indicator). Articles and other publications regarding waste accumulation are applying this indicator in order to localize or describe the extent of the pressure. However, it is formulated and understood differently in the applications identified, causing inconsistent implementations. 

						DEVOTool database 

						Fontanier et al., 2012

						Poulos et al., 1996

						UNEP-MAP, 2009





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I14		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 1.1, 2018						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the D6C1.G5 gap described in the Deliverable 3.1 addressing seabed damage because of deep-sea exploration and production for unconventional mineral (and energy) resources. Indicator endorsed by multiple publications, encompassing peer-reviewed articles, experts’ assessments and reports by global organizations. No deep-sea mining activities s.str. are currently taking place in the Mediterranean Basin. Consequently, this indicator does not appear in any directive or RSC framework.

						IDEM deliverable 2.2, 2018

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Boschen et al., 2013

						ECORYS, 2014

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Rademaekers et al., 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I15		Index for sea-floor stability (physical integrity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012						Conceptual indicator described within the Coreset II project (HELCOM) as part of the Finish National Indicators formulated for the MSFD initial assessment. However, documents describing its application are not available. The official Finnish report regarding assessing of the current state of the marine environment, determination of good status and setting of environmental objectives and indicators is only available in Finnish.

						DEVOTool database 

						ICES WKGMSFDD6-II, 2015

						Finland Country Report, 2014





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I16		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the D6C2.G1 gap described in the Deliverable 3.1 addressing interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances affecting seafloor integrity. Also the MSFD Task Group 6 Report addresses the absence of knowledge regarding this interaction for multiple seafloor integrity attributes

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I17		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Arico and Salpin, 2005						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the D6C2.G3 gap described in the Deliverable 3.1 addressing the lack of knowledge on the implications of bioprospecting. Whereas this pressure has not been targeted by current indicators, directives or RSC frameworks, several publications propose this topic and highlight the lack of knowledge regarding a variety of legal, ethical and environmental questions. Analysis of the impacts that might cause and of the zones potentially exposed to high pressure would be required. 

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D6_I18		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						Indicator proposed within the MSFD. Different versions also suggested in RSC (OSPAR), and in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D6). The JRC report on monitoring for the MSFD (Zampoukas et al., 2012) identified also a version of this indicator already applied for the WFD (2000/60/EC). Additionally, the presence or sensitive/tolerant species has been used for the formulation of distinct indexes applied for the assessment of benthic ecological quality. 

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Rice et al., 2012

						OSPAR, 2017

						Zampoukas et al., 2012

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D6_I19		Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)





		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						Indicator proposed within the MSFD. Similar indicators that could be merged to this one are suggested in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D6) and in other directives (WFD, 2000/60/EC). Several multimeric indexes have already been formulated for assessing ecological quality of benthic systems.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Zampoukas et al., 2012

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Rosenberg et al., 2004

						Reiss and Kröncke, 2005



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I20		Proportion of biomass or numbers of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified length/size (MSFD 6.2.3)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						Indicator proposed within the MSFD. Similar indicators that also target the size of groups of organisms can be found within other RSC frames and in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D6) revising current D6 criteria and indicators. The scientific basis is also described in Rice et al. (2010) where multiple peer-reviewed references are cited.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						OSPAR, 2017

						HELCOM, 2012

						Lampadariou et al., 2008



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I21		Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						Indicator proposed within the MSFD. Similar indicators that also target the size of groups of organisms can be found within other RSC frames and in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D6) revising current D6 criteria and indicators. The scientific basis is also described in Rice et al. (2010) where multiple peer-reviewed references are cited. Several articles also use this method for characterizing communities and for formulating indexes related to the WFD implementation (Rodríguez et al., 1998; Massuti et al., 2004; Gascón et al., 2009; Basset et al., 2012).

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						OSPAR, 2017

						HELCOM, 2012

						Rodríguez et al., 1998

						Massutí et al., 2004

						Gascón et al., 2009

						Basset et al., 2012

						Basset and Sabetta, 2009 





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I22		Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				UNEP-MAP, 2012						Indicator described for the monitoring of operational objectives described for each UNEP-MAP Ecological Objective. Indicator species are described as useful for assessing ecosystem effects of physical damage to the benthos, encompassing sensitive and/or tolerant species. Thus, similar indicators following the same basis have been defined for the MSFD and for the OSPAR framework.

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Rice et al., 2012

						OSPAR, 2017



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I23		Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				The Joint Nature Conservation Committee, 2008						The indicator was identified in the report revising the applicability of environmental indicators for monitoring and GES assessments of UK deep-sea habitats. The scientific basis of the indicator is demonstrated since the monitoring parameters postulated are widely used for assessing communities. For instance, diversity, abundance and richness measures are included in several indexes for environmental assessments. However, quantification and monitoring of the community change has not been directly applied or demanded in any directive or RSC framework.

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators, 2019

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Rosenberg et al., 2004





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I24		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes

				Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012						Candidate indicator formulated within the HELCOM Coreset project for the assessments of MSFD 6.1 criteria. The indicator was based on the global assessment performed by Halpern et al, (2008). The indicator was applied in the Baltic Sea in order to test and evaluate its performance (Korpinen et al., 2012). The index has also been applied in Mediterranean Sea ecosystems iby Micheli et al. (2013). The scientific basis and importance were described in Ramírez et al. (2018), who explained the implications of cumulative stressors for resilience to climate change.

						DEVOTool database 

						Halpern et al., 2008

						Korpinen et al., 2012

						Micheli et al., 2013

						Ramírez et al., 2018



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1						.

		IDEM_D6_I25		Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the D6C1.G1 gap described in the Deliverable 3.1 addressing the quantification of seabed damage by deep-water fisheries. Although this indicator has not been monitored in any directive or RSC framework, it is based in the measures and methods described in different publications that address and try to quantify the impact of bottom trawling.

						Hiddink et al., 2006

						Rijnsdorp et al., 2016

						Pitcher et al., 2017

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I26		Bottom trawling disturbance indicator 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				De Juan et al., 2009,  2012						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the D6C1.G1 gap described in the Deliverable 3.1 addressing the quantification of seabed damage by deep-water fisheries. Although this indicator has not been monitored in any directive or RSC framework, it is described in peer-reviewed publications that address and try to quantify the response of benthic communities to bottom trawling, formulating and index that represents the impact intensity of this fishing technique.

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I27		 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bolam et al., 2014						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the D6C1.G1 gap described in the Deliverable 3.1 addressing the quantification of seabed damage by deep-water fisheries. Although this indicator has not been monitored in any directive or RSC framework, it is described in peer-reviewed publications that address and try to quantify the sensitivity of different communities and ecosystemic processes to trawling activities.  

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I28		Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the D6C1.G1 and D6C1.G5 gaps described in the Deliverable 3.1 addressing the impacts of production and exploration activities for mineral, hydrocarbon and other energy resources. The scientific basis is demonstrated in different publications exposing the potential impacts caused by exploration and production activities including both minerals, hydrocarbons and other energy resources.

						Boschen et al., 2013

						Galil and Herut, 2011

						Liu et al., 2017

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I29		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bremner et al., 2006						This indicator is not included in any monitoring program, directive or RSC framework. However, its scientific basis is fully demonstrated in peer-reviewed publication using this tool for assessing the functioning of an ecosystem and the impacts of different pressures on benthic communities. Similar versions of this suggested indicator were proposed as conceptual indicator in the ICES WKGMSFDD6 Report (2014) and in the MSFD Task Group 6 (Rice et al., 2010).

						Oug et al., 2012

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						de Juan et al., 2007

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						Kalogeropoulou et al., 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

								


		IDEM_D6_I30		Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014						The ICES report identified habitat heterogeneity and regional connectivity as an important component of seafloor integrity. The report suggest the monitoring of changes in community composition turnover (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity) as an indicator for targeting connectivity. The scientific basis is also based in several articles targeting ecological connectivity and its implications for deep-sea diversity, processes (Chase and Ryberg, 2004;  Thrush et al., 2010; Vrijenhoek, 2010: Berline et al., 2014) and its relevance for conservation measures such as marine reserves (Baco et al., 2016). However, this component and the related indicators have not been included in any directive implementation or RSC framework.

						Baco et al., 2016

						Berline et al., 2014

						Chase and Ryberg, 2004

						Thrush et al., 2010

						Vrijenhoek, 2010





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I31		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the gap described as D6C7 criteria in Deliverable 3.1 addressing the relevance of biological blooms and other episodic events for multiple descriptors. The scientific basis is demonstrated in different publications exposing the importance of water column processes for deep sea ecosystems together with their potential to act as indicators of the environmental state. Despite its high relevance, this indicator has not been incorporated in any directive, RSC framework or monitoring program.

						Condon et al., 2012

						Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016

						Tamburini et al., 2013





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I32		Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project in order to fill the D6C3-C5.G4 gap described in Deliverable 3.1 addressing the insufficient characterization of the relations between benthic and pelagic habitats. The gap is also described in a CoCoNet project report published in 2016 (Boero et al., 2016). The scientific basis is illustrated by marine issues such as species habitats and life history, maritime processes and functions, food webs, MPA networks and connectivity analysis (Pedrosa-Pàmies et al, 2016; European Environment Agency, 2015; Boero et al., 2016; Tamburini et al, 2013). 

						Boero et al., 2016

						European Environment Agency, 2015

						Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016

						Tamburini et al., 2013





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I33		Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010				Indicator listed and classified within the DEVOTool database. Originally described by the AZTI-Tecnalia research center for the implementation of the MSFD in Spain (“Estrategias Marinas”). It was assessed together with other indicators within the IDEM_D6_I3 (MSFD indicator). The scientific basis is also demonstrated in articles and publications where changes in seafloor topography caused by different pressures are demonstrated. 

						Estrategia Marina, 2012

						DEVOTool database 

						Puig et al., 2012

						Carter et al., 2009

						ECORYS, 2014

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Fontanier et al., 2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





EP.2

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.2). Available data and monitoring programs



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				There is no data or monitoring program supporting the indicator



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Quantitative

																				TABLE 5. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				Basic fulfillment														General assessment		Corrected (23)

		1		24-16														1		0		0

		0.5		15-8														0.5		16		14

		0		7-0														0		16		9

																		Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D6_I1  		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate (MSFD 6.1.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		4		4		5		4

		Temporal distribution		1		-1		-1		-1

				5		3		4		3		15



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013						The indicator has been widely applied in most  Mediterranean basins, allowing to draw seabed habitat mapping presented in online repositories (such as EMODnet). However,  in some regions the application of the indicator is restricted to coastal areas, leaving deep-sea Mediterranean basins poorly characterized. Areal extent is the most analyzed property while biomass is hardly reported. Additionally, most of the studies are punctual, without continued monitoring of the habitat. 

						EMODnet Seabed Habitats Portal

						Martin et al., 2014

						Eigaard et al., 2017







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D6_I2		Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		4		4		5		4

		Temporal distribution		1		-1		-1		1

				3		3		4		5		15



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Habitats Directive 
						The indicator has been widely applied in most Mediterranean basins. However, the application of the indicator is mainly restricted  to coastal areas, leaving deep-sea Mediterranean basins unrevised.  Continuos monitoring is  only performed under the Habitats Directive as different reporting periods are required by the directive.

						Habitats and Birds Directives (Natura 2000) 


						Martin et al., 2014

						Eigaard et al., 2017





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I3		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types (MSFD 6.1.2)



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		2		4		3		3

		Temporal distribution		1		1		-1		-1

				1		5		2		2		10



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013						Due to the lack of methodological standards and data, this indicator has not been taken into consideration in several countries and most basins. Other countries report that the indicator is under development or its application is restricted to coastal habitats where more data is available. Additionally, not all relevant human activities causing impacts are identified and analyzed. Whereas several articles have used this indicator, online repositories such as EMODnet still contain mostly data from coastal zones. Due to its poor geographical coverage, reports from RSC or European projects regarding this indicator do not cover all basins. 

						EMODnet Seabed Habitats Portal

						Halpern et al., 2008

						Micheli et al., 2013

						IDEM Action 2 and 3 deliverables, 2018, 2019







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I4		Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		1		4		1		1

		Temporal distribution		1		1		-1		-1

				2		5		0		0		7



		ES.3 REFERENCES				OSPAR, 2017						The indicator was developed by the OSPAR Commission. Therefore its application is limited to the NE Atlantic, which results in a reduced operational area. The datasets  available in online repositories also target the NE Atlantic region. Therefore, only articles encompassing a broader application of this indicator (i.e. all European seas) are actually relevant. It should be taken into account that an almost identical indicator (IDEM_D6_I3) was formulated for the MSFD.

						Halpern et al., 2008

						Benn et al., 2010





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





		IDEM_D6_I5		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		1		5		4		1

		Temporal distribution		-1		1		-1		-1

				0		6		3		0		9



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010						The indicator is suggested in the JRC Report of MSFD Task Group on D6. However, it was not stated as indicator in the MSFD guidelines and thus is not currently applied for assessing GES in Mediterranean basins. However, there are articles that use this indicator to map human activities and illustrate regions prone to suffer seabed impacts. Sustained observations and monitoring of the identified pressures are considered in few articles in order to track the evolution of the relevant pressures

						Halpern et al., 2008

						Micheli et al., 2014





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5







		IDEM_D6_I6		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
 Footprint per unit of landings 



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		5		3		3		3

		Temporal distribution		1		-1		-1		-1

				6		2		2		2		12



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017						At present valuable trawling data can be obtained through AIS and/or VMS systems. However, these systems are managed differently between countries and access to the data is sometimes hardly possible. Additionally, the Common Fisheries Policy also enables the public access to different kinds of fishing-related data, which are analysed and published in reports by the STECF (Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries). However, sustained long time-series are still not available for all Mediterranean countries, especially the non-European ones. 

						Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (STECF), 2017



						Amoroso et al., 2018

						Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (STECF). Final reports portal

						ICES Dataset collections





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I7		Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		2		1		2		2

		Temporal distribution		1		-1		1		1

				3		0		3		3		9



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Estrategia Marina, 2012						The indicator was formulated for the implementation of the MSFD in Spain. Therefore, it is operational but it has been identified in the Western Mediterranean Sea only. Eigaard et al. (2016) also elaborated on this indicator but they did not apply it to any case-study. The fact that it was developed for the MSFD implies a continued monitoring, which should allow obtaining long-term data series.

						Eigaard et al., 2016







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D6_I8		Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		3		1		3		4

		Temporal distribution		-1		1		1		1

				2		2		4		5		13



		ES.3 REFERENCES				European Commission, 2018								The indicator is considered operational because data is available due to the application of Directive 2013/30/EU. However, since it only concerns Member States of the European Union, data is missing from non-EU Mediterranean coastal countries. These countries encompass most of the hydrocarbon exploration and production activities since today’s deep-water (> 200 m) oil and gas production in the Mediterranean Sea takes place essentially offshore Egypt, Israel, Lebanon, Syria and Cyprus (The Petroleum Economist Ltd, 2013).  However, there are few scientific publications concerning oil and gas  activities in these countries. 

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Galil and Herut, 2011

						Livnat, 2014

						Geoprospect Ltd. and Israel Oceanographic and Limnologic Research, 2016



						The Petroleum Economist Ltd, 2013

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D6_I9		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		1		2		1		3

		Temporal distribution		-1		1		-1		-1

				0		3		0		2		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Cordes et al., 2016								Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project. Currently it’s not operational in any basin.  Additionally, most of the available information comes from initial EIAs, which are done before operations start. Therefore, there is a  major gap of knowledge and data regarding impacts and ecosystems’ responses and recovery potentials during and after oil and gas industry offshore operations. 

						Galil and Herut, 2011

						Geoprospect Ltd. and Israel Oceanographic and Limnologic Research, 2016



						Kark et al., 2015

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Terlizzi et al., 2008

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D6_I10		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		2		1		4		1

		Temporal distribution		1		-1		1		-1

				3		0		5		0		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Estrategia Marina, 2012								The indicator was formulated for the implementation of the MSFD in Spain. Therefore, it is operational but it has been identified in the Western Mediterranean Sea only. However, its application by Spain was only partial and encompassed with a more general indicator targeting physical loss (IDEM_D6_I3). Data regarding the location of cables and pipelines in the Mediterranean Sea is available in the EMODnet online repository as a parameter within the human activities data portal. Both the MSFD and the EMODnet repository stimulate continued monitoring and data updating, thus easing the collection of long-term data series.

						EMODnet online repository. Human activities portal





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5







		IDEM_D6_I11		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		1		1		1		5

		Temporal distribution		-1		-1		-1		-1

				0		0		0		4		4



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EMODnet online repository. Human activities portal						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project. Currently it’s not operational in any basin. The available information consists mostly in descriptions of the impacts by reports and some peer-reviewed publications. The EMODnet portal only displays the location of the cables and pipelines with almost no other information describing the installed items. Therefore, there is a major data and knowledge gap here.

						Coffen-Smout and Herbert, 2000

						Carter et al., 2009







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





		IDEM_D6_I12		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		1		2

		Temporal distribution		1		1

				2		3		0		0		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012						The indicator described within the Coreset II project (HELCOM) as part of the Finish National Indicators, so it is expected to be incorporated to GES monitoring programs. However, the DEVOTool database and the ICES report described the indicator as conceptual, not operational. Two articles targeting the effects of bauxite discharges in the Cassidaigne Canyon performed long-term studies providing data that could be used for assessing recovery of the communities. Overall, no publication focused specifically on recovery indexes in the Mediterranean Sea could be found. 

						DEVOTool database 

						ICES WKGMSFDD6-II, 2015

						Dauvin, 2010

						Fontanier et al., 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D6_I13		Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		2		3		4		4

		Temporal distribution		1		1		1		-1

				3		4		5		3		15



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Estrategia Marina, 2012						
The indicator was formulated for the implementation of the MSFD in Spain. Therefore, it is operational but it has been identified in the Western Mediterranean Sea only. However, its application in Spain was only partial and encompassed with a more general indicator targeting physical loss (IDEM_D6_I3). Although some articles provide data for the regions where accumulation of specific waste occurred (Kress et al., 1993; Poulos et al., 1996; Fontanier et al., 2012), the majority of them are outdated. Data concerning other dumped materials such as clinker or ammunitions is hardly available. EMODnet and the UNEP-MAP report (2009) provide data about ammunitions dumping but without specific locations and proper characterization of the accumulation.


						Fontanier et al., 2012

						Poulos et al., 1996

						Kress et al., 1993

						EMODnet online repository. Human activities portal

						UNEP-MAP, 2009



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I14		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		1		5		1		5

		Temporal distribution		-1		-1		-1		-1

				0		4		0		4		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 1.1, 2017						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project. It does not appear in any directive or RSC framework, and is not operational in any basin. However, localization and description of the Mediterranean areas potentially exposed to future mining is available in peer-reviewed articles, reports and other publications.

						IDEM deliverable 2.2, 2018

						Boschen et al., 2013

						ECORYS, 2014

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Rademaekers et al., 2015





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I15		Index for sea-floor stability (physical integrity)



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		1						1

		Temporal distribution		1						1

				2		0		0		2		4



		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012						The indicator is described within the Coreset II project (HELCOM) as part of the Finish National Indicators, so it is expected to be incorporated to GES monitoring programs. However, the DEVOTool database and the ICES report described the indicator as conceptual, not operational. The Article 12 Technical Assessment of the MSFD from Finland describes the indicator as ambiguous, without reference conditions. The report also exposes the indicator inability for assessing GES targets. 

						Finland Country Report, 2014

						ICES WKGMSFDD6-II, 2015







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I16		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution								4

		Temporal distribution								1

				0		0		0		5		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project. Since it does not appear in any directive or RSC framework, it is not operational in any basin. Although its relevance has been described in EC reports for assessing deep-sea attributes, no current monitoring program provides data regarding this topic.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I17		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				4				4

		Temporal distribution				-1				-1

				0		3		0		3		6



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Arico and Salpin, 2005						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project. Since it does not appear in any directive or RSC framework, it is not operational in any basin. The available articles and reports do not target any region, since they are basically descriptive publications postulating possible impacts and targets, costs and legal and ethical implications. No specific data is currently available.

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Ramirez-Llodra et al, 2011

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I18		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		2		4		2		4

		Temporal distribution		1		-1		1		1

				1		1		3		5		10



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013						This indicator has been applied in some Mediterranean basins as part of the indexes formulated for assessing benthic ecological quality. However, its application is restricted mostly to coastal areas and to specific regions where data was available and previous assessments for the WFD had been performed. Relevant articles provide accurate descriptions of indexes encompassing this indicator. Some of these indexes have been applied in case studies providing data for specific locations and time-points. However, no datasets compiling the data needed currently existing for the Mediterranean Sea as a whole. Finally, reports and specific project publication target this topic, thereby promoting the indicator's usage. 

						OSPAR, 2017

						Estrategia Marina, 2012

						Zampoukas et al., 2012

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I19		Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)





		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		4		4		2		4

		Temporal distribution		1		1		1		1

				3		3		3		3		12



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013						This indicator has been applied in some Mediterranean basins as part of the indexes formulated for assessing benthic ecological quality under D6 Initial assessment for the MSFD. However, its application is restricted mostly to coastal areas and to specific regions where data was available and previous assessments for the WFD had been performed. Relevant articles provide accurate descriptions of indexes encompassing this indicator. Some of these indexes have been applied in case studies providing data for specific locations and time-points. However, no datasets compiling the data needed currently existing for the Mediterranean Sea as a whole. Overall, little data is available for benthic communities of the deep Mediterranean Sea.

						Estrategia Marina, 2012

						Zampoukas et al., 2012

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et a.l, 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I20		Proportion of biomass or numbers of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified length/size (MSFD 6.2.3)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		2		2				2

		Temporal distribution		1		-1				1

				1				0		1		2



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013						Although the indicator was suggested in the MSFD, most of the Member States didn't incorporate it in their monitoring programs due to the lack of methodological standards and reference data. Only Greece provided detailed information referring to one case study, not targeting the deep-sea.

						Italy Country Report, 2015

						Lampadariou et al., 2008





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I21		Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				3

		Temporal distribution				1

				0		4		0		0		4



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013						Although the indicator was suggested in the MSFD, most of the Member States didn't incorporate it in their monitoring programs due to the lack of methodological standards and relevant data (Laroche et al., 2013). There are several articles targeting mostly the NW Mediterranean Basin, but also other regions, where the indicator has been identified. However, only one article refers to the deep Mediterranean Sea. The significant data gap regarding deep-sea communities hampers the implementation of the indicator.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Italy Country Report, 2015

						OSPAR, 2017

						HELCOM, 2012

						Rodríguez et al., 1998

						Massutí et al., 2004

						Gascón et al., 2009

						Basset et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I22		Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				3

		Temporal distribution				-1

				0		2		0		0		2



		ES.3 REFERENCES				UNEP-MAP, 2012						The indicator was listed in the UNEP-MAP 2012 report to support the Barcelona Convention for the implementation of the ecosystem approach. However, the integrated monitoring and assessment program of the Mediterranean Sea and Coast for the Mediterranean 2017 Quality Status Report defined a set of 27 common indicators that did not include any specific EO 6 (Sea-floor integrity) indicator, thus disincentivating the collection of data. The only data regarding the presence of indicator species is provided by a set of articles that include this indicator in indexes for assessing the environmental state.



						UNEP-MAP, 2017

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I23		Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				4		4		4

		Temporal distribution				1		1		-1

				0		3		5		3		11



		ES.3 REFERENCES				The Joint Nature Conservation Committee, 2008						There is a substantial number of studies and online repositories providing abundance, biomass, diversity and composition data of a wide range of communities. Available articles and datasets cover most Mediterranean basins with the exception of the southern regions where rare scientific production leads to data scarcity. Studies targeting community change due to natural and, especially, anthropogenic disturbances are also available for the deep Mediterranean Sea. However, most of the articles consider a narrow range of pressures, i.e. focusing on climate change or fishing activities. Thus, data regarding community alteration due to other pressures such as oil and gas hydrocarbon exploration and production activities or the installation of artificial structures on the seabed remain understudied. Despite the abundance of data and its high ecosystem relevance, this indicators has not been incorporated in any monitoring program. 



						SeaDataNet online repository

						EMODnet online repository. Seabed Habitats and Chemistry portal

						Ashford et al., 2018

						Danovaro et al., 2001

						Lauria et al., 2017

						Liu et al., 2017

						Ruhl et al., 2004





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D6_I24		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes

				Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		1		5		1		1

		Temporal distribution		1		-1		1		1

				2		4		2		2		10



		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012						The indicator has been applied in the Baltic Sea for the assessments required in the HELCOM Baltic Sea Action Plan (BSAP) and in the EU MSFD. The data collected was published in one article (Korpinen et al., 2012), in the HELCOM map and data service, and in the CORESET project reports. The index was also considered in one article targeting all Mediterranean basins (Micheli et al., 2013). 

						HELCOM Map and Data Service

						Halpern et al., 2008

						Korpinen et al., 2012

						Micheli et al., 2013





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I25		Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				3				2

		Temporal distribution				-1

				0		2		0		2		4



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project. Since it does not appear in any directive or RSC framework, it is not operational in any basin. There are peer-reviewed publications targeting this topic, but few ones apply a quantitative method/index in the deep-sea as required for this indicator (Eigaard et al., 2017). Some online publications might provide data and also assessment related to the topic addressed, but again without accurate quantitative evaluations of this pressure and its impacts. 

						Hiddink et al., 2006

						Rijnsdorp et al., 2016





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I26		Bottom trawling disturbance indicator 



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				2		4

		Temporal distribution				-1		1

				0		-1		5		0		4



		ES.3 REFERENCES				De Juan et al., 2009, 2012						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project. Since it does not appear in any directive or RSC framework, it is not operational in any basin. The indicator was applied in different regions of the Catalan Sea (NW Mediterranean Sea) but in habitats located at <200 m. The articles state that some of the information required was available in previous scientific papers and also in online repositories.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I27		 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				1		4

		Temporal distribution				-1		1

				0		-2		5		0		3



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bolam et al., 2014						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project. Since it does not appear in any directive pr RSC framework, it is not operational in any basin. The article by Bolam et al. (2014) describes the indicator application in the English sector of the Greater North Sea but in habitats located at <200 m. The article states that some of the information required was available in previous scientific papers and also in online repositories.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I28		Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				4				4

		Temporal distribution				-1				-1

				0		3		0		3		6



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						Regarding hydrocarbon exploration and production activities, most of the available information comes from initial EIAs, which are done before operations start. Therefore, there is an important gap of knowledge and data on impacts, ecosystem responses and recovery potentials during and after offshore operations. Extraction of other resources, such as minerals or gas hydrates is not currently taking place in the Mediterranean Sea, and is unlikely to occur in the near future. Thus, there is no data. The only related information available describes the potential impacts that these activities might cause. 

						Boschen et al., 2013

						Galil and Herut, 2011

						Liu et al., 2017

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





		IDEM_D6_I29		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				3		3

		Temporal distribution				-1		-1

				0		0		2		0		2



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bremner et al.. 2006						The indicator has not been applied in any directive or monitoring program. Therefore, it is not operational in any basin. Also,  publications regarding data or performance are lacking. Nevertheless, it has been describe and used in different case-studies explained in peer-reviewed publications (Bremner et al., 2006; Oug et al., 2012; Fleddum et al., 2013). However, regarding the Mediterranean Sea there is few literature concerning biological traits analysis response to anthropogenic pressures (de Juan et al., 2007) and even less when focus in deep-sea systems.  The oublished articles state that some of the information required was available in online repositories but, again, the deep sea suffers from data scarcity.

						Oug et al.. 2012

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						de Juan et al., 2007

						Kalogeropoulou et al., 2015

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D6_I30		Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				3

		Temporal distribution				-1

				0		2		0		0		2



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Baco et al, 2016						The indicators has not been applied in any directive or monitoring problem, thus it is not operational in any basin and no publications regarding data or performance are available. However, some articles describe the relation between connectivity and diversity as an important seafloor component. Although some of the data presented in this articles targets the deep-sea and its processes, no data concern the Mediterranean Sea. Berline et al, (2014) proposed an eco-regionalization of the Mediterranean Sea based on connectivity parameters but without taking into account changes in diversity or average richness of the systems.

						Berline et al, 2014

						Chase and Ryberg, 2004

						Thrush et al, 2010

						Vrijenhoek, 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D6_I31		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				3		3		3

		Temporal distribution				1		1

				0		4		4		3		11



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016 
(and references therein)						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project. Since it does not appear in any directive or RSC framework, it is not operational in any basin. However, different articles, other publications and online repositories provide data regarding blooms and different kinds of episodic events in the Mediterranean Sea. Although some data is available, a systematic characterization of all episodic events is still needed for most of the Mediterranean basins.



						Tamburini et al., 2013 (and references therein)

						Boero, 2004 





						SeaDataNet online repository

						EMODnet online repository. Chemistry Portal



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I32		Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats



		ES.0   INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution				3		3		3

		Temporal distribution				1		1		1

				0		4		4		4		12



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016 
(and references therein)						Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project. Since it does not appear in any directive or RSC framework, it is not operational in any basin. However, different articles, other publications and online repositories provide data describing specific marine processes illustrating pelagic-benthic coupling mechanisms. Although some data is available, accurate characterization of all the interrelations and their alterations is still needed at the scale of the Mediterranean Sea.



						Tamburini et al., 2013 (and references therein)

						Boero et al., 2016

						European Environment Agency, 2015

						SeaDataNet online repository

						EMODnet online repository. Chemistry portal

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I33		Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH



				Areas where it is operational		Relevant articles (peer-reviewed)		Available datasets 
(online repositories)		Other publications 

		Spatial distribution		2		3		3		3

		Temporal distribution		1		1		1		-1

				3		4		4		2		13



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010						The indicator was formulated for the implementation of the MSFD in Spain's “Estrategias Marinas”. Therefore, it is operational although it has been applied only in the Western Mediterranean Sea.  Its application in the MSFD frame would imply a reiterative monitoring, easing the collection of long-term data series. Different articles provide data regarding specific pressures causing changes on the seafloor topography in particular regions. Thus, the data available only allows partial assessments since basin scale analyses encompassing all pressures and their impacts to the 3D seafloor structure are currently missing. 

						Estrategia Marina, 2012



						DEVOTool database 

						Puig et al., 2012

						Carter et al., 2009

						European Commission, 2018

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						The Petroleum Economist Ltd, 2013

						Fontanier et al., 2012

						Poulos et al., 1996

						Boschen et al., 2013

						ECORYS, 2014



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



http://natura2000.eea.europa.eu/http://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/knowledge/rep_habitats/index_en.htmhttp://www.ices.dk/marine-data/dataset-collections/Pages/Fish-catch-and-stock-assessment.aspxhttps://stecf.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/effort

EP.3

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.3). Cost-effective



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				The indicator is not cost effective



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Quantitative

																								TABLE 6. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																						General assessment		Corrected (23)

		1		24-16																		1		21		16

		0.5		15-8																		0.5		11		7

		0		7-0																		0		0		0

																						Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D6_I1  		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate (MSFD 6.1.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		2		4

				5		5		6				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the Personnel required can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterization, which is essential for identifying and analyzing impacts and GES







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I2		Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		2		2		2

				3		5		4				12



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment (Rademaekers et al., 2015). However, the processing time and the Personnel required can be classified as moderate costs. The indicator provides information for baseline characterizations of habitats, being an important parameter for GES assessments. However, because of its application to mostly coastal and superficial regions, data scores a 2  in relevance and importance regarding GES (moderate value) for the deep Mediterranean Sea.











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I3		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types (MSFD 6.1.2)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		3		4

				5		6		6				17



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Halpern et al., 2008				Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment. However, the processing time and the Personnel required can be classified as moderate costs. Regarding seafloor integrity, this indicator is highly relevant since it directly adresses one the main targets of Descriptor 6. The existence of articles providing data for some human pressures in some basins results in a 3 score for the uniqueness parameter. 

						Micheli et al., 2013

						IDEM Action 2 and 3 deliverables, 2018, 2019

						Rademaekers et al., 2015







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I4		Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		1

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		3		4

				5		6		5				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Halpern et al., 2008				Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment. However, the processing time and the Personnel required can be classified as moderate costs. Regarding seafloor integrity, this indicator is highly relevant since it directly adresses one the main targets of Descriptor 6. The existence of articles providing data for some human pressures in some basins results in a 3 score for the uniqueness parameter. 

						IDEM Action 2 and 3 deliverables, 2018, 2019

						Benn et al., 2010

						Rademaekers et al., 2015







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I5		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		3		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		3		4

				5		6		6				17



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010						Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment. However, the processing time and the Personnel required can be classified as moderate costs. Regarding seafloor integrity, this indicator is highly relevant since it directly addresses one the main targets of Descriptor 6. The existence of articles providing data for some human pressures in some basins results in a 3 score for the uniqueness parameter. 



						Halpern et al., 2008

						Rademaekers et al., 2015







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I6		Distribution and aggreggation (intensity) of fishing activities.
 Footprint per unit of landings



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		4		3		3

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		3		4

				8		6		7				21



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017						The indicator is highly cost-effective since the information that provides is really useful and easily obtained through AIS and/or VMS systems. However, the most difficult part is getting access to VMS data because of the different management practices in each country. Data interpretation and processing is low cost.  



						Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (STECF), 2017



						Amoroso et al., 2018





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I7		Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		2		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		3		2

				6		5		4				15



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Estrategia Marina, 2012						The indicator could be highly cost-effective if data about each fishing activity was public and easily accessible. Nowadays it is not. Therefore, the costs of sampling the deep-sea in order to observe physical impacts and the processing time is considered moderate. The data obtained is really valuable but not critical for assessing GES as related to Descriptor 6 if VMS data is available. 



						Eigaard et al., 2016







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I8		Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		4		3		3

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		3		3

				8		6		6				20



		ES.3 REFERENCES				European Commission, 2018								The indicator is highly cost-effective if all data becomes public and accessible. The Directive 2013/30/EU does not apply in non-EU countries, causing an important insufficiency when the entire basin is to be considered. 

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						The Petroleum Economist Ltd, 2013

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I9		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		3

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		4		4

				5		6		7				18



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Cordes et al., 2016								The costs are quantified as high since the limited knowledge available would require a significant sampling effort in order to detect and describe the damages caused. However, the indicator relevance is really high since this pressure leads to impacts on multiple descriptors affecting GES in several ways. Additionally, because of the scarcity of data, its implementation in monitoring programs would contribute with new data for most of the basins where the pressure occurs.

						Galil and Herut, 2011

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I10		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		4		3		3

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		2		2		2

				6		5		5				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EMODnet online repository. Human activities portal								The indicator is highly cost-effective. The costs are limited since monitoring of the indicator essentially requires compiling data about number, location and area affected by cables and pipelines installed in the deep-sea. Its relevance and importance is defined as moderate due to the low impact caused in the seafloor when compared to the other pressures.  



						Carter et al., 2009



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I11		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		2		4		2

				3		6		4				13

												Studying deep-sea impacts and associated processes requires expensive equipment. However, the processing time and the Personnel required can be classified as moderate costs. The data provided would be novel for most of the basins since the indicator has not been applied in previous assessments. However, the few studies available postulate that cables and pipelines cause minimum impacts only, of low importance when compared to other pressures.  

		ES.3 REFERENCES				Carter et al., 2009

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Rademaekers et al., 2015





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I12		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		4		4

				4		6		6				16

												Studying deep-sea impacts, communities or processes requires expensive equipment. However, if data is available, processing time and required Personnel can be classified as moderate costs. The data provided would be novel for most of the basins since this indicator has not been applied before in the Mediterranean Sea. The recovery potential of the benthic habitats will directly influence the capacity of achieving and maintaining GES. Therefore, the indicator's relevance and importance are classified as high.

		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Rademaekers et al., 2015







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I13		Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		3		4

				5		5		6				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						Studying deep-sea impacts requires expensive equipment. However, if data is available, processing time and required Personnel can be classified as moderate costs. The data provided would be novel for some basins, depending on which type of waste is being assessed. Accurate quantification of the areas impacted by waste accumulation is crucial for obtaining and maintaining GES. Therefore, the indicator's relevance and importance is classified as high.

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Estrategia Marina, 2012

						EMODnet online repository. Human activities portal

						UNEP-MAP, 2009

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D6_I14		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		2		4

				5		4		6				15



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 1.1, 2017						Studying and mapping the deep-sea requires expensive equipment. However, if data is available, processing time and required Personnel regarding this indicator can be classified as moderate costs. The data provided would complement the actual descriptions of the areas potentially exposed in the Mediterranean Sea. Accurate characterization of these areas is highly important since major impacts could be expected if mining activities take place. Therefore, its relevance and importance for obtaining GES is classified as high. 

						IDEM deliverable 2.2, 2018

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Boschen et al., 2013

						ECORYS, 2014

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Rademaekers et al., 2015





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D6_I15		Index for sea-floor stability (physical integrity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		0		0		0

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		4		4

				4		4		4				12



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Finland Country Report, 2014						The indicator formulation is quite vague. Additionally, documents describing its application are not available in English. The only report available is the Article 12 Technical Assessment, which does not specify what is considered within the indicator. Overall, costs cannot be quantified because a lack of knowledge regarding the indicator and its targets. Relevance, uniqueness and importance score high since no data is available regarding seafloor stability. The possibility to have an index quantifying physical integrity of the seafloor would be highly beneficial for sssessing GES.



						HELCOM, 2012







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I16		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		2		4		4

				3		6		6				15



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						Studying deep-sea processes requires expensive equipment. However, if data is available, processing time and required Personnel can be classified as moderate costs. The data provided would be novel for most of the basins since this indicator has not been applied before in any monitoring program. The interaction between natural and human-induced disturbances will directly influence and determine GES. Therefore, the indicator's importance regarding GES scores the highest punctuation.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I17		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		3

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		2		4		2

				3		6		5				14



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Arico and Salpin, 2005						Sampling techniques for studying the deep-sea require expensive equipment. However, if data is available, reporting the areas affected should not require high costs. The data provided would be novel for all basins, since this topic has not been monitored before. The impact of this pressure is expected to be less detrimental in comparison with most of the other pressures. Thus, relevance and importance regarding GES isconsidered moderate.

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I18		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		3

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		4		2

				4		6		5				15



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013						Studying the deep-sea communities requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Thus, it would involve an important number of scientists with associated costs. However, the target reported is not difficult to analyze and report. The data provided would be novel for most of the basins, since this topic is usually not monitored in the deep-sea. Although the data provided is relevant and interesting for the assessment of benthic communities, it is not considered to be of the highest relevance for obtaining GES.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Rice et al., 2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I19		Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)





		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		3

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		4		2

				4		6		5				15



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Laroche et al., 2013						Studying the deep-sea communities requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Also, it requires multipe data regarding different components and functions involving an important number of scientists working for the indicator.  However, the target reported is not difficult to analyze and report. The data provided would be novel for most of the basins, since this topic is usually not monitored in the deep-sea. Although the data provided is relevant and interesting for the assessment of benthic communities, it is not considered to be of the highest relevance for obtaining GES.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Rice et al., 2012

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I20		Proportion of biomass or numbers of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified length/size (MSFD 6.2.3)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		3

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		4		3

				4		6		6				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015						Studying the deep-sea communities requires expensive equipment. Nevertheless, size is a particularly inexpensive and easy to measure parameter compared to other analyses. The data provided would be novel for most deep-sea basins. Additionally, size composition of a community provides information about different processes underlying community dynamics (e.g. productivity, mortality rate, life history, survival strategies), thus demonstrating the high value and relevance of the indicator (Rice et al., 2010). The high cost-effectiveness is also demonstrated with the incorporation of the indicator in different RSC frameworks regarding GES assessments.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						OSPAR, 2017

						HELCOM, 2012









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I21		Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		3

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		4		3

				4		6		6				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015						Studying the deep-sea communities requires expensive equipment. Nevertheless, size is a particularly inexpensive and easy to measure parameter compared to other analyses. The data provided would be novel for most deep-sea basins. Additionally, size composition of a community provides information about different processes underlying community dynamics (e.g. productivity, mortality rate, life history. survival strategies), thus demonstrating the high value and relevance of the indicator (Rice et al., 2010). Changes in the size spectrum of a community is a good indicator of changes in abiotic and/or biotic conditions due to natural or anthropogenic disturbances. The high cost-effectiveness is also demonstrated with the incorporation of the indicator in different RSC frameworks and its application scientific articles.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						OSPAR, 2017

						HELCOM, 2012

						Rodríguez et al., 1998

						Massutí et al., 2004

						Gascón et al., 2009

						Basset et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I22		Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		3

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		4		2

				4		6		5				15



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015						Studying the deep-sea communities requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Thus, it would involve an important number of scientists with associated costs. However, the target reported is not difficult to analyze and report. The data provided would be novel for most of the basins, since this topic is usually not monitored in the deep-sea. Although the data provided is relevant and interesting for the assessment of benthic communities, it is not considered to be of the highest relevance for obtaining GES.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Rice et al., 2012







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I23		Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		3		4

				5		5		6				16

												Studying the deep-sea communities requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Also, it requires multiple data regarding different components and pressures, which increases costs both for the acquisition of primary data and for their processing. The data provided would be novel for some pressures or  communities in the different basins, since this topic is usually not monitored regarding specific pressures in the deep sea. Additionally, the data provided would contribute to the characterization of deep-sea ecosystems and impacts on them, thus increasing our knowledge regarding resilience and potential responses. Consequently, its relevance and importance for obtaining and maintaining GES scores 4. 

		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015

						The Joint Nature Conservation Committee, 2008



						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Ashford et al., 2018

						Danovaro et al., 2001



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I24		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes

				Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		3		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		2		4

				7		4		6				17



		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012						If data regarding each pressure and impact is reported, the costs of assessing the indicator are limited. The data provided would only be novel for some pressures/impacts, and will complement already available datasets in each basin. This indicator concerns all basins and all pressures, being highly relevant and important for the achievement and maintenance of GES.



						Halpern et al., 2008

						Micheli et al., 2013

						Ramírez et al., 2018



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I25		Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		3		4

				5		5		6				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Data regarding bottom trawling intensities is nowadays easily obtained through AIS and/or VMS systems. However, monitoring of deep-sea communities and their dynamics requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs, which involve high costs. However, the information provided is highly relevant since it concerns the current main pressure on part of the deep-sea floor, which intensely impacts deep-sea habitats and ecosystems. Additionally, some regions remain unstudied, without data to accurately assess the impact.

						Eigaard et al., 2017

						Hiddink et al., 2006

						Rijnsdorp et al., 2016





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I26		Bottom trawling disturbance indicator 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		4		2

				5		6		4				15



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Studying the deep-sea communities requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Also, it requires multiple data regarding different components for each habitat, which increases costs both for the acquisition of primary data and for their processing. The data provided would be novel for all Mediterranean deep sea basins.

						De Juan et al., 2009,  2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I27		 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		4		4

				5		6		6				17



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Studying the deep-sea communities requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Also ,it requires multiple data regarding different components of each habitat, which increases costs both for the acquisition of primary data and for their processing.  The data provided would be novel for all Mediterranean deep sea basins. The indicator may enable initial assessment of the communities before the impacs occurs. Thus, the information provided is highly relevant for obtaining and maintaining GES.

						Bolam et al., 2014





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I28		Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		4		4

				5		6		6				17



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Studying deep-sea communities and their activity requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Also, it requires multiple data regarding different components and pressures for each habitat impacted, which increases costs both for the acquisition of primary data and for their processing. The data provided would be novel for all Mediterranean deep sea basins since this topic is not usually evaluated during and after the activity. The indicator targets an important pressure that might cause major impacts on the seafloor. Therefore, the information provided is highly relevant for obtaining and maintaining GES.

						Cordes et al., 2016

						Galil and Herut, 2011

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Boschen et al., 2013



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I29		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		4		4

				5		6		6				17



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010				Studying the deep-sea pressures and communities requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Also, it requires  multiple data regarding different components and pressures for each habitat impacted, which increases costs both for the acquisition of primary data and for their processing. The data provided would be novel for all Mediterranean deep sea basins, since this topic is not usually evaluated. The indicator would contribute with relevant data increasing our knowledge about the ecosystems functioning and their response to anthropogenic impacts, which is a valuable information in order to assess, obtain and maintain GES.

						Rice et al., 2012

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						Bremner et al., 2006

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						de Juan et al., 2007





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I30		Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		4		4		4

				5		6		6				17



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Studying the deep-sea pressures and communities requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Also, it requires multiple data regarding different components and pressures for each habitat impacted, which increases costs both for the acquisition of primary data and for their processing. The data provided would be novel for all Mediterranean deep sea basins, since this topic is not usually evaluated. Regional connectivity data will allow the collection of diversity and richness data, the assessment of the populations and of functional diversity and in turn inform about the resilience and recovery potential. Thus, this indicator is highly relevant and important regarding GES and Marine Spatial Planning for the development of a coherent network of MPAs (Marine Protected Areas).

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						Baco et al., 2016

						Berline et al., 2014

						Chase and Ryberg, 2004

						Thrush et al., 2010

						Vrijenhoek, 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I31		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		2		3		2

				3		5		4				12



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Studying processes involving both the upper water column and the deep-sea ecosystems requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Also, it requires multiple data regarding different components, functions and habitats, which increases costs both for the acquisition of primary data and for their processing. The data provided would be novel for some episodic events and for some basins. Although the information provided is highly informative of marine dynamics and ecosystem functioning, the indicator does not target directly any pressure or impact and its contribution to GES is somehow vague.  

						Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016 
(see references therein)

						Tamburini et al., 2013
 (see references therein)



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5







		IDEM_D6_I32		Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		4		4

				4		6		6				16



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Studying processes involving both the upper water column and the deep-sea ecosystems requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Also, it requires multiple data regarding different components, functions and habitats, which increases costs both for the acquisition of primary data and for their processing.  The data provided would be novel for some basins, at least for some interconnecting processes. The information provided is highly relevant for GES since pressures and impacts occurring in pelagic systems and in the upper column can significantly impact benthic ecosystems. The exclusively benthic perspective of some descriptors and criteria in the MSFD framework is not coherent with the principles of ecosystem functioning. 

						Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016 

						Tamburini et al., 2013

						Boero et al., 2016

						European Environment Agency, 2015

						Condon et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I33		Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

				Sampling 
(time and equipment)		Personnel required		Processing and analyzing  (time and equipment)

		Costs		1		2		2

				Relevance (value)		Uniqueness / redundancy		Target addressed (importance regarding GES)

		Relevance		3		2		4

				4		4		6				14



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015				Studying the deep seafloor requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Also, it requires multiple data regarding different components, functions and habitats, which increases costs both for the acquisition of primary data and for their processing. The data provided would be novel regarding some pressures in some basins. The collection of missing data would enable a complete assessment of one essential MSFD criteria defining seafloor integrity (D6C1). 

						Estrategia Marina, 2012

						Puig et al., 2012

						Carter et al., 2009

						The Petroleum Economist Ltd, 2013

						Fontanier et a.l, 2012

						ECORYS, 2014

						Piante and Ody, 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

























EP.4

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.4). Ecosystem relevance and target suitability



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				There is no evidence linking the indicator to their target
Relevant, unambiguous targets cannot be defined







		ES.2 APPROACH 				Expert judgment/qualitative approach

																						TABLE 7. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																				General assessment		Corrected (23)

		1		Evidence demonstrated (peer-reviewed publications). 
Unambiguous targets can be defined																1		6		6

		0.5		Evidence suggested (different kinds of publications).  
Complex targets defined																0.5		25		17

		0		No clear evidence identified. 
Only unambiguous targets with low relevance could be defined																0		1		0

																				Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D6_I1  		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate (MSFD 6.1.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				European Commission,2011								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The application of the EUNIS classification system enables a standard identification of targets. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance.

						HELCOM, 2012

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						UNEP - MAP, 2017







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I2		Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 92/43/EEC								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. It is an essential indicator of high ecosystem relevance. However, the initially developed indicator targets do not cover the deep-sea, whih decreases the relevance ot the targets and leads to scoring 0.5.

						Habitats Directive 

						Habitats and Birds Directives (Natura 2000)

						Zampoukas et al.,2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I3		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types (MSFD 6.1.2)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								The ecosystem relevance of the indicator is highly demonstrated by analyzing one of the main targets of Descriptor 6 (i.e. impact of human activities on the seabed). However, the indicator considers all human activities together without specifying them. This increases complexity when trying to identifying the targets (i.e. the different human pressures) and hinders an accurate assessment of each of them. 

						European Commission, 2011

						IDEM Action 2 and 3 deliverables, 2018, 2019









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I4		Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				OSPAR, 2017								The ecosystem relevance of the indicator is highly demonstrated by analyzing one of the main target of Descriptor 6 (i.e. seafloor physical damage). However, the indicator considers all impacts together without specifying if they are caused by natural or human pressures. Therefore, identification of the pressures causing the impact is quite complex, hindering the definition of accurate targets.





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5







		IDEM_D6_I5		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The ecosystem relevance of the indicator is highly demonstrated as it addresses one of the main causes of seafloor physical damage. The indicator considers all pressures together without specifying which ones should be monitored. Therefore, identification of the targets is not straightforward and increases the complexity of the indicator.

						IDEM Action 2 and 3 deliverables, 2018, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I6		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
 Footprint per unit of landings 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017 								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. Fishing still is the main pressure to the deep seafloor and, more generally, the marine environment. Consequently, this indicator has high ecosystem relevance. The relation between the indicator and the target has been evidenced by peer-reviewed publications (Amoroso et al., 2018; Eigaard et al., 2017) and by official documents as part of the Common Fisheries Policy regulations (2010/93/EU).

						Amoroso et al., 2018

						Commission Decision 2010/93/EU 



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I7		Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2016								Evidence and relevance of the indicator are described in different kinds of publications, including peer-reviewed articles and governmental documents. Unambiguous targets can be selected as demonstrated by its application in Spain for the MSFD. 

						Estrategia Marina, 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I8		Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2013/30/EU								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. Novel indicator of high ecosystem relevance. 

						European Commission, 2018

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I9		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Cordes et al., 2016								The ecosystem relevance is highly demonstrated and supported by documents and articles exposing the impacts of hydrocarbon exploration and production infrastructures installed on the seafloor. However, knowledge gaps may hinder the identification of targets since information on damages and disturbances during and after the activities is obscure. 

						Galil and Herut, 2011

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I10		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Estrategia Marina, 2012								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored.  The relation between the indicator and the target is perfectly clear. However, its implementation in Spain was somehow confusing and the indicator target was not clearly defined.



						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I11		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Carter et al., 2009								
Target identification might be a bit complex due to the paucity of information about the damages and disturbances during and after the installation. Additionally, impacts caused by cables and pipelines are considered of low importance regarding GES because of the limited effects that they seem to cause on the seafloor.


						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I12		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								The knowledge and data scarcity concerning this indicator implies a la lack of evidence connecting it with its targets, and hinders the definition of unambiguous, simple targets.

						Rice et al., 2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I13		Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Estrategia Marina, 2012								The evidence linking the pressure with the impact assessed is described in several publications. However, since the indicator encompasses all types of waste together, definition of specific targets gets complicated. Its implementation in Spain was not indicator-specific, which hindered the identification of the targets assessed. Since it is formulated and understood differently in the applications identified, inconsistent implementation would increase the complexity of target identification. 



						DEVOTool database 

						UNEP-MAP, 2009

						Fontanier et al., 2012

						Poulos et al., 1996



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I14		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. The relation between the indicator and the target is clear. However, it should be considered that the impacts caused by this pressure have been just suggested, but they are not fully identified neither described. 

						Boschen et al., 2013

						Piante and Ody, 2015









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I15		Index for sea-floor stability (physical integrity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Finland Country Report, 2014								The ecosystem relevance of the indicator has been suggested in different publications, linking it to protection levels of seabed habitats and establishing its connection with criteria for Descriptor 6. Due to the lack of literature describing the indicator and also due to its vague formulation, target suitability scores a 0. Additionally, an index quantifying seafloor stability would encompass multiple components and pressures. Thus, complex targets would be needed for this indicator. 



						HELCOM, 2012

						ICES WKGMSFDD6-II, 2015







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I16		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The MSFD Task Group 6 reports identifies the contribution of natural and human factors for most seafloor attributes, describing the links between the indicator and the targets. The indicator should encompass multiple components, functions and pressures leading to the definition of complex targets and assessments. 



						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I17		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Arico and Salpin, 2005								The relation between the indicator and its target has been proposed in some publications. However, this indicator should encompass different components and pressures, which could make target identification complex.  

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I18		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The link between the indicator and the actual environmental targets has been described in peer-reviewed publications where indexes including sensitive/tolerant species had been developed. Targets have been defined and the indicator ecosystem relevance is described for case studies focused on coastal zones. Thus, targets for deep-sea applications still need to be identified. Due to the lack of knowledge and data scarcity regarding deep-sea systems, the identification of targets would be rather complex.

						Rice et al., 2012

						Zampoukas et al., 2012

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I19		Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)





		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The relation between the indicator and the targets is exemplified in different articles where indexes for ecological assessments have been formulated and applied. However, since most of the case studies and applications for the MSFD and the WFD are centered in coastal zones, deep-sea targets would need to be established. Due to the lack of knowledge and data scarcity regarding deep-sea systems together with the difficulty of combining different measures of multiple components, the identification of targets is anticipated to be complex.

						Rice et al., 2012

						Zampoukas et al., 2012

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Rosenberg et al., 2004

						Estrategia Marina, 2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I20		Proportion of biomass or numbers of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified length/size (MSFD 6.2.3)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								Previous applications of the indicator, focused in systems above 200 m, identified specific targets relevant for the ecosystem under assessment (Lampadariou et al., 2008).  The potential seafloor attributes and processes that could be targeted by this indicator were suggested in the MSFD Task Group 6 report (Rice et al., 2010), where the relation between the indicator and the targets was described. Although some groups including vertebrates and bivalves and sensitive/tolerant species have been proposed, the identification of specific deep-sea targets for this indicator is still missing. Due to the lack of knowledge of deep-sea ecosystems and processes, the identification of appropriate targets might be not straightforward.

						OSPAR, 2017

						HELCOM, 2012

						Lampadariou et al., 2008











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I21		Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								Previous applications of the indicator have identified specific targets relevant for the ecosystems under assessment. However, most of the applications do not address deep-sea communities. Massutí et al. (2004) describe deep-sea communities but only regarding fish assemblages. The potential seafloor attributes and processes that could be targeted by this indicator were suggested in the MSFD Task Group 6 report (Rice et al., 2010), where the relation between the indicator and the targets was described. Although, some groups such as invertebrates and bivalve, and other of sensitive/tolerant species have been proposed, the identification of specific deep-sea targets for this indicator has not been performed yet. Due to the lack of knowledge of deep-sea ecosystems and processes, the identification of the appropriate targets might be not straightforward.

						OSPAR, 2017

						HELCOM, 2012

						Rodríguez et al., 1998

						Massutí et al., 2004

						Gascón et al., 2009

						Basset et al., 2012

						Basset and Sabetta, 2009  





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D6_I22		Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura and Zenetos, 2002								The relation between the indicator and the targets is accurately described in articles where different indexes for benthic quality assessment are formulated. However, since most of the case studies and applications for the MSFD and the WFD refer to coastal zones, deep-sea targets would need to be established. Due to the lack of knowledge and data scarcity regarding deep-sea systems, the identification of targets would be not straightforward. 

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I23		Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				The Joint Nature Conservation Committee, 2008								Evidence is suggested by multiple publications that link a pressure to a community response and establish the link between the ecosystem targets and the indicator application. However, most of the articles only analyze one specific pressure affecting an individual habitat/region. The targets would need to be defined and standardized for assessing all relevant pressures throughout all Mediterranean basins, which would result in increasing the indicator complexity.  



						Ashford et al., 2018

						Danovaro et al., 2001

						Lauria et al., 2017

						Liu et al., 2017

						Ruhl et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I24		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes

				Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012								Ecosystem relevance and the link between the indicator and the ecosystem targets has been described in several publications that applied the index. However, if extra habitats or pressures want to be incorporated, new targets would need to be defined. The indicator formulation is defined as complex since it combines multiple pressures, impacts and habitats in a single value. 



						Halpern et al., 2008

						Korpinen et al., 2012

						Micheli et al., 2013



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I25		Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017								Evidence of the ecosystem relevance and of the link between the indicator and its targets is available in peer-reviewed publications. However, the application of the indicator in all relevant deep-sea habitats throughout the Mediterranean Sea would require the definition of new targets. Since the indicator compiles multiple ecosystems components and processes, target identification would not be straigthforward.

						Hiddink et al., 2006

						Rijnsdorp et al., 2016

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Rice et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I26		Bottom trawling disturbance indicator 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				De Juan et al.,2009, 2012								Evidence of the ecosystem relevance and of the link between the indicator and its targets is available in the publication defining the indicator (ref.). However, the application of the indicator in all relevant deep-sea habitats throughout the Mediterranean Sea would require the definition of new targets. Since the indicator compiles multiple ecosystem components, target identification would not be straigthforward.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Rice et al., 2012







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I27		 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bolam et al., 2014								Evidence of the ecosystem relevance and of the link between the indicator and its targets is available in the publication defining the indicator (ref.). However, the application of the indicator in all relevant deep-sea habitats throughout the Mediterranean Sea would require the definition of new targets. Since the indicator compiles multiple ecosystems components, target identification would not be straigthforward.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Rice et a.l, 2012







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I28		Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								The ecosystem relevance of the indicator has been endorsed in several publications where the possible effects that these activities might cause are described. However, since it has not been applied in any assessment or case study, targets need to be defined encompassing the different production and exploration activities with multiple ecosystem components and abiotic properties. This would likely result in numerous, complex targets.

						Boschen et al,. 2013

						Galil and Herut, 2011

						Liu et al., 2017

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I29		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The ecosystem relevance has been endorsed in several publications where targets have been identifed and described for the application of the indicator. However, the application of the indicator in all relevant deep-sea habitats throughout the Mediterranean Sea would require the definition of new targets. Since the indicator compiles multiple ecosystems components, target identification would not be straigthforward.

						Rice et al., 2012

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						Bremner et al., 2006

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						Kalogeropoulou et al., 2015

						de Juan et al., 2007



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I30		Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Baco et al., 2016								The ecosystem relevance has been endorsed in several publications where targets have been identified and described for specific studies beyond the Mediterranean Sea. Thus, the application of the indicator in all relevant deep-sea habitats throughout the Mediterranean Sea would require the definition of new targets. Since the indicator compiles multiple ecosystems components, target identification would not be straigthforward.

						Chase and Ryberg, 2004

						Thrush et al., 2010

						Vrijenhoek, 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I31		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								Ecosystem relevance and evidence of the link between upper water column events and deep-sea ecosystem processes has been demonstrated in several peer-reviewed publications addressing different types of events (Tamburini et al., 2013; Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016).  However, the topic addressed is difficult to measure and monitor. Therefore, the definition of unambiguous targets for all Mediterranean basins will not be an easy task. 

						Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016 
(and references therein)

						Tamburini et al., 2013
 (and references therein)



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I32		Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								Ecosystem relevance and evidence of the interrelations between pelagic and benthic habitats and processes has been demonstrated in several peer-reviewed publications focused in different processes and conservation-related topics (Tamburini et al., 2013; Environment European Agency, 2015; Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016). However, the topic addressed should encompass multiple components, functions and pressures. Therefore, the definition of unambiguous targets for all Mediterranean basins will not be an easy task. 

						Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016 

						Tamburini et al., 2013

						Boero et al., 2016

						European Environment Agency, 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I33		Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review/expert judgment



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Puig et al., 2012								Ecosystem relevance, evidence and targets are defined and demonstrated in several articles targeting different pressures that impact the deep seafloor. Thus, although the combination of different pressures and components might be complex, most of the targets for the indicator are already identified and described in peer-reviewed articles and other publications. 

						Carter et al., 2009

						European Commission, 2018

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						The Petroleum Economist Ltd, 2013

						Fontanier et al., 2012

						Poulos et al., 1996

						Boschen et al., 2013

						ECORYS, 2014



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





EP.5

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.5). Specificity and redundancy



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				The indicator is unspecific and redundant



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative approach



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE

		1		The indicator is specific and unique (no major overlap is observed)																				TABLE 8. Number of indicators for each score 

		0.5		The indicator reflects complementary ecosystem properties/pressures																				General assessment		Corrected (23)

				Few overlapping indicators are identified in other descriptors of the pool (minor redundancy)																		1		7		7

		0		The indicator is influenced by multiple properties and pressures																		0.5		19		14

				Major overlapping is identified between indicators of the same descriptor (major redundancy)																		0		6		2

																						Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D6_I1  		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate (MSFD 6.1.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition is quite broad, encompassing multiple targets and thus multiple properties and pressures that reduce its specificity. Additionally, because of the high relevance and common application in different regulative frameworks, major overlapping occurs with similar indicators suggested for Descriptor 6 that are part of the initial IDEM 3.2 pool.



						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						IDEM Action 2 and Task 3.1 Deliverables, 2018, 2019





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D6_I2		Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators								The indicator definition is quite broad, encompassing multiple targets and thus multiple properties and pressures that reduce its specificity. Additionally, because of the high relevance and common application in different regulative frameworks, major overlapping occurs with similar indicators suggested for Descriptor 6 that are part of the initial IDEM 3.2 pool.



						IDEM Action 2 and Task 3.1 Deliverables, 2018, 2019



						Zampoukas et al.,2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D6_I3		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types (MSFD 6.1.2)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								The indicator definition targets specifically human activities impacting the seabed. However, since it considers all human activities together, specificity is reduced. Because of the relevance and common application in other frameworks, overlapping occurs with similar indicators suggested for Descriptor 6 as part of the IDEM 3.2 initial pool. 

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators



						IDEM Action 2 and Task 3.1 Deliverables, 2018, 2019







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I4		Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				OSPAR, 2017								The indicator formulation is quite broad encompassing all physical damage to habitats caused by natural or human pressures. Therefore, the indicator is influenced by multiple pressures, reflecting a substantial number of different targets. Overlapping occurs with similar indicators of the IDEM 3.2 pool for Descriptor 6. 



						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D6_I5		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The indicator targets all pressures susceptible to alter the substrate. The broad formulation of the indicator decreases its specificity reflecting diverse but complementary ecosystem targets. However, since other related indicators target the impact (the extent of physical damage) instead of the pressures causing it, no overlapping is accounted. The indicator presents a novel way to approach the assessment of human impacts.



						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I6		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
 Footprint per unit of landings 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017								The indicator reflects one specific pressure: fishing activities. However, other indicators of the initial pool relate to this topic, some of which complement (e.g. IDEM_D6_I7) or overlap with the current indicator (e.g. IDEM_D6_I3 and IDEM_D6_I5). However, the overlaps are with general indicators targeting multiple pressures and, therefore, redundancy is considered minor. 



						Commission Decision 2010/93/EU 

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators

						Amoroso et al., 2018





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I7		Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2016								The indicator aims at discriminating the areal effects of the different types of fishing gear. Minor redundancy is described since it overlaps with indicator IDEM_D6_I6 and partly with indicators IDEM_D6_I3 and IDEM_D6_I5 that consider all pressures together. 



						Estrategia Marina, 2012



						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I8		Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				European Commission, 2018								The indicator was defined to fill a gap. Therefore, it is described as unique complementing IDEM_D6_I9. Since it clearly refers to a specific target it scores 1 in EP.5



						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I9		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Galil and Herut, 2011								The indicator was defined to fill a gap. Therefore, it is described as unique, complementing IDEM_D6_I8. Although the indicator does not describe which specific impacts need to be monitored, it targets only hydrocarbon exploration and production activities. Overall, it is defined as specific and unique.

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I10		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Estrategia Marina, 2012								The indicator specifically targets one pressure, setting clear targets. It is described as unique in the pool, and is complemented by IDEM_D6_I11. However, it should be taken into account that its implementation in Spain was confusing and the indicator target was not clearly defined.



						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I11		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								The indicator was defined to fill a gap. Therefore, it is described as unique, and complemented IDEM_D6_I10. Although the indicator does not describe which specific impacts need to be monitored, it targets only one particular pressure. Overall, it is defined as specific and unique.

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I12		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								The indicator is not considered specific since it is influenced by different pressures and community properties that still need identification and characterization. Because of the lack of knowledge and data, specific targets are difficult to define. However, it is considered unique since the recovery potential is omitted in the MSFD and in previous GES assessments, thus resulting in a lack of indicators evaluating this aspect.

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators

						Rice et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I13		Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								The indicator is not considered specific since it encompasses all types of waste together, hindering the definition of specific targets. However, it is considered unique since no other indicator from the pool targets specifically this impact.

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators

						Estrategia Marina, 2012



						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I14		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								The indicator specifically targets one pressure. Its formulation identifies unambiguously  the targets that should be monitored. The indicator was defined to fill a gap since this topic was not considered in previous GES assessments. Therefore, it is described as unique without any overlap identified within the pool of indicators.

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators

						IDEM deliverable 1.1, 2017

						IDEM deliverable 2.2, 2018



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I15		Index for sea-floor stability (physical integrity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Finland Country Report, 2014								Although the indicator might encompass multiple components and pressures it is unique since no other indicator stablishes and index for sea-floor stability, which leads to absence of overlap. The indicator would reflect diverse but complementary targets.



						ICES WKGMSFDD6-II, 2015

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I16		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								The indicator is not considered specific since it is influenced by different components, functions, pressures and community properties that still need identification and characterization. Thus, simple, concise targets are difficult to define. However, it is considered unique since this topic has not been incorporated in any previous GES assessment, thus resulting in a lack of indicators evaluating this aspect.

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I17		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Arico and Salpin, 2005								The indicator reflects different targets since it should encompass multiple components and pressures. Thus, it cannot be stated as specific. However, since no other indicator targets this topic, no overlaps can be identified.

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I18		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								The indicator should reflect different but complementary targets responding to the entire range of pressures occurring in the assessed area. Thus, specificity is reduced since it encompasses multiple components and pressures. A major overlap has been identified with IDEM_D6_I19 and IDEM_D6_I22 indicators.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I19		Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)





		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								The indicator should reflect different but complementary targets in order to assess benthic community condition, functionality and responsiveness to pressures. The indicator formulation is not specific since it encompasses different measures, and thus multiple targets. It overlaps partially with IDEM_D6_I18 indicator, since it also considers the presence of sensitive species.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Rosenberg et al., 2004

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I20		Proportion of biomass or numbers of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified length/size (MSFD 6.2.3)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								The indicator reflects mainly one ecosystem property, the size spectrum of the individuals. However, this property is influenced by different pressures, impacts and deep-sea processes, which lower the specificity of the indicator. An overlap has been identified concerning IDEM_D6_I21 indicator.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Lampadariou et al., 2008

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I21		Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								The indicator reflects mainly one ecosystem property: the size spectrum of the individuals. However, this property is influenced by different pressures, impacts and deep-sea processes, decreasing the specificity of the indicator. An overlap has been identified concerning IDEM_D6_I20 indicator.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Gascón et al., 2009

						Basset et al., 2012

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I22		Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				UNEP-MAP, 2012								The indicator should reflect different but complementary targets responding to the entire range of pressures occurring in the assessed area. Thus, specificity will be reduced since it encompasses multiple components and pressures. A major overlap has been identified with IDEM_D6_I18 and IDEM_D6_I19 indicators.

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						OSPAR, 2017

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I23		Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				The Joint Nature Conservation Committee, 2008								The indicator reflect different targets since it encompasses multiple components and properties influenced by different pressures. Thus, it cannot be defined as specific. Additionally, two other indicators of the initial pool target this topic, overlapping (partially) with this indicator.



						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I24		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes

				Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012								The indicator reflects different targets since it should encompass multiple pressures, impacts and habitats. Thus, it cannot be defined as specific. Minor redundancy has been detected with IDEM_D6_I3 indicators since both address the same issue.



						Halpern et al., 2008

						Korpinen et al., 2012

						Micheli et al., 2013

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I25		Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017								The indicator specifically responds to one pressure. The topic targeted is also addressed by IDEM_D6_I26 indicator but both indicators are complementary and without major overlaps.

						Hiddink et al., 2006

						Rijnsdorp et al., 2016

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I26		Bottom trawling disturbance indicator 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				De Juan et al., 2009,  2012								The indicator specifically responds to one pressure. The topic targeted is also addressed by IDEM_D6_I26 indicator. In addition, the indicator formulation is based on biological traits analysis associated to different levels of vulnerability to trawling. The same approach is considered in indicator IDEM_D6_I27. Because of the twoprtial overlaps, the indicator is scored 0.5 for this parameter.

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I27		 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bolam et al., 2014								The indicator specifically responds to one pressure. The indicator objective is to anticipate the pressure assessing the sensitivity of the community and its functions to trawling. Although a similar approach has been used for IDEM_D6_I26 indicator, the slight redundancy is considered of low relevance.

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I28		Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Boschen et al., 2013								The indicator reflect different targets since it should encompass multiple community individuals and abiotic conditions influenced by different hydrocarbon exploration and production pressures. Thus it cannot be defined as specific. A minor overlap is stated with IDEM_D6_I9 indicator since both address the same pressure, although IDEM_D6_I9 concerns physical damage only.

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I29		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rice et al., 2010 
(MSFD Task Group 6 Report)								The indicator reflects different targets since it should encompass multiple components and properties influenced by different pressures. Thus, it cannot be defined as specific. A minor overlap has been identified with indicator IDEM_D6_I32, which also focuses in ecological functions.

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						Bremner et al., 2006

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I30		Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014								The indicator reflects different targets since it should encompass multiple components, functions, processes and environmental conditions. Thus, it cannot be defined as specific. No overlap has been detected. 

						Baco et al., 2016

						Berline et al., 2014

						Chase and Ryberg, 2004

						Thrush et al., 2010

						Vrijenhoek, 2010

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I31		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								The indicator reflects multiple processes and targets that are influenced by human and natural disturbances. Thus, it cannot be defined as specific. No overlap has been identified since it is the only indicator targeting this topic and one of the few ones assessing criteria D6C7.

						Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016 
(and references therein)

						Tamburini et al., 2013
(and references therein)

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I32		Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								The indicator reflects multiple processes and targets that are influenced by human and natural disturbances. Thus, it cannot be defined as specific. A minor overlap has been identified with indicator IDEM_D6_I31, since blooms and other events are illustrative of the interrelations between benthic and pelagic habitats.

						Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016 
(and references therein)

						Tamburini et al., 2013
 (and references therein)

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators

						Boero et al., 2016



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I33		Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and indicator catalogues revision



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Estrategia Marina, 2012								The indicator should reflect diverse but complementary targets representing each of the pressures impacting seafloor topography. Thus, it cannot be defined as specific. Since it reflects different pressures, minor overlaps occur with indicators targeting one specific pressure or impact. But redundancy cannot be stated.



						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





EP.6

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.6). Spatial/temporal coverage and flexibility



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				The indicator is spatially and temporally restricted without adaptability to heterogeneous systems



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Quantitative

																						TABLE 9. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																				General assessment		Corrected (23)

		1		10-8																1		30		21

		0.5		7-4																0.5		2		2

		0		3-0																0		0		0

																				Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D6_I1  		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate (MSFD 6.1.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012						The broad formulation of the indicator and their high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC.



						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						UNEP -MAP, 2017

						Directive 2000/60/EC

						Estrategia Marina, 2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I2		Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		8





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 92/43/EEC						The broad formulation of the indicator and its high ecological relevance enables a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. However, two points were subtracted because this indicator has been mostly applied to coastal  regions without targeting deep sea habitats.

						HELCOM, 2012

						UNEP - MAP, 2017

						Directive 2000/60/EC

						Estrategia Marina, 2012

						Zampoukas et al.,2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I3		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types (MSFD 6.1.2)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						The broad formulation of the indicator and their high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. However, since the impact of human activities is am ongoing continuous process, sustained monitoring is recommended. Punctual monitoring would not provide accurate information.  

						OSPAR, 2017

						European Commission, 2011

						UNEP-MAP, 2017

						Halpern et al., 2008

						Micheli et al., 2013





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I4		Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		3		3		1		1		8





		ES.3 REFERENCES				OSPAR, 2017						The broad formulation of the indicator and their high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales. Spatial coverage is scored with a 3 since the indicator formulation specifies physical damage to special habitats, leaving out of the assessment some seabed substrates. It also enables its usage in heterogeneous systems and in different management frameworks as demonstrated by its application to different directives and RSC. However, since the impact of human activities is an ongoing continuous process, sustained monitoring is recommended. Punctual monitoring would not provide accurate information.  

						Directive 2008/56/EC

						UNEP-MAP, 2017

						Halpern et al., 2008









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I5		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		0		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010						The indicator is applicable to all basins and suitable for sustained or punctual monitoring. However, the formulation considers the area exposed to pressures without specifying how it will report differences between distinct systems and habitats that respond differently to pressures and alterations. It should be applicable to all management frameworks.

						Halpern et al., 2008

						Ramírez et al., 2018











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I6		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
 Footprint per unit of landings 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		0		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017						The indicator is applicable to all Mediterranean basins since fishing activities occur and impact all regions. Additionally, it can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times although sustained monitoring is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. However, it does not consider differences regarding habitats or special ecosystems, which results in a 0 score in flexibility for heterogeneous systems. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D6C1 and D6C2, scoring 1 in flexibility within management frameworks. 

						Commission Decision 2010/93/EU 

						ICES Advice, 2015

						Amoroso et al., 2018









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I7		Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		0		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al,. 2016						The indicator is applicable to all Mediterranean basins since fishing activities occur and impact all regions. Additionally, it can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times although sustained monitoring is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. However, it does not consider differences regarding habitats or special ecosystems, which results in a 0 score in flexibility for heterogeneous systems. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D6C1 and D6C2, scoring 1 in flexibility within management frameworks. 

						Estrategia Marina, 2012













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I8		Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		3		4		0		1		8





		ES.3 REFERENCES				European Commission, 2018						The indicator application only makes sense for some basins, since hydrocarbon exploration and production activites do not impact all Mediterranean regions. It can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times although sustained monitoring is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. However, it does not consider differences regarding habitats or special ecosystems, which results in a 0 score in flexibility for heterogeneous systemsy. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D6C1 and D6C2, scoring 1 in flexibility within management frameworks. 

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						The Petroleum Economist Ltd, 2013

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I9		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		3		4		0		1		8





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The indicator application only makes sense for some basins, since hydrocarbon exploration and production activites do not impact all Mediterranean regions. It can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times although sustained monitoring is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. However, it does not consider differences regarding habitats or special ecosystems, which results in a 0 score in flexibility for heterogeneous systems. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D6C1 and D6C2, scoring 1 in flexibility within management frameworks. 

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						The Petroleum Economist Ltd, 2013











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I10		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		0		1		8





		ES.3 REFERENCES				EMODnet online repository. Human activities portal						The indicator is applicable to all Mediterranean basins since the pressure affects all of them. Its application only makes sense for sustained monitoring since cables and pipelines are fixed structures that need continued monitoring. The indicator formulation does not take into account differences in habitats or specific ecosystems, which results in a 0 score in flexibility for heterogeneous systems. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D6C1 and D6C2, scoring 1 in flexibility within management frameworks.



						Estrategia Marina, 2012



						Carter et al., 2009







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I11		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		0		1		8





		ES.3 REFERENCES				EMODnet online repository. Human activities portal						The indicator is applicable to all Mediterranean basins since the pressure affects all of them. Its application only makes sense for sustained monitoring since cables and pipelines are fixed structures that need continued monitoring. The indicator formulation does not take into account differences in habitats or specific ecosystems, which results in a 0 score in flexibility for heterogeneous systems. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D6C1 and D6C2, scoring 1 in flexibility within management frameworks.



						Carter et al., 2009

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I12		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		0		8





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The indicator is applicable to all Mediterranean basins since this topic is relevant for all regions and habitats. Its application only makes sense for sustained monitoring since recovery is a dynamic process that needs long-time assessments for its characterization. The indicator implies an evaluation for each community/habitat/ecosystem, enabling its application in heterogeneous systems. However, within IDEM deliverable 3.1, a new criterion was suggested in order to eventually incorporate this topic to a revised MSFD. Other directives or RSC also neglecting this ecosystems’ capability Therefore, its applicability to other management frameworks scores 0.  

						ICES WGMSFDD6,  2014













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I13		Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		0		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The indicator application covers all Mediterranean basins, since waste accumulations occurs across large expanses of the Mediterranean seafloor. It can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times although sustained monitoring is preferred in order to obtain long-time data series of the evolution of the waste. However, it does not consider differences regarding habitats or special ecosystems, which results in a 0 score in flexibility for heterogeneous systems. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D6C1 and D6C2, scoring 1 in flexibility within management frameworks. 

						Estrategia Marina, 2012



						EMODnet online repository. Human activities portal



						UNEP-MAP, 2009

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I14		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		3		3		0		1		7





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The indicator application only makes sense for some basins since deep-sea mining targets occur only in the Tyrrhenian Sea and along the Greek coastline. It should be applied in long-term monitoring programs in order to follow the evolution, the impacts and the response to this pressure, would it take place in the future. However, it does not consider differences regarding habitats or special ecosystems, which results in a 0 score in flexibility for heterogeneous systems. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D6C1 and D6C2, scoring 1 in flexibility within management frameworks.

						Boschen et al., 2013

						ECORYS, 2014

						Piante and Ody, 2015









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I15		Index for sea-floor stability (physical integrity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		0		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Finland Country Report, 2014						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times although sustained monitoring is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. However, it does not consider differences regarding habitats or special ecosystems since it specifically refers to physical integrity. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D6C2, scoring 1 in flexibility within management frameworks.













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I16		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It should be applied in long-term monitoring programs since the interaction between human pressures and ecosystem attributes is a dynamic process that cannot be understood with a one-time observation. The indicator should encompass and consider the characteristics of each system, enabling its application in heterogeneous systems. It could be included within the MSFD criteria D6C2 but also within the D6C6 novel criterion suggested in the IDEM deliverable 3.1.  



						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I17		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Arico and Salpin, 2005						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times for monitoring an individual activity but sustained monitored is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series about impacts from this pressure. The indicator requires a specific assessment for each activity and system, enabling its application in heterogeneous systems. It can be included within the MSFD criteria D6C2, so that it is considered flexible within management frameworks.

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I18		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times for monitoring a response to a specific impact/pressure but sustained monitored is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. The indicator targets will vary depending on the habitat assessed, which could require its adaptation. The indicator was included within the MSFD D6C2 and proposed indexes (Borja et al., 2000; Simboura and Zenetos, 2002; Rosenberg et al., 2004; Labrune et al., 2006) have been applied in other directives (e.g. WFD) and RSC frameworks (OSPAR candidate indicator). Thus, flexibility regarding management frameworks scores also 1.

						OSPAR, 2017

						Zampoukas et al., 2012

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I19		Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)





		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times but sustained monitored is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. The indicator targets will vary depending on the habitat assessed, which could require its adaptation. The indicator was included within the MSFD D6C2 and within the new criterion suggested (D6C6). Proposed indexes ( Borja et al., 2000; Simboura and Zenetos, 2002; Rosenberg et al., 2004) have already been applied in  other directives (e.g. WFD). Thus, flexibility regarding management frameworks scores also 1.

						Zampoukas et al., 2012

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Rosenberg et al., 2004







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I20		Proportion of biomass or numbers of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified length/size (MSFD 6.2.3)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times but sustained monitored is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. The indicator targets will vary depend on the habitat assessed, which could require its adaptation. The indicator was included within the MSFD D6C2 but also in other RSC frameworks (OSPAR and HELCOM indicators). Thus, flexibility regarding management frameworks scores also 1.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						OSPAR, 2017

						HELCOM, 2012

						Lampadariou et al., 2008







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I21		Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times but sustained monitored is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. The indicator targets will vary depend on the habitat assessed, which could require its adaptation, as demonstrated by its different applications to a great variety of systems. The indicator was included within the MSFD D6C2 but also in other RSC frameworks (OSPAR and HELCOM indicators). Thus, flexibility regarding management frameworks scores also 1.

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						OSPAR, 2017

						HELCOM, 2012

						Rodríguez et al., 1998

						Massutí et al., 2004

						Gascón et al., 2009

						Basset et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I22		Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				UNEP-MAP, 2012						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It should be applied in sustained monitoring programs since continous data series are needed in order to detect a change. The indicator targets will vary depend on the habitat assessed, which could require its adaptation. The indicator was included within the MSFD D6C2 and proposed indexes (Borja et al., 2000; Simboura and Zenetos, 2002; Rosenberg et al., 2004; Labrune et al., 2006) have been applied in other directives (e.g. WFD) and RSC frameworks (OSPAR candidate indicator). Thus, flexibility regarding management frameworks scores also 1.

						OSPAR, 2017

						Zampoukas et al., 2012

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I23		Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The Joint Nature Conservation Committee, 2008						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It should be applied in sustained monitoring programs since continuous data series are needed in order to detect a change. The indicator targets will vary depend on the habitat assessed, which could require its adaptation. The indicator could be included within the MSFD D6C3-5 for assessing impacts on habitats or within the novel criterion D6C8 targeting ecosystems' response and resilience.



						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I24		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes

				Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10





		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times but sustained monitoring is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. The indicator already takes into account differences between habitats, scoring 1 in flexibility in heterogeneous systems. The indicator was included within the MSFD D6C1 and also in other RSC frameworks (HELCOM indicators). Thus, flexibility regarding management frameworks scores also 1.



						Halpern et al., 2008

						Korpinen et al., 2012

						Micheli et al., 2013



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I25		Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10



												The indicator is applicable to all Mediterranean basins since fishing activities occur and impact all regions. Additionally, it can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times although sustained monitored is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. The indicator targets will vary depend on the habitat assessed, which could require its adaptation. The indicator could be included within the MSFD D6C3-5 for assessing impacts on habitats or within the novel criterion D6C8 targeting ecosystems' response and recovery.

		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017

						Hiddink et al., 2006

						Rijnsdorp et al., 2016

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I26		Bottom trawling disturbance indicator 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10



												The indicator is applicable to all Mediterranean basins since fishing activities occur and impact all of them. Additionally, it can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times although sustained monitoring is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. The indicator targets will vary depend on the habitat assessed, which could require its adaptation. The indicator could be included within the MSFD D6C3-5 for assessing impacts on habitats. 

		ES.3 REFERENCES				De Juan et al., 2009,  2012

						IDEM deliverable 3.1,2019





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D6_I27		 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		4		1		1		10



												The indicator is applicable to all Mediterranean basins since fishing activities occur and impact all of them. Additionally, it can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times although sustained monitoring is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. The indicator targets will vary depend on the habitat assessed, which could require its adaptation. The indicator could be included within the MSFD D6C3-5 for assessing impacts on habitats or within the novel criterion D6C8 targeting ecosystems' response and resilience. 

		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bolam et al., 2014

						IDEM deliverable 3.1





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D6_I28		Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		3		3		1		1		8





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Piante and Ody, 2015						The indicator application only makes sense for deep basins where hydrocarbon resources occur (i.e. the Levant Basin). It should be applied in long-term monitoring programs in order to detect stignifcant changes during and after the activities. The indicator targets will be different in each habitat, which could require its adaptation. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D6C3-5.

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						ECORYS, 2014

						The Petroleum Economist Ltd, 2013



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D6_I29		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		1		9





		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It should be applied in long-term monitoring programs in order to detect significant changes. The indicator targets will be different in each habitat, which could require its adaptation. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D6C3-5 but also could be useful for monitoring the newly defined cirteria D6C6 and D6C8. 

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						Bremner et al., 2006

						Kalogeropoulou et al., 2015

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I30		Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		0		8



												The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It should be applied in long-term monitoring programs in order to detect significant changes and obtain trends and patterns. The indicator targets will be different in each habitat, which could require its adaptation. However, within IDEM deliverable 3.1, a new criterion was suggested in order to incorporate this topic to an eventual update of the MSFD. The MSFD criteria do not target functionality or recoverability of ecosystems, two criteria that  basic for assessing the GES of the seafloor. Thus, this indicator could not be encompassed in current framework of the MSFD. Consequently, two new criteria were suggested in the IDEM deliverable 3.1 (D6C6 and D6C8), which relate to this and other indicators.  

		ES.3 REFERENCES				ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Baco et al., 2016

						Thrush et al., 2010

						Vrijenhoek, 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1









		IDEM_D6_I31		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		0		0		7





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It should be applied in long-term monitoring programs in order to characterize spatial and temporal patterns studies allowing the detection of alterations that can be linked to pressures. The indicator does not consider differences between habitats since the processes involved often encompass wide regions with multiple ecosystems. Within IDEM deliverable 3.1, a new criterion was suggested (D6C7) in order to incorporate this topic to an eventual update of the MSFD since the current criteria do not consider it.

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators

						Condon et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5









		IDEM_D6_I32		Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		1		0		8





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It should be applied in long-term monitoring programs in order to characterize spatial and temporal patterns studies allowing the detection of alterations that can be linked to pressures. The indicator should consider all benthic and pelagic habitats, adapting to each system. The indicator could be included within the MSFD criteria D6C3-5 but it will also fit within the newly defined criteria D6C6 and D6C7.

						IDEM 3.2 Initial pool of indicators

						Boero et al., 2016



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1







		IDEM_D6_I33		Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2  APPROACH

		Spatial coverage		Temporal coverage		Flexibility (heterogenosus systems)		Flexibility (management frameworks)

		4		3		0		1		8





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Estrategia Marina, 2012						The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It should be applied in long-term monitoring programs in order to detect significant changes. Since the indicator does not differentiate between seafloor habitats, its application in heterogeneous systems might lead to inconsistencies. The indicator is clearly encompassed within MSFD criterion 1 (D6C1), thus facilitating its implementation in other frameworks.



						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Puig et al., 2012

						Fontanier et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1











EP.7

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.7). Precautionary capacity



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				There is no immediate and measurable change in the indicator associated with a change in the target that anticipates ecosystem-level change in the system





		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative approach

																								TABLE 10. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																						General assessment		Corrected (23)

		1		Lag time is small and easily measurable, suitable to enable mitigation action 																		1		11		9

		0.5		Lag time is important and complex to measure, and only partial mitigation could be accomplished 																		0.5		10		6

		0		Lag time cannot be measured; therefore, actions to prevent deterioration are not possible																		0		11		8

																						Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D6_I1  		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate (MSFD 6.1.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in abundance, biomass and/or areal extent happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





		IDEM_D6_I2		Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in range, area, structure or/and function happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I3		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types (MSFD 6.1.2)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator targets an impact.  Therefore, it quantifies an alteration that already occurred. The deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I4		Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The indicator targets an impact.  Therefore, it quantifies an alteration that already occurred. The deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I5		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								Contrary to the previous indicators, the formulation of IDEM_D6_I5 has precatuionary capacity. If the pressure is detected early enough, it can be stoped or at least reduced in order to avoid altering the substrate. However, the possibility of applying mititigation and prevention actions will depen on each pressure.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I6		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
 Footprint per unit of landings 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative

																The formulation of IDEM_D6_I6 has precautionary capacity since it targets the distribution and intensity of the pressure instead of the impact. If the pressure is detected early enough, it can be stoped or at least reduced in order to avoid the continuous alteration of the seafloor. One major problem is that at least some of the impacts caused by this pressure are immediate without possible mitigation action.



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017

						Commission Decision 2010/93/EU 

						ICES Advice, 2015

						Amoroso et al., 2018



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I7		Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative

																The indicator targets an impact. Therefore, it quantifies an alteration that already occurred. The deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2016

						Estrategia Marina, 2012







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I8		Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative

																The indicator targets a pressure that cannot be avoided since its quantification implies that it is already taking place.  Therefore, most of the impacts caused cannot be prevented. They can only be minimized. 



		ES.3 REFERENCES				European Commission, 2018









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I9		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative

																The indicator targets an impact.  Therefore, it quantifies an alteration that already occurred. The deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I10		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative

																The indicator targets a pressure that cannot be avoided since its quantification implies that its already taking place.  Therefore, most of the impacts caused cannot be prevented. They can only be minimized. 



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Carter et al., 2009

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Estrategia Marina, 2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I11		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative

																The indicator targets an impact. Therefore, it quantifies an alteration that already occurred. Therefore, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Carter et al., 2009

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I12		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative

																The indicator targets the response to an impact. Therefore, prevention actions cannot be applied. However, precautionary capacity scores 0.5 since knowledge of ecosystems' recovery rates might help in the prediction of responses for future situations. Mitigation actions could be implemented to prevent or reduce the pressure and its impacts.  



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						ICES WGMSFDD6,  2014





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I13		Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative

																The indicator targets an impact and quantifies the alteration occurred. Therefore, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. However, precautionary capacity scores 0.5 since actions could be eventually undertaken to avoid further impacts caused by the waste accumulation



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Estrategia Marina, 2012



						EMODnet online repository. Human activities portal





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I14		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative

																Since no deep-sea mining activities s.str. are currently taking place in the Mediterranean Basin, the monitoring of this parameter is essentially a precautionary measure. Characterization of the areas that could be affected in the future is of relevance in order to perform meticulous risk assessments to avoid or minimize impacts.





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Boschen et al., 2013

						ECORYS, 2014

						Piante and Ody, 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I15		Index for sea-floor stability (physical integrity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative

																The indicator will provide information regarding the level of protection and integrity of benthic habitats. Seafloor characterization provides knowledge about the current state of the system and its potential responses to pressures and impacts. Thus, the indicator data could support the establishment of measures and actions for preventing or at least minimizing predicted impacts. 



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Finland Country Report, 2014







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I16		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative

																The indicator increases our knowledge on the functioning of deep-sea ecosystems and how they respond to natural and human-induced disturbances. This knowledge is highly relevant in order to characterize the system's resilience and predict responses to pressures. Thus, the data provided by the indicator will support the establishment of measures and actions for preventing or at least minimizing predicted impacts.



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010



						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I17		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative

																Bioprospecting as a pressure has been recently recognized. Nowadays, it is not considered one of the most detrimental human activities for the deep-sea. Thus, we can still prevent further impacts and knowledge of the areas potentially affected would allow the development of appropriate actions to prevent or minimize those impacts.



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Arico and Salpin, 2005

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I18		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The presence of sensitive/tolerant species normally is a response to pressures/impacts occurring in the system. Thus, the impact has already occurred and prevention is not possible. However, if baseline studies are available and accurate characterization of the responses is performed, the presence of these species can be an early indicator of the occurrence of pressures/impacts, thus enabling the application of regulations and mitigation actions to prevent further and bigger impacts. 

						Zampoukas et al., 2012

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I19		Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)





		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The indicator will characterize seabed habitats and the associated communities. Knowledge of the systems' condition and functionality enables the assessment about the current state of the system and its potential responses to pressures and impacts. Thus, the indicator data could support the establishment of measures and actions for preventing or at least minimizing predicted impacts. Additionally, the presence of these species can be an early indicator of the occurrence of the pressure/impact, thus enabling the application of regulations and mitigation actions to prevent further and bigger impacts.

						Rosenberg et al., 2004

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I20		Proportion of biomass or numbers of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified length/size (MSFD 6.2.3)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The indicator will characterize seabed habitats and the associated communities. Knowledge of the systems' condition, functionality, community dynamics (e.g. productivity, mortality rate, life history, survival strategies) will enable the assessment of the current state, the system potential response to impacts and its resilience. Thus, the indicator data could support the establishment of measures and actions for preventing or at least minimizing predicted impacts. Additionally, if baseline characterization is available, a change in the size spectrum could be used as an early indicator reflecting an impact. 



						OSPAR, 2017

						HELCOM, 2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I21		Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The indicator will characterize seabed habitats and the associated communities. Knowledge of the systems' condition, functionality and community dynamics (e.g. productivity, mortality rate, life history, survival strategies) will enable the assessment of the current state, the system potential response to impacts and its resilience. Thus, the indicator data could support the establishment of measures and actions for preventing or at least minimizing predicted impacts. Additionally, if baseline characterization is available, a change in the size spectrum could be used as an early impact indicator.



						OSPAR, 2017

						HELCOM, 2012

						Gascón et al., 2009

						Basset et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I22		Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				UNEP-MAP, 2012								A change in the presence of indicator species is normally as a response to a pressure/impact occurring in the system. Thus, the pressue has already impacted the habitat and prevention is not possible. However,  the presence of these species can be an early indicator of the occurring pressure/impact, thus enabling the application of regulations and mitigation actions to prevent further and bigger impacts. 

						Simboura and Zenetos, 2002

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I23		Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				The Joint Nature Conservation Committee, 2008								The change monitored is understood as a response to a pressure/impact occurring in the system. Thus, the pressure has already impacted the habitat and prevention is not possible. However, knowledge regarding ecosystems response and resilience could be useful for the development of actions to prevent further and bigger impacts.



						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Ashford et al., 2018

						Danovaro et al., 2001



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I24		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes

				Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012								The indicator targets an impact. Therefore, it quantifies an alteration that has already occurred. The deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 



						Halpern et al., 2008

						Korpinen et al., 2012

						Micheli et al., 2013



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I25		Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al,. 2017								The indicator targets an impact. Therefore, it quantifies an alteration that has already occurred. The deterioration cannot be prevented. However, knowledge regarding the ecosystem recoverability could be useful for the development of actions to prevent further pressures and impacts.

						Hiddink et al,. 2006

						Rijnsdorp et al,. 2016

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I26		Bottom trawling disturbance indicator 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				De Juan et al., 2009,  2012								The indicator targets the response to an impact. Therefore, preventing actions cannot be applied. The deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I27		 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bolam et al., 2014								The indicator objective is to anticipate the pressure assessing the sensitivity of the community and its functions against trawling. Thus, the indicator data could support the establishment of measures and actions for preventing or at least minimizing the pressure in the more sensitive habitats. 

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I28		Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								The change monitored is understood as a response to a pressure/impact occurring in the system. Thus, the pressure has already impacted the habitat and prevention is not possible. However, knowledge regarding ecosystems response and resilience could be useful for the development of actions to prevent further and bigger impacts.

						Boschen et al., 2013

						Galil and Herut, 2011

						Liu et al., 2017

						Cordes et al., 2016



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I29		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bremner et al., 2006								The indicator provides information regarding the ecosystem functioning, subsequently allowing more precise predictions about their behavior and dynamics. However, if it is used to analyze the impacts of anthropogenic pressures, the change monitored should be understood as a response to a pressure/impact occurring in the system. Thus, the pressure has already impacted the habitat and prevention is not possible. However, knowledge regarding ecosystems response and resilience could be useful for the development of actions to prevent further and bigger impacts.

						Oug et al., 2012

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						de Juan et al., 2007

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014

						Kalogeropoulou et al., 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D6_I30		Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014								Connectivity together with heterogeneity helps maintaining viable populations as both facilitate resilience and recovery potentials. Thus, the indicator has a strong precautionary capacity in assessing ecosystems’ ability against and recovery from anthropogenic disturbances.

						Thrush et al., 2010

						Vrijenhoek, 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I31		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								Episodic events commonly involve significant ecophysiological modifications and major perturbations of background dynamics including sedimentation and nutriment supply in response to seasonal or punctual shifts in environmental conditions. Spatial and temporal patterns need to be characterized in the frame of baseline studies in order to detect alterations that can be linked to pressures and used as early indicators of potential impacts. 

						Condon et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1





		IDEM_D6_I32		Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								Interrelations between benthic and pelagic habitats compile multiple components and processes of the ecosystems. Also, they are affected by multiple perturbations and seasonal shifts of environmental conditions. Spatial and temporal patterns need to be characterized in the frame of baseline studies in order to detect alterations that can be linked to pressures and used as early indicators of potential impacts. Additionally, connectivity between upper column and benthic systems will influence system resilience and thus the impacts suffered.

						Boero et al., 2016





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1







		IDEM_D6_I33		Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative





		ES.3 REFERENCES				Estrategia Marina, 2012								The indicator targets an impact. Therefore, it quantifies an alteration that has already occurred. The deterioration cannot be prevented. 



						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Puig et al., 2012

						Carter et al., 2009

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Fontanier et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0











EP.8

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.8). Responsiveness



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				The indicator is not sensitive neither robust, and shows low accuracy and major error rates



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Quantitative/Qualitative

																						TABLE 11. Number of indicators for each score 

		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																				General assessment		Corrected (23)

		1		9-7																1		8		6

		0.5		6-4																0.5		20		16

		0		3-0																0		4		1

																				Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D6_I1  		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate (MSFD 6.1.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Statistical methods cannot be applied because of the way the indicator is formulated



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				3				2		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC				The statistical analysis defined for EP.8 cannot be applied to this indicator. Therefore, literature review and expert judgment were used to quantify the three key properties. Because of the unambiguous targets defined by the indicator, sensitivity and robustness are expected to be high, scoring the maximum values. However, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep-sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred. Therefore, accuracy is evaluated with 2, meaning acceptable accuracy.

						European Commission, 2011

						Estrategia Marina, 2012









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I2		Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of community interest



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Statistical methods cannot be applied because of the way the indicator is formulated



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				3				2		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 92/43/EEC				The statistical analysis defined for EP.8 cannot be applied to this indicator. Therefore, literature review and expert judgment were used to quantify the three key properties. Because of the unambiguous targets defined by the indicator, sensitivity and robustness are expected to be high, scoring the maximum values. However, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep-sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred. Therefore, accuracy is evaluated with 2, meaning acceptable accuracy.













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I3		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types (MSFD 6.1.2)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Statistical methods cannot be applied because of the way the indicator is formulated



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				2				2		7



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC				The statistical analysis defined for EP.8 cannot be applied to this indicator. Therefore, literature review and expert judgment were used to quantify the three key properties. Because of the unambiguous targets defined by the indicator, sensitivity and robustness are expected to be high. However, linear regression between any human pressure and its impact may not occur. Additionally, the accuracy of impact measurements depends on the region and on the human activity evaluated. Generally, impact assessment still requires better methods and technologies with lower error rates. 

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I4		Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Statistical methods cannot be applied because of the way the indicator is formulated



		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				2				2		7



		ES.3 REFERENCES				OSPAR, 2017				The statistical analysis defined for EP.8 cannot be applied to this indicator. Therefore, literature review and expert judgment were used to quantify the three key properties. Since the indicator formulation clearly states the target (impact) to be monitored, sensitivity and robustness are expected to be high. However, the relation between pressures and impacts on physical damage is not expected to behave following a linear regression. Additionally, the accuracy of impact measurement depends on the region and on the pressure evaluated. Generally, impact assessment still requires better methods and technologies with lower error rates.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I5		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Each pressure-impact relation will have a distinct behavior in correlation and regression analyses.
Complex quantitative approaches. Insufficient data.






		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				2				1		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010						The indicator main targets are the pressures causing impacts to the seabed. However, the relation between each pressure and its impact is not easily measurable. Although the relation is expected to be significant, some substrates or habitats can be insensitive to specific pressures or they could be altered in ways beyond any consideration. Additionally, errors are expected because of the difficulties of measuring some pressures. Therefore, the final individual quality score is set to 0.5







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I6		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
 Footprint per unit of landings 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				3				2		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017						The indicator reflects the pressure (fishing activities). Therefore, a change of the pressure will be directly measured by the indicator. Thus, sensitivity and robustness score the maximum values. Although methods are ready for this indicator, excellent accuracy has not been accomplished yet.

						Commission Decision 2010/93/EU 



						ICES Advice, 2015

						Amoroso et al., 2018





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I7		Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				2				1		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2016						The indicator reflects the impact caused by different fishing gear. Since the relation between the indicator, the target and the pressure is quite clear, sensitivity is expected to be high. Also, the response (the impact) is expected to be consistent, with low degrees of variability. However, methods are just being develop and their application is still limited. Therefore, accuracy levels cannot be assessed yet.

						Estrategia Marina, 2012











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I8		Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				3				2		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				European Commission, 2018								The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. Therefore sensitivity, robustness and accuracy are expected to be high since there is low error potential. Only accuracy might suffer from minor errors if the data provided is not accurate enough and the location of the structures is not reported exactly.  

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						The Petroleum Economist Ltd, 2013

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I9		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				2				1		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019				The identification of the indicator targets is complex since the impacts during and after the activities still require further characterization, in general. Sensitivity and robustness are expected to be high but the relation of the indicator with the impact is currently a bit ambiguous. Accuracy is scored 1  because of the lack of data and knowledge, potentially leading to significant biases. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I10		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				2				2		6



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EMODnet online repository. Human activities portal										The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. Therefore, sensitivity, robustness and accuracy are expected to be high. However, in some cases information is missing and the responsibility on each cable/pipeline could be diluted, thus increasing ambiguity in the relation between the indicator and the target (pressure). Accuracy might suffer from minor errors if the data provided is not accurate and the location of the cables and pipelines is not reported exactly.  




						Estrategia Marina, 2012









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I11		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				2				1		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Carter et al., 2009						The identification of the indicato targets is complex since the impacts during and after the installation still require further clarification. Since the indicator has not been applied yet, the actual responsiveness remains unknown. However, the clear formulation of the indicator should foster a sensitive and robust relation between the indicator and the target.  Accuracy is scored 1 because of the lack of data and knowledge, potentially leading to significant biases.

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I12		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		1				1				1		3



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The indicator is influenced by different pressures and community properties that, generally speaking, still need identification and characterization. Because of the lack of knowledge and data, specific targets could be difficult to define. Thus, sensitivity is scored 1. Although the responses to be expected could be postulated in some cases, the lack of previous applications together with knowledge scarcity decrease the robustness of the indicator and may imply a lack of accuracy of monitoring activities. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I13		Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case-studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				2				1		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The formulation of the indicator encompasses multiple targets. Each of them will respond differently to its leading pressure. Although sensitivity and robustness are expected to be high, they need to be evaluated on a case by case basis. Also, for some waste accumulations accurate information is missing regarding location, responsible entity, content of the deposit and areal extent. Therefore, accuracy is categorized as low enabling the occurrence of major biases. 

						UNEP-MAP, 2009

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011

						EMODnet online repository. Human activities portal





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I14		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case-studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				3				2		8



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019						The formulation of the indicator identifies unambiguously the targets that should be monitored. Therefore, sensitivity, robustness and accuracy are expected to be high since there is low error potential. Only accuracy might suffer from minor biases if the data provided is not accurate and the location of the deposits is not reported exactly.  

						IDEM deliverable 2.2, 2018

						Boschen et al., 2013

						Piante and Ody, 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I15		Index for sea-floor stability (physical integrity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case-studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		1				1				1		3



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Finland Country Report, 2014								The indicator formulation is quite vague. Additionally, documents describing its application are not available in English. The only report available is the Article 12 Technical Assessment, which fails to specify what does the indicator consider. Overall, we cannot score sensitivity, robustness or accuracy because of the lack of knowledge regarding the indicator, its targets and its relation with the pressures and impact involved. 



						HELCOM, 2012

						DEVOTool database 

						ICES WKGMSFDD6-II, 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I16		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		1				1				1		3



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The indicator needs to encompass multiple ecosystem components, functions and pressures that still need further characterization. Although some targets have been identified for some sea-flor attributes, each target will respond differently as a consequence of individual sensitivity, robustness and accuracy values. The lack of previous applications, together with the complex formulation and assessment of its targets, does not enable a reliable evaluation of this indicator.



						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I17		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		1				2				1		4



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Arico and Salpin, 2005								Although the indicator formulation is clear and unambiguous, it encompasses multiple targets.  Whereas some targets have been identified, it is also true that each target may respond differently as a consequence of individual sensitivity, robustness and accuracy values.

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I18		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				1				2		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura and Zenetos, 2002								For the evaluation of this parameter, the indexes described in the four references were revised. Although differences between index performances are observed, significant relations between the indexes and several components of the ecosystems assessed have been demonstrated. However, not all the indexes respond as expected in all cases. Their performance is highly variable, depending on each case and on the system where they are applied.

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I19		Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)





		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				1				2		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura and Zenetos, 2002								For the evaluation of this parameter, the indexes described in the references were revised. Although differences between index performances are observed, significant relations between them and several components of the ecosystems assessed have been demonstrated. However, not all the indexes respond as expected in all cases. Their performance is highly variable, depending on each case and on the system where they are applied. Regarding accuracy, multi-metric indexes have been reported to be less seasonally variable than univariate indexes.

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004

						Reiss and Kröncke, 2005



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D6_I20		Proportion of biomass or numbers of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified length/size (MSFD 6.2.3)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case-studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				1				2		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Lampadariou et al., 2008						For the evaluation of this parameter, the performance of the index described in Lampadariou et al. (2008) was revised. Significant relations between the index and different components and/or environmental conditions of the ecosystems assessed were confirmed. However, the method requires further testing in different ecosystems since its responsiveness has only been demonstrated in one specific application. The sensitivity of the index to natural variability is also recognized, decreasing its accuracy.







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D6_I21		Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case-studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				2				2		7



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rodríguez et al., 1998								Previous applications of this indicator for assessing specific regions reported a high sensitivity in detecting a change of the conditions coupled to a change of the size-spectrum of the community. Thus, although its application to deep-sea communities cannot be evaluated, the indicator is expected to have a sensitive, robust and accurate responsiveness as demonstrated in different applications to particular ecosystems.

						Gascón et al., 2009

						Basset et al., 2012

						Basset and Sabetta, 2009 





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I22		Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				1				2		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura and Zenetos, 2002								For the evaluation of this indicator, we revised the indexes described in the four references. Although differences between index performances were observed, significant relations between the indexes and different components of the ecosystems assessed were also demonstrated. However, not all indexes respond as expected in all cases. Their performance is highly variable depending on each specific case and on the system where they are applied.

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I23		Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				1				1		4



		ES.3 REFERENCES				The Joint Nature Conservation Committee, 2008								Previous applications of the indicator for specific pressures in particular habitats have demonstrated its ability to respond with a measurable change. Therefore, sensitivity is expected to be high. However, the indicator encompasses multiple targets and pressures, and each of them may respond differently to the driving pressures. Thus, whereas responses can be expected, at least in some cases, consistency cannot be evaluated without testing different applications. The accuracy of the response also needs to be tested on a case by case basis. 



						Ashford et al., 2018

						Lauria et al., 2017

						Ruhl et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I24		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes

				Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				2				1		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012								The indicator encompasses multiple ecosystem pressures, impacts and habitats. Although some targets have been identified for some pressures and impacts, each region will require the identification of the relevant pressures, impacts and habitats. Sensitivity, robustness and accuracy analyses should be performed for each region and assessment. Previous successful applications determine the score of 0.5 since sensitivity, robustness and accuracy were demonstrated in some systems, at least partially.



						Halpern et al., 2008

						Korpinen et al., 2012

						Micheli et al., 2013



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I25		Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				1				2		6



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017								Previous applications of the indicator in particular regions/habitats have demonstrated its ability to target the pressure and the impacts caused to the communities with acceptable accuracy. However, the indicator responsiveness has only been tested in specific cases and regions. Therefore, its performance needs to be evaluated for different deep-sea habitats in order to eventually confirm high robustness and consistency.

						Hiddink et al., 2006

						Rijnsdorp et al., 2016



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I26		Bottom trawling disturbance indicator 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				1				2		6



		ES.3 REFERENCES				De Juan et al., 2009, 2012								Previous applications of the indicator in particular regions/habitats have demonstrated its ability to target the pressure and the impacts caused to the communities with acceptable accuracy. However, the indicator responsiveness has only been tested in specific cases and regions. Therefore, its performance needs to be evaluated for different deep-sea habitats to assess robustness and overall consistency.



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I27		 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				1				2		6



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bolam et al., 2014								Previous applications of the indicator in particular regions/habitats have demonstrated its ability to target the pressure and the impacts caused to the communities with acceptable accuracy. However, the indicator responsiveness has only been tested in specific cases and regions. Therefore, its performance needs to be evaluated for different deep-sea habitats to assess robustness and overall consistency.



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I28		Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		1				1				1		3



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								The indicator is influenced by different pressures and community properties that still need identification and characterization. Because of the lack of knowledge and data, specific targets are difficult to define. Thus, sensitivity is scored  1. The lack of previous applications together with knowledge scarcity decrease the robustness of the indicator. The application of the indicator in real-world cases is needed to test accuracy and responsiveness.

						Boschen et al., 2013

						Galil and Herut, 2011

						Cordes et al., 2016



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I29		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				1				2		6



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bremner et al., 2006								Previous applications of the indicator for specific pressures in particular habitats have demonstrated high sensitivity as a result of significant relations between the targets analyzed. However, the indicator responsiveness has been tested in specific cases and regions only. Therefore, robustness has only been confirmed in specific cases. The indicator needs to be applied in Mediterranean deep-sea systems in order to test its robustness, sensitivity and accuracy.

						Oug et al., 2012

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						de Juan et al., 2007



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D6_I30		Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				1				2		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Chase and Ryberg, 2004								Previous applications of the indicator in particular regions/habitats have demonstrated significant relations between diversity, productivity and connectivity. However, the indicator responsiveness has been tested in specific cases and regions only. Its performance needs to be evaluated for different deep-sea habitats in order to assess robustness and overall consistency.

						Thrush et al., 2010

						Vrijenhoek, 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I31		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				1				2		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016 
(and references therein)								Previous applications of the indicator in particular regions/habitats targeting specific events have demonstrated links between the upper water column and deep-sea ecosystems, which allows considering the indicator sensitive. However,  responsiveness has been tested in specific cases only. its performance needs to be evaluated for different types of events to assess robustness and overall consistency.



						Tamburini et al., 2013
 (and references therein)





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I32		Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		2				1				2		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016								Previous applications of the indicator in particular regions/habitats targeting specific processes encompassing both benthic and pelagic habitats have demonstrated links between the upper water column and deep-sea ecosystem processes, which allows considering the indicator sensitive. However, since responsiveness has been tested in specific cases only, its performance needs to be evaluated for all relevant interconnected processes affecting the Mediterranean Sea.



						Tamburini et al., 2013







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I33		Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature and case-studies revision. 





		Sensitivity 
(correlation analyis)				Robustness
 (regression analysis)				Accuracy

		3				1				1		5



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Puig et al., 2012						Previous applications of the indicator in particular regions targeting specific pressures have demonstrated the link between the pressure and the indicator target (impact). Thus, the indicator responds clearly to the target change and to the pressure causing it.  However, since responsiveness has only been tested in specific cases, its performance needs to be evaluated for all relevant pressures in all basins. Accuracy also needs to be improved for some pressures/impacts.

						Carter et al., 2009

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Fontanier et al., 2012

						Poulos et al., 1996



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





EP.9

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.9). Methodology



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				The indicator is not measurable and requires a complex interpretation



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative approach



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE

		1		The indicator is measurable with the current methodology

				Methods are standardized and ready to use across all MED basins

				Easily to understand and consistent interpretations

		0.5		The indicator is measurable but the methodology needs minor adaptations

				Methods cannot be applied to all MED basins 																		TABLE 12. Number of indicators for each score 

				Some degree of complexity, different interpretations though with minor differences																		General assessment		Corrected (23)

		0		Complex to measure																1		4		4

				Methodology not available nor standardized																0.5		21		16

				Inconsistent interpretations 																0		7		3

																				Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D6_I1  		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate (MSFD 6.1.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.1 Deliverable, 2019								Whereas methods for mapping and analyzing benthic ecosystems are widely available, novel technologies and approaches should be developed to facilitate deep-sea sampling. Standardization of methods is also needed. Additionally, habitat extent is often modelled or inferred from environmental conditions, but Descriptor 6 still is one of the less considered descriptors in current models.

						Halpern et al., 2008

						Piroddi et al., 2015

						Rice et al., 2012

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Martin et al., 2014



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I2		Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.1 Deliverable, 2019								Whereas methods for mapping and analyzing benthic ecosystems are widely available, novel technologies and approaches should be developed to facilitate deep-sea sampling. Standardization of methods is also needed. Additionally, habitat extent is often modelled or inferred from environmental conditions, but Descriptor 6 still is one of the less considered descriptors in current models.

						Halpern et al.. 2008

						Piroddi et al., 2015

						Rice et al., 2012

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Martin et al., 2014



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I3		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types (MSFD 6.1.2)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC								Nowadays, monitoring of some human activities, such as trawling, is rather standard thanks to the usage of VMS and AIS data. However, VMS data is no easily accessible in all countries. Other activities are more complex to measure or even to identify, which highlights the need for further methodological and technological development and standardization.

						IDEM 3.1 Deliverable, 2019

						Eigaard et al., 2017

						Benn et al., 2010

						Rice et al., 2012

						Rademaekers et al., 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I4		Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case-studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM 3.1 Deliverable, 2019								Nowadays, monitoring of some human pressures, such as trawling, is rather standard thanks to the usage of VMS and AIS data, at least in some countries/basins. Other pressures are more complex to measure or even to identify, which highlights the need for further methodological and technological development and standardization.

						Eigaard et al., 2017

						Benn et al., 2010









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I5		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								Measurement of some human pressures, such as trawling, is rather standard thanks to the usage of VMS and AIS data. Also, pressure mapping is achievable as shown by different scientific articles and other documents. However, the lack of knowledge hinders the collection of data from pressures that are more complex to measure. 

						Eigaard et al., 2017

						Benn et al., 2010









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I6		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
 Footprint per unit of landings 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017								Nowadays, VMS and SIS systems provide valuable data to monitor and trawling fleets and assess their geographical span. The methodology is available and standardized for all European fishing fleets. Results are rather easily understandable, which helps achieving consistent interpretations.

						Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (STECF), 2017



						Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries (STECF). Final reports portal



						Amoroso et al., 2018



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I7		Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2016								Would each fishing activity be accurately described and robust data publically disseminated, evauation methods would develop really fast. At present, it is still difficult to precisely quantify the individual areas affected by every fishing gear.Beyond of the methodology proposed by Eigaard et al. (2016) further improvements and standardization are needed for its implementation in the whole Mediterranean Sea.

						Estrategia Marina, 2012











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I8		Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				European Commission, 2018								
Assessing this indicator does not require any complex methodology. It only requires that data regarding hydrocarbon exploration and production activities are easily accessible and fully availble. The indicator formulation is easy to understand, thus avoiding inconsistent interpretations. 














		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I9		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Galil and Herut, 2011								Identification of the indicator’s targets is at present difficult as the impacts during and after the activities require detailed characterization. Therefore, methods need to be developed, standardized and implemented. Current knowledge and data do not enable accurate assessment of the indicator. 

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I10		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								Assessing this indicator does not require any complex methodology. It only requires compilation of data regarding placement of cables and pipelines. The indicator formulation is easy to understand, which helps avoiding inconsistent interpretations. However, it should be taken into account that its implementation in Spain was somehow confusing and the indicator target was not clearly defined, which led to different interpretations.

						Estrategia Marina, 2012







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1



		IDEM_D6_I11		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								Identification of the indicator’s targets is at present difficult as the impacts during and after the activities require detailed characterization. Therefore, methods need to be developed, standardized and implemented. Current knowledge and data do not enable accurate monitoring of the indicator. 

						Carter et al., 2009







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I12		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								Knowledge and data scarcity hinders the definition of unambiguous, simple targets. Also the pressures and deep-sea properties that influence the indicator still need identification and characterization. Therefore, novel methods need to be developed, standardized and implemented. Current knowledge and data do not enable accurate monitoring of the indicator. 

						Rademaekers et al., 2015

						Rice et al., 2012







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I13		Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								The formulation of the indicator encompasses multiple targets. Each of them will require the development and standardization of a monitoring methodology. Although different interpretations have been derived from distinct applications, methodology is not expected to be particularly complex. Would all data regarding waste deposits become public, the assessment of the indicator would be much easier.

						Fontanier et al., 2012

						Poulos et al., 1996

						Kress et al., 1993

						Estrategia Marina, 2012

						EMODnet online repository. Human activities portal



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I14		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019								Methodology has been developed and applied for exploration activities. Therefore, the indicator is measurable and monitoring is currently possible. However, the areas potentially exposed still require proper characterization and accurate risk assessment. Thus, methods should be improved and standardized in order to assess properly the pressure and its potential impacts that will encompass multiple complex targets. 

						Boschen et al., 2013

						ECORYS, 2014

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Rademaekers et al., 2015









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I15		Index for sea-floor stability (physical integrity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012								The documents describing the application of this indicator are not available in English. The only report available is the Article 12 Technical Assessment, which does not specify what is considered within the indicator. Because of the lack of information regarding the indicator and its targets, the methodology required cannot be assessed. The indicator was described as conceptual, implying that it is not operational and that no methodology has been established yet. 

						DEVOTool database

						ICES WKGMSFDD6-II, 2015

						Finland Country Report, 2014











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I16		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case-studies and  reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								Knowledge and data scarcity hinders the definition of unambiguous, simple targets. Also the pressures and deep-sea properties that influence the indicator still need identification and characterization. Therefore, methods need to be developed, standardized and implemented for each encompassed factor. Current knowledge and data do not enable accurate monitoring of the indicator.



						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019

						Rice et al., 2012











		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D6_I17		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Arico and Salpin, 2005								The indicator monitors multiple targets since it encompasses multiple components and pressures. Each bioprospecting activity may require a specific methodology. Thus, monitoring of all the activities and impacts caused by each methodology is a taugh process. Although some articles have started to characterize the technologies applied, methodology is still not standardized neither ready to be applied in all basins.  

						Rademaekers et al., 2015









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I18		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura and Zenetos, 2002								Methodology has been described for each of the indexes reported in the references. Different formulations, specific for particular regions, systems and assessments, hinder a consistent application throughout all the basins. Thus, the indicator is measurable but standardization is needed.

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I19		Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)





		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura and Zenetos, 2002								Methodology has been described for each of the indexes reported in the references. Different formulations, specific for particular regions, systems and assessments, hinder a consistent application throughout all the basins. Thus, the indicator is measurable but standardization is needed.

						Borja et al., 2000

						Rosenberg et al., 2004





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I20		Proportion of biomass or numbers of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified length/size (MSFD 6.2.3)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The methodology required is described in previous applications of the indicator in systems shallower than 200 m (Lampadariou et al, 2008). Eventhough some groups such as invertebrates and bivalves, and sensitive/tolerant species, have been proposed, identification of specific deep-sea targets for this indicator has not been performed yet. Thus, methodology would also need to be developed depending on the targets addressed. Size spectrum of individuals is a particularly inexpensive and easy to measure parameter, compared to other ones. Overall, the indicator is measurable but methods need to be accurately described and standardized. 

						OSPAR, 2017

						HELCOM, 2012

						Lampadariou et al., 2008





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D6_I21		Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								Methodologies are described in previous applications of the indicator in systems shallower than 200 m (Rodríguez et al., 1998; Massutí et al., 2004; Gascón et al., 2009; Basset et al., 2012). Eventhough some groups such as invertebrates and bivalves, and sensitive/tolerant species, have been proposed, identification of specific deep-sea targets for this indicator has not been performed yet. Thus, methodology would also need to be developed depending on the targets addressed. Size spectrum of individuals is particularly inexpensive and easy to measure, compared to other ones. Overall, the indicator is measurable but methods need to be accurately described and standardized. 

						OSPAR, 2017

						HELCOM, 2012

						Rodríguez et al., 1998

						Massutí et al., 2004

						Gascón et al., 2009

						Basset et al., 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I22		Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura and Zenetos, 2002								Methodology has been described for each of the indexes reported in the references. Different formulations, specific for particular regions, systems and assessments, hinder a consistent application throughout all the basins. Thus, the indicator is measurable but standardization is needed.

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I23		Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				The Joint Nature Conservation Committee, 2008								The methodology for measuring community parameters is available. The articles describing the indicator's application to specific cases also provide accurate definitions of the methods used. However, methods may miss community changes caused by overlooked pressures. Overall, methodology needs to be standardized to enable the assessment of all relevant pressures throughout all Mediterranean basins and systems.



						Ashford et al., 2018

						Danovaro et al., 2001

						Lauria et al., 2017

						Liu et al., 2017

						Ruhl et al., 2004

						SeaDataNet online repository



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I24		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes

				Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012								Previous applications of the indicator demonstrate that it is measurable with the current methods. Halpern et al. (2008) describe the index and the methodology, and the HELCOM report defines the process followed for its implementation. Thus, consistent applications have been performed in different seas and throughout all Mediterranean basins (Korpinen et al., 2012; Micheli et al., 2013).



						Halpern et al., 2008

						Korpinen et al., 2012

						Micheli et al., 2013



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				1

		IDEM_D6_I25		Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017								As demonstrated in previous applications the indicator is measurable with acceptable accuracy. However, since the indicator needs to combine different measures in different habitats, standardization and accurate explanations are required in order to obtain consistent and comparable implementations.  

						Hiddink et al., 2006

						Rijnsdorp et al., 2016



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I26		Bottom trawling disturbance indicator 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				De Juan et al., 2009, 2012								As demonstrated in previous applications the indicator is measurable with acceptable accuracy. However, since the indicator needs to combine different measures in different habitats, standardization and accurate explanations are required in order to obtain consistent and comparable implementations.  





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I27		 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bolam et al., 2014								As demonstrated in previous applications the indicator is measurable with acceptable accuracy. However, since the indicator needs to combine different measures in different habitats, standardization and accurate explanations are required in order to obtain consistent and comparable implementations.  





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I28		Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Rademaekers et al., 2015								Methodology for measuring community parameters is available. However, methods for monitoring community changes related to exploration and production activities need further development, transparency and public scrutiny. Overall, methodology needs to be standardized to enable consistent assessment of community alterations due to exploration and production pressures throughout all Mediterranean basins and deep-sea systems.

						Cordes et al., 2016

						Boschen et al., 2013

						Liu et al., 2017

						Galil and Herut, 2011



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I29		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								The references describing the indicator's application to specific cases provide accurate definition of the methods used. However, methods for monitoring biological traits analysis in deep-sea systems affected by different pressures need further development and standardization.



						Bremner et al., 2006

						Oug et al., 2012

						Fleddum et al., 2013

						Kalogeropoulou et al., 2015

						de Juan et al., 2007



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I30		Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Chase and Ryberg, 2004								The references describing the indicator's application to specific cases provide accurate definition of the methods used. Also, diversity analysis are common and described in the literature. However, methods for monitoring connectivity through all Mediterranean deep sea basins need further development and standardization.

						Thrush et al., 2010

						Vrijenhoek, 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I31		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016 
(and references therein)								Some particular  events have been previously monitored, and methodology is available and described in different publications. However, methods and technologies for measuring most of the events need further development. Standardization across basins of the available methods is also required.



						Tamburini et al., 2013
 (and references therein)





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I32		Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Pedrosa-Pàmies et al., 2016 
(and references therein)								Specific processes encompassing both benthic and pelagic habitats have been previously monitored, and methodology is available and described in different publications. However, methods and technologies for measuring all interrelated functions are not currently available. Standardization across basins of the available methods is also required.



						Tamburini et al., 2013
 (and references therein)



						Boero et al., 2016



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I33		Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Review of literature, case studies and reports of previous applications



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Puig et al., 2012								The references describing the indicator's application to specific cases provide accurate definition of the methods used. Thus, methodology is available at least for some specific pressures. However, monitoring methodology of wider impacts throughout all basins would benefit from further development. Since it should encompass multiple pressure and components, accurate definition and standardization are needed to avoid different interpretations eventually leading to inconsistent assessments. 

						Carter et al., 2009

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Fontanier et al., 2012

						Poulos et al., 1996



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



https://stecf.jrc.ec.europa.eu/reports/effort

EP.10

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		EVALUATION PARAMETERS (EP.10). Thresholds and reference conditions



		ES.1 NULL HYPOTHESIS				No threshold or reference conditions have been reported for this parameter



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Qualitative approach



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE																						TABLE 13. Number of indicators for each score 

		1		Threshold are available, appropriate and applicable to all Mediterranean basins 																				General assessment		Corrected (23)

		0.5		Thresholds are available and appropriate for some MED basins only OR they are not available but can be obtained by adapting existing ones from other areas or indicators																		1		0		0

																						0.5		10		6

		0		Not existing, even in other areas or related topics																		0		22		17

																						Note: go to Table 16 ("Final selection" tab) for details

		IDEM_D6_I1  		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate (MSFD 6.1.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						No threshold could be identified referring to the abundance, biomass and areal extent of biogenic substrates. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the type of substrates and the regions where they occur. 

						European Commission, 2011

						HELCOM, 2012

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						UNEP-MAP, 2017

						Directive 2000/60/EC

						Estrategia Marina, 2012



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D6_I2		Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 92/43/EEC						No threshold could be identified referring to the natural range, area covered, specific structure and necessary functions of natural habitat types of Community interest in the deep Mediterranean Sea. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the type of natural habitats and the regions where it they occur. 

						HELCOM, 2012

						UNEP-MAP, 2017

						Directive 2000/60/EC

						Estrategia Marina, 2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I3		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types (MSFD 6.1.2)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Directive 2008/56/EC						No threshold could be identified referring to extent of seabed significantly impacted by human activities. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the types of substrates and the region where they occur.

						OSPAR, 2017

						UNEP-MAP, 2017

						Klaipeda University Coastal Research and Planning Institute (DEVOTtool database)

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I4		Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				OSPAR, 2017						No threshold could be identified referring to minimum or maximum extent of physical damage to predominant species and special habitats. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the habitats and the regions where they occur considering different pressures and impacts.

						UNEP-MAP, 2017

						Klaipeda University Coastal Research and Planning Institute (DEVOTtool database)

						EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

						Directive 2008/56/EC





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I5		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010						No threshold could be identified referring to minimum or maximum size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrates. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occuuring habitats and  the regions where they are present.

						OSPAR, 2017

						UNEP-MAP, 2017

						Klaipeda University Coastal Research and Planning Institute (DEVOTtool database)





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I6		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
 Footprint per unit of landings 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017						No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, contrary to previous indicators, references related to this indicator suggest thresholds or at least postulate critical values not to be surpassed. Thus, although they should be tested in different systems and habitats, and accurately described, these first suggestions are worth considering. 

						Collie et al., 2000a

						Kaiser et al., 2006

						Pitcher et al., 2016







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5

		IDEM_D6_I7		Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2016						No threshold could be identified referring to the diversitys of fishing gear. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the gear, and the habitats and regions affected.

						Estrategia Marina, 2012





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I8		Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				European Commission, 2018						No threshold or limit has been identified. 







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I9		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Galil and Herut, 2011						No threshold or limit has been identified. 

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I10		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Estrategia Marina, 2012						No threshold or limit has been identified. 

						Carter et al., 2009





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I11		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019										No threshold or limit has been identified. 

						Carter et al., 2009





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I12		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019										No threshold or limit has been identified. 







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I13		Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019										No threshold or limit has been identified. 

						Fontanier et al., 2012

						Poulos et al., 1996

						Kress et al., 1993

						Estrategia Marina, 2012

						Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2011





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I14		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				IDEM deliverable 1.1, 2017						No threshold or limit has been identified. 

						IDEM deliverable 2.2, 2018

						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 219

						Boschen et al., 2013

						ECORYS, 2014

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						Rademaekers et al., 2015



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I15		Index for sea-floor stability (physical integrity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Finland Country Report, 2014						No threshold or reference condition has been identified. 

						DEVOTool database







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





		IDEM_D6_I16		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				EC-JRC and ICES, 2010								No threshold or reference condition has been identified. 



						IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I17		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Pressure



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Arico and Salpin, 2005								No threshold, limit or reference condition has been identified. 

						Rademaekers et al., 2015







		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I18		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura and Zenetos, 2002								No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, contrary to other indicators, reference values and equivalent Ecological Quality Status values are suggested in different articles. It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to coastal regions. Therefore, the values suggested should be adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems. 

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I19		Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)





		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura and Zenetos, 2002								No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, contrary to other indicators, index reference values and equivalent Ecological Quality Status values are suggested in different articles. It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to coastal regions. Therefore, the values suggested should be adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems. 

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I20		Proportion of biomass or numbers of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified length/size (MSFD 6.2.3)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Lampadariou et al, 2008								No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, contrary to other indicators, index threshold values are suggested by Lampadariou et al. (2008). Although the index application focuses on systems shallower than 200 m, the reference could be used to obtain guidelines for the establishment of threshold conditions for specific deep-sea habitats in the Mediterranean Basin. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I21		Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Basset et al., 2012								No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, the index described in Basset et al. (2012), which is based on benthic macroinvertebrate size spectra and species sensitivity, suggests reference values for classifying the environmental state as of bad, poor, moderate, good or high ecological quality. Thus, equivalent Ecological Quality Status values are proposed for the different index values. It should be also noticed that the index was applied to coastal lagoons. Therefore, the values suggested should be, if possible, adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5





		IDEM_D6_I22		Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Simboura and Zenetos, 2002								No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, contrary to other indicators, reference values and equivalent Ecological Quality Status values are suggested in the references. It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to coastal regions. Therefore, the values suggested should be, if possible, adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems.

						Borja et al., 2000

						Labrune et al., 2006

						Rosenberg et al., 2004



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I23		Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				The Joint Nature Conservation Committee, 2008								No threshold or reference condition has been identified. 



						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I24		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes

				Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				HELCOM, 2012								The HELCOM CORESET project established an impact classification according to different categories, thus providing guidance regarding reference conditions. Also, thresholds regarding the percentage of the area still in good status but susceptible of being impacted were suggested. Thresholds for each pressure and impact in the deep Mediterranean Sea need to be defined for each habitat. Reference conditions and thresholds suggested would eventually need to be discussed and, if deemed possible, adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I25		Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Eigaard et al., 2017								No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, contrary to other indicators, references values are suggested in the references. It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to marine regions other than the Mediterranean Sea. Therefore, the suggested threshold values should be adapted to and tested for the habitats in the deep Mediterranean Sea. 

						Hiddink et al., 2006

						Rijnsdorp et al., 2016





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I26		Bottom trawling disturbance indicator 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				De Juan et al., 2009, 2012								No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, contrary to other indicators, reference values and equivalent Ecological Quality Status values are suggested in the reference.  It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to habitats shallower than 200 m. Therefore the suggested values should be adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems.









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I27		 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Bolam et al., 2014								No threshold or reference condition has been identified. 









		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D6_I28		Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Cordes et al., 2016								No threshold or reference condition has been identified. 

						Boschen et al., 2013

						Liu et al., 2017

						Galil and Herut, 2011



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0



		IDEM_D6_I29		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State		Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Oug et al., 2012								Only some equivalent Ecological Quallity Status values are mentioned in one article assessing pollution impacts in the fjord of Oslo (Norway), at depths shallower than 200 m. The ICES report describes criteria to be considered when establishing reference levels for seafloor integrity in GES frameworks. 



						ICES WKGMSFDD6, 2014





		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0.5



		IDEM_D6_I30		Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				ICES WKGMSFDD6 Report 2014								No threshold or reference condition has been identified. 

						Baco et al., 2016

						Berline et al., 2014

						Chase and Ryberg, 2004

						Thrush et al., 2010

						Vrijenhoek, 2010



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I31		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES												Thresholds and reference conditions do not make sense for this indicator. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I32		Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				State



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES												Thresholds and reference conditions do not make sense for this indicator. 













		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0

		IDEM_D6_I33		Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)



		ES.0  INDICATOR TYPE				Impact



		ES.2 APPROACH 				Literature review and case studies



		ES.3 REFERENCES				Puig et al., 2012								No threshold or reference condition has been identified. 

						Carter et al., 2009

						European Commission, 2018

						Piante and Ody, 2015

						The Petroleum Economist Ltd, 2013

						Fontanier et al., 2012

						Poulos et al., 1996

						Boschen et al., 2013

						ECORYS, 2014



		ES.4 INDIVIDUAL QUALITY SCORE				0





FINAL SELECTION

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		FINAL SELECTION



				TABLE 14. RANKING OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS 																TABLE 15. SELECTED INDICATORS 																		TABLE 16. SELECED INIDICATORS OVERALL EVALUATION

				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N) 
With what		Management objectives				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N)
With what		Management objectives						CONFIGURATION 1 (32 indicators from the initial pool)

		6		IDEM_D6_I6		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
 Footprint per unit of landings 		8		SUGGESTED		PRESSURE		YES, IDEM_D6_I3, I5 and I7		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1				IDEM_D6_I1 		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate (MSFD 6.1.1)		6		NO		STATE		YES. 
IDEM_D6_I2		 D6C3-5
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-5.G3, D6HS.G1, D6HS.G2, D6HS.G3		1						EP.1		EP.2		EP.3		EP.4		EP.5		EP.6		EP.7		EP.8		EP.9		EP.10

		8		IDEM_D6_I8		Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		7.5		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G2, D6AG.G1				IDEM_D6_I3		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types (MSFD 6.1.2)		6		NO		IMPACT		YES. 
IDEM_D6_I4, IDEM_D6_I24		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G1, D6C1.G2, D6C1.G3, D6C1.G4, D6C1.G5, D6AG.G1		3				1.00		14		0		21		6		7		30		11		8		4		0

		10		IDEM_D6_I10		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines		7		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G3, D6AG.G1				IDEM_D6_I5		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate		6		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G1, D6C1.G2, D6C1.G3, D6C1.G4, D6C1.G5, D6AG.G1		5				0.50		18		16		11		25		19		2		10		20		21		10

		21		IDEM_D6_I21		Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)		7		SUGGESTED		STATE		YES 
IDEM_D6_I20		D6C3-C5,
D6HS.G1, D6HS.G3,  
D6C3-C5.G1				IDEM_D6_I6		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
 Footprint per unit of landings 		8		SUGGESTED		PRESSURE		YES, IDEM_D6_I3, I5 and I7		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1		6				0.00		0		16		0		1		6		0		11		4		7		22

		14		IDEM_D6_I14		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities		6.5		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D6C1, D6C2 
D6C1.G5, D6AG.G1				IDEM_D6_I8		Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea  for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		7.5		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G2, D6AG.G1		8				D6		23		8		26.5		18.5		16.5		31		16		18		14.5		5

		19		IDEM_D6_I19		Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)		6.5		 SUGGESTED		STATE		YES (minor)
IDEM_D6_I18		D6C3-C5, D6C6, D6MT.G4
D6HS.G1, D6HS.G3,  D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G3, D6AG.G1				IDEM_D6_I9		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		4.5		NO		IMPACT		YES (minor)
IDEM_D6_I28 		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G2, D6AG.G1		9						32		32		32		32		32		32		32		32		32		32

		20		IDEM_D6_I20		Proportion of biomass or numbers of individuals in the macrobenthos above some specified length/size (MSFD 6.2.3)		6.5		 SUGGESTED		STATE		YES 
IDEM_D6_I21		D6C3-C5,
D6HS.G1, D6HS.G3,  
D6C3-C5.G1,  D6AG.G1				IDEM_D6_I10		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines		7		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G3, D6AG.G1		10				CONFIGURATION 2 (23 indicators selected)

		24		IDEM_D6_I24		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		6.5		YES (for the Baltic Sea)		IMPACT		YES 
IDEM_D6_I3		D6C1, D6C2, D6C3-5
D6C1.G1, D6C1.G2, D6C1.G3, D6C1.G4, D6C1.G5
D6C3-C5.G2, D6C3-C5.G3, D6AG.G1
D6HS.G1, D6HS.G2, D6HS.G3, D6MT.G4				IDEM_D6_I11		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines		4		NO		IMPACT		NO		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G3, D6AG.G1		11						EP.1		EP.2		EP.3		EP.4		EP.5		EP.6		EP.7		EP.8		EP.9		EP.10

		1		IDEM_D6_I1 		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate (MSFD 6.1.1)		6		NO		STATE		YES. 
IDEM_D6_I2		 D6C3-5
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-5.G3, D6HS.G1, D6HS.G2, D6HS.G3				IDEM_D6_I13		Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)		5.5		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D6C1, D6C2 
D6C1.G4, D6AG.G1		13				1.00		10		0		16		6		7		21		9		6		4		0

		3		IDEM_D6_I3		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types (MSFD 6.1.2)		6		NO		IMPACT		YES. 
IDEM_D6_I4, IDEM_D6_I24		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G1, D6C1.G2, D6C1.G3, D6C1.G4, D6C1.G5				IDEM_D6_I14		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities		6.5		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D6C1, D6C2 
D6C1.G5, D6AG.G1		14				0.50		13		14		7		17		14		2		6		16		16		6

		5		IDEM_D6_I5		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate		6		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G1, D6C1.G2, D6C1.G3, D6C1.G4, D6C1.G5, D6AG.G1				IDEM_D6_I16		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances		4		NO		STATE		NO		D6C2, D6C6, D6C7
D6C2.G1, D6MT.G4		16				0.00		0		9		0		0		2		0		8		1		3		17

		25		IDEM_D6_I25		Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability		6		SUGGESTED		IMPACT		YES (minor)
IDEM_D6_I26		 D6C3-C5, D6C8
D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1, D6HS.G2, D6C3-C5.G3				IDEM_D6_I17		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities		5		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D6C2, D6C3-C5, D6C2.G3, D6AG.G1		17				D6		16.5		7		19.5		14.5		14		22		12		14		12		3

		27		IDEM_D6_I27		 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 		6		NO		STATE		YES (minor) 
IDEM_D6_I26		 D6C3-C5, D6C8
D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1, D6HS.G2, D6C3-C5.G3				IDEM_D6_I19		Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)		6.5		 SUGGESTED		STATE		YES (minor)
IDEM_D6_I18		D6C3-C5, D6C6
D6HS.G1, D6HS.G3,  D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G3, D6AG.G1, D6MT.G4		19						23		23		23		23		23		23		23		23		23		23

		32		IDEM_D6_I32		Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats		6		Not applicable		STATE		YES (minor)
IDEM_D6_I31		D6C6, D6C7, D6C8
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G4, D6MT.G4				IDEM_D6_I21		Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)		7		SUGGESTED		STATE		YES 
IDEM_D6_I20		D6C3-C5,
D6HS.G1, D6HS.G3,  
D6C3-C5.G1		21

		13		IDEM_D6_I13		Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)		5.5		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D6C1, D6C2 
D6C1.G4, D6AG.G1				IDEM_D6_I23		Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)		5		NO		STATE-IMPACT		YES 
IDEM_D6_I30		D6C3-C5, D6C8
D6C3-C5.G3, D6HS.G1,  D6HS.G2,  D6HS.G3		23

		18		IDEM_D6_I18		Presence of particularly sensitive and/or tolerant species (MSFD 6.2.1)		5.5		 SUGGESTED		STATE-IMPACT		YES
IDEM_D6_I19, IDEM_D6_I22		D6C3-C5, D6HS.G1, D6HS.G3, D6C8, D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G3				IDEM_D6_I24		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		6.5		YES (for the Baltic Sea)		IMPACT		YES 
IDEM_D6_I3		D6C1, D6C2, D6C3-5
D6C1.G1, D6C1.G2, D6C1.G3, D6C1.G4, D6C1.G5, D6C3-C5.G2, D6C3-C5.G3, D6AG.G1 D6HS.G1, D6HS.G2, D6HS.G3, D6MT.G4		24

		29		IDEM_D6_I29		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits		5.5		NO		STATE-IMPACT		YES (minor)
IDEM_D6_I23		D6C3-5, D6C6, D6C8
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G3, D6HS.G3				IDEM_D6_I25		Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability		6		SUGGESTED		IMPACT		YES (minor)
IDEM_D6_I26		 D6C3-C5, D6C8
D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1, D6HS.G2, D6C3-C5.G3		25

		30		IDEM_D6_I30		Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)		5.5		NO		STATE		NO		D6C6, D6C7, D6C8
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G3, D6C3-C5.G4, D6HS.G3, D6MT.G4				IDEM_D6_I27		 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 		6		NO		STATE		YES (minor) 
IDEM_D6_I26		 D6C3-C5, D6C8
D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1, D6HS.G2, D6C3-C5.G3		27

		33		IDEM_D6_33		Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)		5.5		NO		IMPACT		NO		D6C1, D6C3-5.G1, D6AG.G1				IDEM_D6_I29		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits		5.5		NO		STATE-IMPACT		YES (minor)
IDE_D6_I30		D6C3-5, D6C6, D6C8
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G3, D6HS.G3		29

		2		IDEM_D6_I2		Natural range, area covered (and specific structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest		5		NO		STATE		YES. 
IDEM_D6_I1		D6C1, D6C2,  D6C3-5
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-5.G3, D6HS.G1, D6HS.G2, D6HS.G3				IDEM_D6_I30		Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)		5.5		NO		STATE		YES (minor)
IDEM_D6_I23
IDEM_D6_I29		D6C6, D6C7, D6C8
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G3, D6C3-C5.G4, D6HS.G3, D6MT.G4		30

		17		IDEM_D6_I17		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities		5		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D6C2, D6C3-C5, D6C2.G3, D6AG.G1				IDEM_D6_I31		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor		5		Not applicable		STATE		NO		D6C7
D6C2.G1, D6C3-C5.G4		31

		22		IDEM_D6_I22		Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats		5		SUGGESTED		STATE-IMPACT		YES
IDEM_D6_I18, IDEM_D6_I19		D6C3-C5,
D6HS.G3,  D6C3-C5.G3				IDEM_D6_I32		Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats		6		Not applicable		STATE		YES (minor)
IDEM_D6_I31		D6C6, D6C7, D6C8
D6C3-C5.G1, D6C3-C5.G4, D6MT.G4		32

		23		IDEM_D6_I23		Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)		5		NO		STATE-IMPACT		YES 
IDEM_D6_I31		D6C3-C5, D6C8
D6C3-C5.G3, D6HS.G1,  D6HS.G2,  D6HS.G3				IDEM_D6_I33		Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)		5.5		NO		IMPACT		NO		D6C1, D6C3-5.G1, D6AG.G1		33

		26		IDEM_D6_I26		Bottom trawling disturbance indicator 		5		SUGGESTED		IMPACT		YES 
IDEM_D6_I25
IDEM_D6_I27		 D6C3-C5,
D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1, D6HS.G2, D6C3-C5.G3

		31		IDEM_D6_I31		Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor		5		Not applicable		STATE		NO		D6C7
D6C3-C5.G4				TABLE 17. PROMISING INDICATORS (CONCEPTUAL)

		4		IDEM_D6_I4		Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats		4.5		NO		IMPACT		YES, 
IDEM_D6_I3, 
		D6C1, D6C2, D6C3-5				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds available?		Type		Overlapping? 
With who?		Management objectives

		7		IDEM_D6_I7		Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear		4.5		NO		IMPACT		YES, IDEM_D6_I3, I5 and I6		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1				IDEM_D6_I7		Ratio of area affected by each type of fishing gear		4.5		NO		IMPACT		YES, IDEM_D6_I3, I5 and I6		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G1, D6AG.G1

		9		IDEM_D6_I9		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		4.5		NO		IMPACT		YES (minor)
IDEM_D6_I28 		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G2, D6AG.G1				IDEM_D6_I28		Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		4.5		NO		IMPACT		YES (minor)
IDEM_D6_I9		D6C3-5
D6C1.G3, D6C1.G5, D6AG.G1, D6HS.G2, D6C3-C5.G3

		28		IDEM_D6_I28		Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after exploration and production activities		4.5		NO		IMPACT		YES (minor)
IDEM_D6_I9		D6C3-5
D6C1.G3, D6C1.G5, D6AG.G1, D6HS.G2, D6C3-C5.G3				IDEM_D6_I15		Index for the sea-floor stability (physical integrity)		4		NO		STATE		NO		D6C2

		11		IDEM_D6_I11		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines		4		NO		IMPACT		NO		D6C1, D6C2
D6C1.G3, D6AG.G1				IDEM_D6_I12		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites		3.5		NO		RESPONSE		NO		D6C1, D6C2, D6C8
D6C1.G4

		15		IDEM_D6_I15		Index for the sea-floor stability (physical integrity)		4		NO		STATE		NO		D6C2				Note: this should contain the indicator rejected because a low score but promising for the future when improved (not applicable at present)

		16		IDEM_D6_I16		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances		4		NO		STATE		NO		D6C2, D6C6, D6C7
D6C2.G1, D6MT.G4

		12		IDEM_D6_I12		Index describing recovery of underwater waste accumulation sites		3.5		NO		IMPACT		NO		D6C1, D6C2, D6C8
D6C1.G4

				Note: this should be the same table presented in the initial pool, ranked by final score (from highest to lowest)

				LEGEND

				Selected (see Table 15)

				Only indicators for a given target

				Promising indicators 
(not applicable at present)





				TABLE 18. SELECTED INDICATORS CLASSIFICATION										OBJECTIVES LEGEND

				OBJECTIVE		NAME		CODE		NUMBER OF INDICATORS				Revision of MSFD criteria and indicators

				D6C1		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.		IDEM_D6_I6		11				Incorporation of the identified gaps within task 3.1 

						Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea  for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		IDEM_D6_I8						New criteria suggested

						Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines		IDEM_D6_10						INDICATORS LEGEND

						Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities		IDEM_D6_I14						Novel indicators

						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		IDEM_D6_I24

						Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types		IDEM_D6_I3

						Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate		IDEM_D6_I5

						Ratio of area affected by changes in seafloor topography (natural 3D structure)		IDEM_D6_I33

						Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)		IDEM_D6_I13

						Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		IDEM_D6_I9

						Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines		IDEM_D6_I11

				D6C2		Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.		IDEM_D6_I6		12

						Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea  for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		IDEM_D6_I8

						Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines		IDEM_D6_10

						Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities		IDEM_D6_I14

						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		IDEM_D6_I24

						Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types		IDEM_D6_I3

						Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate		IDEM_D6_I5

						Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)		IDEM_D6_I13

						Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities		IDEM_D6_I17

						Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		IDEM_D6_I9

						Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines		IDEM_D6_I11

						Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances		IDEM_D6_I16

				D6C3-C5		Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)		IDEM_D6_I21		11

						Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)		IDEM_D6_I19

						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		IDEM_D6_I24

						Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate 		IDEM_D6_I1 

						Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability		IDEM_D6_I25

						Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 		IDEM_D6_I27

						Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits		IDEM_D6_I29

						Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities		IDEM_D6_I17

						Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)		IDEM_D6_I23

						Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines + community change/alteration		IDEM_D6_I11

						Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities (ADD IDEM_D6_I28)		IDEM_D6_I9

				D6C6		Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)		IDEM_D6_I19		5

						Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats		IDEM_D6_I32

						Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits		IDEM_D6_I29

						Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)		IDEM_D6_I30

						Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances		IDEM_D6_I16

				D6C7		Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats		IDEM_D6_I32		4

						Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)		IDEM_D6_I30

						Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor		IDEM_D6_I31

						Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances		IDEM_D6_I16

				D6C8		Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability		IDEM_D6_I25		6

						Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 		IDEM_D6_I27

						Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats		IDEM_D6_I32

						Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits		IDEM_D6_I29

						Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)		IDEM_D6_I30

						Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)		IDEM_D6_I23

				D6C1.G1 		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types		IDEM_D6_I3		6

						Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate		IDEM_D6_I5

						Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
 Footprint per unit of landings 		IDEM_D6_I6

						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		IDEM_D6_I24

						Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability		IDEM_D6_I25

						 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 		IDEM_D6_I27

				D6C1.G2		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types		IDEM_D6_I3		5

						Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate		IDEM_D6_I5

						Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea  for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		IDEM_D6_I8

						Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		IDEM_D6_I9

						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		IDEM_D6_I24

				D6C1.G3		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types		IDEM_D6_I3		5

						Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate		IDEM_D6_I5

						Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines		IDEM_D6_I10

						Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines		IDEM_D6_I11

						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		IDEM_D6_I24

				D6C1.G4		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types		IDEM_D6_I3		4

						Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate		IDEM_D6_I5

						Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)		IDEM_D6_I13

						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		IDEM_D6_I24

				D6C1.G5		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types		IDEM_D6_I3		4

						Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate		IDEM_D6_I5

						Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities		IDEM_D6_I14

						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		IDEM_D6_I24

				D6C2.G1		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances		IDEM_D6_I16		2

						Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor		IDEM_D6_I31

				D6C2.G3		Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities		IDEM_D6_I17		1

				D6C3-5.G1		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate 		IDEM_D6_I1 		6

						Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)		IDEM_D6_I19

						Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)		IDEM_D6_I21

						Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits		IDEM_D6_I29

						Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)		IDEM_D6_I30

						Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats		IDEM_D6_I32

				D6C3-5.G2		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		IDEM_D6_I24		1

				D6C3-5.G3		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate 		IDEM_D6_I1 		10

						Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)		IDEM_D6_I19

						Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)		IDEM_D6_I23

						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		IDEM_D6_I24

						Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability		IDEM_D6_I25

						 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 		IDEM_D6_I27

						Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines + community change/alteration		IDEM_D6_I11

						Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities (ADD IDEM_D6_I28)		IDEM_D6_I9

						Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits		IDEM_D6_I29

						Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)		IDEM_D6_I30

				D6C3-5.G4		Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)		IDEM_D6_I30		3

						Spatial and temporal distribution of blooms and other episodic events in the upper water column as sources of matter and energy to the deep seafloor		IDEM_D6_I31

						Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats		IDEM_D6_I32

				D6AG.G1		Extent of the seabed significantly affected (permanent change) by human activities for the different substrate types		IDEM_D6_I3		13

						Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate		IDEM_D6_I5

						Distribution and aggregation (intensity) of fishing activities.
 Footprint per unit of landings 		IDEM_D6_I6

						Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		IDEM_D6_I8

						Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities		IDEM_D6_I9

						Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines		IDEM_D6_I10

						Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines		IDEM_D6_I11

						Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)		IDEM_D6_I13

						Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities		IDEM_D6_I14

						Distribution (size of the areas) and number (intensity) of bioprospecting activities		IDEM_D6_I17

						Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)		IDEM_D6_I19

						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		IDEM_D6_I24

						Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability		IDEM_D6_I25

				D6HS.G1		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate 		IDEM_D6_I1 		5

						Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)		IDEM_D6_I19

						Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)		IDEM_D6_I21

						Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)		IDEM_D6_I23

						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		IDEM_D6_I24

				D6HS.G2		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate 		IDEM_D6_I1 		9

						Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)		IDEM_D6_I23

						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		IDEM_D6_I24

						Ecological impact of bottom trawling on the benthic community: seabed integrity, functionality and recoverability		IDEM_D6_I25

						Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate		IDEM_D6_I5

						Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines + community change/alteration		IDEM_D6_I11

						Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities (ADD IDEM_D6_I28)		IDEM_D6_I9

						Ratio of area potentially affected by discharges of materials (waste accumulation)		IDEM_D6_I13

						 Benthic communities sensitivity to trawling activities 		IDEM_D6_I27

				D6HS.G3		Type, abundance, biomass and areal extent of relevant biogenic substrate 		IDEM_D6_I1 		7

						Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)		IDEM_D6_I19

						Parameters describing the characteristics (shape, slope and intercept) of the size spectrum of the benthic community  (MSFD 6.2.4)		IDEM_D6_I21

						Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)		IDEM_D6_I23

						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		IDEM_D6_I24

						Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses. Changes in functional traits		IDEM_D6_I29

						Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)		IDEM_D6_I30

				D6MT.G4		Assessment of the interactions between natural factors and human-induced disturbances		IDEM_D6_I16		5

						Multi-metric indexes assessing benthic community condition and functionality, such as species diversity and richness, proportion of opportunistic to sensitive species (MSFD 6.2.2)		IDEM_D6_I19

						Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes
Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		IDEM_D6_I24

						Regional connectivity: changes in turnover of community composition (beta-diversity) and average species richness (alpha-diversity)		IDEM_D6_I30

						Identification of the interrelations betweeh benthic and pelagic habitats		IDEM_D6_I32





D6 Evaluation process (23 indicators)



EP.1	EP.2	EP.3	EP.4	EP.5	EP.6	EP.7	EP.8	EP.9	EP.10	16.5	7	19.5	14.5	14	22	12	14	12	3	







Thresholds

		TASK 3.3   STEP 3

		SELECTED INDICATOR THRESHOLDS (3.3)

		TABLE 19. AVAILABLE THRESHOLDS AND REFERENCE CONDITIONS

		INDICATOR CODE		REFERENCE		THRESHOLDS						COMMENTS				ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

		IDEM_D6_I6		Eigaard et al., 2017		Critical trawling intensity						Based on the longevity of the community (habitat dependent)				Collie et al., 2000; Kaiser et al., 2006; Pitcher et al., 2017; van Denderen et al., 2015

						0.1 year-1 (habitat specific)

		IDEM_D6_I19		Borja et al., 2000 
(AMBI Index)		Unpolluted		 0.0 < BC < 0.2		Normal (benthic community)		Based on species sensitivity or tolerance to disturbance factors 

						Unpolluted		 0.2 < BC < 1.2		Impoverished

						Slightly polluted		 1.2 < BC < 3.3		Unbalanced

						Meanly polluted 		3.3 < BC < 4.3		Transitional to polluted

						Meanly polluted 		 4.5 < BC < 5.0		Polluted

						Heavily polluted 		 5.0 < BC < 5.5		Transitional to heavily polluted

						Heavily polluted 		 5.5 < BC < 6.0		Heavily polluted

						Extremely polluted		 Azoic		 Azoic

				Simboura and Zenetos, 2002 (BENTIX Index)		Normal/Pristine		4.5 <= BENTIX < 6.0		High (ECoQ)		Based on species sensitivity or tolerance to disturbance factors 				Borja et al., 2000

						Slightly polluted, transitional 		3.5  <= BENTIX < 4.5 		Good (ECoQ)

						Moderately polluted 		2.5  <= BENTIX < 3.5 		Moderate (ECoQ)

						Heavily polluted 		2.0  <=BENTIX < 2.5 		Poor (ECoQ)

						Azoic 		0		Bad (ECoQ)

				Rosenberg et al., 2004 (BQI Index)		Habitat specific (sandy bottoms, coastal environment, >20m)		>= 16.0		High (ECoQ)		Based on a combination of the species tolerance values, abundance and diversity

								16>12		Good (ECoQ)

								12>8		Moderate (ECoQ)

								8>4		Poor (ECoQ)

								4>		Bad (ECoQ)

				Labrune et al., 2006 (AMBI, BQI, H' Indexes)		AMBI >= 1.2		H' > 4		High (ECoQ)		H' Shannon Index (biodiversity index accounting for species richness and dominance patterns). Original reference: Pielou, 1975				Pielou, 1975; Borja et al., 2000; Rosenberg et al., 2004

						1.2 < AMBI <= 3.3		3 < H' <= 4		Good (ECoQ)

						3.3 < AMBI  <=4.3		2 < H' <=3		Moderate (ECoQ)

						4.3 < AMBI <= 5.5		1 < H' <=2		Poor (ECoQ)

						AMBI > 5.5		H' <=1		Bad (ECoQ)

		IDEM_D6_I21		Basset et al., 2012 (ISS index)		Habitat specific (coastal lagoons). Approximate values. Not applicable to the deep-sea.		0 - 1.2		High (ECoQ)		Integration of size structure metrics with metrics describing the sensitivity of size classes to anthropogenic disturbance and species richness. The methodology for obtaining threshold values is described. 				Nöges et al., 2005

								1.2-.2.1		Good (ECoQ)

								2.1 - 2.9		Moderate (ECoQ)

								2.9 - 4		Poor (ECoQ)

								4-6		Bad (ECoQ)

		IDEM_D6_I24		HELCOM CORESET project. PART B. Descriptions of the indicators.
Baltic Sea Environment Proceedings No. 129B
		0				Not impacted		Based on cumulative impact score value obtained with the formula developed by Halpern et al.(2008) and applied in Korpinen et al. (2012). The formula takes into account the different pressures occuring but also the different ecosystem components.				Halpern et al., 2008; Korpinen et al., 2012; 

						0 - Mean value				Low impact

						Significant impact

						Mean value - Mean value + Stdev				Medium impact

						Mean + stdev - Maximum value				High impact

						25% of the habitat significantly impacted 				Bad conservation status		EU Habitats Directive threshold				http://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/legislation/habitatsdirective/index_en.htm

						15%  of the habitat significantly impacted				Threshold for GES		Threshold established for this indicator

		IDEM_D6_I25		Eigaard et al., 2017 (habitat specific)		SBI= 0 all taxa impacted		SBI < 0.17		Low		Based on longevity of the community (habitat dependent)				Thrush et al., 2005; Rijnsdorp et al., 2016

						SBI=1 none of the taxa impacted		SBI > 0.82		High

				Hiddink et al.,  2006		State indicator (threshold available)		Benthic invertebrate biomass (B) or production (P)
is greater than 90% of pristine benthic biomass
(B 0.9) or production (P0.9)				Based on the size-based model of the benthic community to estimate recovery time to 90% of unimpacted biomass				Duplisea et al., 2002

						Pressure indicator (no threshold available)		The proportion of the area where trawling
frequency is sufficiently high to prevent predicted
B or P reaching predicted B 0.9 or P 0.9

				Rijnsdorp et al.. 2016		Trawling pressure indicators (multiple)				Traffic light system of data classification (0-1)		The distribution of trawling frequencies was estimated from VMS records of fishing activities. This analysis took into account differences in the footprint of the various gears, distinguishing between seafloor and subsefloor footprint. 				Eigaard et al., 2015, 2016

						Index of trawling impact (for different habitats)				Traffic light system of data classification (0-1)

						Maximum trawling frequency 
 (where the taxon will be able to recover)				f = R-1 (f=trawling frequency, R= recovery time)		Linking trawling frequency distribution with the recovery characteristics of the benthic community				 Thrush et al., 2005; Bolam et al., 2014





		ABBREVIATIONS:

		AMBI		AZTI's Marine Biotic Index

		BC		Biotic Coefficient

		ECoQ		Ecological Quality Standards

		BQI		Benthic Quality Index

		H'		Shannon Index

		ISS		Index of size spectra sensitivity

		SBI		Seabed Integrity



http://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/legislation/habitatsdirective/index_en.htm
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								Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)		Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)		Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)		Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)		Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)		Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)		Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)		Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)		Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)

		7.2.1 Spatial extent of habitats affected by the permanent alteration						Extent of changes in hydrographical conditions like currents, waves, bottom shear stress and salinity assessed by numerical modelling

		7.2.2  Changes  in  habitats,  in  particular  the  functions provided  (e.g.  spawning,  breeding  and  feeding  areas  and migration  routes  of  fish,  birds  and  mammals),  due  to  altered hydrographical  conditions						SST seasonal climatology and temporal anomalies/trend in the MSFD subregions  referring to the long-term means 						SST seasonal climatology and temporal anomalies/trend in the MSFD subregions  referring to the long-term means 						SST seasonal climatology and temporal anomalies/trend in the MSFD subregions  referring to the long-term means 

		Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest						Existence  of  national  system  of surveillance  for  hydrographical changes  and  ocean hydrodynamics,  and  a  warning and  registration  system  for massive and extreme events. 

		Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats						D7C1.G3		Lack of reference/baseline*

		Number of artificial hard structures installed (oil and gas industry)						D7C1.G4		Lack of knowledge on targets or limits for natural information*

		Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities						D7C1.G5		Lack of knowledge on the understanding and the characterization of unexplored deep dynamics*

		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines						D7C2.G1		Missing information about permanent alterations to ecosystem functioning

		Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines						Changes in key species distribution due to the effects of seawater intake and outlet 		Changes in key species distribution due to the effects of seawater intake and outlet 		Changes in key species distribution due to the effects of seawater intake and outlet 		Changes in key species distribution due to the effects of seawater intake and outlet 		Changes in key species distribution due to the effects of seawater intake and outlet 		Changes in key species distribution due to the effects of seawater intake and outlet 		Changes in key species distribution due to the effects of seawater intake and outlet 		Changes in key species distribution due to the effects of seawater intake and outlet 		Changes in key species distribution due to the effects of seawater intake and outlet 

		Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities						Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses

		Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats						Benthic Quality Index		Benthic Quality Index		Benthic Quality Index		Benthic Quality Index		Benthic Quality Index		Benthic Quality Index		Benthic Quality Index		Benthic Quality Index		Benthic Quality Index

		Community change, spatial extent of change, community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition …)						Early-warning signals of tipping points/indicators of tipping points		Early-warning signals of tipping points/indicators of tipping points		Early-warning signals of tipping points/indicators of tipping points

		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes/Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)						D7GG.G1		Heterogeneous geographical data coverage*

		Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after exploration and production activities						D7BG.G1		Uninspected depth-ranges*

		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses						D7MT.G1		Lack of agreed common monitoring strategies*

		Extent of changes in hydrographical conditions like currents, waves, bottom shear stress and salinity assessed by numerical modelling						D7MT.G2		Lack of operating models to characterize the hydrographical conditions on short scales and the impact of infrastructure development*

		Extent of changes in the spatial extent of habitats affected by permanent alterations, using field data and validated model data.  						D7MT.G3		Technology challenge to monitor below 2000 m water depth*

		Extent of changes in habitats due to altered hydrographical conditions, using field data and validated model data.						D7MT.G4		Need to implement a network of fixed stations for sea observation*

		Percentage  of  environmental  impact  assessment  studies  of  
projects  affecting  marine environment  contemplating hydrographical changes 						D7MT.G5		Improving interdisciplinary impact of Lagrangian studies in monitoring other Descriptors under the MSFD*

		Size distribution of benthic long-lived species		Size distribution of benthic long-lived species		Size distribution of benthic long-lived species		*Gaps not suited  to be fulfilled by specific indicators

		Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)		Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)		Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)

		Benthic Quality Index		Benthic Quality Index		Benthic Quality Index

		Changes in key species distribution due to the effects of seawater intake and outlet 		Changes in key species distribution due to the effects of seawater intake and outlet 		Changes in key species distribution due to the effects of seawater intake and outlet 

		Early-warning signals of tipping points/indicators of tipping points		Early-warning signals of tipping points/indicators of tipping points		Early-warning signals of tipping points/indicators of tipping points













































































2. SUMMARY. INITIAL POOL

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		  SUMMARY





		APPROACH 
The process starts with the identification and specification of management objectives as step 1. The second step consists of an extensive revision of potential indicators existing in the literature and the suggestion of novel ones. The pool of potential indicators will be then assessed against specific evaluation steps and parameters in step 3 within this spreadsheet. Finally, step 4 encompasses the description of each of the selected indicators and their classification within a database. 								TABLE 1. EVALUATION STEPS						BOX 1. TERMINOLOGY

										ES.0		Request: indicator type (state, pressure, impact)				Indicator: tool proposed by the MSFD for implementing the monitoring of the topics addressed by the descriptors’ criteria.  
Evaluation parameter OR parameter (EP): refers to each of the indicators’ properties assessed. The IDEM approach contains 10 parameters formulated within IDEM Task 3.2 by reviewing three previous evaluation frameworks (Schroeder, 2010; Queirós et al., 2016; Otto et al., 2018). Each parameter focuses in one property, indicator or attribute, which needs to be evaluated. 
Evaluation step (ES): refers to each of the phases of the evaluation process that need to be followed when assessing each evaluation parameter. The IDEM evaluation system is based in 5 evaluation steps that are common to all evaluation parameters. Specifications for the actual implementation of each step differ between the 10 evaluation parameters.
Feature, element: synonym terms used for referring to indicators’ characteristics or attributes that need to be assessed or considered. 
Target (and ecosystem target): the monitoring objective of the indicator. It can be a component of the ecosystem, a pressure, an impact, an ecosystem function, an ecosystem response or any other property, behavior or process addressed by an indicator. 
Indicator type: defines the indicator class regarding its monitoring objective. Three main indicator types have been established as options: state, pressure and impact. 
Single indicator: only indicator for a given monitoring objective. Thus, single indicators are the only option for monitoring a particular target. 
Promising indicator: indicator that cannot be used at present but has high potential for future applications. 
Selected indicator (accepted): indicator that has succeeded in the evaluation process and that has been classified as accepted in the final decision tree. Thus, it belongs to the selected indicators group forming the set of indicators for a given descriptor. 

										ES.1		States the null hypothesis

										ES.2		Defines the approach

										ES.3		States the availability of references

										ES.4		Decision of the individual quality score

										ES.5		Total quality score calculated









		This document enables a consistent implementation of the evaluation system defined for Step 3 of Task 3.2.  Each step and evaluation parameter is described in the following tabs. Finally, the two last tabs compile the thresholds identified in EP.10 and the final selection of indicators specifying the total score of each indicator, the final indicator categorization and a global evaluation of the indicators' set.								TABLE 2. EVALUATION PARAMETERS

										EP.1		Scientific basis

										EP.2		Available data and/or monitoring programs

										EP.3		Cost-effective

										EP.4		Ecosystem relevance and target suitability

										EP.5		Specificity and redundancy

										EP.6		Spatial/temporal coverage and flexibility

										EP.7		Precautionary capacity

		Novel indicators								EP.8		Responsiveness

		Indicators established for novel criteria								EP.9		Methodology

										EP.10		Thresholds and reference conditions



		TABLE 3. INITIAL POOL OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS



		CODE		CLARIFICATIONS		NAME		AFFILIATION		MSFD CRITERIA		TYPE		MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

		PRIORITY (1st cateogry)

		IDEM_D7_I1		Two indicators merged		Extent of area affected by permanent alterations (MSFD 7.1.1)		MSFD. European Commission 2011		D7C1, D7C2		IMPACT		D7C1, D7C2

						Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats		OSPAR. Intermediate Assessment 2017		D7C1, D7C2		IMPACT		D7C1, D7C2

		IDEM_D7_I2		Novel indicator.
Encompasses IDEM_D6_I9, IDEM_D6_11, IDEM_D6_I14 and IDEM_D6_I28		Impact on the hydrographical conditions caused by anthropogenic activities (including hydrocarbon and mining exploration and production activities and the installation of cables and pipelines)		IDEM suggested		D7C1, D7C2		IMPACT		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1

						Impact on the circulation caused by the presence of structures		UNEP MAP 2012		D7C1, D7C2		IMPACT		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1

						Distribution and aggregation of direct physical damage and disturbance during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities (IDEM_D6_I9)		IDEM suggested		D7C1, D7C2		IMPACT		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1

						Distribution and aggregation of  physical damages and disturbances during and after the installation of cables and pipelines (IDEM_D6_I11)		IDEM suggested		D7C1, D7C2		IMPACT		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1

						Number and size of the areas potentially exposed to future mining activities (IDEM_D6_I14)		IDEM suggested		D7C1, D7C2		PRESSURE		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1

						Community change (abiotic/biotic conditions) during and after hydrocarbon exploration and production activities (IDEM_D6_I28)		IDEM suggested		D7C2		IMPACT		D7C2

		IDEM_D7_I3		Three indicators merged		Extent of changes in hydrographical conditions like currents, waves, bottom shear stress and salinity assessed by numerical modelling		OSPAR. MSFD Advice document on GES - Descriptor 7-2012		D7C1, D7C2		STATE-IMPACT		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1, D7C1.G2

						Large scale changes in circulation patterns, temperature, pH, and salinity distribution 		UNEP MAP 2012		D7C1, D7C2		STATE		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1, D7C1.G2

						Estimation  of  variations  in vertical  stratification  with  main indicators:
a)Temperature b)Salinity c) Pressure d)Turbidity e) Chlorophyll– a concentration  f)Dissolved oxygen g)Inorganic nutrients h)Phytoplankton i)Zooplankton		MSFD Greece implementation		D7C1, D7C2		STATE		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1

		IDEM_D7_I4		-		Existence  of  national  system  of surveillance  for  hydrographical changes  and  ocean hydrodynamics,  and  a  warning and  registration  system  for massive and extreme events 		MSFD Spanish implementation
 "Estrategias Marinas"		D7C1		STATE		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G2

		IDEM_D7_I5		-		Percentage  of  environmental  impact  assessment  studies  of  projects  affecting  marine environment  contemplating hydrographical changes 		MSFD Spanish implementation
 "Estrategias Marinas"		D7C1, D7C2		STATE		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1

		IDEM_D7_I6		Two indicators merged		SST seasonal climatology and temporal anomalies/trend in the MSFD subregions referring to the long-term means 		HELCOM CORESET Project Marullo et al. 2007; 2011 		D7C1, D7C2		STATE		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G2

						Temperature, Salinity and Oxygen trends in the Deep Basins		HELCOM CORESET Project		D7C1, D7C2		STATE		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G2

		IDEM_D7_I7		Novel indicator		Ratio of area potentially affected by thermal discharges		IDEM suggested		D7C1, D7C2		PRESSURE		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1

		IDEM_D7_I8		-		Mixing Indicator		Fratianni et al. 2016		D7C1, D7C2		STATE		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G2

		IDEM_D7_I9		Two indicators merged		Spatial extent of habitats affected by the permanent alteration (MSFD 7.2.1)		MSFD. European Commission 2011		D7C2		IMPACT		D7C2

						Extent of changes in the spatial extent of habitats affected by permanent alterations, using field data and validated model data.  		OSPAR. MSFD Advice document on GES - Descriptor 7-2012		D7C2		STATE-IMPACT		D7C2

		IDEM_D7_I10		Two indicators merged		Changes  in  habitats,  in  particular  the  functions provided  (e.g.  spawning,  breeding  and  feeding  areas  and migration  routes  of  fish,  birds  and  mammals),  due  to  altered hydrographical  conditions (MSFD 7.2.2)		MSFD. European Commission 2011		D7C2		IMPACT		D7C2

						Extent of changes in habitats due to altered hydrographical conditions, using field data and validated model data.		OSPAR. MSFD Advice document on GES - Descriptor 7-2012		D7C2		STATE-IMPACT		D7C2

		IDEM_D7_I11		-		Size distribution of benthic long-lived species		HELCOM CORESET Project		D7C2		STATE-IMPACT		D7C2

		IDEM_D7_I12		Novel indicator		Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)		IDEM suggested		D7C1, D7C2		STATE		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G2

		IDEM_D7_I13		Novel indicator		Early-warning signals of tipping points/indicators of tipping points		IDEM suggested Martone et al. 2017; Livina et al. 2018; http://www.early-warning-signals.org/		D7C2		IMPACT		D7C2, D7C2.G1

		IDEM_D7_I14		Novel indicator		Frequency and location of Deep Water Formation events: DSWC (Dense Shelf Water Cascading) and open convection		IDEM suggested		D7C1, D7C2		PRESSURE		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1

		IDEM_D6_I2		D6 indicator		Natural range, area covered (and specifc structure and necessary functions) of natural habitat types of Community interest		HD monitoring parameter		D7C1, D7C2		STATE		D7C1, D7C2

		IDEM_D6_I5		D6 indicator		Size of area exposed to pressures known to alter substrate		EC-JRC, ICES. 
MSFD Task group 6. 2010		D7C1, D7C2		PRESSURE		D7C1, D7C2

		IDEM_D6_I8		D6 indicator		Number and location of artificial hard structures installed in the deep Mediterranean Sea for hydrocarbon exploration and production activities 		IDEM suggested		D7C1, D7C2		PRESSURE		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1

		IDEM_D6_I10		D6 indicator		Number of artificial hard structures installed and ratio of area affected by cables and pipelines 		MSFD Spanish implementation
 "Estrategias Marinas"		D7C1, D7C2		PRESSURE		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1

		IDEM_D6_I22		D6 indicator		Change in distribution and abundance of indicator species in priority habitats		UNEP_MAP		D7C2		STATE-IMPACT		D7C2

		IDEM_D6_I23		D6 indicator		Community change: spatial extent of the change and community parameters (abundance, biomass, diversity, composition)		The Joint Nature Conservation Committee (UK). 2008		D7C2		STATE-IMPACT		D7C2

		IDEM_D6_I24		D6 indicator		Cumulative impacts on benthic biotopes		HELCOM CORESET Project		D7C2		IMPACT		D7C2

						Impact index value (anthropogenic cumulative impact)		Halpern et al., 2008; 
Korpinen et al., 2012						D7C2

		IDEM_D6_I29		D6 indicator		Biological traits analysis for ecosystem functioning and anthropogenic impact responses		Bremner et al., 2006
		D7C2		STATE-IMPACT		D7C2, D7C2.G1
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3. EVALUATION

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES				EVALUATION PROCESS OUTCOME

		IDEM_D7_I1. Extent of area affected by permanent alterations (MSFD 7.1.1) /Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator proposed within the MSFD. Different versions also suggested in RSC (OSPAR), in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D7) and in other directives . The application of the indicator is generally restricted to coastal areas, leaving deep-sea Mediterranean basins poorly characterized.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Directive 2008/56/EC; European Commission, 2011;OSPAR, 2017; EC-JRC and ICES, 2010; UNEP-MAP, 2017;Directive 2000/60/EC;Estrategia Marina, 2012;Klaipeda University Coastal Research and Planning Institute (DEVOTtool database)						1.00		0.50		0.00		TOTAL

				EP.2		0.5																								EP.1		8		6		0		11		14

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		Novel technologies and approaches should be developed to facilitate deep-sea sampling and decrease the current high costs. Standardization of methods is also needed														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.2		3		8		3		7

				EP.4		0		EP.4 & EP.5		The indicator definition is quite broad, encompassing multiple targets and thus multiple properties and pressures that reduce its specificity. Additionally, because of the high relevance and common application in different regulative frameworks, major overlapping occurs with similar indicators suggested for Descriptor 7 that are part of the initial IDEM 3.2 pool.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description						EP.3		5		8		1		9

				EP.5		0																								EP.4		6		6		2		9

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Applicable in all spatial scales. Sustained monitoring is advisable in order to obtain long-time data series. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability						EP.5		8		4		2		10

				EP.7		0		EP.7		Not applicable. The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when a change in abundance, biomass and/or areal extent happens, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity						EP.6		13		1		0		13.5

		Type: IMPACT		EP.8		1		EP.8		The statistical analysis defined for EP.8 cannot be applied to this indicator. Therefore, literature review and expert judgment were used to quantify the three key properties. Because of the unambiguous targets defined by the indicator, sensitivity and robustness are expected to be high. However, linear regression between any human pressure and its impact may not occur. Additionally, the accuracy of impact measurements depends on the region and on the human activity evaluated. Generally, impact assessment still requires better methods and technologies with lower error rates.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence						EP.7		3		0		11		3

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.8		10		3		1		11.5

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No threshold could be identified referring to extent of area affected by permanent alterations. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the region where they occur.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions						EP.9		5		8		1		9

				TOTAL		4.5																								EP.10		0		1		13		0.5



																														ONLY SELECTED

		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES						1.00		0.50		0.00		TOTAL

		IDEM_D7_I2.Impact on the hydrographical conditions caused by anthropogenic activities (including hydrocarbon and mining exploration and production activities and the installation of cables and pipelines)		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project. Encompasses IDEM_D6_I9, IDEM_D6_11, IDEM_D6_I14 and IDEM_D6_I28. The indicator scientific basis is supported by documents exposing the impacts of hydrocarbon exploration and production infrastructures installed in seafloor (Galil and Herut, 2011; Piante and Ody, 2015). However, this topic has not been included in any directive, RSC framework or GES assessment.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Piante and Ody, 2015;Galil and Herut, 2011;Cordes et al., 2016;IDEM deliverable 3.1, 2019;Geoprospect Ltd. and Israel Oceanographic and Limnologic Research, 2016;Kark et al., 2015;Terlizzi et al., 2008;The Petroleum Economist Ltd, 2013;UNEP MAP 2012 				EP.1		8		5		0		10.5		13

				EP.2		0																								EP.2		3		7		3		6.5		13

				EP.3		1		EP.3 & EP.9		The costs are quantified as high since the limited knowledge available would require a significant sampling effort in order to detect and describe the damages caused. However, the indicator relevance is really high since this pressure leads to impacts on multiple descriptors affecting GES in several ways. Additionally, because of the scarcity of data, its implementation in monitoring programs would contribute with new data for most of the basins where the pressure occurs.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.3		5		7		1		8.5		13

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		The ecosystem relevance is highly demonstrated and supported by documents and articles exposing the impacts of hydrocarbon exploration and production infrastructures installed on the seafloor. However, knowledge gaps may hinder the identification of targets since information on damages and disturbances during and after the activities is obscure. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description						EP.4		6		5		2		8.5		13

				EP.5		1																								EP.5		8		3		2		9.5		13

				EP.6		1		EP.6		The indicator application only makes sense for some basins, since hydrocarbon exploration and production activities do not impact all Mediterranean regions. It can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times although sustained monitoring is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. However, it does not consider differences regarding habitats or special ecosystems.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability						EP.6		12		1		0		12.5		13

				EP.7		0		EP.7		The indicator targets an impact.  Therefore, it quantifies an alteration that already occurred. The deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity						EP.7		3		0		10		3		13

		Type: IMPACT		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		The identification of the indicator targets is complex since the impacts during and after the activities still require further characterization, in general. Sensitivity and robustness are expected to be high but the relation of the indicator with the impact is currently a bit ambiguous. Accuracy could be low because of the lack of data and knowledge, potentially leading to significant biases. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence						EP.8		9		3		1		10.5		13

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.9		5		7		1		8.5		13

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No threshold or limit has been identified. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions						EP.10		0		0		13		0		13

				TOTAL		5.5





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D7_I3.Extent of changes in hydrographical conditions like currents, waves, bottom shear stress, salinity,pH, turbidity,Chlorophyll– a concentration,Dissolved oxygen ,Inorganic nutrients,Phytoplankton,Zooplankton, assessed by numerical modelling		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Similar indicators merge. They are suggested in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D7), MSFD Greece implementation and UNEP MAP.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		OSPAR. MSFD Advice document on GES - Descriptor 7-2012;UNEP MAP 2012;MSFD Greece implementation

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		1		EP.3 & EP.9		The costs are quantified as intermediate since numerical modeling could be applied but it needs data for validation and initialization. Data for which knowledge is still limited.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		The ecosystem relevance is highly demonstrated and supported by documents and articles exposing the impacts of hydrographical changes and climate changes														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		1

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Applicable in all spatial scales. Sustained monitoring is advisable in order to obtain long-time data series. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when hydrographical changes  happen, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		 A change of the pressure will be directly measured by the indicator. Thus, sensitivity and robustness score the maximum values. However, methods for monitoring below 2000m are just being develop and their application is still limited. Therefore, accuracy levels cannot be assessed yet.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No threshold or limit has been identified. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		5.5





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D7_I4. Existence  of  national  system  of surveillance  for  hydrographical changes  and  ocean hydrodynamics,  and  a  warning and  registration  system  for massive and extreme events 		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Suggested in by MSFD Spanish implementation 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		MSFD Spanish implementation
 "Estrategias Marinas"

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		1		EP.3 & EP.9		The costs are quantified as low since indicator does not require monitoring efforts														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		The ecosystem relevance is low														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		1

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Applicable in all spatial and temporal scales. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		The indicator formulation enables to detect a change in the component before the alteration occurred. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		 A change of the pressure will be directly measured by the indicator. Thus, sensitivity, accuracy and robustness score the maximum values.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		Not applicable														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		5.5





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D7_I5.Percentage  of  environmental  impact  assessment  studies  of  projects  affecting  marine environment  contemplating hydrographical changes 		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Suggested in by MSFD Spanish implementation. Currently it’s not operational in any basin. The available information consists mostly in descriptions of the impacts by reports and some peer-reviewed publications. The EMODnet portal only displays the location of the cables and pipelines with almost no other information describing the installed items. Therefore, there is a major data and knowledge gap here. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		MSFD Spanish implementation
 "Estrategias Marinas"

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		1		EP.3 & EP.9		The costs are quantified as low since indicator does not require monitoring efforts														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		Target identification might be a bit complex due to the paucity of information about the damages and disturbances during and after the installation. For example, impacts caused by cables and pipelines are considered of low importance regarding GES because of the limited effects that they seem to cause on the seafloor.
														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		1

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Applicable in all spatial and temporal scales. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when hydrographical changes  happen, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		 A change of the pressure will be directly measured by the indicator. Thus, sensitivity, accuracy and robustness score the maximum values.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		Not applicable														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		5.5





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D7_I6. Temperature, Salinity and Oxygen trends in the Deep Basins referring to the long-term means 		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Similar indicators merge. They are suggested by the HELCOM CORESET Project.  The EMODnet, Copernicus, SeadataNet and EMSO portals display lot of data but still there is a major data and knowledge gap here, especially below 2000 m WD. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		HELCOM CORESET Project Marullo et al. 2007; 2011 

				EP.2		0.5

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		The costs are quantified as intermediate since numerical modeling could be applied but it needs data for validation and initialization. Data for which knowledge is still limited and monitoring expensive														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		The ecosystem relevance is highly demonstrated and supported by documents and articles exposing the impacts of hydrographical changes and climate changes														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		1

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Applicable in all spatial scales. Sustained monitoring is advisable in order to obtain long-time data series. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Therefore, when hydrographical changes  happen, the deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		1		EP.8		 A change of the pressure will be directly measured by the indicator. Thus, sensitivity, accuracy and robustness score the maximum values.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No threshold or limit has been identified. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		6.5





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D7_I7. Ratio of area potentially affected by thermal discharges		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Novel indicator suggested in the IDEM Project														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		IDEM suggested

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		1		EP.3 & EP.9		The costs are quantified as high since the limited knowledge available would require a significant sampling effort in order to detect and describe the damages caused. However, the indicator relevance is really high since this pressure leads to impacts on multiple descriptors affecting GES in several ways. Additionally, because of the scarcity of data, its implementation in monitoring programs would contribute with new data for most of the basins where the pressure occurs.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		The ecosystem relevance is highly demonstrated and supported by documents and articles exposing the impacts of thermal discharges  even if localized 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		1

				EP.6		1		EP.6		The indicator application only makes sense for some basins, since production activities do not impact all Mediterranean regions. It can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times although sustained monitoring is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. However, it does not consider differences regarding habitats or special ecosystems.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Only later restoration could be applied. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: PRESSURE		EP.8		1		EP.8		A change of the pressure will be directly measured by the indicator. Thus, sensitivity, accuracy and robustness score the maximum values.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		Different reference conditions should be established depending on the type of biogenic substrate. 
No threshold identified     
														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		6





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D7_I8. Mixing Indicator		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Operational oceanography products can be used to develop indicators as required by the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) as suggested by Fratianni et al, 2016, who presents a mixing indicator that is calculated using MyOcean Marine Service reanalysis products														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Fratianni et al. 2016

				EP.2		0.5

				EP.3		1		EP.3 & EP.9		The costs are quantified as low since reanalysis products are already available in the Copernicus and Emodnet portals.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		The ecosystem relevance is highly demonstrated and supported by documents and articles														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		1

				EP.6		1		EP.6		Applicable in all spatial scales. Sustained monitoring is advisable in order to obtain long-time data series. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		Not applicable														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE		EP.8		1		EP.8		A change of the pressure will be directly measured by the indicator. Thus, sensitivity, accuracy and robustness score the maximum values.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		
No threshold identified     
														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		7





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D7_I9. Spatial extent of habitats affected by the permanent alteration (MSFD 7.2.1)		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator proposed within the MSFD. Different versions also suggested in RSC (HELCOM core indicators, UNEP-MAP), in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D7) and in other directives (WFD). However, the DEVOTool database and the ICES report described the indicator as conceptual, not operational. The indicator as ambiguous, without reference conditions														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Directive 2008/56/EC; MSFD. European Commission 2011; OSPAR. MSFD Advice document on GES - Descriptor 7-2012; HELCOM, 2012;UNEP-MAP, 2017;Directive 2000/60/EC;Estrategia Marina, 2012;EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

				EP.2		0.5

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		Novel technologies and approaches should be developed to facilitate deep-sea sampling and decrease the current high costs. Standardization of methods is also needed														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		The ecosystem relevance of the indicator is highly demonstrated. The indicator considers all pressures together without specifying which ones should be monitored. Therefore, identification of the targets is not straightforward and increases the complexity of the indicator.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		1		EP.6		The indicator is applicable to all basins and suitable for sustained or punctual monitoring. However, the formulation considers the area exposed to pressures without specifying how it will report differences between distinct systems and habitats that respond differently to pressures and alterations. It should be applicable to all management frameworks.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. Only later restoration could be applied. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: IMPACT		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		The indicator main targets are the pressures causing impacts to habitats. However, the relation between each pressure and its impact is not easily measurable. Although the relation is expected to be significant, some substrates or habitats can be insensitive to specific pressures or they could be altered in ways beyond any consideration. Additionally, errors are expected because of the difficulties of measuring some pressures. Therefore, the final individual quality score is set to 0.5														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No threshold could be identified referring to minimum or maximum spatial extent of habitats exposed to pressures. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the pressure, the occurring habitats and  the regions where they are present.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		5





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D7_I10. Changes  in  habitats,  in  particular  the  functions provided  (e.g.  spawning,  breeding  and  feeding  areas  and migration  routes  of  fish,  birds  and  mammals),  due  to  altered hydrographical  conditions (MSFD 7.2.2)		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator proposed within the MSFD. Different versions also suggested in RSC (HELCOM core indicators, UNEP-MAP), in European Commission reports (JRC Task Group D7) and in other directives (WFD). Due to the lack of methodological standards and data, this indicator has not been taken into consideration in several countries and most basins. Other countries report that the indicator is under development or its application is restricted to coastal habitats where more data is available. Additionally, not all relevant human activities causing impacts are identified and analyzed. Whereas several articles have used this indicator, online repositories such as EMODnet still contain mostly data from coastal zones. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Directive 2008/56/EC; MSFD. European Commission 2011; OSPAR. MSFD Advice document on GES - Descriptor 7-2012; HELCOM, 2012;UNEP-MAP, 2017;Directive 2000/60/EC;Estrategia Marina, 2012;EC-JRC and ICES, 2010

				EP.2		0.5

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		Sampling and mapping of deep-sea habitats require expensive equipment. However, the processing time and the Personnel required can be classified as moderate costs. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		The ecosystem relevance of the indicator is highly demonstrated. However, the indicator considers all impacts together without specifying if they are caused by natural or human pressures. Therefore, identification of the pressures causing the impact is quite complex, hindering the definition of accurate targets.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		1		EP.6		The broad formulation of the indicator and their high ecological relevance enable a complete application to different spatial and temporal scales.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		The indicator targets an impact.  Therefore, it quantifies an alteration that already occurred. The deterioration cannot be prevented. Only later restoration could be applied. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: IMPACT		EP.8		1		EP.8		The statistical analysis defined for EP.8 cannot be applied to this indicator. Therefore, literature review and expert judgment were used to quantify the three key properties. Since the indicator formulation clearly states the target (impact) to be monitored, sensitivity and robustness are expected to be high. However, the relation between pressures and impacts on physical damage is not expected to behave following a linear regression. Additionally, the accuracy of impact measurement depends on the region and on the pressure evaluated. Generally, impact assessment still requires better methods and technologies with lower error rates.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No threshold could be identified referring to minimum or maximum extent of physical damage to predominant species and special habitats. Different reference conditions should be established depending on the habitats and the regions where they occur considering different pressures and impacts.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		5.5





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D7_I11. Size distribution of benthic long-lived species		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator suggested by the HELCOM CORESET Project. However, its application so far is restricted mostly to coastal areas and to specific regions where data was available and previous assessments for the WFD had been performed. Relevant articles provide accurate descriptions of indexes encompassing this indicator. Some of these indexes have been applied in case studies providing data for specific locations and time-points. However, no datasets compiling the data needed currently existing for the Mediterranean Sea as a whole. Finally, reports and specific project publication target this topic, thereby promoting the indicator's usage. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		HELCOM CORESET Project

				EP.2		0.5

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		Studying the deep-sea communities requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Thus, it would involve an important number of scientists with associated costs. However, the target reported is not difficult to analyze and report. The data provided would be novel for most of the basins, since this topic is usually not monitored in the deep-sea. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		Targets for deep-sea applications still need to be identified. Due to the lack of knowledge and data scarcity regarding deep-sea systems, the identification of targets would be rather complex.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		1		EP.6		The indicator application is relevant for all basins. It can be used for punctual monitoring at specific times for monitoring a response to a specific impact/pressure but sustained monitored is preferred in order to obtain trends and long-time series. The indicator targets will vary depending on the habitat assessed, which could require its adaptation. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		Not applicable														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type:  STATE-IMPACT		EP.8		1		EP.8		Sensitivity, accuracy and robustness score the maximum values.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0.5		EP.10		No common threshold has been established for all Mediterranean basins neither it has been stated in any relevant directive or RSC. However, contrary to other indicators, reference values and equivalent Ecological Quality Status values are suggested in different articles. It should be also noticed that most of the environments assessed belong to coastal regions. Therefore, the values suggested should be adapted to and tested for deep-sea systems. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		5.5





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D7_I12. Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Novel Indicator suggested by IDEM Project. Satellite data freely available online														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		IDEM suggested

				EP.2		1

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		The costs are quantified as low since satellite data are already available in the Copernicus and Emodnet portals.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		The ecosystem relevance of the indicator is highly demonstrated. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		1

				EP.6		1		EP.6		The indicator application is relevant for all basins and long time series are already available														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		Not applicable														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type:  STATE		EP.8		1		EP.8		Sensitivity, accuracy and robustness score the maximum values.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No threshold could be identified														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		6.5





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D7_I13.Early-warning signals of tipping points/indicators of tipping points		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Novel Indicator suggested by IDEM Project and in literature														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		IDEM SUGGESTED Martone et al. 2017; Livina et al. 2018; http://www.early-warning-signals.org/

				EP.2		0.5

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		Studying the deep-sea communities requires expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs. Thus, it would involve an important number of scientists with associated costs. However, the target reported is not difficult to analyze and report. The data provided would be novel for most of the basins, since this topic is usually not monitored in the deep-sea. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		The ecosystem relevance of the indicator is highly demonstrated. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		1

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		The indicator application is relevant for all basins but long-term studies are not available														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		1		EP.7		Early detection of warning signals of tipping points can prevent further impacts and knowledge of the areas potentially affected would allow the development of appropriate actions to prevent or minimize those impacts.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type:  IMPACT		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		Sensitivity, accuracy and robustness score are intermediate.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		No threshold could be identified														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		6.5





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D7_I14. Frequency and location of Deep Water Formation events: DSWC (Dense Shelf Water Cascading) and open convection		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Novel Indicator suggested by IDEM Project. Lots of information from literature and oceanographic survey														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		IDEM suggested

				EP.2		1

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		Expensive equipment and long-time monitoring programs required. Thus, it would involve an important number of scientists with associated costs. However, the target reported is not difficult to analyze and report.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		The ecosystem relevance of the indicator is highly demonstrated. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		1

				EP.6		1		EP.6		The indicator application is relevant for all basins														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		1		EP.7		Knowledge of the areas potentially affected would allow the development of appropriate actions to prevent or minimize those impacts.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: PRESSURE		EP.8		1		EP.8		Sensitivity, accuracy and robustness score the maximum values.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		Not applicable														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		7.5







4. FINAL SELECTION

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		FINAL SELECTION



				TABLE 4. RANKING OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS 																TABLE 5. SELECTED INDICATORS 

				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N) 
With what		Management objectives				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N)
With what		Management objectives

				IDEM_D7_I14		Frequency and location of Deep Water Formation events: DSWC (Dense Shelf Water Cascading) and open convection		7.5		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1				IDEM_D7_I1		 Extent of area affected by permanent alterations (MSFD 7.1.1) /Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats		4.5		NO		IMPACT		YES, IDEM_D7_I9		D7C1, D7C2

				IDEM_D7_I8		Mixing Indicator		7		NO		STATE		YES, IDEM_D7_I3 AND IDEM__D7_I6		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G2				IDEM_D7_I2		Impact on the hydrographical conditions caused by anthropogenic activities (including hydrocarbon and mining exploration and production activities and the installation of cables and pipelines)		5.5		NO		IMPACT		YES, IDEM_D6_I9, IDEM_D6_11, IDEM_D6_I14 and IDEM_D6_I28		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1

				IDEM_D7_I3		Extent of changes in hydrographical conditions like currents, waves, bottom shear stress, salinity,pH, turbidity,Chlorophyll– a concentration, Dissolved oxygen, Inorganic nutrients, Phytoplankton, Zooplankton, assessed by numerical modelling		6.5		NO		STATE		YES, IDEM_D7_I6		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1, D7C1.G2				IDEM_D7_I3		Extent of changes in hydrographical conditions like currents, waves, bottom shear stress, salinity,pH, turbidity,Chlorophyll– a concentration, Dissolved oxygen, Inorganic nutrients, Phytoplankton, Zooplankton, assessed by numerical modelling		5.5		NO		STATE		YES, IDEM_D7_I6		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1, D7C1.G2

				IDEM_D7_I6		Temperature, Salinity and Oxygen trends in the Deep Basins referring to the long-term means 		6.5		NO		STATE		YES, IDEM_D7_I3		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G2				IDEM_D7_I4		Existence  of  national  system  of surveillance  for  hydrographical changes  and  ocean hydrodynamics,  and  a  warning and  registration  system  for massive and extreme events 		5.5		NO		STATE		NO		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G2

				IDEM_D7_I12		Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)		6.5		NO		STATE		YES, IDEM_D7_I3		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G2				IDEM_D7_I5		Percentage  of  environmental  impact  assessment  studies  of  projects  affecting  marine environment  contemplating hydrographical changes 		5.5		NO		STATE		NO		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1

				IDEM_D7_I13		Early-warning signals of tipping points/indicators of tipping points		6.5		NO		IMPACT		NO		D7C2, D7C2.G1				IDEM_D7_I6		Temperature, Salinity and Oxygen trends in the Deep Basins referring to the long-term means 		6.5		NO		STATE		YES, IDEM_D7_I3		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G2

				IDEM_D7_I7		Ratio of area potentially affected by thermal discharges		6		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1				IDEM_D7_I7		Ratio of area potentially affected by thermal discharges		6		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1

				IDEM_D7_I5		Percentage  of  environmental  impact  assessment  studies  of  projects  affecting  marine environment  contemplating hydrographical changes 		5.5		NO		STATE		NO		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1				IDEM_D7_I8		Mixing Indicator		7		NO		STATE		YES, IDEM_D7_I3 AND IDEM__D7_I6		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G2

				IDEM_D7_I4		Existence  of  national  system  of surveillance  for  hydrographical changes  and  ocean hydrodynamics,  and  a  warning and  registration  system  for massive and extreme events 		5.5		NO		STATE		NO		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G2				IDEM_D7_I9		 Spatial extent of habitats affected by the permanent alteration (MSFD 7.2.1)		5		NO		IMPACT		YES, IDEM_D7_I1, IDEM_D7_I10		D7C2

				IDEM_D7_I2		Impact on the hydrographical conditions caused by anthropogenic activities (including hydrocarbon and mining exploration and production activities and the installation of cables and pipelines)		5.5		NO		IMPACT		YES, IDEM_D6_I9, IDEM_D6_11, IDEM_D6_I14 and IDEM_D6_I28		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1				IDEM_D7_I10		Changes  in  habitats,  in  particular  the  functions provided  (e.g.  spawning,  breeding  and  feeding  areas  and migration  routes  of  fish,  birds  and  mammals),  due  to  altered hydrographical  conditions (MSFD 7.2.2)		5.5		NO		IMPACT		YES, IDEM_D7_I1, IDEM_D7_I11		D7C2

				IDEM_D7_I10		Changes  in  habitats,  in  particular  the  functions provided  (e.g.  spawning,  breeding  and  feeding  areas  and migration  routes  of  fish,  birds  and  mammals),  due  to  altered hydrographical  conditions (MSFD 7.2.2)		5.5		NO		IMPACT		YES, IDEM_D7_I1, IDEM_D7_I11		D7C2				IDEM_D7_I12		Chlorophyll-a concentration (as tracer for hydrographical features such as eddies, upwellings or currents)		6.5		NO		STATE		YES, IDEM_D7_I3		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G2

				IDEM_D7_I11		Size distribution of benthic long-lived species		5.5		NO		STATE-IMPACT		YES, IDEM_D7_I10		D7C2				IDEM_D7_I13		Early-warning signals of tipping points/indicators of tipping points		6.5		NO		IMPACT		NO		D7C2, D7C2.G1

				IDEM_D7_I9		 Spatial extent of habitats affected by the permanent alteration (MSFD 7.2.1)		5		NO		IMPACT		YES, IDEM_D7_I1, IDEM_D7_I10		D7C2				IDEM_D7_I14		Frequency and location of Deep Water Formation events: DSWC (Dense Shelf Water Cascading) and open convection		7.5		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D7C1, D7C2, D7C1.G1

				IDEM_D7_I1		 Extent of area affected by permanent alterations (MSFD 7.1.1) /Extent of physical damage to predominant and special habitats		4.5		NO		IMPACT		YES, IDEM_D7_I9		D7C1, D7C2

				Note: this should be the same table presented in the initial pool, ranked by final score (from highest to lowest)																TABLE 7. PROMISING INDICATORS (CONCEPTUAL)

				LEGEND																Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds available?		Type		Overlapping? 
With who?		Management objectives

				Selected (see Table 15)																IDEM_D7_I11		Size distribution of benthic long-lived species		5.5		NO		STATE-IMPACT		YES, IDEM_D7_I10		D7C2

				Only indicators for a given target																Note: this should contain the indicator rejected because a low score but promising for the future when improved (not applicable at present)

				Promising indicators 
(not applicable at present)





				TABLE 6. SELECTED INDICATORS CLASSIFICATION										OBJECTIVES LEGEND

				OBJECTIVE		NAME		CODE		NUMBER OF INDICATORS				Revision of MSFD criteria and indicators

				D7C1										Incorporation of the identified gaps within task 3.1 

														New criteria suggested

														INDICATORS LEGEND

														Novel indicators
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Thresholds

		TASK 3.3   STEP 3

		SELECTED INDICATOR THRESHOLDS (3.3)



		TABLE 8. AVAILABLE THRESHOLDS AND REFERENCE CONDITIONS

		INDICATOR CODE		REFERENCE		THRESHOLDS						COMMENTS				ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

		IDEM_D7_I1		J. González et al.; Review of the Commission Decision 2010/477/EU concerning MSFD criteria for
assessing Good Environmental Status, Descriptor 7; EUR 27544 EN; doi:10.2788/435059		NO						Thresholds for GES/non GES are almost non-existent. The strong natural variability masks anthropogenic impact, and thus it is very difficult to set thresholds. It should be possible to define 'impact' (i.e. when a habitat has been altered by changes in hydrology)

		IDEM_D7_I2

		IDEM_D7_I3

		IDEM_D7_I4

		IDEM_D7_I5

		IDEM_D7_I6

		IDEM_D7_I7

		IDEM_D7_I8

		IDEM_D7_I9

		IDEM_D7_I10

		IDEM_D7_I11

		IDEM_D7_I12

		IDEM_D7_I13

		IDEM_D7_I14
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1. OBJECTIVES

		D8C1,D8C2,D8C3,D8C4,D8C1.G1 ,D8C2.G1,D8GG.G1 ,D8MT.G1,D8MT.G2,D8MT.G3,D8MT.G4,D8MT.G5		TASK 3.2   STEP 1 AND 2

				OBJECTIVES AND RELATED POTENTIAL INDICATORS



				Colour legend

				Revision of MSFD criteria and indicators

				Incorporation of the identified gaps within task 3.1 

				Definition of new indicators and new criteria

Queralt Güell: Queralt Güell:
See Chapter 3 of Deliverable 3.1: Disregarded issues



		DESCRIPTOR D8

		Criteria		CRITERIA						GAPS																		NEW CRITERIA

		D8C1		8.3.1 The concentration of contaminants in case of chronic pollution 						D8C1.G1 		Primary. Missing information beyond territorial waters

		IDEM_D8_I1		 8.1.1 Concentration of the contaminants measured in matrices such as biota, sediment and water						 8.1.1 Concentration of the contaminants measured in matrices such as biota, sediment and water																		"D8C5"		8.4 Knowledge on Threshold?

		IDEM_D8_I2		8.2 Effects of contaminants 						8.2 Effects of contaminants 																		D8C6		Emerging persistent Contaminant

		IDEM_D8_I3		8.2.1 Levels of pollution effects on the ecosystem components concerned, having regard to the selected biological processes and taxonomic groups where a cause/effect relationship has been established						8.2.1 Levels of pollution effects on the ecosystem components concerned, having regard to the selected biological processes and taxonomic groups where a cause/effect relationship has been established																		D8C7		Contaminant induced mutations

		IDEM_D8_I4		8.2.2 Occurrence, origin, extent of significant acute pollution events and their impact on biota physically affected by this pollution						8.2.2 Occurrence, origin, extent of significant acute pollution events and their impact on biota physically affected by this pollution																		D8C8		Effect of Contaminants on biodiversity

																												D8C9		Change in ecosystem dynamics by contamination effect on species distribution and behaviour

		D8C2		8.3.2 The health of species and the condition of habitats adversely affected in case of chronic pollution 						D8C2.G1		 Habitats. Insufficient studies of the sedimentary column

		IDEM_D8_I1		 8.1.1 Concentration of the contaminants measured in matrices such as biota, sediment and water						 8.1.1 Concentration of the contaminants measured in matrices such as biota, sediment and water

		IDEM_D8_I2		8.2 Effects of contaminants 						8.2 Effects of contaminants 

		IDEM_D8_I3		8.2.1 Levels of pollution effects on the ecosystem components concerned, having regard to the selected biological processes and taxonomic groups where a cause/effect relationship has been established						8.2.1 Levels of pollution effects on the ecosystem components concerned, having regard to the selected biological processes and taxonomic groups where a cause/effect relationship has been established

		IDEM_D8_I4		8.2.2 Occurrence, origin, extent of significant acute pollution events and their impact on biota physically affected by this pollution						8.2.2 Occurrence, origin, extent of significant acute pollution events and their impact on biota physically affected by this pollution



		D8C3		8.3.3 The spatial extent and duration of significant acute pollution events 						D8GG.G1 		Heterogeneous geographical data coverage

		IDEM_D8_I1		 8.1.1 Concentration of the contaminants measured in matrices such as biota, sediment and water						8.1 Concentration of contaminants 8.1.1 Concentration of the contaminants measured in matrices such as biota, sediment and water

		IDEM_D8_I2		8.2 Effects of contaminants 						8.2 Effects of contaminants 

		IDEM_D8_I3		8.2.1 Levels of pollution effects on the ecosystem components concerned, having regard to the selected biological processes and taxonomic groups where a cause/effect relationship has been established						8.2.1 Levels of pollution effects on the ecosystem components concerned, having regard to the selected biological processes and taxonomic groups where a cause/effect relationship has been established

		IDEM_D8_I4		8.2.2 Occurrence, origin, extent of significant acute pollution events and their impact on biota physically affected by this pollution						8.2.2 Occurrence, origin, extent of significant acute pollution events and their impact on biota physically affected by this pollution



		D8C4		8.3.4 The health of species and the condition of habitats in case of significant acute pollution event 						D8MT.G1		 Lack of agreed common monitoring strategies

		IDEM_D8_I1		 8.1.1 Concentration of the contaminants measured in matrices such as biota, sediment and water						8.1 Concentration of contaminants 8.1.1 Concentration of the contaminants measured in matrices such as biota, sediment and water

		IDEM_D8_I2		8.2 Effects of contaminants 						8.2 Effects of contaminants 

		IDEM_D8_I3		8.2.1 Levels of pollution effects on the ecosystem components concerned, having regard to the selected biological processes and taxonomic groups where a cause/effect relationship has been established						8.2.1 Levels of pollution effects on the ecosystem components concerned, having regard to the selected biological processes and taxonomic groups where a cause/effect relationship has been established

		IDEM_D8_I4		8.2.2 Occurrence, origin, extent of significant acute pollution events and their impact on biota physically affected by this pollution						8.2.2 Occurrence, origin, extent of significant acute pollution events and their impact on biota physically affected by this pollution



		"D8C5"		8.4 Knowledge on Threshold?

		IDEM_D8_I1		 8.1.1 Concentration of the contaminants measured in matrices such as biota, sediment and water						D8MT.G2		 Missing methodologies

		IDEM_D8_I2		8.2 Effects of contaminants 

		IDEM_D8_I3		8.2.1 Levels of pollution effects on the ecosystem components concerned, having regard to the selected biological processes and taxonomic groups where a cause/effect relationship has been established

		IDEM_D8_I4		8.2.2 Occurrence, origin, extent of significant acute pollution events and their impact on biota physically affected by this pollution						8.2.1 Levels of pollution effects on the ecosystem components concerned, having regard to the selected biological processes and taxonomic groups where a cause/effect relationship has been established





										D8MT.G3		 Insufficient standardization of methods and lack of detailed guidelines for assessments





										8.2.1 Levels of pollution effects on the ecosystem components concerned, having regard to the selected biological processes and taxonomic groups where a cause/effect relationship has been established









										D8MT.G4		 Lack of thresholds and reference levels.

										 8.1.1 Concentration of the contaminants measured in matrices such as biota, sediment and water



										8.2.1 Levels of pollution effects on the ecosystem components concerned, having regard to the selected biological processes and taxonomic groups where a cause/effect relationship has been established





										D8MT.G5

										 8.1.1 Concentration of the contaminants measured in matrices such as biota, sediment and water

										8.2 Effects of contaminants 

										8.2.1 Levels of pollution effects on the ecosystem components concerned, having regard to the selected biological processes and taxonomic groups where a cause/effect relationship has been established

										8.2.2 Occurrence, origin, extent of significant acute pollution events and their impact on biota physically affected by this pollution







										2.8.4 Connections between D8 gaps and the rest of descriptors (HOLD)





































2. SUMMARY. INITIAL POOL

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		  SUMMARY





		APPROACH 
The process starts with the identification and specification of management objectives as step 1. The second step consists of an extensive revision of potential indicators existing in the literature and the suggestion of novel ones. The pool of potential indicators will be then assessed against specific evaluation steps and parameters in step 3 within this spreadsheet. Finally, step 4 encompasses the description of each of the selected indicators and their classification within a database. 						TABLE 1. EVALUATION STEPS						BOX 1. TERMINOLOGY

								ES.0		Request: indicator type (state, pressure, impact)				Indicator: tool proposed by the MSFD for implementing the monitoring of the topics addressed by the descriptors’ criteria.  
Evaluation parameter OR parameter (EP): refers to each of the indicators’ properties assessed. The IDEM approach contains 10 parameters formulated within IDEM Task 3.2 by reviewing three previous evaluation frameworks (Schroeder, 2010; Queirós et al., 2016; Otto et al., 2018). Each parameter focuses in one property, indicator or attribute, which needs to be evaluated. 
Evaluation step (ES): refers to each of the phases of the evaluation process that need to be followed when assessing each evaluation parameter. The IDEM evaluation system is based in 5 evaluation steps that are common to all evaluation parameters. Specifications for the actual implementation of each step differ between the 10 evaluation parameters.
Feature, element: synonym terms used for referring to indicators’ characteristics or attributes that need to be assessed or considered. 
Target (and ecosystem target): the monitoring objective of the indicator. It can be a component of the ecosystem, a pressure, an impact, an ecosystem function, an ecosystem response or any other property, behavior or process addressed by an indicator. 
Indicator type: defines the indicator class regarding its monitoring objective. Three main indicator types have been established as options: state, pressure and impact. 
Single indicator: only indicator for a given monitoring objective. Thus, single indicators are the only option for monitoring a particular target. 
Promising indicator: indicator that cannot be used at present but has high potential for future applications. 
Selected indicator (accepted): indicator that has succeeded in the evaluation process and that has been classified as accepted in the final decision tree. Thus, it belongs to the selected indicators group forming the set of indicators for a given descriptor. 

								ES.1		States the null hypothesis

								ES.2		Defines the approach

								ES.3		States the availability of references

								ES.4		Decision of the individual quality score

								ES.5		Total quality score calculated









		This document enables a consistent implementation of the evaluation system defined for Step 3 of Task 3.2.  Each step and evaluation parameter is described in the following tabs. Finally, the two last tabs compile the thresholds identified in EP.10 and the final selection of indicators specifying the total score of each indicator, the final indicator categorization and a global evaluation of the indicators' set.						TABLE 2. EVALUATION PARAMETERS

								EP.1		Scientific basis

								EP.2		Available data and/or monitoring programs

								EP.3		Cost-effective

								EP.4		Ecosystem relevance and target suitability

								EP.5		Specificity and redundancy

								EP.6		Spatial/temporal coverage and flexibility

								EP.7		Precautionary capacity

		Novel indicators						EP.8		Responsiveness

		Indicators established for novel criteria						EP.9		Methodology

								EP.10		Thresholds and reference conditions



		TABLE 3. INITIAL POOL OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS



		CODE		NAME		AFFILIATION		MSFD CRITERIA		TYPE		MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

		PRIORITY (1st cateogry)

		IDEM_D8_I1		 8.1.1 Concentration of the contaminants measured in matrices such as biota, sediment and water		Borja et al., 2013		D8C1,D8C2,D8C3,D8C4		STATE		D8C1, D8C2, D8C3, D8C4
D8C1.G1, D8C2.G1, D8GG.G1
D8MT.G1, D8MT.G2, D8MT.G3, D8MT.G4, D8MT.G5

		IDEM_D8_I2		8.2 Effects of contaminants 		Borja et al., 2013		D8C1,D8C2,D8C3,D8C4		IMPACT		D8C1, D8C2, D8C3, D8C4
D8C1.G1, D8C2.G1, D8GG.G1
D8MT.G1, D8MT.G2, D8MT.G3, D8MT.G4, D8MT.G5

		IDEM_D8_I3		8.2.1 Levels of pollution effects on the ecosystem components concerned, having regard to the selected biological processes and taxonomic groups where a cause/effect relationship has been established		Borja et al., 2013		D8C1,D8C2,D8C3,D8C4		PRESSURE		D8C1, D8C2, D8C3, D8C4
D8C1.G1, D8C2.G1, D8GG.G1
D8MT.G1, D8MT.G2, D8MT.G3, D8MT.G4, D8MT.G5

		IDEM_D8_I4		8.2.2 Occurrence, origin, extent of significant acute pollution events and their impact on biota physically affected by this pollution		Borja et al., 2013		D8C1,D8C2,D8C3,D8C4		IMPACT		D8C1, D8C2, D8C3, D8C4
D8C1.G1, D8C2.G1, D8GG.G1
D8MT.G1, D8MT.G2, D8MT.G3, D8MT.G4, D8MT.G5

































































3. EVALUATION

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES				EVALUATION PROCESS OUTCOME

		IDEM_D8_I1. Concentration of the contaminants measured in matrices such as biota,  sediment and water (MSFD 8.1.1)		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Analytical techniques are sufficiently developed to attain trace levels of contaminants that represent a threat to health. Available data is scarce and restricted to coastal areas, mostly in the Western Mediterranean Basin. Data on deep ocean regions is rare and limited. There are no monitoring programs in the deepest basins of the Mediterranean sea area. Monitoring of persistent pollutants as:mercury, cadmium, PCBs, DDTs, HCB, PBDEs, perfluoroacids and PAHs in the deep-sea has the support of United Nations Environment Program, Mediterranean Action Plan														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Borja et al., 2013; UNEP, 2002, 2003; IDEM Report 2.1						1.00		0.50		0.00		TOTAL

				EP.2		0																								EP.1		1		0		0		1		1

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		Cost-effectiveness must be calculated due to the  remoteness and depths of the regions that have not been considered in previous studies.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.2		0		0		1		0

				EP.4		0		EP.4 & EP.5		Relevance must be determined according to economically viable activities and impact of pollutants on human health and ecosystems														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description						EP.3		0		1		0		0.5

				EP.5		1																								EP.4		0		0		1		0

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		Assessment of pollution on deep ocean sediments, biota and waters requires specialized technology														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability						EP.5		1		0		0		1

				EP.7		0		EP.7		The most important is the regulation of pollutant sources on the mainland														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity						EP.6		0		1		0		0.5

		Type: STATE		EP.8		1		EP.8		Pollution levels will give an idea on the effects, bioaccumulation and toxicity of pollutants.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence						EP.7		0		0		1		0

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.8		1		0		0		1

				EP.10		1		EP.10		Thresholds will depend on analytical techniques and contamination levels in organisms.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions						EP.9		1		0		0		1

				TOTAL		6																								EP.10		1		0		0		1











4. FINAL SELECTION

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		FINAL SELECTION



				TABLE 4. RANKING OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS 																TABLE 5. SELECTED INDICATORS 

				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N) 
With what		Management objectives				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N)
With what		Management objectives

				IDEM_D8_I1		 8.1.1 Concentration of the contaminants measured in matrices such as biota, sediment and water		6		YES		STATE		N		D8C1, D8C2, D8C3, D8C4
D8C1.G1, D8C2.G1, D8GG.G1
D8MT.G1, D8MT.G2, D8MT.G3, D8MT.G4, D8MT.G5				IDEM_D8_I1		 8.1.1 Concentration of the contaminants measured in matrices such as biota, sediment and water		6		YES		STATE		N		D8C1, D8C2, D8C3, D8C4
D8C1.G1, D8C2.G1, D8GG.G1
D8MT.G1, D8MT.G2, D8MT.G3, D8MT.G4, D8MT.G5





				Note: this should be the same table presented in the initial pool, ranked by final score (from highest to lowest)																TABLE 7. PROMISING INDICATORS (CONCEPTUAL)

				LEGEND

				Selected (see Table 15)

				Only indicators for a given target																Note: this should contain the indicator rejected because a low score but promising for the future when improved (not applicable at present)

				Promising indicators 
(not applicable at present)











Thresholds

		TASK 3.3   STEP 3

		SELECTED INDICATOR THRESHOLDS (3.3)



		TABLE 8. AVAILABLE THRESHOLDS AND REFERENCE CONDITIONS

		INDICATOR CODE		REFERENCE		THRESHOLDS						COMMENTS				ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

































Hoja1

		TASK 3.3   STEP 3

		SELECTED INDICATOR THRESHOLDS (3.3)

		TABLE 8. AVAILABLE THRESHOLDS AND REFERENCE CONDITIONS

		INDICATOR CODE		REFERENCE		Pollutant		Type of Target		Minimum		Maximum		Directive		THRESHOLDS/BASELINES				COMMENTS				ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

		IDEM_D8_I1		IDEM DataBase		PCBs		sediment (ng/g)		1		4.6								Open Sea

		IDEM_D8_I1		IDEM DataBase		DDTs		sediment (ng/g)		0.1		5								Open Sea

		IDEM_D8_I1		IDEM DataBase		HCB		sediment (ng/g)		0.04		0.8								Open Sea

		IDEM_D8_I1		IDEM DataBase		PAH		sediment (ng/g)		15		1834.4								Open Sea

		IDEM_D8_I1		IDEM DataBase		Hg		sediment (ng/g)		60		70								Open Sea

		IDEM_D8_I1		IDEM DataBase		Hg		sediment (ng/g)		36		90								Open Sea

		IDEM_D8_I1		IDEM DataBase		Hg Total		water (pg/L)		82		1284		2008/105/EC (pg/L surf waters)		50		surface waters		Open Sea

		IDEM_D8_I1		IDEM DataBase		Hg DGM		water (pg/L)		22		134		2008/105/EC (pg/L surf waters)		50		surface waters		Open Sea

		IDEM_D8_I1		IDEM DataBase		DMeHg		water (pg/L)		7		2790		2008/105/EC (pg/L surf waters)		50		surface waters		Open Sea

		IDEM_D8_I1		IDEM DataBase		Hg Total		Particulate (pg/L)		157		1233								Open Sea

		IDEM_D8_I1		IDEM DataBase		Hg		sediment (ug/g)		0.06		0.07								Open Sea

		IDEM_D8_I1		IDEM DataBase		Pb		sediment (ug/g)		17		26								Open Sea

		IDEM_D8_I1		IDEM DataBase		Cd		sediment (ug/g)		0.1		0.15								Open Sea

		IDEM_D8_I1		IDEM DataBase		Hydrocarbons (C10-C34,Pr,Ph)		sediment (ng/g)		1		1500								Open Sea

		IDEM_D8_I1		IDEM DataBase		Total Aliphatic HC		sediment (ng/g)		735		2767								Open Sea		G of Tunis
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		TASK 3.2   STEP 3
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Spie charts

		Evaluation parameter		ES.4 (scores)

		EP1		1

		EP2		0

		EP3		0.5

		EP4		0

		EP5		1																														Scale		EP1		EP1		EP2		EP2		EP3		EP3		EP4		EP4		EP5		EP5		EP6		EP6		EP7		EP7		EP8		EP8		EP9		EP9		EP10		EP10

		EP6		0.5																														0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0

		EP7		0																														0.5		1		0		0		1		1		0		0		1		1		0		1		0		0		1		1		0		1		0		1		0

		EP8		1																														1		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		1		0		0		1		0		1		1		0		1		0		1		0

		EP9		1

		EP10		1

		TOTAL		6

		MAXIMUM		10

		Reference:		http://excelcharts.com/the-consultants-chart-revisited/

				https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U1RzHzCDWE

		FINAL SCORES		IDEM_D8_I1

		EP1		1

		EP2		0

		EP3		0.5

		EP4		0

		EP5		1

		EP6		0.5

		EP7		0

		EP8		1

		EP9		1

		EP10		1





EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	0	1	1	0	0	1	1	0	1	0	0	1	1	0	1	0	1	0	EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	0	1	0	1	0	1	1	0	0	1	0	1	1	0	1	0	1	0	
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1. OBJECTIVES

		D9C1, D9C1.G1		TASK 3.2   STEP 1 AND 2

				OBJECTIVES AND RELATED POTENTIAL INDICATORS



				Colour legend

				Revision of MSFD criteria and indicators

				Incorporation of the identified gaps within task 3.1 







		Criteria		CRITERIA						GAPS

		D9C1		9.3.2 Contaminants listed in Regulation (EC) No 1881/2006						D9C1.G1		Primary. Few studies about contaminants and their effects.

		IDEM_D9_I1		9.1.1a Actual levels of contaminants that have been detected						9.1.1a Actual levels of contaminants that have been detected

		IDEM_D9_I2		9.1.1b Number of contaminants which have exceeded maximum regulatory levels						9.1.1b Number of contaminants which have exceeded maximum regulatory levels

		IDEM_D9_I3		9.1.2 Frequency of regulatory levels being exceeded						9.1.2 Frequency of regulatory levels being exceeded















2. SUMMARY. INITIAL POOL

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		  SUMMARY





		APPROACH 
The process starts with the identification and specification of management objectives as step 1. The second step consists of an extensive revision of potential indicators existing in the literature and the suggestion of novel ones. The pool of potential indicators will be then assessed against specific evaluation steps and parameters in step 3 within this spreadsheet. Finally, step 4 encompasses the description of each of the selected indicators and their classification within a database. 						TABLE 1. EVALUATION STEPS						BOX 1. TERMINOLOGY

								ES.0		Request: indicator type (state, pressure, impact)				Indicator: tool proposed by the MSFD for implementing the monitoring of the topics addressed by the descriptors’ criteria.  
Evaluation parameter OR parameter (EP): refers to each of the indicators’ properties assessed. The IDEM approach contains 10 parameters formulated within IDEM Task 3.2 by reviewing three previous evaluation frameworks (Schroeder, 2010; Queirós et al., 2016; Otto et al., 2018). Each parameter focuses in one property, indicator or attribute, which needs to be evaluated. 
Evaluation step (ES): refers to each of the phases of the evaluation process that need to be followed when assessing each evaluation parameter. The IDEM evaluation system is based in 5 evaluation steps that are common to all evaluation parameters. Specifications for the actual implementation of each step differ between the 10 evaluation parameters.
Feature, element: synonym terms used for referring to indicators’ characteristics or attributes that need to be assessed or considered. 
Target (and ecosystem target): the monitoring objective of the indicator. It can be a component of the ecosystem, a pressure, an impact, an ecosystem function, an ecosystem response or any other property, behavior or process addressed by an indicator. 
Indicator type: defines the indicator class regarding its monitoring objective. Three main indicator types have been established as options: state, pressure and impact. 
Single indicator: only indicator for a given monitoring objective. Thus, single indicators are the only option for monitoring a particular target. 
Promising indicator: indicator that cannot be used at present but has high potential for future applications. 
Selected indicator (accepted): indicator that has succeeded in the evaluation process and that has been classified as accepted in the final decision tree. Thus, it belongs to the selected indicators group forming the set of indicators for a given descriptor. 

								ES.1		States the null hypothesis

								ES.2		Defines the approach

								ES.3		States the availability of references

								ES.4		Decision of the individual quality score

								ES.5		Total quality score calculated









		This document enables a consistent implementation of the evaluation system defined for Step 3 of Task 3.2.  Each step and evaluation parameter is described in the following tabs. Finally, the two last tabs compile the thresholds identified in EP.10 and the final selection of indicators specifying the total score of each indicator, the final indicator categorization and a global evaluation of the indicators' set.						TABLE 2. EVALUATION PARAMETERS

								EP.1		Scientific basis

								EP.2		Available data and/or monitoring programs

								EP.3		Cost-effective

								EP.4		Ecosystem relevance and target suitability

								EP.5		Specificity and redundancy

								EP.6		Spatial/temporal coverage and flexibility

								EP.7		Precautionary capacity

		Novel indicators						EP.8		Responsiveness

		Indicators established for novel criteria						EP.9		Methodology

								EP.10		Thresholds and reference conditions



		TABLE 3. INITIAL POOL OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS



		CODE		NAME		AFFILIATION		MSFD CRITERIA		TYPE		MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

		PRIORITY (1st cateogry)

		IDEM_D9_I1		9.1.1a Actual levels of contaminants that have been detected 		Borja et al., 2013		D9C1		STATE		D9C1
D9C1.G1

		IDEM_D9_I2		9.1.1b Number of contaminants which have exceeded maximum regulatory levels		Borja et al., 2013		D9C1		STATE		D9C1
D9C1.G1

		IDEM_D9_I3		9.1.2 Frequency of regulatory levels being exceeded		Borja et al., 2013		D9C1		PRESSURE		D9C1
D9C1.G1

































































3. EVALUATION

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES				EVALUATION PROCESS OUTCOME

		IDEM_D9_I1. Actual levels of contaminants that have been detected (MSFD 9.1.1a)		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Analytical techniques are sufficiently developed to attain trace levels of contaminants that represent a threat to health. Available data is scarce and restricted to coastal areas, mostly in the Western Mediterranean Basin. Data on deep ocean regions is rare and limited. There are no monitoring programs in the deepest basins of the Mediterranean sea area. Monitoring of persistent pollutants as:mercury, cadmium, PCBs, DDTs, HCB, PBDEs, perfluoroacids and PAHs in the deep-sea has the support of United Nations Environment Program, Mediterranean Action Plan														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Borja et al., 2013; UNEP, 2002, 2003; IDEM Report 2.1; Koenig et al., 2013						1.00		0.50		0.00		TOTAL

				EP.2		0																								EP.1		1		0		0		1		1

				EP.3		1		EP.3 & EP.9		Cost-effectiveness must be calculated due to the  remoteness and depths of the regions that have not been considered in previous studies.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.2		0		0		1		0

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		Relevance must be determined according to economically viable activities and impact of pollutants on human health and ecosystems														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description						EP.3		1		0		0		1

				EP.5		1																								EP.4		0		1		0		0.5

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		Assessment of pollution on deep ocean sediments, biota and waters requires specialized technology														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability						EP.5		1		0		0		1

				EP.7		0		EP.7		The most important is the regulation of pollutant sources on the mainland														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity						EP.6		0		0		1		0

		Type: STATE		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		Pollution levels will give an idea on the effects, bioaccumulation and toxicity of pollutants.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence						EP.7		0		0		1		0

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.8		0		1		0		0.5

				EP.10		1		EP.10		Thresholds will depend on analytical techniques and contamination levels in organisms.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions						EP.9		1		0		0		1

				TOTAL		6.5																								EP.10		1		0		0		1











4. FINAL SELECTION

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		FINAL SELECTION



				TABLE 4. RANKING OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS 																TABLE 5. SELECTED INDICATORS 

				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N) 
With what		Management objectives				Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N)
With what		Management objectives

				IDEM_D9_I1		Actual levels of contaminants that have been detected (MSFD 9.1.1a)		6.5		YES		STATE		N		D9C1
D9C1.G1				IDEM_D9_I1		Actual levels of contaminants that have been detected (MSFD 9.1.1a)		6.5		YES		STATE		N		D9C1
D9C1.G1





				Note: this should be the same table presented in the initial pool, ranked by final score (from highest to lowest)																TABLE 7. PROMISING INDICATORS (CONCEPTUAL)

				LEGEND

				Selected (see Table 15)

				Only indicators for a given target																Note: this should contain the indicator rejected because a low score but promising for the future when improved (not applicable at present)

				Promising indicators 
(not applicable at present)











Thresholds

		TASK 3.3   STEP 3

		SELECTED INDICATOR THRESHOLDS (3.3)

		TABLE 8. AVAILABLE THRESHOLDS AND REFERENCE CONDITIONS

		INDICATOR CODE		REFERENCE		Pollutant		Type of Target		Minimum		Maximum		THRESHOLDS/BASELINES				COMMENTS				ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

		IDEM_D9_I1		Koenig et al 2013 STOTEN 
EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		Mercury (Hg)		Fish		0.3		4.4		 EU Maximum (ug/g w.w.)		0.5

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		Mercury (Hg)		Fish						 EU Maximum (ug/g w.w.)		1

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		Lead (Pb)		Fish						 EU Maximum (ug/g w.w.)		0.2

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		Lead (Pb)		Fish						 EU Maximum (ug/g w.w.)		0.4

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		Lead (Pb)		Crustacean						 EU Maximum (ug/g w.w.)		0.5

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		Lead (Pb)		Bivalves						 EU Maximum (ug/g w.w.)		1.5

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		Lead (Pb)		Cephalopods						 EU Maximum (ug/g w.w.)		1

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		Cadmium (Cd)		Fish						 EU Maximum (ug/g w.w.)		0.05

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		Cadmium (Cd)		Fish						 EU Maximum (ug/g w.w.)		0.1

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		Cadmium (Cd)		Swordfish						 EU Maximum (ug/g w.w.)		0.3

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		Cadmium (Cd)		Crustacean						 EU Maximum (ug/g w.w.)		0.5

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		Cadmium (Cd)		Bivalves						 EU Maximum (ug/g w.w.)		1

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		Cadmium (Cd)		Cephalopods						 EU Maximum (ug/g w.w.)		1

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		Dioxin		Fish & Fishery Prodcuts.						 EU Maximum pg WHO-PCDD/F-TEQ/g fresh weight		4

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		Dioxin		fish oil intended for human consumption						 EU Maximum pg WHO-PCDD/F-TEQ/g fresh weight		2

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		PAH		Non smoked fish						 EU Maximum (ug/Kg w.w.)		2

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		PAH		Crustacean						 EU Maximum (ug/Kg w.w.)		5

		IDEM_D9_I1		EC. Commission regulation (EC) No. 466/2001		PAH		Bivalves						 EU Maximum (ug/Kg w.w.)		10
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Spie charts

		Evaluation parameter		ES.4 (scores)

		EP1		1

		EP2		0

		EP3		1

		EP4		0.5

		EP5		1																														Scale		EP1		EP1		EP2		EP2		EP3		EP3		EP4		EP4		EP5		EP5		EP6		EP6		EP7		EP7		EP8		EP8		EP9		EP9		EP10		EP10

		EP6		0.5																														0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0

		EP7		0																														0.5		1		0		0		1		1		0		1		0		1		0		1		0		0		1		1		0		1		0		1		0

		EP8		0.5																														1		1		0		0		1		1		0		0		1		1		0		0		1		0		1		0		1		1		0		1		0

		EP9		1

		EP10		1

		TOTAL		6.5

		MAXIMUM		10

		Reference:		http://excelcharts.com/the-consultants-chart-revisited/

				https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U1RzHzCDWE

		FINAL SCORES		IDEM_D9_I1

		EP1		1

		EP2		0

		EP3		1

		EP4		0.5

		EP5		1

		EP6		0.5

		EP7		0

		EP8		0.5

		EP9		1

		EP10		1





EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	0	1	1	0	1	0	1	0	1	0	0	1	1	0	1	0	1	0	EP1	EP1	EP2	EP2	EP3	EP3	EP4	EP4	EP5	EP5	EP6	EP6	EP7	EP7	EP8	EP8	EP9	EP9	EP10	EP10	1	0	0	1	1	0	0	1	1	0	0	1	0	1	0	1	1	0	1	0	
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OBJECTIVES

		TASK 3.2   STEP 1 AND 2

		OBJECTIVES AND RELATED POTENTIAL INDICATORS



		Colour legend

		Revision of MSFD criteria and indicators

		Incorporation of the identified gaps within task 3.1 

		Definition of new indicators and criteria



		CRITERIA						GAPS																		NEW CRITERIA

		D10C1: Composition, amount and spatial distribution of litter on the seabed.						D10C1.G1 Debris transfer and spreading in the deep Mediterranean Sea																		D10C5: Nanoplastics: spatial distribution, amount, composition and extent of adverse effects on marine organisms

		D10C1 amount of litter per category in number of items on the coastline, for the surface layer of the water column and for the seabed, including information on the source and pathway, where feasible.						D10C1 amount of litter per category in number of items on the coastline, for the surface layer of the water column and for the seabed, including information on the source and pathway, where feasible.

		Distribution, aggregation and intensity of fishing and shipping activities.						Identification and assessment of marine "litter hotspots" focusing on relevant deep-sea habitats (e.g. coastal canyons, seamounts, banks and ridges)

		Identification and assessment of marine "litter hotspots" focusing on relevant deep-sea habitats (e.g. coastal canyons, seamounts, banks and ridges)						D10C1.G2  Composition, amounts and distribution of litter in deep-sea habitats of high relevance

		Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms						D10C1 amount of litter per category in number of items on the coastline, for the surface layer of the water column and for the seabed, including information on the source and pathway, where feasible.

		D10C2: Composition, amount and spatial distribution of micro-litter in seabed sediment.						Identification and assessment of marine "litter hotspots" focusing on relevant deep-sea habitats (e.g. coastal canyons, seamounts, banks and ridges)

		D10C2 amount of micro-litter per category in number of items and weight in grams for the surface layer of the water column, and sediment for the coastline and seabed, including information on point sources, where feasible.						D10C1.G3 Identification and analysis of areas with high potential for accumulating litter (“litter hotspots”)

		Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms						D10C1 amount of litter per category in number of items on the coastline, for the surface layer of the water column and for the seabed, including information on the source and pathway, where feasible.

		D10C3: The amount of litter and micro-litter ingested by marine animals.						Distribution, aggregation and intensity of fishing and shipping activities.

		D10C4: The number of individuals of each species which are adversely affected.						Identification and assessment of marine "litter hotspots" focusing on relevant deep-sea habitats (e.g. coastal canyons, seamounts, banks and ridges)

		D10C3 amount of litter/micro-litter in grams and number of items per individual for each species in relation to size (weight, length, as appropiate) of the individual sampled.						D10C2.G1 Microlitter composition, amounts and distribution in sediments of the deep Mediterranean Sea

		Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms						D10C2 amount of micro-litter per category in number of items and weight in grams for the surface layer of the water column, and sediment for the coastline and seabed, including information on point sources, where feasible.

		D10C4 number of individuals affected (lethal; sub-lethal) per species.						D10C2.G2 Composition, amount and distribution of micro-litter in deep-sea habitats of high relevance

		Habitat use of marine litter by marine animals and microbes and change in ecosystem structure						D10C2 amount of micro-litter per category in number of items and weight in grams for the surface layer of the water column, and sediment for the coastline and seabed, including information on point sources, where feasible.

		Entangled and smothered species in marine animal forests (considering different groups and ecosystem compartments)						D10C2.G3  Sources, transfer and spreading of microparticles in the in the deep Mediterranean Sea

								D10C2 amount of micro-litter per category in number of items and weight in grams for the surface layer of the water column, and sediment for the coastline and seabed, including information on point sources, where feasible.

								D10C3-4.G1  Amount and effects of micro-plastics and microfibers ingested on demersal, epi and infauna from the deep Mediterranean Sea

								D10C3 amount of litter/micro-litter in grams and number of items per individual for each species in relation to size (weight, length, as appropiate) of the individual sampled.

								D10C3-4.G2  Transfer of micro-plastics through the food webs. Potential implications on populations, communities and ecosystems

								Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms

								D10AG.G1 Transport of litter and micro-litter (plastics) to the deep. Spatial-temporal variations

								D10AG.G2 Plastic degradation and fragmentation

								Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms

								D10AG.G3 Colonization of plastic debris

								Habitat use of marine litter by marine animals and microbes and change in ecosystem structure

								D10AG.G4 Smothering of the seafloor by marine litter

								D10C4 number of individuals affected (lethal; sub-lethal) per species.

								Entangled and smothered species in marine animal forests (considering different groups and ecosystem compartments)

								D10AG.G5 Potential sorption, transfer and release of organic and other pollutants from plastic debris and the surrounding environment

								Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms

								D10AG.G6 Quantification of litter and micro-litter sources (sea-based vs land-based)

								D10C1 amount of litter per category in number of items on the coastline, for the surface layer of the water column and for the seabed, including information on the source and pathway, where feasible.

								Distribution, aggregation and intensity of fishing and shipping activities.

								D10AG.G7 Effects of nanoplastics

								D10AG.G8 Bio indicators for plastic contamination

								D10C3 amount of litter/micro-litter in grams and number of items per individual for each species in relation to size (weight, length, as appropiate) of the individual sampled.

								Habitat use of marine litter by marine animals and microbes and change in ecosystem structure

								Entangled and smothered species in marine animal forests (considering different groups and ecosystem compartments)

								Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms

								D10AG.G9 Fate and toxicity of micro-plastics in humans and chronic effects of plastic exposure

								Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms

								D10AG.G10 Impacts by lost and abandoned fishing gear implications and deployment practices to reduce losses

								D10C4 number of individuals affected (lethal; sub-lethal) per species.

								Distribution, aggregation and intensity of fishing and shipping activities.

								D10AG.G11 Uncertainties on plastic biodegradability

								D10AG.G12 Assessment of marine animal welfare as related to interaction with litter

								D10GG.G1 Heterogeneous geographical data coverage

								D10BG.G1 Uninspected depth-ranges

								D10HS.G1 Litter effects on demersal animals other than fishes, epifauna and infauna

								D10C3 amount of litter/micro-litter in grams and number of items per individual for each species in relation to size (weight, length, as appropiate) of the individual sampled.

								Habitat use of marine litter by marine animals and microbes and change in ecosystem structure

								Entangled and smothered species in marine animal forests (considering different groups and ecosystem compartments)

								D10MT.G1 Standardization and harmonization of measurement methods, units and monitoring protocols

								D10MT.G2 Collation of existing data on plastic distribution in all environmental compartments

								D10MT.G3 Automatic monitoring and sampling

								D10MT.G4 Litter removal techniques and measures



										*Gaps not suited  to be fulfilled by particular indicators





































































2. SUMMARY. INITIAL POOL

		TASK 3.2   STEP 3

		  SUMMARY



		APPROACH 
The process starts with the identification and specification of management objectives as step 1, described within the EU 2017/848A and the IDEM deliverable 3.1. The second step consists of an extensive revision of potential indicators existing in the literature and the suggestion of novel ones. The pool of potential indicators will be then assessed against specific evaluation steps and parameter in step 3 within this spreadsheet. Finally, step 4 encompasses the description of each of the selected top indicators and their classification within a database. Characteristics, thresholds and monitoring networks should be specified if available.								TABLE 1. EVALUATION STEPS

										ES.0		Request: indicator type (state, pressure, impact)		Indicator: tool proposed by the MSFD for implementing the monitoring of the topics addressed by the descriptors’ criteria.  
Evaluating parameter OR parameter (EP): refers to the each of the indicators properties assessed. The IDEM approach contains 10 parameters formulated within the IDEM Task 3.2 by reviewing three other evaluating frameworks (Otto et al., 2018; Queirós et al., 2016; Schroeder, 2010). Each parameter is focused on one property, indicator attribute, which needs to be evaluated. 
Evaluation step (ES): refers to each of the phases of the evaluation process that need to be followed when assessing each evaluating parameter. The IDEM evaluation system is based in 5 evaluation steps common for all evaluating parameters. Specifications for the actual implementation of each step differ between the 10 evaluating parameters.
Feature, element: synonyms used for referring to indicators’ characteristics or attributes that need to be assessed or considered. 
Target (and ecosystem target): the monitoring objective of the indicator. It can be a component of the ecosystem, a pressure, an impact, an ecosystem function, an ecosystem response or any other property, behavior or process addressed by an indicator. 
Indicator type: defines the indicator class regarding its monitoring objective. Three main ones were established as options: state, pressure and impact. 
Single indicator: only indicator for a given monitoring objective. Thus, single indicators are the only option for monitoring a particular target. 
Promising indicator: indicator that cannot be used at present but has high potential for future applications. 
Selected indicator (accepted): indicator that has succeed in the evaluation process and that has been classified as accepted in the final decision tree. Thus, it belongs to the selected indicators group forming the set of indicators for a given descriptor. 

										ES.1		States the null hypothesis

										ES.2		Defines the approach

										ES.3		States the availability of references

										ES.4		Decision of the individual quality score

										ES.5		Total quality score calculated









		This document enables a consistent implementation of the evaluation system defined for Step 3 of Task 3.2.  Each step and evaluation parameter is described in the following tabs. Finally, the two last tabs compile the thresholds identified in EP.10 and the final selection of indicators specifying the total score of each indicator, the final indicator categorization and a global evaluation of the indicators' set.								TABLE 2. EVALUATION PARAMETERS

										EP.1		Scientific basis

										EP.2		Available data and/or monitoring programs

										EP.3		Cost-effective

										EP.4		Ecosystem relevance and target suitability

										EP.5		Specificity and redundancy

										EP.6		Spatial/temporal coverage and flexibility

										EP.7		Precautionary capacity

		Novel indicators								EP.8		Responsiveness

		Indicators established for novel criteria								EP.9		Methodology

		Incorporation of MSFD indicators								EP.10		Thresholds and reference conditions

		TABLE 3. INITIAL POOL OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS

		CODE		REF		NAME		AFFILIATION		MSFD CRITERIA		TYPE		MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

		PRIORITY (1st cateogry)

		IDEM_D10_I1		1		Distribution, aggregation and intensity of fishing and shipping activities.		IDEM project (adapted from existing ones)		D10C1		PRESSURE		D10C1, D10C1.G3, D10AG.G6, D10AG.G10

		IDEM_D10_I2		43		Identification and assessment of marine "litter hotspots" focusing on relevant deep-sea habitats (e.g. coastal canyons, seamounts, banks and ridges)		IDEM project		D10C1		PRESSURE		D10C1, D10C1.G1, D10C1.G2, D10C1.G3

		IDEM_D10_I3		83		Habitat use of marine litter by marine animals and microbes and detection of change in ecosystem structure, if possible		IDEM project 
Katsanevakis et al. (2007)
Woodall et al. (2008)		D10C3-4		IMPACT		D10C3, D10C4, D10AG.G3, D10AG.G8, D10HS.G1

		IDEM_D10_I4		91		Entangled and smothered species in marine animal forests (considering different groups and ecosystem compartments)		IDEM project (Adapted from Galgani et al., 2018)		D10C3-4		IMPACT		D10C3, D10C4, D10HS.G1, D10AG.G4, D10AG.G8

		IDEM_D10_I5		108		Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms		IDEM project (adapted from existing ones)		D10C1, D10C2, D10C3-4		STATE-IMPACT		D10C1, D10C2, D10C3, D10C4, D10C3-4.G2, D10AG.G8, D10AG.G9, D10AG.G5

		IDEM_D10_I6		108		D10C1 amount of litter per category in number of items on the coastline, for the surface layer of the water column and for the seabed, including information on the source and pathway, where feasible.		MSFD. EU (2010)
Comission Decision 2010/477/EU		D10C1, D10C1.G1, D10C1.G2, D10C1.G3, D10AG.G6		PRESSURE		D10C1, D10C1.G1, D10C1.G2, D10C1.G3, D10AG.G6

		IDEM_D10_I7		109		D10C2 amount of micro-litter per category in number of items and weight in grams for the surface layer of the water column, and sediment for the coastline and seabed, including information on point sources, where feasible.		MSFD. EU (2010)
Comission Decision 2010/477/EU		D10C2, D10C2.G1, D10C2.G2, D10C2.G3		PRESSURE		D10C2, D10C2.G1, D10C2.G2, D10C2.G3

		IDEM_D10_I8		110		D10C3 amount of litter/micro-litter in grams and number of items per individual for each species in relation to size (weight, length, as appropiate) of the individual sampled.		MSFD. EU (2010)
Comission Decision 2010/477/EU		D10C3 D10C4, D10C3-4.G1, D10HS.G1, D10AG.G8		IMPACT		D10C3 D10C4, D10C3-4.G1, D10HS.G1, D10AG.G8

		IDEM_D10_I9		111		D10C4 number of individuals affected (lethal; sub-lethal) per species.		MSFD. EU (2017)
Comission Decision 2017/848/EU		D10C3, D10C4, D10AG.G4, D10AG.G10		IMPACT		D10C3, D10C4, D10AG.G4, D10AG.G10





3. EVALUATION
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		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES				EVALUATION PROCESS OUTCOME

		Indicator CODE and complete name		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		<Add a brief description of the score. The same text can be used for filling the indicator data sheet as specified in the next column>														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		<Add the reference regarding the original affiliation of the indicator. Extra references describing the indicator can be added if available>						1.00		0.50		0.00		TOTAL

				EP.2																										EP.1		4		4		0		6

				EP.3				EP.3 & EP.9																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.2		0		1		7		0.5

				EP.4				EP.4 & EP.5																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description						EP.3		1		7		0		4.5

				EP.5																										EP.4		4		4		0		6

				EP.6				EP.6																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability						EP.5		0		8		0		4

				EP.7				EP.7																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity						EP.6		0		6		2		3

		Type: STATE/PRESSURE/IMPACT		EP.8				EP.8																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence						EP.7		0		7		1		3.5

				EP.9				Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs						EP.8		0		6		2		3

				EP.10				EP.10																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions						EP.9		3		5		0		5.5

				TOTAL		0.5																								EP.10		0		1		7		0.5





		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D10_I1: Distribution, aggregation (intensity) of fishing and shipping activities.		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator suggested within IDEM project. National monitoring programs include fishing effort and marine traffic data as complementary indicators for marine litter (e.g. MSFD-Spain). However, VMS/AIS data is not always accessible or available, depending on the area/country bordering the Mediterranean Sea (i.e. VMS data lack in non-EU countries). Deliverable 2.3 evinces that one of the main pressures regarding deep-sea litter are fishing-related activities. Fishing nets, lines and ropes are the most common litter category found in many surveyed areas, especially in those with intense fishing activity. A direct relationship has been found between seafloor fishing-related litter and VMS data (Moriarty et al., 2016) in the OSPAR region. Similarly, Garcia-Rivera et al. (2017) found the same relationship in the Mediterranean Sea near to coastal settlements and on the continental shelf. Likewise, a direct link has been found by Ramirez-Llodra et al. (2013). 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Ramírez-Llodra et al., 2013; Estrategias marinas, 2014; Moriarty et al., 2016; García-Rivera et al., 2018. 								IDEM_D10_I1				IDEM_D10_I2				IDEM_D10_I3				IDEM_D10_I4				IDEM_D10_I5				IDEM_D10_I6				IDEM_D10_I7				IDEM_D10_I8				IDEM_D10_I9

				EP.2		0																										EP.1		0.5		EP.1		0.5		EP.1		0.5		EP.1		1		EP.1		0.5		EP.1		1		EP.1		1		EP.1		1		EP.1		0.5

				EP.3		1		EP.3 & EP.9		The indicator is both cost-effective and easily interpretable. There are no needs of complex data processing (therefore, processing costs are low) and data can be easily extracted from the existing network of AIS/VMS. However, data access in different countries is the main problem due to contrasting management practices. AIS is mostly an "open" technology with respect to VMS (regionally administered, "closed access") systems. However, AIS is not instantaneous (delays ranging from minutes to one hour), satellite coverage dictates data density and it doesn’t transmit data on the operation of fishing gear. However, some algorithms can be applied to AIS depending on the fishing/non-fishing behavior of the monitored vessels.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs								EP.2		0		EP.2		0		EP.2		0		EP.2		0		EP.2		0		EP.2		0.5		EP.2		0		EP.2		0		EP.2		0

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		Fishing pressure can be easily measured through available VMS and AIS data. However the, the link between the target and the pressure cannot be easily identified, as the sources of litter can be difficult to track. Only large datasets on seafloor litter data together with VMS and AIS data will enable the obtainment of a relationship between the pressure and the target. Therefore, it is quite complex to set specific targets for this indicator. Some indicators for other descriptors (e.g. D6, D8 and D11) overlap with this indicator. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description								EP.3		1		EP.3		0.5		EP.3		0.5		EP.3		0.5		EP.3		0.5		EP.3		0.5		EP.3		0.5		EP.3		0.5		EP.3		0.5

				EP.5		0.5																										EP.4		0.5		EP.4		0.5		EP.4		0.5		EP.4		1		EP.4		0		EP.4		1		EP.4		1		EP.4		1		EP.4		0.5

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		The indicator is applicable to all Mediterranean basins and can be used punctually or in a long-term (preferred for monitoring). However, spatiotemporal data is not always available, especially regarding VMS data, which is often only available upon request or not available at all.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability								EP.5		0.5		EP.5		0.5		EP.5		0.5		EP.5		0.5		EP.5		0.5		EP.5		0.5		EP.5		0.5		EP.5		0.5		EP.5		0.5

				EP.7		0		EP.7		Intensity of marine traffic may only provide indication of the most affected areas. Only when the pressure is identified some mitigation efforts can be applied, yet it is unlikely to be detected by the indicator.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity								EP.6		0.5		EP.6		0.5		EP.6		0.5		EP.6		0		EP.6		0		EP.6		0.5		EP.6		0.5		EP.6		0		EP.6		0.5

		Type: PRESSURE		EP.8		0		EP.8		Intensity of marine traffic may only provide indication of the most affected areas. Only when the pressure is identified some mitigation efforts can be applied, yet it is unlikely to be detected by the indicator. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence								EP.7		0		EP.7		0.5		EP.7		0.5		EP.7		0.5		EP.7		0		EP.7		0.5		EP.7		0.5		EP.7		0.5		EP.7		0.5

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs								EP.8		0		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		0		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		0		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		0.5

				EP.10		0		EP.10		There are no thresholds available for this indicator. Targets and thresholds have not been defined. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions								EP.9		1		EP.9		0.5		EP.9		0.5		EP.9		0.5		EP.9		0		EP.9		1		EP.9		1		EP.9		0.5		EP.9		0.5

				TOTAL		4																										EP.10		0		EP.10		0		EP.10		0		EP.10		0		EP.10		0		EP.10		0.5		EP.10		0		EP.10		0		EP.10		0

																																TOTAL		4				4				4				4.5				1.5				6.5				5				4.5				4

		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D10_I2: Identification and assessment of marine "litter hotspots" focusing on relevant deep-sea habitats (e.g. coastal canyons, seamounts, banks and ridges).		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator suggested within the IDEM project. The need of assessment of litter hotspots is recognized in official RSC assessments (OSPAR, HELCOM and Barcelona Convention) and also in the JRC Technical Reports (TSG-ML) and more recently by GESAMP (2019), although is has not yet been proposed as an indicator for deep-sea litter due to a lack of knowlededge. Some peer-reviewed articles have already provided some insights on the areas where litter hotspots may develop (e.g. Pham et al., 2014; Woodall et al., 2015; Pierdomenico et al., 2019). Reviews of the existing comparable data and the input fresh data have great potential to provide information on potential hotspot areas, provinces or environments.  

Hotspot areas have been applied to beach debris and floating litter and seafloor litter (< 200 m),  however the deep-sea has been generally overlooked. Deep shelf-incising coastal canyons in the Meditteranean Sea often reach close to coastal populated areas and rivers where the probability of litter inputs is greater. Such configuration may provide one of the main pathways for litter to reach the deep-sea, and is often boosted by energetic cascading events caused by cooling and/or evaporation of surface waters, hyperpycnal flows generated by flash-floods or turbidity currents generated by landslides (Tubau et al., 2015; Pierdomenico et al., 2019). However, there is still little empirical evidence on the transport processes, the link between hot-spots and ecological impacts and the fluxes between different environmental matrices which eventually may lead to the formation of litter hot-spots and determine their spatiotemporal persistance. Canyons, seamounts, banks and ridges, among other submarine provinces are biologically highly relevant for the Mediterranean Sea, especially those included in the MPA network. The assessment of litter hotspots in such areas is therefore of utmost importance in order to identify potential impacts on different species, habitats and ecosystems. The assessment of hotspots are practical in terms of societal needs however they are likely not representative of other locations. Therefore, statistical trends at the Mediterranean scale cannot be drawn by only using this indicator. It should be noted that these sites serve as "worst case" scenarios and are useful in terms of determining the risk that litter poses to organisms, habitats and ecosystems. Indeed, the existance litter hot-spots has implications for the determination of impacts and risk assessments in addition to an opportunity for strategic and cost-effective intervention points (GESAMP, 2019). 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Pham et al., 2014; Tubau et al., 2015 ; Woodall et al., 2015; Pasquini et al., 2016;  GESAMP, 2019 ; Pierdomenico et al., 2019.

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		Costs may be high depending on the methodology used. ROVs or towed camera systems are preferred for sampling biologically relevant deep-sea habitats as they are capable to inspect regions where litter hot-spots likely form (i.e. in holes, around rocks or other geological barriers). The use of ROVs or towed camera systems increase the overall cost of the assessment, yet they also provide high quality data and cause minimal physical disturbance compared to bottom trawling. Therefore, an opportunistic approach must be prioritized to reduce costs. However, ROVs and towed camera systems used to inspect hotspot areas may get entangled with fishing gear or other types of litter, leading to loss or damage of the equipment. This high risk associated to the adquisition of video and imagery may lead the adquisition of biased data of litter hotspots. A methodology should be developed for the identification and assessment of deep-sea litter hotspots. This includes a combination of targeted modelling excericises, detailed information on litter sources and pathways and environmental and societal data (GESAMP, 2019). 
An existing index used mainly in species population studies has been used for determining the pachiness of litter on the seabed (Woodall et al., 2015). These authors used Lloyd's index of patchiness to determine the aggregation patterns of litter in the the deep-sea at several locations. If the index is > 1, the distribution is "patchy" and if < 1 litter is randomly distributed. The applicability of this index to assess marine litter hotspots should be further discussed and developed, yet it can be applied to existing seafloor data (online repositories, peer-reviewed articles) as a complemenary analysis. A complete review of the available and comparable data may already give some insight on the location of some of these "hotspot" areas without the need of the input of fresh data, thus reducing the costs in the short term. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		The targets that should be monitored are quite specific. However, the indicator should be further developed in order to decide under what circumstances an area with presence of litter can defined as a "litter hotspot". Furthermore, the pressures (e.g.  this includes hydrodynamic processes, bottom topography and inputs from coastal population centres, rivers and maritime activities)  that lead to the formation of litter hotspots are not well identified. 
Only minor overlaps are found with indicators IDEM_D10_I5, IDEM_D10_I6 and IDEM_D10_I9. However, these overlaps are considered minor due to the specific targets addressed by this indicator.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		The indicator can be applied using a wide spatial and temporal coverage but focuses of areas of biological relevance. Furthermore, it is likely that the information can only be obtained using an opportunistic approach. This makes the indicator vague in addressing spatiotemporal trends. Long term monitoring in specific areas should be prioritized in order to detect changes or trends. The indicator specificially focuses on relevant habitats but not exclude other areas of minor biological relevance. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7		The indicator only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occured. Therefore, only restoration can be applied after the alteration.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: PRESSURE		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		Sensivity and robutness are exptected to be high because of the specific targets adressed by the indicator. However, there may be some difficulties of measuring and sampling in the deep-sea (lower accuracy).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		There are no thresholds available for this indicator. Targets and thresholds have not been defined. Plastic hot-spots are defined as areas with > 80% plastic (Ioeakeimidis et al., 2017). A threshold may be established (e.g. the number of items present in a defined area) to decide if it can be considered as a  "litter hotspot".  Reduction targets should be defined for litter hotspots only.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		4



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D10_I3: Habitat use of marine litter by marine animals and microbes and detection of change in ecosystem structure, if possible.		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator suggested within the IDEM project. Use of litter as habitat by marine organisms is reported in many peer-reviewed articles and is suggested as being relevant for the assessment of the impact of marine litter by UNEP/MAP, RAC/SPA, 2018. The indicator focuses on the interactions in terms of habitat usage that may occur between litter and marine organisms that not necessarily lead to lethal or sub-lethal effects on species (as in IDEM_D10_I9) but may change ecosystem structure. The attachment of species to marine litter (e.g. epibiosis) due to the introduction of new substrate where to grow or the use marine litter as habitat such as for camouflage, sheltering, hiding or protection against predators have been reported in many cases (e.g. Sanchez et al., 2013; Aymà et al., 2018; Consoli et al., 2018). In addition, marine litter may introduce alien species or microbes to deep-sea habitats leading to shifts in the structure and functioning of the ecosystem and diverse impacts on local biodiversity. Reporting on epibiontic colonization of microorganisms (e.g. microalgae, fungi and bacteria) and macro-organisms (Polychaeta, Bryozoa and Cnidaria) on marine litter can be a good indicator for ecosystem degradation and can indicate changes in ecosystem structure and functioning, especially regarding epifaunal species which have limited mobility as they are more linked with their habitat (Sanchez et al., 2013; Cau et al., 2017; Consoli et al., 2018). However, the change in ecosystem structure after the introduction of litter has been hardly investigated in detail. Katsanevakis et al. (2007) demonstrated changes in benthic communities related to the accumulation of litter on the seabed. The elaboration of inventories of species, colonies or populations attached to marine litter may be a good starting point in order to apply this indicator. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Katsanevakis et al., 2007; Sanchez et al., 2013; Cau et al., 2017; Aymà et al., 2018; Consoli et al., 2018; UNEP/MAP SPA/RAC, 2018; Woodall et al., 2018. 

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		ROVs or other towed camera systems are preferred for studies targeting interactions of organisms with marine litter. New methodologies should be developed to sample different organisms (including microbes) associated to plastics. Trawling can also be partially used in order to identify species attached to marine litter. Costs may be reduced in the short-term if unanalyzed data (e.g. video footage, images, etc.) is requested from previous oceanographic cruises.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		. The definition of the indicator is broad and encompasses multiple targets covered by other indicators of descriptors 1 and 2. The indicator does not specify which interactions in terms of habitat usage can be measured. However, there is evidence that marine litter can alter the structure of the ecosystem and that litter can be used as habitat in many ways by organisms (e.g. epibiosis, camouflage, sheltering, hiding and protection). The indicator can be monitored using ROVs but methods should be developed in relation to the different types of habitat usage or interactions that occur between litter and marine organisms.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		There is limited spatiotemporal applicability due to methodological needs and high costs. ROVs and towed camera systems may be used opportunistically along with other existing research or exploration surveys. Some data may be obtained upon request from unanalyzed and existing video footage from previous or ongoing oceanographic campaigns														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7																GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: IMPACT		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		. The indicator only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. However, partial mitigation could be applied in a specific area if the pressure is detected early enough and if litter is removed or litter inputs are reduced.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		There are no thresholds available for this indicator. Targets and thresholds have not been defined. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		4



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D10_I4: Entangled and smothered species in marine animal forests (considering different groups and ecosystem compartments).		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator suggested by Galgani et al. (2018) and adapted by the IDEM project. Entanglement/smothering indicators have not yet been developed by member states or by RSC programs and they are not included in MS monitoring programs. However, the problem is recognized as urgent in EU reports (JRC Task Group 10) and projects (e.g. IMAP project). The INDICIT project has evaluated the feasibility of an indicator regarding entanglement/smothering with debris by marine biota in the RSCs areas, taking into account corals and epibenthic invertebrates. The term "marine animal forests" refers to sessile suspension feeders that form three-dimensional structures on the seafloor (e.g. corals, hydrozoans and sponges). Smothering is often observed along with entanglement and is often difficult to distinguish. Therefore they are both included in the definition of the indicator. The indicator may be a useful as most of entanglement/smothering incidences are caused by fishing gear and affect invertebrate species (e.g. Cau et al., 2017; Consoli et al., 2018). 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Gregory, 2009; Werner et al., 2016; Cau et al., 2017; Consoli et al., 2018; Galgani et al., 2018; INDICIT Project, 2018; UNEP/MAP SPA/RAC, 2018.

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		Methodology is lacking for this indicator as it is not yet fully developed. However, this is not a major concern as litter entangling/smothering marine animal forests is quite easy to identify trough video footage and images. Some logistic constraints are applicable. The methods for studying or monitoring epibenthic invertebrates require ROVs or towed camera systems, as such systems usually allow the observation in areas with complex morphology (e.g. slopes, rocky substrate). Therefore, costs are high and opportunistic data acquisition is recommended. ROVs and towed camera systems used to inspect affected areas may get entangled with fishing gear or other types of litter too. The associated risk may hinder the acquisition of unbiased data. However, there is many unanalyzed data (i.e. videos, pictures) from seafloor exploration campaigns that can be used to assess entanglement/smothering by litter. Such information can be "easily" obtained from previous or ongoing oceanographic campaigns upon request of the data, which would reduce the costs in the short-term.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		The indicator targets overlap with indicator IDEM_D10_I9 and other indicators of the initial pool (Task 3.2). However, these overlaps are minor. The indicator is quite specific and the targets are unambiguous. However, it should be defined how and under what circumstances entanglement is distinguished from smothering. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		0		EP.6		The indicator has limited spatial applicability. There is a direct relationship between fishing effort and entanglement. Therefore, the indicator is more likely to be applied on fishing grounds or nearby areas where the use of nets, ropes and lines is more intense. Galgani et al. (2018) recommend applying this indicator in "no-take" areas to correctly distinguish between active fishing and ghost fishing entanglements. Furthermore, it is unlikely that the indicator can measure changes over time as most information is obtained opportunistically using video footage. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7		The indicator only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. However, partial mitigation could be applied in a specific area if the pressure is detected early enough and if litter is removed or litter inputs are reduced. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: IMPACT		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		Some invertebrates (corals and sponges) are more sensitive than others due to their complex morphologies. Larger and more complex species get entangled more often than other "simpler" organisms. Furthermore, some difficulties may arise during observation due to the potential entanglement of the observation systems (ROVs, cameras, etc.). It is also important to distinguish between entanglement caused by active fishing gear and ghost fishing (Galgani et al., 2018). 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		There are no thresholds available for this indicator. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		4.5



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D10_I5: Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms.		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		An integrated assessment of marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms has been suggested by Fossi et al. (2018) and the EU Plastic Busters project. The detection of plastic tracers as an indicator for plastic contamination have been suggested by many authors and in many reports (e.g. Fossi et al., 2012, 2018; Rochman et al., 2014). The response of biomarkers in different organisms due to the presence of litter in the environment has also been investigated (e.g. Jeong et al., 2017). 

This monitoring approach relies on three types of data (Fossi et al., 2018): (1) Analysis of the gastro-intestinal content to evaluate the litter ingested by the organisms. The results should focus on occurrence, abundance, weight, color and polymer type. (2) Plastic tracers in the tissues of bioindicators (plastic additives and PBT compounds) and (3) the analysis of the effects of litter by biomarker responses at different levels of biological organization (from genes/protein expression variations to histological alterations). Ingestion of litter by organisms is a suggested and operational indicator at the EU level, however it is limited to only some species (e.g. seabirds and turtles). The transfer of specific chemicals from plastics to animal tissues is widely known to occur for multiple species. Fossi et al. (2012) suggested the use of phthalates as tracers of the intake of microplastics in baleen whales. While Rochman et al. (2014) found a relationship between PBDE's in pelagic fish in the South Atlantic Ocean with plastic debris density, similar plastic tracers have only been found in a few deep-sea fishes, including myctophid, sampled in the North Pacific (Takahashi et al., 2010; Tanaka et al., 2013), indicating low bioaccumulation potential of such chemicals. Biomarkers (as used in D8) may detect changes at different levels of organization of marine organisms. The Plastic Busters project has carried out an extensive review and provides lists of biomarkers and plastic tracers than can be analyzed in different organisms and tissues and samples. The components of this indicator are under development for some species and the applicability is currently restricted to some habitats (e.g. pelagic) and some species (e.g. baleen whales).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Plastic Busters project (UN-SDSN Med, (2017); Fossi et al. (2018); Fossi et al. (2012); Takahashi et al. (2010); Tanaka et al. (2013); Pedà et al. (2016); Rochman et al. (2014); Jeong et al. (2017);

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		The costs may vary depending on the methodology used, the analysis performed and the target species. Samples for plastic tracers and biomarker detection can be obtained from existing deep-sea surveys. Some preservation requirements are needed before analysis in the laboratory. Although Fossi et al. (2018) recommends New and standarized methodologies are the main inconventient and should be further developed for this indicator.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0		EP.4 & EP.5		Due to the recent avaiability and knowledge regarind biomarkers and plastic tracers in marine organisms, the targets covered by this indicator are unique but broad in definition and overlap with some indicators of the initial pool (Task 3.2). There is a need to define the potential biomarkers and plastic tracers that should be monitored, as well as the key species. There is a major overlap with IDEM_D10_I8 regarding the ingestion of litter by marine organisms. However, it is unique in the way that it targets biomarkers and plastic tracers and focuses on an integrated approach. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		0		EP.6		It is likely that the indicator could detect spatial and temporal changes. However, studies should target specific species and areas of interest in order to detect long-term trends. This will depend on the sampling strategy. For instance, opportunistic sampling will hinder the obtention of trends and spatial distribution. Furthermore, some large-scale fish stock assessment surveys operate up to limited depths and areas. This is the case of the MEDITS survey, which operates up to 800 m depths leaving most of the deep Mediterranean Sea out of scope. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0		EP.7		The indicator only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occured. Therefore, only restoration can be applied after the alteration.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: STATE-IMPACT		EP.8		0		EP.8		The ambiguity of the indicator targets due to a current lack of information causes low robustness, sensivity and accuracy.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		There are no thresholds available for this indicator. Targets and thresholds have not been defined. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		1.5



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D10_I6: D10C1 amount of litter per category in number of items on the coastline, for the surface layer of the water column and for the seabed, including information on the source and pathway, where feasible.		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator proposed within the 2nd cycle of the MSFD (2008/56/EC; 2017/848/EC). The indicator has been developed in parallel by the RSC (OSPAR, HELCOM and UNEP/MAP Barcelona Convention) and national monitoring programs, and has been widely used by many authors in peer-reviewed articles on the Mediterranean Sea (e.g. Alvito et al., 2018; Cau et al., 2018). In particular, is has been proposed as a Common Indicator in the framework of the UNEP/MAP Barcelona Convention Ecological Approach (EcAp) process and the Integrated Monitoring Assessment Programme (IMAP) (COP19 IMAP Decision IG.22/7). The indicator has been applied in most Mediterranean basins but is spatially confined mostly to EU countries (IDEM Task 2.3). There are no online specific repositories of litter data for the Mediterranean deep-sea excepting LitterBase (https://litterbase.awi.de/) and PANGEA (https://www.pangaea.de/). Its actual application and monitoring in the Mediterranean Sea is limited to shallow to intermediate depths generally up to around 800 m to which the MEDITS survey operates. Only some MS present data in deeper areas, including canyons. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Directive 2008/56/EC; TSG-ML, 2013; OSPAR, 2017; Alvito et al., 2018; Cau et al., 2018; Kane and Clare, 2019. 

				EP.2		0.5

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		The Technical Subgroup on Marine Litter (TSG-ML) has generated a guidance document with methods and protocols for sampling macro-litter on the seabed, including the deep-sea floor (> 800 m) (TSG-ML, 2013). Protocols for the deep-sea should be further developed and harmonized. In addition, a Master List of common main categories of litter on the seabed and other compartments in all regions of the Mediterranean Sea has been developed based on the categories of items used in previous existing programs (UNEP, OSPAR/ICES (IBTS), HELMEPA, CEFAS). However, top litter items lists for the deep-sea floor should be created in order to set more specific targets. The use of historical data (e.g. cruise reports, videos, photographs and samples) in addition to opportunistic sampling through surveys targeting deep-sea areas can bring the costs down considerably.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		The targets addressed are quite unambiguous. Minor overlapping is found with indicators IDEM_D10_I2 and IDEM_D10_I5. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		Some deep-sea data can be obtained on an annual basis by using on-going and continuous programs (MEDITS surveys, pipeline monitoring, benthic ecology studies). However, interpretation of temporal trends in the short-term (i.e. monthly, seasonal) is complicated if only annual data is gathered. Variations in litter densities and distribution caused by seasonal changes in river discharge, coastal population, swell, upwelling, intensity of bottom currents and related atmospheric-driven events linked to the deep-sea is difficult to detect. Furthermore, availability of spatiotemporal data is highly dependent on the sampling strategy used. For instance, the MEDITS survey offers standardized methods but may hinder the obtainment of a complete picture of the distribution of litter on the seabed, as it only covers depths down to 800 m. Long-term monitoring in specific areas should be prioritized (considering risk and costs) in order to enhance the detection of changes and trends.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7		The indicator only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: PRESSURE		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		Sensitivity and robustness depend on the method used, the sampling strategy and the quality of the data, yet it is expected to be moderate/high. However, there may be some difficulties of measuring and sampling in the deep-sea (lower accuracy). 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0.5		EP.10		The UNEP/MAP and its components have adopted Common Indicator 23 (IDEM_D10_I5) in the framework of the Barcelona Convention EcAp process (COP19 IMAP Decision IG.22/7) and have defined provisional baselines and targets regarding the amounts of litter on the seabed based on an extensive review of existing seafloor litter publications and data. However, baselines do not differentiate between depth ranges, basins and sub-basins, or preferential accumulation areas. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		6.5



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D10_I7: D10C2 amount of micro-litter per category in number of items and weight in grams for the surface layer of the water column, and sediment for the coastline and seabed, including information on point sources, where feasible.		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator proposed within the 2nd cycle of the MSFD (2008/56/EC, 2017/848/EC). The indicator has been used within the RSC frameworks, national assessment programs and numerous peer-reviewed publications. The indicator has been developed in parallel by UNEP/MAP components in the framework of the Barcelona Convention EcAp process (COP19 IMAP Decision IG.22/7). Despite its broad applicability in multiple frameworks, the indicator has been mainly used for micro-litter (in particular microplastics) present in the upper water column. Microplastics in deep-sea sediments have not been addressed to date by the MSFD due to a lack of knowledge and methods. Only some authors have sampled deep-sea sediments for microplastics and microfibers in European seas and the Mediterranean Sea (e.g. van Cauwenberghe et al., 2015; Sanchez-Vidal et al., 2018). In addition to a lack of knowledge regarding the distribution and amounts of micro-litter (in particular micro-fibers and microplastics) in deep-sea sediments and its point sources, the transport processes (e.g. gravity currents), preferential accumulation areas, depositional and post-depositional process (e.g. burial and exhumation), degradability and residence time and trends of micro-litter in different physiographic onshore and offshore domains (e.g. canyons, trenches, abyssal plains, seamounts) are poorly understood (Kane and Clare, 2019). 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Directive 2008/56/EC; Van Cauwenberghe et al., 2013; Gago et al., 2018; Sanchez-Vidal et al., 2018 ; Kane and Clare, 2019. 

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		The MSFD has not defined any protocols for sampling micro-litter in deep-sea sediments. However, standardized protocols for sampling microplastics in intertidal and subtidal sediments have been developed by the BASEMAN project (its Deliverable 4.2). The protocol may be also applicable to the deep-sea. Many methods for sampling are already available and easy to use (i.e. grabs, including modern video-grabs, corers, dredge samplers and ROVs). Box corer samplers are recommended due to its minimal impact in surface deformation and sediment integrity. The costs of such methods (with the exception of ROVs) are medium to low, especially when coupled with on-going deep-sea assessment programs (e.g. related to D1, D6 and D9). Observation of microplastics with ROVs depends on the camera resolution and omits the observation of buried micro-litter. However, ROVs can be coupled with many sampling gear (e.g. corers, grabs, pumps), which can enhance the quality of the samples and sampling strategy.														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		Targets are quite specific but the indicator formulation should be adapted to the deep-sea based on recent data and protocols. Overlapping occurs with other similar indicators proposed in the initial pool (Task 3.2). 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		Due to the nature of sampling methods, the indicator can be moslty used in flat and soft-bottoms. Complex bottoms may be assessed with ROVs coupled with cameras and sampling gear. As in indicator 10.1.2 of the MSFD, sampling may be performed at best in an opportunistic manner. Corers, grabs and drege samplers are widely used in many studies targeting sediment analysis (composition, biodiversity, chemical analysis, etc.). Therefore, D10 can take advantage of D1, D2 and D9. In any case, spatiotemporal variability will be limited due to methods and opportunistic sampling. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7		The indicator only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. However, partial mitigation could be applied in a specific area if the pressure is detected early enough and if litter is removed or litter inputs are reduced. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		PRESSURE		EP.8		0		EP.8		A lack of knowledge regarding microlitter in deep-sea sediments results in low robustess and sensivity. In addition, there may be some difficulties of measuring and sampling in some areas of the deep-sea (lower accuracy).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		1		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		There are currently no threshold or baseline values for micro-litter in seabed sediment.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		5



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D10_I8: D10C3 amount of litter/micro-litter in grams and number of items per individual for each species in relation to size (weight, length, as appropiate) of the individual sampled.		EP.1		1		EP.1 & EP.2		The indicator has been developed in parallel by the RSC (OSPAR, HELCOM and UNEP/MAP Barcelona Convention) and national assessment programs, and has been widely used by many authors in peer-reviewed articles. In particular, it has been proposed as a Candidate Indicator (CI23) in the framework of the UNEP/MAP Barcelona Convention EcAp process (COP19 IMAP Decision IG.22/7) as part of the UN Integrated Monitoring Assessment Programme (IMAP). Some indexes may be useful in order to determine the most promising organisms to be monitored in the deep sea and fulfill the targets of this indicator. For instance, the Fish Bioindicator Index (BI) has been applied by Bray et al. (2019) in order to rank the most promising bioindicator species for litter (and micro-litter) items. Each species is ranked in function of five biological, geographical and socio-economical traits in addition to the occurrence of marine litter in each of the species. A similar impact index has been applied by Fossi et al. (2018). These indexes may be further developed and adapted to the deep-sea environment with, for instance, the addition of novel history traits specifically addressed to deep-sea fish and other organisms. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		Katsanevakis et al., 2007; Sanchez et al., 2013; Cau et al., 2017; Aymà et al., 2018; Consoli et al., 2018; UNEP/MAP SPA/RAC, 2018; Woodall et al., 2018. 

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		The costs may vary depending on the methodology used, the analysis performed and the target species. Recommendations for monitoring have been generated by the Technical Subgroup on Marine Litter (TSG-ML, 2013). A guidance document with methods and protocols for monitoring by the ingestion of litter and micro-litter by seabirds, fish and turtles whereas for marine mammals and invertebrates is yet to be developed. New and standardized methodologies (e.g. preservation, isolation of plastics, inspected digestive tracts and tissues, type of litter counted) are the main inconvenient and should be further developed for this indicator. Deep-sea fish, crustaceans and invertebrates should be prioritized. The Bioindicator Index (BI) takes into account the commercial value of the species (Bray et al., 2019). A high commercial value of a monitored species will be necessary to reduce the overall costs of the sampling. Some existing fish stock assessment monitoring programs and studies in the framework of feeding ecology of various species can provide a basis for regular sampling in all Mediterranean basins. This can be the case for some operating fish stock assessment surveys, such as the MEDITS survey. However, it should be noted that the MEDITS survey operates down to 800 m depth only, leaving the areas below that depth unexplored. Complementary information should be gathered opportunistically during other surveys or studies targeting deeper areas. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		1		EP.4 & EP.5		The targets covered by this indicator are broad as there is still a lack of knowledge on the amounts and composition of litter ingested by different types of species. Furthermore, some targets have been defined only for pelagic and epipelagic organisms, whereas more knowledge is needed for deep-sea organisms. The indicator overlaps with similar indicators for descriptors 8 and 9 and indicators of the initial indicator pool (Task 3.2) defined by other regional frameworks.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		0		EP.6		The indicator has the ability to be applied to different spatial and temporal scales. However, it mostly depends on the distribution and vagility of the target species. Furthermore, the high costs of sampling such species in the deep-sea, especially regarding those with little commercial value, hinders data availability in both spatial and temporal scales over the Mediterranean Basin. Existing wide-scale Mediterranean trawl surveys often focus only on coastal areas and depths above 800 m. This is due mainly to the higher fishing pressure close to coast and the current forbiddance of trawling beyond 1000 m depths. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7		. The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has occurred. However, partial mitigation could be applied in a specific area if the pressure is detected early enough and if litter is removed or litter inputs are reduced. The feeding grounds of some vagile species can vary and shift to areas with different concentrations of litter.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: IMPACT		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		Since the relation between the indicator and the target is quite broad sensitivity is expected to have a medium value. The literature provide many example of the use of this indicator, and the positive outcome of the response of this analysis, therefore robustness is also score high. However, because of the difficulties of sampling and measuring in the deep sea, some habitats may need to be modeled or some of their characteristics inferred. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		There are no thresholds available for this indicator regarding the deep-sea. Baseline and target values have only been defined for Sea Turtles by the COP19 (Decision IG.22/10).														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		4.5



		INDICATOR 
Type		SCORES				JUSTIFICATION																DATA SHEET SECTION		REFERENCES

		IDEM_D10_I9: D10C4 number of individuals affected (lethal; sub-lethal) per species.		EP.1		0.5		EP.1 & EP.2		Indicator proposed within the 2nd cycle of the MSFD (2008/56/EC, 2017/848/EC). The indicator seems readily applicable. Despite there is clear evidence that litter has lethal and sub-lethal effects on marine organisms due to ingestion, entanglement or indirect effects, the indicator has not yet been incorporated into MS monitoring programs due to a lack of knowledge. The indicator measures the impact caused by litter ingestion, entanglement, smothering or other impacts implying health, feeding, and growth and survival issues on organisms. For deep-sea organisms, marine animal forests are known to be highly affected due to smothering and entanglement by fishing gear, often leading to the death of benthic species (lethal effect) or snapping of coral branches (sub-lethal effects), among others.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Available data and knowledge		
Directive 2008/56/EC (MSFD)
EC Decision 2017/848/EC
Bonanno and Orlando-Bonaca (2018)
La Beur et al. (2019)

				EP.2		0

				EP.3		0.5		EP.3 & EP.9		Methods deeply rely on the target species and the type of interaction studied. For entanglement, ROV's and towed camera systems are the most prominent systems to be used. In such cases the costs may be high, yet it depends upon the sampling strategy. For ingestion and health effects on fish and some invertebrates, trawling is the best option and would be more cost-effective, especially if coupled with existing fish stock assessments programs. Methodological standards and protocols should be developed and adapted to monitor common interactions between deep-sea litter and organisms (e.g. entanglement, ingestion, smothering) and the subsequent impacts. However, data can still be gathered through videos and images even though methodological standards and specific protocols have not been developed. It should be also acknowledged that historical data on litter (cruise reports, video, images, samples and specimens) from previous surveys may be of high utility to set baseline levels for assessments for litter and micro-litter, and to understand the extent of litter and micro-litter pollution issues (La Beur et al., 2019). Indeed, the use of historical data would help bring the costs down in the short-term. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.4		0.5		EP.4 & EP.5		The indicator does not specify which species or what impacts should be prioritized for monitoring. Therefore, the targets are quite ambiguous. However, it is well known that litter causes damage and death to many different species caused by different types of litter. The indicator overlaps with indicators of D1 and IDEM_D10_I4, IDEM_D10_I5 and IDEM_D10_I8. 														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Target description

				EP.5		0.5

				EP.6		0.5		EP.6		The target is unspecific and spatiotemporal trends cannot be determined in all situations. The applicability will depend on the species and the type of interaction studied. Different sampling or observation methods may be used in different cases and may provide the opportunity to determine temporal trends and spatial differences. 														TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
Spatial-temporal applicability

				EP.7		0.5		EP.7		The indicator formulation only enables to detect a change in the component when the alteration has already occurred. For instance, when smothering, entanglement or ingestion occurs the deterioration cannot be prevented. Partial mitigation could be applied in a specific area if the pressure is detected early enough and if litter is removed or litter inputs are reduced. The feeding grounds of some mobile species can vary and shift to areas with different concentrations of litter. Therefore, the detection of a change of the indicator will vary depending on the species vagility														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Precautionary capacity

		Type: IMPACT		EP.8		0.5		EP.8		The sensivity and robusness and expected to be high. Due to the little data supporting this indicator and the difficulties that may arise during sampling in the deep-sea, accuracy is medium.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Responsiveness and confidence

				EP.9		0.5		Together with EP.3																TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS. Methodology and costs

				EP.10		0		EP.10		Currenty, the indicator is not adequately evaluated, since the majority of studies or EU and regional frameworks have not identified the threshold values for levels that can cause lethal or sub-lethal effects.														GENERAL DESCRIPTION. Thresholds/reference conditions

				TOTAL		4





D10 Evaluation process (9 indicators)
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4. FINAL SELECTION

		TABLE 4. RANKING OF POTENTIAL INDICATORS 

		Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Baselines availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N) 
With what		Management objectives				LEGEND

		IDEM_D10_I6		D10C1 amount of litter per category in number of items on the coastline, for the surface layer of the water column and for the seabed, including information on the source and pathway, where feasible.		5.5		NO		SUGGESTED (only for macro-litter) - UNEP/MAP (IMAP)		PRESSURE		YES (minor) - IDEM_D10_I2, IDEM_D10_I9		D10C1, D10C1.G1, D10C1.G2, D10C1.G3, D10AG.G6				Selected Indicators

		IDEM_D10_I7		D10C2 amount of micro-litter per category in number of items and weight in grams for the surface layer of the water column, and sediment for the coastline and seabed, including information on point sources, where feasible.		5		NO		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D10C2, D10C2.G1, D10C2.G2 D10C2.G3				Only indicators for a given target

		IDEM_D10_I8		D10C3 amount of litter/micro-litter in grams and number of items per individual for each species in relation to size (weight, length, as appropiate) of the individual sampled.		5		NO		NO		IMPACT		YES - IDEM_D10_I9		D10C3-4, D10C3-4.G1, D10AG.G8, D10HS.G1				Promising indicators 
(not applicable at present)

		IDEM_D10_I9		D10C4 number of individuals affected (lethal; sub-lethal) per species.		5		NO		NO		IMPACT		YES (minor) - IDEM_D10_I8, IDEM_D10_I9, IDEM_D10_I5 and IDEM_D10_4		D10C3-4, D10AG.G4, D10AG.G10, D10AG.G8

		IDEM_D10_I1		Distribution, aggregation (intensity) of fishing and shipping activities.		4.5		NO		NO		PRESSURE		YES (minor) - D6, D8, D11		D10C1, D10C1.G3, D10AG.G6, D10AG.G10				Note: this should be the same table presented in the initial pool, ranked by final score (from highest to lowest)

		IDEM_D10_I4		Entangled and smothered species in marine animal forests (considering different groups and ecosystem compartments)		4.5		NO		NO		IMPACT		YES - IDEM_D10_I9		D10C3-4, D10HS.G1, D10AG.G4, D10AG.G8

		IDEM_D10_I2		Identification and assessment of marine "litter hotspots" focusing on relevant deep-sea habitats (e.g. coastal canyons, seamounts, banks and ridges)		4		NO		NO		PRESSURE		YES (minor) -IDEM_D10_I5, IDEM_D10_I6 and IDEM_D10_I9		D10C1, D10C1.G1, D10C1.G2, D10C1.G3

		IDEM_D10_I3		Habitat use of marine litter by marine animals and microbes and detection of change in ecosystem structure, if possible.		4		NO		NO		IMPACT		NO		D10C3-4, D10AG.G3, D10AG.G8, D10HS.G1

		IDEM_D10_I5		Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms		2		NO		NO		STATE-IMPACT		YES - IDEM_D10_I8 and  IDEM_D10_I9		D10C1, D10C2, D10C3-4, D10C3-4.G2, D10AG.G8, D10AG.G9, D10AG.G5, D10AG.G2

		Note: this should be the same table presented in the initial pool, ranked by final score (from highest to lowest)



		TABLE 5. SELECTED INDICATORS

		Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds availability		Baselines availability		Type		Overlapping (Y/N) 
With what		Management objectives

		IDEM_D10_I1		Distribution, aggregation (intensity) of fishing and shipping activities.		4.5		NO		NO		PRESSURE		YES (minor) - D6, D8, D11		D10C1, D10C1.G3, D10AG.G6, D10AG.G10

		IDEM_D10_I2		Identification and assessment of marine "litter hotspots" focusing on relevant deep-sea habitats (e.g. coastal canyons, seamounts, banks and ridges)		4		NO		NO		PRESSURE		YES (minor) -IDEM_D10_I5, IDEM_D10_I6 and IDEM_D10_I9		D10C1, D10C1.G1, D10C1.G2, D10C1.G3

		IDEM_D10_I3		Habitat use of marine litter by marine animals and microbes and detection of change in ecosystem structure, if possible.		4		NO		NO		IMPACT		NO		D10C3-4, D10AG.G3, D10AG.G8, D10HS.G1

		IDEM_D10_I4		Entangled and smothered species in marine animal forests (considering different groups and ecosystem compartments)		4.5		NO		NO		IMPACT		YES - IDEM_D10_I9		D10C3-4, D10HS.G1, D10AG.G4, D10AG.G8

		IDEM_D10_I6		D10C1 amount of litter per category in number of items on the coastline, for the surface layer of the water column and for the seabed, including information on the source and pathway, where feasible.		5.5		NO		SUGGESTED (only for macro-litter) - UNEP/MAP (IMAP)		PRESSURE		YES (minor) - IDEM_D10_I2, IDEM_D10_I9		D10C1, D10C1.G1, D10C1.G2, D10C1.G3, D10AG.G6

		IDEM_D10_I7		D10C2 amount of micro-litter per category in number of items and weight in grams for the surface layer of the water column, and sediment for the coastline and seabed, including information on point sources, where feasible.		5		NO		NO		PRESSURE		NO		D10C2, D10C2.G1, D10C2.G2 D10C2.G3

		IDEM_D10_I8		D10C3 amount of litter/micro-litter in grams and number of items per individual for each species in relation to size (weight, length, as appropiate) of the individual sampled.		5		NO		NO		IMPACT		YES - IDEM_D10_I9		D10C3-4, D10C3-4.G1, D10AG.G8, D10HS.G1

		IDEM_D10_I9		D10C4 number of individuals affected (lethal; sub-lethal) per species.		5		NO		NO		IMPACT		YES (minor) - IDEM_D10_I8, IDEM_D10_I9, IDEM_D10_I5 and IDEM_D10_4		D10C3-4, D10AG.G4, D10AG.G10, D10AG.G8

		Note: this should be the same table presented in the initial pool, ranked by final score (from highest to lowest)

		TABLE 17. PROMISING INDICATORS (CONCEPTUAL)

		Code		Name 		Final score (ES.5)		Thresholds available?		Baselines availability		Type		Overlapping? 
With who?		Management objectives

		IDEM_D10_I5		Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms		2		NO		NO		STATE-IMPACT		YES - IDEM_D10_I8 and  IDEM_D10_I9		D10C1, D10C2, D10C3-4, D10C3-4.G2, D10AG.G8, D10AG.G9, D10AG.G5, D10AG.G2







4. FINAL SELECTION_CLASSIF





				TABLE 6. SELECTED INDICATORS CLASSIFICATION

				OBJECTIVE		NAME		CODE		NUMBER OF INDICATORS

				D10C1		D10C1 amount of litter per category in number of items on the coastline, for the surface layer of the water column and for the seabed, including information on the source and pathway, where feasible.		IDEM_D10_I6		3

						Distribution, aggregation (intensity) of fishing and shipping activities.		IDEM_D10_I1

						Identification and assessment of marine "litter hotspots" focusing on relevant deep-sea habitats (e.g. coastal canyons, seamounts, banks and ridges)		IDEM_D10_I2

						Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms		IDEM_D10_I5								OBJECTIVES LEGEND

				D10C2		D10C2 amount of micro-litter per category in number of items and weight in grams for the surface layer of the water column, and sediment for the coastline and seabed, including information on point sources, where feasible.		IDEM_D10_I7		1						Revision of MSFD criteria and indicators

						Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms		IDEM_D10_I5								Incorporation of the identified gaps within task 3.1 

				D10C3-4		D10C3 amount of litter/micro-litter in grams and number of items per individual for each species in relation to size (weight, length, as appropiate) of the individual sampled.		IDEM_D10_I8		4						New criteria suggested

						D10C4 number of individuals affected (lethal; sub-lethal) per species.		IDEM_D10_I9								INDICATORS LEGEND

						Entangled and smothered species in marine animal forests (considering different groups and ecosystem compartments)		IDEM_D10_I4								Novel indicators

						Habitat use of marine litter by marine animals and microbes and detection of change in ecosystem structure, if possible.		IDEM_D10_I3

				D10C1.G1		D10C1 amount of litter per category in number of items on the coastline, for the surface layer of the water column and for the seabed, including information on the source and pathway, where feasible.		IDEM_D10_I6		2

						Identification and assessment of marine "litter hotspots" focusing on relevant deep-sea habitats (e.g. coastal canyons, seamounts, banks and ridges)		IDEM_D10_I2

				D10C1.G2		D10C1 amount of litter per category in number of items on the coastline, for the surface layer of the water column and for the seabed, including information on the source and pathway, where feasible.		IDEM_D10_I6		2

						Identification and assessment of marine "litter hotspots" focusing on relevant deep-sea habitats (e.g. coastal canyons, seamounts, banks and ridges)		IDEM_D10_I2

				D10C1.G3		D10C1 amount of litter per category in number of items on the coastline, for the surface layer of the water column and for the seabed, including information on the source and pathway, where feasible.		IDEM_D10_I6		3

						Distribution, aggregation (intensity) of fishing and shipping activities.		IDEM_D10_I1

						Identification and assessment of marine "litter hotspots" focusing on relevant deep-sea habitats (e.g. coastal canyons, seamounts, banks and ridges)		IDEM_D10_I2

				D10C2.G1		D10C2 amount of micro-litter per category in number of items and weight in grams for the surface layer of the water column, and sediment for the coastline and seabed, including information on point sources, where feasible.		IDEM_D10_I7		1

				D10C2.G2		D10C2 amount of micro-litter per category in number of items and weight in grams for the surface layer of the water column, and sediment for the coastline and seabed, including information on point sources, where feasible.		IDEM_D10_I7		1

				D10C2.G3		D10C2 amount of micro-litter per category in number of items and weight in grams for the surface layer of the water column, and sediment for the coastline and seabed, including information on point sources, where feasible.		IDEM_D10_I7		1

				D10C3-4.G1		D10C3 amount of litter/micro-litter in grams and number of items per individual for each species in relation to size (weight, length, as appropiate) of the individual sampled.		IDEM_D10_I8		1

						Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms		IDEM_D10_I5

				D10C3-4.G2		D10C3 amount of litter/micro-litter in grams and number of items per individual for each species in relation to size (weight, length, as appropiate) of the individual sampled.		IDEM_D10_I8		1

						Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms		IDEM_D10_I5

				D10AG.G1				IDEM_D10_I2		0

				D10AG.G2		Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms		IDEM_D10_I5		0

				D10AG.G3		Habitat use of marine litter by marine animals and microbes and detection of change in ecosystem structure, if possible.		IDEM_D10_I3		1

				D10AG.G4		Entangled and smothered species in marine animal forests (considering different groups and ecosystem compartments)		IDEM_D10_I4		2

						D10C4 number of individuals affected (lethal; sub-lethal) per species.		IDEM_D10_I9

				D10AG.G5		Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms		IDEM_D10_I5		0

				D10AG.G6		Distribution, aggregation (intensity) of fishing and shipping activities.		IDEM_D10_I1		2

						D10C1 amount of litter per category in number of items on the coastline, for the surface layer of the water column and for the seabed, including information on the source and pathway, where feasible.		IDEM_D10_I6

				D10AG.G7						0

				D10AG.G8		D10C3 amount of litter/micro-litter in grams and number of items per individual for each species in relation to size (weight, length, as appropiate) of the individual sampled.		IDEM_D10_I8		4

						D10C4 number of individuals affected (lethal; sub-lethal) per species.		IDEM_D10_I9

						Entangled and smothered species in marine animal forests (considering different groups and ecosystem compartments)		IDEM_D10_I4

						Habitat use of marine litter by marine animals and microbes and detection of change in ecosystem structure, if possible.		IDEM_D10_I3

						Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms		IDEM_D10_I5

				D10AG.G9		Marine litter, biomarkers and plastic tracers detection in marine organisms		IDEM_D10_I5		0

				D10AG.G10		Distribution, aggregation (intensity) of fishing and shipping activities.		IDEM_D10_I1		2

						D10C4 number of individuals affected (lethal; sub-lethal) per species.		IDEM_D10_I9

				D10AG.G12						0

				D10HS.G1		Entangled and smothered species in marine animal forests (considering different groups and ecosystem compartments)		IDEM_D10_I4		4

						Habitat use of marine litter by marine animals and microbes and detection of change in ecosystem structure, if possible.		IDEM_D10_I3

						D10C3 amount of litter/micro-litter in grams and number of items per individual for each species in relation to size (weight, length, as appropiate) of the individual sampled.		IDEM_D10_I8

						D10C4 number of individuals affected (lethal; sub-lethal) per species.		IDEM_D10_I9

				D10C5: Nanoplastics: spatial distribution, amount, composition and extent of adverse effects on marine organisms						0

				D10C6: Dynamics of marine litter in the water column and on/in the seabed sediment						0







Thresholds

		TASK 3.3   STEP 3

		SELECTED INDICATOR THRESHOLDS (3.3)

		TABLE 8. AVAILABLE THRESHOLDS AND REFERENCE CONDITIONS

		INDICATOR CODE		REFERENCE		Type of Target		Minimum		Maximum		THRESHOLDS/BASELINES				COMMENTS				ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

		IDEM_D10_I6		COP19 (Decision IG.22/10). 2016.
UNEP/MAP SPA/RAC		% decrease		stable		10% in 5 years		Sea floor litter (items/km2)				15% in 15 years is possible

												Min value		0

												Max value		1100

												Mean Value		179

												Proposed baseline		130 - 230
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DESCRIPTOR 11 – QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT THE SUITABILITY OF THE ESTABLISHED 


INDICATORS (IDEM TASK 3.2) 


The aim of the current questionnaire is to test if the current criteria/indicators established in the 


MSFD are suitable for the monitoring of D11 in the deep Mediterranean Sea. The questionnaire 


consists of ten questions that should be answered for each indicator. In order to obtain 


consistent results between all descriptors, the same parameters defined for the IDEM evaluation 


process will be questioned (see Figure 1).  


 


Figure 1. Illustrative summary of the evaluation parameters defined for assessing the indicators proposed 


for monitoring the deep Mediterranean Sea. Adapted from Queirós et al. (2016).  


Each question should be answered with a score. The possible scores proposed are 0, 0.5 and 1, 


adopted from the ICES (2015) approach. The decision for a given score should be based on 


expert judgement following the simple guidelines described in Table 1.  


 


1 The criteria/indicator fulfills completely the parameter tested.  


0.5 The criteria/indicator fulfills only partially the parameter tested. 


0 The criteria/indicator does not fulfill the parameter tested.  


Table 1.  Description of the three possible scores proposed for the assessment of each evaluation 


parameter. Adapted from ICES (2015) and Queirós et al. (2016).  


 


MSFD CRITERIA AND INDICATORS TO BE TESTED 


CRITERION D11C1 — Primary: The spatial distribution, temporal extent, and levels of 


anthropogenic impulsive sound sources do not exceed levels that adversely affect populations 


of marine animals. 







IDEM Project 


Indicator 11.1.1 Proportion of days and their distribution within a calendar year over areas of a 


determined surface, as well as their spatial distribution, in which anthropogenic sound sources 


exceed levels that are likely to entail significant impact on marine animals measured as Sound 


Exposure Level (in dB re 1μPa2.s) or as peak sound pressure level (in dB re 1μPapeak) at one 


meter, measured over the frequency band 10 Hz to 10 kHz. 


CRITERION D11C2 — Primary: The spatial distribution, temporal extent and levels of 


anthropogenic continuous low-frequency sound do not exceed levels that adversely affect 


populations of marine animals. 


Indicator 11.2.1 Trends in the ambient noise level within the 1/3 octave bands 63 and 125 Hz 


(center frequency) (re 1μPa RMS: average noise level in these octave bands over a year) 


measured by observation stations and/or with the use of models if appropriate. 


If additional indicators from other projects, directives or RSC (Regional Sea Convention) 


approaches are identified and considered relevant, they can be included in the last rows of the 


tables.  


QUESTIONNAIRE 


EP.1 Is the indicator supported by enough scientific basis?  


CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 


CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1 0 


CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1 0 


<Other indicators>  


  


 


EP.2 Do data and/or monitoring programs exist nowadays related to the indicator? 


CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 


CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1 0.5 


CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1 0.5 


<Other indicators>  


  


  


EP.3 Is the indicator cost-effective? (Taking into account the cost of the methods and/or 


technologies required and the relevance of the data provided) 


CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 


CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1 1 


CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1 0.5 


<Other indicators>  
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EP.4 Are evidences of the indicator’s ecosystem relevance published in literature? Are the 


indicator’s targets (monitoring objectives) described in literature? Are they suitable for 


assessing the deep Mediterranean Sea? 


CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 


CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1 0.5 


CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1 0.5 


<Other indicators>  


  


 


EP.5 Does the indicator reflect primarily one ecosystem property/pressure/impact? Is the 


indicator redundant due to major overlaps with other indicators and their targets? 


CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 


CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1 1 


CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1 1 


<Other indicators>  


  


 


EP.6 Is the indicator applicable to different spatial and temporal ranges? Does its formulation 


enable possible adaptations for targeting heterogeneous systems and covering different 


management frameworks?  


CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 


CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1 1 


CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1 1 


<Other indicators>  


  


 


EP.7 Does the indicator have precautionary capacity? Understood as the capacity of the 


indicator to reflect an ecosystem change within a detectable, short response time.  


Precautionary capacity would enable the early detection of pressures and impacts, 


anticipating and preventing further damages. 


CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 


CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1 0 


CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1 0 


<Other indicators>  


  


 


EP.8 Is the indicator’s performance sensitive, robust and accurate?  


CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 


CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1 0.5 


CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1 0.5 


<Other indicators>  
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EP.9 Is the methodology required for monitoring the indicator available and standardized 


across all Mediterranean basins? 


CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 


CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1 0.5 


CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1 0.5 


<Other indicators>  


  


 


EP.10 Do thresholds and/or reference conditions exist for this indicator? 


CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 


CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1 0 


CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1 0 


<Other indicators>  


  


 


BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE OUTCOMES 


CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1 


CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1 


<Other indicators> 


REFERENCES  
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Marine Science, 3. https://doi.org/10.3389/fmars.2016.00073. 


This criterion is potentially applicable to the description of noise levels in the deep sea with 


the support of noise propagation models. However, studies in literature for the impact of 


impulsive noise on deep Mediterranean Sea are still very scarce. The lack of basic knowledge 


hinders establishing concrete thresholds, and it might take years to gather adequate 


information on impacts on marina fauna (TSG Noise 2017). Very recently, progresses have 


been made in creating an international register on impulsive anthropogenic noise sources 


(ACCOBAMS, QUIETMED), which is a fundamental step to assess their current level and to 


monitor future trends.  


 


 
Similarly to the first criterion, there is a need to obtain further objective data on the 
sensitivity to noise of representative species and to apply standardized methodologies at the 
Mediterranean scale. Thresholds and long-term monitoring trends are lacking. Few studies 
have been performed in the deep Mediterranean Sea, and more data is requested to build 
reference levels in each sub-region. TSG Noise has recently advised MSs in the establishment 
of monitoring programmes and provided guidance on the standardization of the parameters. 
 


 





Queralt Güell
File Attachment
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4. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION  

This chapter includes additional information and all considerations and clarifications found 

relevant during the process of developing and/or implementing the system designed for IDEM 

Task 3.2. The first subsection focuses in introducing the available knowledge regarding 

thresholds and reference conditions for the deep Mediterranean Sea. 

 

4.1 KNOWLEDGE ON THRESHOLDS OF THE SELECTED INDICATORS  

The identification of workable thresholds for the selected indicators is set as one of the 

objectives of Task 3.3. However, Task 3.2 spreadsheet for the evaluation process already 

includes a summary of available thresholds for the selected indicators because of to two main 

reasons. Firstly, during the evaluation process of the indicators a revision of the existing 

thresholds and/or reference conditions per each indicator was required by EP.10. Secondly, this 

revision performed under Task 3.2 evinced the unmissable interconnection between the three 

tasks encompassed by Action 3. Accordingly, the gaps identified within Task 3.1 have been 

incorporated as management objectives of Task 3.2. Subsequently, the thresholds for the 

selected indicators have been revised in Task 3.2 in order to set the basis for Task 3.3. 

The detailed outcomes of the revision of thresholds in Task 3.2 is included in Deliverable 3.3 

together with a description of the missing ones and an additional section about general 

guidelines and possible methodologies for settings and for identifying thresholds, reference 

conditions and related concepts (IDEM Project, 2019d). In this chapter we provide an overview 

of the compiled thresholds as an introduction to Deliverable 3.3.  

The first clear outcome of the revision carried out within IDEM is the general lack of available 

thresholds for the majority of the indicators compiled for the different descriptors. This gap was 

expected due to the previously known data scarcity regarding deep-sea systems (IDEM Project, 

2018a, 2018b, 2018c and 2019a). Additionally, when the available thresholds were revised, the 

number of them that could be applied was even lower. Again, the identification of thresholds 

was hindered by the limited knowledge and data on deep-sea ecosystems.  

Taking into account limitations on thresholds’ availability and applicability and the impossibility 

of defining new ones, we decided to focus the revision on methods that could be used for its 

implementation following the framework proposed by the TG Noise workshop (2018). This 

second approach was much more rewarding since we could detect several methods and 

formulas that could be used for setting up thresholds for different indicators. Of course, these 

methods depend on the existence of data that is currently unavailable. Another concept 

influencing the definition of thresholds is the existence of baselines and reference conditions, 

understood as undisturbed or minimally disturbed conditions serving as benchmarks (Moffat et 

al., 2011; HELCOM, 2012a). The identification of pristine areas is almost impossible nowadays, 

in the Mediterranean Sea and beyond. The closest approximation is the recognition of almost 

undisturbed regions, ascertained by the study of highly protected areas, historical conditions or 
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by modelling approaches (Moffat et al., 2011). Repeatedly, data and knowledge gaps on deep 

Mediterranean systems hinder the successful implementation of these approaches, of which an 

accurate revision and a discussion regarding its actual application is provided in Deliverable 3.3 

(IDEM Project, 2019d).  

 

4.2 GAPS, HINDRANCES AND GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

This chapter describes some relevant obstacles and conveys considerations acknowledged 

during the performance of Task 3.2, together with specific recommendations regarding further 

work that would be required to make significant progress.  

The main difficulty of Task 3.2 was to reduce the magnitude of the work demanded while 

producing a valuable output. Due to the multiple frameworks and approaches developed and 

implemented by different RSC working plans, national and international programs, peer-

reviewed articles of case-studies and official directives, the amount of scientific publications to 

be revised was excessive considering the chained cascading character of IDEM actions, task and 

deliverables and the resulting time left in practice for the production of the last of the 

deliverables in view of the effort ideally required.. Accordingly, taking into account all practical 

constraints we developed and approach that accepted shortcuts while delivering consistent 

results and ensuring the obtaining of equivalent sets of indicators for all descriptors (for details 

see chapter 2.2, Step 3). Therefore, the reader should be aware that the sets of 

indicators/criteria presented as output are not exhaustive and a more thorough revision of the 

European but also international marine conservation initiatives is recommended.  

The second consideration is about the consequences of data and knowledge gaps, already 

explained in multiple IDEM deliverables (IDEM Project, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c and 2019a). 

Although these gaps exist for each descriptor, subsequently influencing all approaches targeting 

the deep Mediterranean Sea, specific descriptors are more conditioned than others by this 

hindrance. Two of the most affected descriptors are D10 and D11, targeting marine litter and 

noise, respectively. The fundamental knowledge gaps affecting these two descriptors prevent 

an accurate description of the pressures and their impacts. Thus, the identification and/or 

formulation of indicators for these descriptors is a complex and difficult task to be accomplished. 

Extensive studies about these pressures and their potential repercussions are needed before 

suitable indicators can be implemented.  

The identification of major gaps during Task 3.1 introduced another difficulty for descriptors 5 

and 7. The formulation of these two descriptors in the current MSFD frame does not enable a 

suitable application to the deep Mediterranean Sea. D5, focusing in eutrophication, is built up 

by several criteria that do not apply to the deep-sea such as chlorophyll concentrations, photic 

limits of the water column or the abundance of opportunistic macroalgae (European 

Commission, 2017). Additionally, impacts of anthropogenic inputs of nutrients into deep-sea 

systems and its consequences still need to be proven and characterized. D7 suffers from a similar 

limitation, since links between alterations of hydrographical conditions and human activities in 
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the deep remain essentially undescribed (IDEM Project, 2019a). Relevant pressures that might 

affect hydrological conditions, like physical loss of seabed substrate or changes in morphology 

are just local and significant direct effects in the deep-sea still require confirmation. Overall, if 

the formulation and the criteria of a descriptor are not completely suitable to the deep-sea, the 

selection of convenient indicators is really challenging or even nonsense. The situation just 

explained evinces alone the need for a critical revision of these two descriptors and their 

reformulation duly accompanied by a redefinition of the criteria to be assessed or, if there is no 

foreseeable solution, their partial or total dismissal for the deep sea.  

 

4.3 APPLICATION OF THE INDICATORS‘SET 
 
In order to facilitate the application of the indicators’ set to all sub-basins, different weightings 

of indicators can be used. For instance, if a sub-basin is heavily impacted by fishing activities but 

is almost unaffected by hydrocarbon exploration and production, those indicators reflecting 

fishing pressures and impacts should have more weight than the ones related to hydrocarbon 

exploration and production. A model example is provided in Halpern et al. (2012), where 

environmental goals are assessed with different weights under different value sets reflecting 

diverse conservation viewpoints. In order to support this approach, a description of the potential 

weights was added to each indicator data sheet where a differential weight might be applicable. 

However, this needs to be discussed and agreed for each sub-basin when the application of the 

indicators is going to be considered for monitoring purposes.  
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ANNEX I - GUIDELINES FOR THE EVALUATION PROCESS OF INDICATORS 
 
The IDEM approach to evaluate indicators is based on a structured, standardized system 
implemented through a common spreadsheet. This annex provides the guidelines for the 
evaluation process of indicators. It should be taken into account from the beginning that this 
document was generated for the version 1 of the evaluation process spreadsheet and thus it 
should not be applied point by point for version 2 (see spreadsheet documents in chapter 3.12 
for details). The differences between the two versions are explained in the chapter 2.2 of this 
Deliverable.  
 
The IDEM system presented below is adapted from the one applied for the selection of GES 
indicators in the DEVOTES project (Queirós et al., 2016). It has been complemented with inputs 
from two other pre-existing frameworks (Schroeder, 2010; Otto et al., 2018). The system 
consists of two blocks, the evaluation parameters (EP) and the evaluation steps (ES), illustrated 
in Figure AI.1.  
 

     
 
Figure AI.1 Schematic chart summarizing the two main blocks that form the basis of the IDEM evaluation 
system for selecting deep-sea indicators. The left panel illustrates the 10 evaluation parameters that 
determine which indicator’s characteristics are assessed. The right panel shows the steps defining the 
common, standardized process to follow for completing the evaluation of the indicators. Definitions, 
specifications and detailed guidelines for the implementation of the system are available in the following 
section. 

 
This annex is divided in two sections. In the first section, the initial four steps ES.1 to ES.4 plus 
ES.0 are described and specified for each EP in order to standardize the evaluation process for 
all descriptors. The second section describes ES.5 since it must encompass the outcomes of all 
EPs.  
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1.1 EVALUATION STEPS (ES.0 → ES.4) 

 
This chapter section defines firstly the common structure of the evaluation process based on 
the initial ESs ES.0 to ES.5 and, secondly, the specifications for the implementation of the ES for 
each EP. 
 
The process starts with ES.0 where the indicator class is defined as state, pressure or impact. 
ES.1 states the null hypothesis as a negative sentence defining when the EP is not fulfilled. It is 
used to test if the indicators accomplish the evaluation parameters.  ES.2 defines the approach 
formulated for testing the hypothesis, adapting the requirements to the parameter assessed. 
Two main approaches can be considered: (i) qualitative, based on a literature review and on 
expert’s judgment, and (ii) quantitative, where different elements are assessed and combined 
in a final score. ES.3 demands a list of the references examined and used for either choosing the 
individual score in ES.4 or performing the quantitative assessment. Finally, ES.4 states the 
individual quality score that the indicator has obtained for each EP.  
 
Following the ICES (2015) approach, the possible individual scores (ES.4) would be 0, 0.5 or 1. 
The EPs tested by a qualitative approach are directly graded with an individual score following 
the scores’ justification provided in the guidelines. The EPs assessed by quantitative approaches 
(EP.2, EP.3, EP.6 and EP.8) will give a score to each of the elements encompassed and evaluated 
within the parameter. The sum of these scores will be interpreted in ES.4 with a scale defining 
which range of grades obtains each of the three individual quality scores. Two EPs (EP.1 and 
EP.2) include additional weighting. The one-out-all-out criterion, defined in Queirós et al. (2016), 
is stated for EP.1, which determines the direct rejection of the indicator if it fails to meet this 
parameter. EP.2 is defined as basic fulfillment. Thus, if an indicator that is finally selected scores 
0 in this parameter, the lack of data should be highlighted within the indicator data sheet since 
its applicability would be compromised. 
 

EP.1 Scientific basis 

Background. EP adopted from Queirós' et al. (2016) Indicator Quality (IQ) criteria 1.  
 
ES.1 Null hypothesis. There is no scientific basis for the indicator. 
ES.2 Approach. Involves expert judgment and qualitative approach. The parameter evaluates 
the existence of publications demonstrating the conceptual basis for applying the indicator. 
Therefore, a review of relevant literature is set as methodology.  
ES.3 References. Peer-reviewed scientific papers and other publications.  
ES.4 Individual quality score:   
 

1 
Scientific basis verified (multiple publications including peer-reviewed scientific papers, 
directives, RSC and official European Commission reports) 

0.5 Endorsed indicator (few publications, not included in any directive or RSC framework) 

0 Not endorsed/no relevant references available 

 
Additional weight: one-out-all-out parameter. Since this parameter is considered as an essential 
indicator feature in the assessment, the indicators scoring 0 should be directly excluded from 
the final selected pool.  
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EP.2 Available data and/or monitoring programs  

Background. EP based on IQ criteria 8 described in Queirós et al. (2016). This feature was also 
assessed by the 6th criterion of the framework developed by Otto et al. (2018) for selecting and 
validating food web indicators. 
 
ES.1 Null hypothesis. There is no data or monitoring program supporting the indicator.  
ES.2 Approach. Involves a quantitative approach. It must be assessed if the indicator is already 
being used (i.e. it is operational in monitoring programs) and if it is supported by enough data 
(scientific papers, datasets and other publications). Peer-reviewed scientific papers are 
preferred, but other publications such as governmental or international institutional reports 
could also deserve consideration. Within the same evaluation framework, spatial and temporal 
distribution of the data must be assessed. 
 

 Areas where it is 
operational 

Relevant 
scientific papers 

Available datasets 
(online repositories) 

Other 
publications 

Spatial 
distribution 

1-5 
 

1-5 
 

1-5 
 

1-5 
 

Temporal 
distribution 

+1/-1 +1/-1 +1/-1 +1/-1 

 
Legend 1 5. Operational for all MED basins 

4. Operational for most MED basins 
3. Operational for half MED basins 
2. Operational for only one MED basin 
1. Operational for other marine regions outside the MED 

 -2: Subtract 2 points if its application doesn’t cover the deep-sea 

Legend 2 5. Availability of scientific papers/datasets/other publications for all MED basins 

4. Availability of scientific papers /datasets/other publications for most MED basins 

3. Availability of scientific papers /datasets/other publications for half MED basins 

2. Availability of scientific papers /datasets/other publications for only one MED basin 

1. Availability of scientific papers /datasets/other publications for other marine regions 
outside the MED 

Legend 3 +1. Data series available (sustained and/or punctual observations) 

-1. No data series available 

 
ES.3 References. Information about existing monitoring programs, reviewing of scientific 
papers, online-repositories and other publications containing data.  
ES.4 Individual quality score and range of grades:   
 

 
 
 
 

 
Additional weight: basic fulfillment. If an indicator that is finally selected scores 0 in this 
parameter, the lack of data should be highlighted within the indicator data sheet since its 
applicability would be compromised. 
 
 

1 24-16 

0.5 15-8 

0 7-0 
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EP.3 Cost effective  

Background. EP formulated after adapting Schroeder (2010) economic criteria. Otto et al. (2018) 
and Queirós et al. (2016) also assessed the cost-effectiveness of the indicators by their 5th 
criterion and IQ criteria 7, respectively. 
 
ES.1 Null hypothesis. The indicator is not cost effective. 
ES.2 Approach. Involves a quantitative approach. The analysis consists of the evaluation of two 
elements: cost and relevance. Cost is approximated by assessing the requirements of applying 
the indicator. Relevance is evaluated considering the target addressed and the environmental 
relevance of the indicator. The parameter also considers the uniqueness and novelty of the data 
that would be provided by future applications of the indicator. The features described for each 
element are scored in a scale from 0 to 4.  
 

 Sampling (time and 
equipment) 

Processing and analyzing data 
(time and equipment) 

Personnel required 

Cost 0-4 0-4 0-4 

 
Value 

Uniqueness, novelty and 
redundancy 

Target addressed  
(relevance regarding GES) 

Relevance 0-4 0-4 0-4 

 
 

Legend 1 

4. No cost 

3. Limited cost 
2. Moderate cost 
1. Large cost 
0. Unaffordable, undeterminable 

Legend 
2 and 3 

4. High value/relevance  4. Novel and unique data 

3. High value/relevance 3. Novel and unique for some basins only 

2. Moderate value/relevance  2. Novel data updating former data 

1. Limited value/relevance 1. Data filing out current datasets 

0. No value/relevance 0. Redundant data 

 
ES.3 References. Expert knowledge; published scientific papers/documents stating costs 
(preferably in a quantitative manner, though semi-quantitative approaches could be also 
useful).  
ES.4 Individual quality score and range of grades:  
 

 
 
 
 

 

EP.4 Ecosystem relevance and target suitability  
Background. EP formulated after combining Queirós et al. (2016) IQ2 and IQ4 criteria.  
 
ES.1 Null hypothesis. There is no evidence linking the indicator to their target. Relevant, 
unambiguous targets cannot be defined.  

1 24-16 

0.5 15-8 

0 7-0 
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ES.2 Approach. Involves expert judgment and qualitative approach. The parameter assesses the 
ecosystem relevance of the indicator and the evidences demonstrating the relation between the 
indicator and its ecosystem target. EP.4 also evaluates the relevance and complexity of the ideal 
indicator targets. A literature review is the recommended approach. Evidence for the ecosystem 
relevance of the indicator should have been published in peer-reviewed literature where a direct 
link needs to be demonstrated between the ecosystem target and the indicator. In order to 
assess the possibility to set good, relevant targets, the complexity of the issue assessed and its 
relevance for obtaining GES also need to be considered.  
ES.3 References. Scientific, peer-reviewed, literature.  
ES.4 Individual quality score 
 

1 Evidence demonstrated (peer-reviewed publications). Unambiguous targets defined 

0.5 Evidence suggested (different kinds of publications).  Complex targets defined 

0 No clear evidence identified. Only ambiguous targets with low relevance could be defined 

 

EP.5 Specificity and redundancy  

Background.  This parameter was also assessed by criteria 3 and 12 of the indicator selection 
frameworks from Schroeder (2010) and Otto et al. (2018), respectively.   
 
ES.1 Null hypothesis. The indicator is unspecific and redundant.  
ES.2 Approach. Qualitative approach. The EP analyzes if the indicator reflects primarily one 
ecosystem target or responses to only one pressure. The relation and interconnections with the 
rest of indicators of the entire pool is also assessed. The approach suggested consists of a review 
of literature and of the indicators’ catalogue. Redundancy is stated when several indicators are 
focused in the same or really similar targets. Revision should also include the indicators defined 
for related descriptors.  
ES.3 References. Literature sources and the indicator catalogue for each descriptor. 
ES.4 Individual quality score. 
 

1 The indicator is specific and unique (no major overlap is observed) 

0.5 
The indicator reflects diverse but complementary ecosystem targets 
Few overlapping indicators are identified in other descriptors of the pool (minor redundancy) 

0 
The indicator is influenced by multiple properties and pressures 
Major overlapping is identified between indicators of the same descriptor (major redundancy) 

 

EP.6 Spatial/temporal coverage and flexibility  
Background.  This parameters was used in Schroeder (2010) and Otto et al. (2018)  criteria 4 and 
15-16, respectively, for evaluating and selecting indicators.  
 
ES.1 Null hypothesis. The indicator has a really restricted spatial and temporal applicability 
without the possibility of adapting it to other settings or systems.  
ES.2 Approach. Involves a quantitative approach. EP.6 focuses in the spatial and temporal 
coverage of the indicator. It also considers if it is applicable in heterogeneous systems and across 
different management approaches. Spatial, temporal and flexible applicability will be assessed 
in a scale from 0 to 4.  
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Spatial 
coverage 

Temporal 
coverage 

Flexibility 
 (for heterogeneous systems) 

Flexibility (for different 
management frameworks) 

0-4 0-4 0-1 0-1 

 
 

Legend 1 4. All MED basins Legend 3 

3. Most MED basins 1. Applicable in 
heterogeneous systems / 
across different management 
frameworks 

2. Only one MED basin  

1. Other marine ecosystems (habitats) outside the MED 
0. Not defined 

 -2: Subtract 2 points if its application doesn’t cover the 
deep-sea 

0. Not applicable in 
heterogeneous systems / 
across different management 
frameworks 

Legend 2 4. All temporal scales 

3. For a defined temporal period (sustained monitoring) 
2. For short periods (punctual monitoring) 
1. One-time application  

0. Not defined 

 
ES.3 References. Case studies, literature (examples of its application), indicators’ catalogues, 
and expert knowledge. 
ES.4 Individual quality score and range of grades:  
 

 
 
 
 

 

EP.7 Precautionary capacity 
Background. EP adopted from Queirós' et al. (2016) IQ criteria 5. Also assessed by criterion 14 
in Otto's et al. (2018) framework.  
 
ES.1 Null hypothesis. There is no immediate and measurable change in the indicator associated 
with a change in the target that anticipates ecosystem-level change in the system.  
ES.2 Approach. Involves a qualitative approach. The parameter considers the precautionary 
capacity of the indicator by analyzing the relation and lag time between a change in the 
ecosystem target and the consequent response of the indicator. Lag time is understood as the 
time that happens before the indicator reaction to the ecosystem change is detected.  A small, 
measurable lag time would enable the early detection of pressures and impacts, anticipating 
and preventing further damage by the implementation of precautionary measures and 
mitigation actions.   
ES.3 References. Information and knowledge regarding the lag time between the target and the 
indicator reaction by revising previous applications, case-studies and scientific papers.  
ES.4 Individual quality score 
 

1 Lag time is detectable, small and easily measurable, suitable to enable mitigation actions  

0.
5 

Lag time is detectable, substantial and complex to measure, only partial mitigation could be 
accomplished  

1 10-8 

0.5 7-4 

0 3-0 
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0 
Lag time can be neither detected nor measured OR the indicator assessed monitors an impact.  
Therefore, actions to prevent deterioration are not possible.  

 

EP.8 Responsiveness 
Background. This parameter was formulated after criteria 1 and 2 from Schroeder (2010), IQ 
criteria 3 from Queirós et al. (2016), and criteria 9, 10 and 11 from Otto et al. (2018).   
 
ES.1 Null hypothesis. The indicator is not sensitive neither robust, and displays low accuracy and 
major error rates.  
ES.2 Approach. Involves a quantitative approach. This parameter must describe the 
performance of the indicator regarding sensitivity, robustness and accuracy, combined in a final 
score. Sensitivity measures the ability to respond to a change in the ecosystem target, also taking 
into account the relation with the pressure causing the alteration. Robustness refers to the 
response itself, i.e. if it can be predicted and if it develops as expected. Finally, accuracy reports 
if the indicator is able to monitor the target against background noise and natural variability. 
The methodology recommended depends highly on the indicator evaluated. Statistics such as 
correlation and regression analyses can be applied for sensitivity and robustness assessment, 
respectively, would the data available be enough and the indicator formulation be adequate 
(Otto et al., 2018). For the rest of the cases, literature and revision of case studies is 
recommended for the three parameters. 
 

RESPONSIVENESS 

Sensitivity  
(correlation analysis) 

Robustness  
(regression analysis) 

Accuracy 

0-3 0-3 0-3 

 
Legend 1 Legend 2 Legend 3 

3. Significant and high 
correlation (p<0.05 and R>50%). 
Responds clearly to the target 
change and to the pressure 
causing it 

3. Linear regression between the 
indicator and its target. Responds 
consistently and as predicted 

3. Perfect accuracy, 
with no relevant errors 
detected 

2. Significant and low correlation 
(p<0.05 and R<50%). Responds 
clearly to the target. The relation 
with the pressure is more 
ambiguous 

2. The relation between the target 
and the indicators is non-linear in 
regression analysis. Responds 
consistently in most cases. Low 
degree of variability  

2. Acceptable accuracy, 
minor errors 

1. Significant but poor 
correlation (p<0.05 and R<20%). 
Unambiguous responses to the 
target alteration and to the 
pressure 

1. The relation between the target 
and the indicator might vary 
between different applications.  
Insufficient information based only 
on few specific cases. Low 
consistency   

1. Poor accuracy, 
major errors 

0. Not significant. No response to 
changes of the target or the 
pressure 

0. The relation between the target 
and the indicator varies in each 
application. No consistency 

0. No accuracy,  
inability to distinguish 
errors from trustable 
results  

 
ES.3 References. Datasets, scientific papers and case studies with quantitative data in order to 
perform statistical analysis. Also literature describing previous applications of the indicator. 
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ES.4 Individual quality score and range of grades:  
 

  
 
 
 

 

EP.9 Methodology  

Background. This EP applied in the three reference frameworks. Thus, its formulation combines  
Schroeder's (2010) criterion 4, Queirós' et al. (2016) IQ 6, and criteria 3 and 4 from Otto et al. 
(2018). 
 
ES.1 Null hypothesis. The indicator is not measurable and requires a complex interpretation.  
ES.2 Approach. Involves a qualitative approach. The parameter will analyze how the indicator is 
interpreted and which methods are proposed for its application. Two main elements must be 
taken into account. The first element, measurability, analyzes if the methods proposed are 
already available, tested and standardized. Spatial applicability also needs to be considered in 
order to enable monitoring programs across all MED basins. The second element examines if 
the indicator is understood and interpreted equally for different cases where it is applied, thus 
promoting consistency and enabling comparable assessments.  
ES.3 References. Scientific papers and reports providing examples and case studies describing 
the interpretation, application and measurement of the indicator.  
ES.4 Individual quality score 
 

1 
The indicator is measurable with the current methodology 
Methods are standardized and ready to use across all MED basins 
Easily to understand and consistent interpretations 

0.5 
The indicator is measurable but the methodology needs minor adaptations 
Methods cannot be applied to all MED basins  
Some degree of complexity, different interpretations though with minor differences 

0 
Complex to measure 
Methodology not available nor standardized 
Inconsistent interpretations  

 

EP.10 Thresholds and reference conditions  

Background. EP based in Otto et al. (2018) criterion 13. 
 
ES.1 Null hypothesis. No threshold or reference conditions have been reported for this 
parameter. 
ES.2 Approach. Involves a qualitative approach. The evaluation is based in the revision of 
available literature in order to identify existing thresholds. If thresholds are available, they 
should be revised to confirm that they are appropriate, feasible and widely applicable. If there 
are not, identification of thresholds for related indicators and/or for areas outside the 
Mediterranean Sea should be considered.  
ES.3 References.  Literature, case studies and reports from other areas.  
 

1 9-7 

0.5 6-4 

0 3-0 
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ES.4 Individual quality score 
 

1 Thresholds are available, appropriate and applicable to all Mediterranean basins  

0.5 
Thresholds are available and appropriate for some MED basins only OR they are not available but 
can be obtained by adapting existing ones from other areas or indicators 

0 Not existing, even in other areas or related topics 

 
 
 

1.2 CALCULATION OF THE TOTAL QUALITY SCORE (ES.5) 

 
For a given candidate indicator, the sequence of ESs needs to be followed for each of the ten 
EPs (as illustrated in Figure AI.2). The evaluation of each parameter finishes with an individual 
score (ES.4). If the process is successfully completed, the indicator will get a total quality score 
in ES.5, which corresponds to the sum of all individual scores. Accordingly, each indicator will be 
provided with a total score that will determine its final categorization (see Chapter 2).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure AI.2 Schematic representation of the process followed for each candidate indicator from the initial 
pool in order to obtain a total quality score in ES.5. Evaluation parameters (EPs) are represented by the 
green hexagons on the left and the evaluation steps (ESs) by the blue circles on the right.  
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ANNEX II - QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT THE SUITABILITY OF THE ESTABLISHED 
INDICATORS FOR DESCRIPTOR 11  
 
The aim of the current questionnaire is to test if the current criteria/indicators established in the 

MSFD are suitable for the monitoring of D11 in the deep Mediterranean Sea. The questionnaire 

consists of ten questions that should be answered for each indicator. In order to obtain 

consistent results between all descriptors, the same parameters defined for the IDEM evaluation 

process will be questioned (see Figure AII.1).  

 

Figure AII.1 Illustrative summary of the evaluation parameters defined for assessing the indicators 

proposed for monitoring the deep Mediterranean Sea. Adapted from Queirós et al. (2016).  

 

Each question should be answered with a score. The possible scores proposed are 0, 0.5 and 1, 

adopted from the ICES (2015) approach. The decision for a given score should be based on 

expert judgement following the simple guidelines described in Table AII.1.  

Table AII.1 Description of the three possible scores proposed for the assessment of each evaluation 

parameter. Adapted from ICES (2015) and Queirós et al. (2016).  

1 The criteria/indicator fulfills completely the parameter tested.  

0.5 The criteria/indicator fulfills only partially the parameter tested. 

0 The criteria/indicator does not fulfill the parameter tested.  
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MSFD CRITERIA AND INDICATORS TO BE TESTED 

CRITERION D11C1 — Primary: The spatial distribution, temporal extent, and levels of 

anthropogenic impulsive sound sources do not exceed levels that adversely affect populations 

of marine animals. 

Indicator 11.1.1 Proportion of days and their distribution within a calendar year over areas of a 

determined surface, as well as their spatial distribution, in which anthropogenic sound sources 

exceed levels that are likely to entail significant impact on marine animals measured as Sound 

Exposure Level (in dB re 1μPa2.s) or as peak sound pressure level (in dB re 1μPapeak) at one 

meter, measured over the frequency band 10 Hz to 10 kHz. 

CRITERION D11C2 — Primary: The spatial distribution, temporal extent and levels of 

anthropogenic continuous low-frequency sound do not exceed levels that adversely affect 

populations of marine animals. 

Indicator 11.2.1 Trends in the ambient noise level within the 1/3 octave bands 63 and 125 Hz 

(center frequency) (re 1μPa RMS: average noise level in these octave bands over a year) 

measured by observation stations and/or with the use of models if appropriate.0 

If additional indicators from other projects, directives or RSC (Regional Sea Convention) 

approaches are identified and considered relevant, they can be included in the last rows of the 

tables.  

QUESTIONNAIRE 

EP.1 Is the indicator supported by enough scientific basis?  

CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 

CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1  

CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1  

<Other indicators>  

 

EP.2 Do data and/or monitoring programs exist nowadays related to the indicator? 

CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 

CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1  

CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1  

<Other indicators>  

  

EP.3 Is the indicator cost-effective? (Taking into account the cost of the methods and/or 

technologies required and the relevance of the data provided) 

CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 

CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1  

CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1  

<Other indicators>  
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EP.4 Are evidences of the indicator’s ecosystem relevance published in literature? Are the 

indicator’s targets (monitoring objectives) described in literature? Are they suitable for 

assessing the deep Mediterranean Sea? 

CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 

CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1  

CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1  

<Other indicators>  

 

EP.5 Does the indicator reflect primarily one ecosystem property/pressure/impact? Is the 

indicator redundant due to major overlaps with other indicators and their targets? 

CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 

CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1  

CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1  

<Other indicators>  

 

EP.6 Is the indicator applicable to different spatial and temporal ranges? Does its formulation 

enable possible adaptations for targeting heterogeneous systems and covering different 

management frameworks?  

CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 

CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1  

CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1  

<Other indicators>  

 

EP.7 Does the indicator have precautionary capacity? Understood as the capacity of the 

indicator to reflect and ecosystem change within a detectable, short response time.  

Precautionary capacity would enable the early detection of pressures and impacts, 

anticipating and preventing further damages. 

CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 

CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1  

CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1  

<Other indicators>  

 

EP.8 Is the indicator’s performance sensitive, robust and accurate?  

CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 

CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1  

CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1  

<Other indicators>  
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EP.9 Is the methodology required for monitoring the indicator available and standardized 

across all Mediterranean basins? 

CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 

CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1  

CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1  

<Other indicators>  

 

EP.10 Do thresholds and/or reference conditions exist for this indicator? 

CRITERIA/INDICATOR SCORE (0 / 0.5 / 1) 

CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1  

CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1  

<Other indicators>  

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE OUTCOMES 

CRITERION D11C1. Indicator 11.1.1 

CRITERION D11C2. Indicator 11.2.1 

<Other indicators> 
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<Add references consulted and/or references recommended for the obtaining of further information> 

<Add a brief description of the suitability of the indicator considering the outcomes of the 

questionnaire> 

 

 

 

 
<Add a brief description of the suitability of the indicator considering the outcomes of the 

questionnaire> 
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